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Preface
Pascal Badjagou, of the Réseau de Développement d’ Agriculture Durable (REDAD), in
Benin, describes his experiences in starting a network thus:
More often than not, because of lack of communication, people tend to look far away
for something thatis in fact close by, withouttheir being aware ofit. For instance, we
learnt about the existence of agroforestry from books and magazines, but we were
overjoyed, when making our initial contacts to form a network on it, to discover the
RAMRproject (Recherche Appliquée en Milieu Réel), which practises agroforestry in

Mono Province, only 150 kilometers from our community!

Heandhis colleagues are typical of the ‘prime movers’ whosedrive and enthusiasm
are seminal in the launching of a new network.Butwill their efforts meet with success?
Andif they do, how will that success be measured? Will the networklast? Will it remain
informal or becomeinstitutionalized?
These are someofthe questions addressed bythis book, which describes the experiences
of researchers, development workers and farmers worldwide, as they attempt to build
working relationships through networking. Because it brings people together in a
commonendeavour, networking can play a majorrole in strengthening the impactoftheir

efforts. Sharing experiences, opinions and information strengthensself-confidence and
makesparticipants better equipped to manage a complex and rapidly changing environ-

ment. Networkingis especially important in the developmentof low-external-input and
sustainableagriculture, which has receivedlittle support from conventional research and
developmentinstitutes in the past.
Wehope that, by sharingtheir experiences, the contributorsto this volumewill inspire
readers to newefforts and initiatives in networking for the future developmentof low-

external-input and sustainable agriculture.

Carine Alders, Bertus Haverkort and Laurens van Veldhuizen(editors)
ILEIA
P.O. Box 64
3830 AB Leusden
Netherlands
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PART ONE
Networking
for Low-external-input and

Sustainable Agriculture

Networking for Low-external-input and
Sustainable Agriculture
Bertus Haverkort , Laurens van Veldhuizen and Carine Alders

Introduction
Networking is a powerful and cost-effective way of sharing information and achieving
various other goals that individuals cannot achieve alone. During and after an international workshop which took place in Silang, Cavite in the Philippines in March 1992,

participants exchanged their experiences of and through networking. The workshop was
attended by 45 representatives of different networks from 20 countries ofNorth and South
America, Europe,Africa and Asia, and was jointly organized bythe InternationalInstitute
of Rural Reconstruction (IRR), World Neighbors and ILEIA. This paper combines
observations madeat the workshop with the other networking experiences described in

this book.
To understand and appreciate the role networking can play in low-external-input and
sustainable agriculture (LEISA), let us first look at the main characteristics of LEISA and
the related notion of participatory technology development(PTD).

Reijntjes et al (1992) give the following definition of LEISA:
Low-external-input andsustainable agriculture refers to those forms ofagriculturethat:
seek to optimize the use of locally available resources by combining the different
componentsof the farm system,i.e. plants, animals,soil, water, climate and people, so
that they complementeachother and havethe greatest possible synergetic effects; and
seek waysof using external inputs only to the extent that they are needed to provide
elements that are deficient in the ecosystem and to enhance available biological,
physical and human resources. In using external inputs,attention is given mainly to
maximum recycling and minimum detrimental impact on the environment.
LEISA doesnot aim at maximum productionover a short duration butratherat stable
and adequate production over the long term. LEISA seeks to maintain and, where

possible, enhance natural resources and make maximum useof natural processes.
Where part of the production is marketed, opportunities are sought to regain the
nutrients broughtto the marketAtfarm,regional and national level, LEISA implies the

need for close monitoring and careful managementof the flows of nutrients, water and
energy soas to achieve a balanceata high level of production. Managementprinciples
include harvesting water and nutrients in the watershed, recycling nutrients within the
farm, managing nutrients in the flow from farm to consumer and back again, using
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aquifer waterjudiciously, and using renewable sourcesof energy. Astheseflowsare not

confined by farm boundaries, LEISA requires managementnot only at farm level but
also at district, regional, national and even international levels. Ateach level, technologies
should be sought to make theflow cycle as short as possible and to balance the flows.
LEISA incorporates the best components of indigenous farmers’ knowledge and
practices, ecologically sound agriculture developed elsewhere, conventional science
and new approachesin science (e.g. the systems approach,agro-ecology,biotechnology).
Thus far, conventional science has served mainly high-external-inputagriculture, but
the contributions itcould make to LEISA should be exploredto the full. LEISA practices
must be developed within each ecological and socio-economic system. The specific
strategies and techniqueswill vary accordingly and will be innumerable.

Developing the New Agriculture: A Role for Farmers and Researchers
In this search for eco-specific and socio-economically adapted farming techniques,
farmers and external professionals can both play a role. One form of the cooperation

between them is knownasparticipatory technology development (PTD)(ILEIA,1989).
Conventional research and technology developmentpolicies have been criticized for
failing to significantly improve low-external-input agricultural systems, having focused
mainly on irrigated agriculture and export crops (Chambers and Jiggins, 1986; OTA,
1988; Arbab and Prager, 1991). The technologies developed have often proved inappropriate for resource-poorfarmersandpastoralists. Manytechnical interventions have also
beenill suited to women’s needs andpriorities. Furthermore, the conventional approach
has led to technologies that demandtheuseofhigh levels of external inputs, endangering
the environment and underminingthe sustainability of agriculture.
In responseto these criticisms, major changes in the approachto both research and
developmentare now taking place. Scientists are seeking ways of reducing the levels of

external inputs used. The international agricultural research centres, which have long
worked onincreasing the sustainability as well as the productivity of agriculture through
a commodity-focused approach, have recently placed renewed emphasis on the
managementof natural resources, developing an ecoregional perspective to complement
their global commodity research. The study of multiple cropping, the roles of livestock,
multi-purpose trees and agroforestry systemshaveall increased dramatically in recent
years. It is now generally acceptedthat rainfed agriculture in more fragile environments

cannot be modernized using the same approachesas those of the Green Revolution.In
these areas,relatively low levels of external inputs need to be combined with maximum
utilization of locally available resourcesandnatural processes. Somenotable progressis
now apparentin the improvementof crops grownby the resource-poorfarmers wholive

in rainfed areas, including cassava, millet, maize, cowpea and pigeonpea. The Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations now advocates whatit calls
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sustainable agriculture and rural development (SARD), which emphasizesboth integrated
pest management(IPM) andintegrated plantnutrition systems (IPNS). Meanwhile, the

scientists have gone a stagefurther, replacing the conceptof integrated pest management
with that ofplanthealth, which emphasizes preventionrather than cure and the avoidance
of chemicals altogether wherever possible. Technologies in plant health have made
particularly rapid progress in recent years, with the development of genetic resistance and

of biological control helping governments and farmers to cut down radically on the
importation and use ofpesticides in certain cases.In addition,there has been widespread
recognition of the importanceof including farmersand otherlandusersin the process of
technology development. Social and economic factors, including the importance of
women’s contributionsto agriculture, are now far better understood than they were when

criticisms of the Green Revolution were first voiced more than 20 years ago.
PTD builds on and contributes to these changes in approach, blending the experiences

of practitioners of farming systems approachesto research with those of NGO staff
engaged in community-based rural development.It differs from conventional approaches
to research and extension in several importantrespects:
* It gives special emphasis to the indigenous knowledgeof farmers, seeking to use this
as a basis for technology development.
* Itseeks to enhancefarmers’ capacities to develop technology andto securetheir inputs

at all phasesofthe research cycle, particularly the crucial technology designstage.
* It seeks to involve all members of the community in research and development
activities, especially those traditionally disadvantaged by conventional research and
development approaches(such as women).
¢ PTD aimsat developing a variety of optionsfor further experimentation rather than a

fixed package to be implemented asitis.
* Methodsusedare generally rapid, low-cost and locally manageable.

* PTD doesnot claim to be a fixed and complete model, but an approach that can and
should be adapted according to experience andlocal circumstances.
To be effective, PTD activities depend on collaboration among farmers, fieldworkers,
researchers andothers. New patterns of interaction and cooperation betweentheseactors

are therefore needed. Networking has a key role to play here.

The Importance of Networking
Networkscan play an importantrole in bringing about a more participatory approachto

agricultural research and development. A growing numberof farmers’ groups, NGOs,
research and developmentorganizations and donor agencies are becominginterested in
the development of LEISA.Yet pioneers in this field realize that its application is not
spreadingasfast as it could and should. This is becauseof two crucial bottlenecks. First,
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many organizations dedicated to agricultural development are small. They work in

relative isolation and have difficulties in finding qualified staff. They silently build up a
wealth of experiences which do not reach other organizations working in thefield.

Second,the socio-economic and policy environmentin which both farmers and development organizations must operate is often not conducive to sustainable agriculture.

Networksalso have aroleto play in addressing this second bottleneck. As removing these
bottlenecksis essential to the further developmentof LEISA,they are further discussed
below.
Strengthening development support organizations
Thetasks faced by developmentsupport organizations are many and complex. They need
to understandtheir ownplacein the political game, take stands and voicetheir opinions

in the most appropriate way.In thefield of agriculture they need to be aware of new
technologies and practices that may suit the needsofthe people they serve. Aboveall, they

needskills in participatory methods of working with farmers. Further, they must develop
links with governmentagenciesto obtain support fortheir field programmes. Inall their

activities they are subject to the vicissitudes of national andinternational politicallife.
Heavily engagedin running their own programmes, few developmentorganizations have
sufficient time to keep abreast of new ideas and options. Recent experiences from a

nearby organization may go unnoticed,let alone those of organizationsin otherparts of
the world.
Greatefforts are needed to improvetheeffectivenessof these organizations. Developmentstrategies need to be designed, human resources need to be developed, documen-

tation and monitoring and evaluation need improvement,and links with sources of new
information need to be established. Single organizations acting alone find it extremely

difficult to do these things. They need to collaborate with others.
Changing the policy environment

Conventionalagricultural developmentpolicies,with their concepts, criteria, procedures
and institutional structures, have been designed mainly on the premise that agricultural
intensification requires high levels of external inputs. Until recently, most countries

(developed as well as developing)adoptedpolicies which, through subsidies, encouraged
monocroppingandthe use of chemicals. Price interventions supported specialization and
the switch to commercial crops. The detrimental environmentaleffects of such policies
were generally externalized, so that the rest of society paid. These policies neglected or
undervalued local knowledge and generally had a male bias. Policies were generally
applied nationwide, without taking into account cultural, economic and biophysical
diversity.
At a global level, both producer and consumerprices of agricultural products are
greatly influenced by international market relationships. Consumerprices are lowered by
the subsidized exports of Western countries; exports from developing countries are
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restricted by various forms oftrade barrier imposed by the industrialized North, and
sometimes even by export taxes in the country oforigin.
Policy support to agricultural development needs to be modified to make the transition
from unsustainable forms of agriculture to more sustainable forms. Changesin policies

should include more support for low-external-input approaches to technology development, the introduction of pricing policies that favour the use of local resources,
participatory and decentralized planning methods, and legislation for environmental
protection. Experiencesin these areas are few and far between as yet—buttheydoexist.
In recentyears structural adjustment programmesin many countries have led to a new

economic environment, in which external inputs have largely lost their comparative
advantage overthe use of local resources. Experiences with LEISA and PTD are being
better documented andare gaining recognition. International agreements are leading to
newrestrictions on the use of chemicals.
Shifts in agricultural policies will not come automatically. The status quoin both the
North and the South favoursexisting elites, for whom it providesjobs, security, income,

status and prestige. For these elites, any pressure for change that favours the poorattheir
expense will be seen as a threat. A major innovativerole therefore has to be played by
farmers’ groups, NGOsandresearch organizationsactive in LEISA. In this respecttoo,
networking will be important.
Networking and empowerment
Networking can empower network members who belong to an otherwise isolated or

marginalized social group. Women’s networksfunction as a mechanism to counter male
domination(see Jiggins, p.109). Some networks give farmersbacktheir self-confidence
by strengtheningor reviving indigenous knowledge systems(see Haverkort, p.37, and
Rist, p.93). Others validate farming styles that challenge the progressive farm model
espoused by government(see Hiemstra etal, p.67). Networking maystrengthen Southern
farmers’ organizations in their confrontation with Northern-dominated market and
technology development systems (see Kinnon, p.117), or give a voice to farmers who are
dissatisfied with governmentpolicies (see Hiemstra et al; Holt-Giménez and Cruz Mora,
p.51; or Compton and Joseffson, cited in Haverkort). Finally, networks strengthen

environmental groupsin their attempts to prevent environmentally destructive development schemes(see Korten, p.25).
North-South relationships
Manyresearch organizations and NGOsof the South have beenestablished by and/or

receive considerable funding from donoragenciesbased in the North. (Some ofthese
NGOshave specific ideological or religious mandate.) Both project-based and core
funding may be involved. This meansthat their work plans and budgets have to be
approved by people in the North. Such dependence mayintroduce a Northern bias in the
choiceof priorities andcriteria for planning and evaluation.
7
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Thelack of exchangeof experiences between NGOsin a specific region maypartly be
caused bythefact that, in their external relationships, they focus on organizations with

the same ideological flavour rather than on those working in a similar development
context. The Northern support organization sometimes plays a part in fostering this
tendency.Establishing regional networksis an important mechanism for reducing donor

influenceofthis kind. In this respect the support now being provided to the development
of oecumenical networks by donor agencies based in the North is especially welcome.
The cases of the Association of Church Development Projects (ACDEP) and the
Ecological Association for Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Development (ECASARD)
in Ghana(see Alebikiya, p.159) are examples.
Donor organizations funding research are heavily biased towards Western technological and scientific tradition. This tradition is based on reductionist paradigms and
fosters highly specialized research efforts, focusing on single aspects of a problem. This
form of research has been developed in the North to serve the needs of the market
economy. Thefact that Southern researchinstitutes are oriented towards this Northern
tradition is in part a result of past North-South relationships. Many national agricultural
research systems arestill organized alongthelines of former colonial institutions. Senior
positionsare often held by Northern scientists. Many national researchers have received
their training in the North, andscientific publications are generally produced by Northern
organizations. The International Development Research Centre (IDRC) and the Swedish

Agency for Research Cooperation with Developing Countries (SAREC) are to be
commendedfortheir role in supporting trans-disciplinary research networks.
Much homework remains to be done by funding agencies. In the Netherlands, for
example, there are four different ideology-based funding agencies, all active in NGO
support. The governmentagency, the Directorate General for International Cooperation
(DGIS), is still influenced byspecialists who lack a holistic approach.Atthe international
level, North-South relationshipsfrequentlystill mirror history: francophone, anglophone
and Arabic speaking countries tend to havetheir ownhistorically determined links with
specific ‘mother’ countries; the USA has Latin America asits ‘backyard’, while Europe
‘has’ Africa and Japan and Australia ‘have’ Asia. Increased networking among Southern
NGOsandresearchers will lead to better internal coordination and improved ‘donor

management’ in the interests of the South. As suchit can only contribute to the further
emancipation and empowermentof Southern organizations.

A Closer Look at Networking
Definition

There are several definitions of networking, each depending on a particular perspective.
Weuse the following definition:
}
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A network is any group ofindividuals and/or organizations who, on a voluntary basis,
exchangeinformation or goods or implementjoint activities and who organize themselves
for that purpose in such a way that individual autonomy remainsintact.

In additionto this definition, the meaning ofnetworking may becomeclearerbylisting
some of its most important characteristics:
e Memberstake part on a voluntary basis; networking assumesthe willingness to share
information and other resources in an environment of mutual trust and respect.
¢ Memberscarry out joint activities that cannot easily be performed alone.
¢ Members’ individual autonomy remainsintact.
* Networkscan have manydifferent forms and usedifferent procedures depending on the
specific situation. There is therefore considerable diversity in networking experiences.

* The network’s structure is often ‘light’ and not very formal.
Networking has long been recognized byresearchinstitutes and funding agencies as

an important way of improving the effectiveness of agricultural research (Plucknett,
1990). Similarly, farmers generally take part in several local farmers’ networks and can
derive great benefit from them (Box, 1989; Comptonand Joseffson, 1993). NGOs have
tended to value their independence very highly, but are presently linking up more and
more with their peer groups. However, no systematic assessmentof the experiences of

these different groups in networking for LEISA has yet been made.
Typology
There are several types of network andseveral different criteria on which a typology can
be based. Figure 1, designed during the workshopin the Philippines, gives a typology on
the basis of the professional background of members andtheactivities involved.
Figure 1 Typology of networks according to membership andactivities
Activities:

Membership:
Farmers’
organizations
Non-government
organizations
Researchers and
extensionists
Various
categories

Information

Materials

exchange

exchange

Training

Marketing

Awareness

Policy

raising

dialogues
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Another typology can be made according to the flow of in fi rmation and internal
organization of the network. Dependingon the degree of centralization and hierarchy, the

types of network shownin Figure 2 can be distinguished.

Hierarchy: 5 3 D
Informationis controlled by the top

ae
O5

<3

Figure 2 Typology of networks according to flow of information

Huband spoke:

Circle:
Information
flows between
membersin a
certain order

Knitwork:
Information
flows between
all members

Information flows
between members

through the hub

Sub -networks:
In addition to the total flow
of inform nation there are

Wheel:
Information flows between

participants and the hub

specia flows within
sub-unit s (per region or
spe cial topic)
Source: Haverkort and Ducommun,1991

Plucknettet al (p.187) give a typology based on operational sty] es. Further typologies

could be based on scope of geographical coverage (local, natio nal, regional, international), or on subject matter focus (e.g. networks on integrated pest management, on soil
fertility, etc).
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Analyzing thedifferent forms and types of network that have evolved or have been
chosen by members reveals certain patterns. Table 1 presents a preliminary analysis of

this kind. This may help people define the most appropriate networking model for their
situation. The paper by Manrique et al (p.167) gives a similar table, based on the

experiences of the Andean Council of Ecological Management (CAME).
Table | Advantages and disadvantagesof different network types
Type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Locallevel

Allowsface-to-face contact

Limited scope and means

Eco-specific
Informal
super level

Represents large numbers of
people

Requires formalization and
core funding

Allows stronger

Limited interaction between
members

paliey-voice
Pe

Acquires more resources for
large tasks
Specialized subject

Well focused

Too narrow a focus

General focus on LEISA

Holistic

Too dispersed

Horizontal membership

Deeper contacts

Vertical membership
Centralized organization

Allows contacts between
levels

Executive power

Alienation from grass roots

Easy for donors to deal with
Decentralized organization

Democratic

Difficult to maintain cohesion

Commitment
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The Emergence and Evolution of Networks
The inventory carried out during the workshop held in the Philippin es showed that many
networks to enhanceLEISA have been established inrecent years. Ne tworks at continental
level had been formed in Europe (the European Network on Lo w-external-input and
Sustainable Agriculture, EULEISA), Latin America (the Latin Ame rican Consortium for
the Development of Ecological Agriculture, CLADES) and South- East Asia (the SouthEast Asian Sustainable Agriculture Network, SEASAN). Natio nal and sub-national
networksare already plentiful—and many moreare in the process of being formed.
Preconditions for networking
Not all experiences with networking have been positive. Many in itiatives have failed.
Recent experiences suggest that the following questions need to be considered before
starting a network:
e Is there a common vision anda set of common goals among potential members?

* Do potential members face common problemsand constraints?
* Are potential members aware ofthese problemsand constraints a nd of their important
influence on their work?

* Do potential members, especially NGOs, have sufficient manaigerial and organizational skills?
¢ Are there relevant results/experiences that can be shared?
* Do potential members have a good idea of what a networkis an d whatit could mean
to them?
* Are they prepared to spend the necessary time and energy in sharing and networking
at the expense of time spent with members of their own programn nes?
* Is there an atmosphere of openness amongpotential members v vhich allows them to
admit mistakes and learn from them?
* Can the coordination of a network be ensured, especially duri ing its first phase of
emergence?
+ Can the necessary financial resourcesfor network activities be mo bilized from network
members? If not, is there a chance of continuous donor funding?

* Is there enough commitmentto overcomethe problemsofthe net work’s establishment
phase?
Developmentstages of a network
Given the great diversity of networks, it is obvious that there is 0 blueprint for their
development.In reality, networks usually evolve slowly and Fallot a development path
dictated by their own internal logic. Farmers’ networks tend to be less formal than
networks among other groups.
12
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However, the analysis of different experiences enables some stages to be identified
which appear relevant for most networks. These are:
Preparation. During this stage initiators identify a topic of common concern, formulate
the idea of a network, and assess the interest of potential members. For any network it is
importantthatthis stage be based on the perceived needs ofthe potential members. These
can be assessed through a preliminary survey. In informal networks these activities take
place spontaneously.
In formal networks, however,the initiator plays a catalytic role which requires time,
thought and financial resources. In research networks the host organizations generally

provide these resources. In return they are able to influence the networkin a direction they
deem important. Finding financial resources is not easy during the preparation stage,

because it is not yet certain whether the network will take off. A survey may indicate that
there is not enough interest, or that networking is not the right organizational form with
which to tackle the problem. In some cases, such as the Tamil Nadu network of NGOs
described by Quintal and Gandhimathi (see p.177), a supporting organization such as
ILEIA can provide seed money to meet preparation costs. The possible roles of support/

donor organizations during this stage are summarized in Box 1. Theissues raised are
based on the experience of several recently established networks in India and Africa.
Establishment. During this stage the decision is taken to form a network, typically at a
founding meeting ofall potential members. The members also determine the mechanisms

and structure for information exchange and collaboration. In some cases networks draw
up formal rules and regulations, with a central committee and a well defined membership,
and then organize funding. In other cases, establishment occurs informally, with the

mechanisms and structure evolving according to need. Whetherformally or informally,
itis essential that members participate in planning activities at this stage. The relationship
of the network with the initiators, the host institution and the donor has to be defined. The
experiencesof IIRR indicate that when a formal networkis established it is importantto

keep overheadcosts low and network structures simple. The maintenanceof a secretariat
and office equipment can be both costly and cost-ineffective unless real collaborative
activities develop in the field. Formal networks can easily become yet another bureaucratic layer inhibiting rather than promoting the exchange of information and coopera-

tion. As Grimaldo Rengifo of the Andean Project for Indigenous Technology (PRATEC)
said, ‘Structuring life can freeze life’ (personal communication).

Operations. After establishment the network gradually becomes fully operational. It
adapts according to environmental change and internal dynamics. Thelatter will be
greatly influenced by personalities. A clear identification of the network’s goals,
structure and procedures and sometraining in network managementwill help guide the

13
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Box 1. Possible roles of support/donor organizations during
network formation
* First, development support organizations can link with emerginginitiatives. In certain
cases they can initiate by approaching leading NGOs and inviting them to explore the
possibility of forming a network. In this way they can play a catalytic ro le in breaking down
existing patterns of non-collaboration.
* An ad-hoc committee or core group can then be formed, consisting ¢ of representatives of
different NGOs. To allow the committee to do its preparatory work,
support organization can make someseed moneyavailableto cover travel and comm nication costs.
¢ The committee conducts a survey of the need for a network at nd of the available
experience and expertise to be shared throughit. On the basis ofthis survey, a register of
membersis madeandthe feasibility of the network becomesclear. / A draft statement of
intent on the network’s purpose is formulated andpresented to potenti al members. At this
stage the supportorganization can link the membersof the committee o r core group to other
emerging networks, for example by informing them of example of registers from

elsewherein the world, or by organizing exchangevisits.
¢ Aconstituting meeting can then be organized, to whichall potential n nembersare invited.
The meeting should agree on the intention, objectives, structure andactivities of the
network. Therole of the support organization maybe to fund and/or to host the meeting.
¢ Once the network has been formed, its finances needto be addresse d. Networks should
mobilize funds from their own resourcesto the extent possible.If these are insufficienta
funding proposal can be developed andpresented to donor agencies. A support organization mayprovidethe necessary liaisonat this point.
* Technical support to emerging networks should preferably be provid ed by networks with
asimilar background. Such a South-South support system would bene! fit from a register of
similar existing networks. A supporting or donor agency maypossesss uch a register or may
makeits developmentpossible.
+ Donor agencies should give priority to funding networks dedicated to LEISA on a
national or sub-national basis as a cost-effective way of promoting sus tainable agriculture.

network throughthis stage, which will probably be punctuated by various crises. Some
redesign of the network’s structure and management may be n essary to allow the

membership to becomemorefully active. This stageis, ofcourse, the most important one
in terms of programme implementation. Several difficult issues may arise in the course
of implementation. These are generally not related to how to make a newsletter or
organize a workshop, but more often to internal cooperation and the managementof

resources. These issues will be discussed in moredetaillater.
Dissolution. According to Plucknett et al (1990) most networks should eventually
disband, allowing membersto regroup and confront new problems. Networksset up to
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tackle specific problems can dissolve once thetask has been accomplished or the problem
proves intractable. Networks should therefore consider themselves as temporary organi-

zations. In practice, however, relatively few of the international research networks
formed in recent decades have ceased to operate. Instead of dissolving a network, it may
make more sense to transform it to address new issues, or to merge it with other networks.
The following questions haveto be asked before a networkis disbanded ortransformed:
has the task been completed? If not, what parts of the task remain to be done? Do
opportunities for fruitful collaboration still exist in some areas? What changes are
necessary to meet the needs of the new situation? If the network is to be phased out, what

final concerns should it address, and how will its residual responsibilities be met after
dissolution?
Network activities
Experiences show that networks pursue a great variety of activities to achieve their
objectives. However, someactivities are commonto almostall networks. Managing some

kind of documentation or information centre orservice is one of these. Here, information
is pooled, processed and made accessible to all members. Information exchange is often

promoted through a newsletter, varying from a two-page irregular bulletin to a regular,
sometimes glossy, magazine. Further common instruments in networking are workshops
and exchange visits. It goes beyond the scope of this book to describe these activities in
detail and to say how they should be planned and implemented so as to becomeeffective
networking tools. The book Information exchange networkingfor agricultural development: A review ofconcepts and practices, by J. Nelson and J. Farrington, to be published

in 1993 by the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA)in English
and French, contains valuable information and guidelines on networking and network
management.

Managing Networks
Issues
Managementissues in networking mayrelate, for example, to the way informationis

handled, the issue of leadership, the handling ofdifferences between members, and the
maintenance of members’ commitment. All networks consider rotation of leadership
important to avoid monopolization. The internal processes of management should be
evaluated periodically, preferably with the help of outsiders. Whenthere is a full-time
secretariat, a separate steering committee should be appointed to make policy decisions

and to avoid alienation of the secretariat from the members. The main role of the
network’stechnical coordinators, often responsible for operations at regional level,is to
ensure that members remain committed to the network. Managers and coordinators need
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to master the art of encouraging others, creating an atmosphere of mutual confidence and

enthusiasm. Differencesin technical approaches between members should be handled by
accepting both points of view as legitimate rather than by forcing either or both of them
to reach a uniform solution. Differences between members over network activities and
procedures should be managed by delegating decisions to sub-committees and by
encouraging regional activities. Managers muststrikea balance between takingsufficient
control to make the network more than the sum of its constituent parts, and allowing
sufficient flexibility so that the individual members feel the relevance of activities for
their own situation.
Many networks probably need staff training in the management of information.

Research networks give special importance to improving communication by bridging
language barriers and breaking down isolation. Care should be taken that members who
have limited access to electronic media and to fax machines are not excluded from the
flow of information.
The international support networks havethetask of monitoring the differentflows of

information and suggesting initiatives for site-specific or topic-specific workshops,
newsletters, documentation systems, review meetings, lobbying activities, and so on.

They have to assess the quality of the information being exchanged and to take decisions
accordingly. They may sometimes have to disappoint individuals by, for example,
deciding not to publish a contribution in a global newsletter but referring it back to the
regional network. They may ask probing questions to stimulate the author to develop the
contribution further. Support organizations therefore have an important role in promoting
the quality, not just the quantity, of networking.

Monitoring and evaluation

Theeffects of networking need to be monitored and evaluated continuously. Almostall
the cases described in this book stress this point. Networking is a relatively new activity
for most professionalsin thefield of sustainable agriculture. The art of networking can
best be learned by accumulating learning experiences. So far,
most of the experiences

have been based on trial and error, but increasingly in the future the stock of knowledge
should provide the basis for formulating practical guidelines. Yetit should also be borne
in mind that networkingis not an activity to be carried outon the basisof blueprints; each

network will develop its own optimal form through its own experience.
Monitoring and evaluation are essential for making learning experiences explicit so

that these can be shared with peer groups and donoragencies,

the efficiency and

effectiveness of networking improved. Critical questions include: do membersperceive

benefits from the network? Howdothe structure and activities of the network relate to
its Objectives? How does managementrelate to members and

how participatory are

planning activities? Do networking activities improve the performanceof individual
membersandtheir organizations?
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After reviewingrecent networking experiences among NGOs, Engel (p.131) develops
a framework for structuring evaluation questions such as the above according to the
objectives or function of the network. He uses a distinction between the efficacy,
efficiency andeffectiveness of networks and suggests indicators for network performance and impact.

Facing the Problems
Several problems in operating networks wereidentified by participants at the workshop
in the Philippines. How best to structure and manage networks? How to acquire the
necessary financial and human resources? How to monitor network performance and

evaluate impact? Various ways of overcomingthese problems were described by World
Neighborsin its newsletter WorldNeighbors inAction (Fisher and Moeliono, 1992), from

which the following section borrows heavily.
Unclear objectives

Some networks do not seem to have a clear purpose. Either the organizers never
established the objectives orthey did not let members know exactly what they were. If
this happens, members have difficulty in knowing what to do. They quickly become
confused orlose interest. Without a clear vision orstrategy, it is difficult to make the right

decisions, and the organizers may end up making decisionsthatfit their own personal
interests.
The impactof any network can only be judged in relation to the network’s goals, which
therefore need to be set early on. These goals will determine the types of people and
organization that will join and the kinds of activity that the network will carry out. The
objectives should be:(a) clear, (b) decided upon by as many of the participants as possible,
and (c) reviewed regularly to see if the network is having the desired impact and to make
sure its goals are still relevant.
Domination

In networks involving institutions of different types, there will be different ideas about
what the network should do. This can be positive, providing participants with an
opportunity to challenge one another and so to stimulate each other’s thinking until
commongroundis established and differences are worked out. However,if differences

become too serious, competing groups may separate and the network will become
paralyzed.

Sometimesa networkis started by a few individuals or organizations whoinsist that
those whojoin mustshare their views exactly. In other cases a small group may gradually

begin to dominate decision-makingandactivities. If people bring a political agenda or
personalorinstitutional conflicts to the network’s meetings, small groups may begin to
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dominate while others are kept out of decision-making, being lat jelled as too academic,

too far left, too far right and so on.
For the greatest impact, a network should include a variety of people and institutions
that can relateto its objectives. Coalitions of many institutions an d groups will stimulate

debate and encourage collaboration, both of which are majorr sons for networking.
Steps need to be taken early to make sure most decisions and tivities are made and
carried out democratically.
While it may be difficult to stop fighting between groups, no h
is done by reminding
them that the purpose of the network is to work with rather than to exclude oneanother.
Tight central control

The domination ofa network by a small group usually meansthat decisions will be made
bythe select few. This can makeit difficult for the network to change, grow or accept new
ideas. If setting up a tight central bureaucracy(in the form ofa secretariat, organizing
board or steering committee)puts still more controlin the handsof the few,the centre can
becomea tool for control rather than coordination.

While broadparticipation is important, there must nonethelessbe a core of working
members who take responsibility for organizing and managng the network. It is
important that these peoplerepresentthe larger group. To avoid g iving too much power
to the few, there must be a continuing process of leadership selec tion and review by the
larger group. This process should be put in placeearly in the net ork’s evolution.
These leaders must be able to think about the wider needs of de network rather than

just whatis bestfor their owninstitution. They also need enough¢ nthusiasm andtime to
give to the network. Most importantly, they muststay in touch wi th a widevariety of the
network’s membersif they aretruly to representtheir thinking.
Lack ofparticipation
Because networks are voluntary, those who think the network s objectives are very
importantare likely to spend moretime and energy on networking than those who do not.

Larger agencies with better educated staff sometimes dominate p

icipants from smaller

rural NGOs. Representatives of smaller field-based organizati
may be more concerned with their own day-to-day problems and have difficulty inr: lating to the network’s
broader objectives (such as environmental concerns). They may eel they have nothing

important to add to or learn from many ofthe discussions. Those

ing local dialects

may findit hard to understand or be understood at meetings. These
may prevent them from actively participating.

d many otherfactors

Participation is the heart of any network. A successful networ k sponsors events that
encourage the development of shared objectives and provide eertunities for sharing
betweenthe entire range of participants—from the smallfield-o iented programmes to
the more vocal national or international organizations. Only activi ties that are of interest
and clear benefit to participants will encourage the enthusiasm an d participation needed
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to makethe network successful. The network mustproduceconcrete resultsif it is to keep
the smaller, more practically oriented field organizationsinterestedin collaborating with
academic or policy-level participants.
Funding
Informal networks sometimes do not have funds specifically earmarked for network

activities. This can limit the activities that can be organized and implemented. If
participants must pay for activities themselves, organizations with fewerresources will
of necessity be less active than those that can devote resources. On the other hand, when

too much money is channelled through a network, competition for funds (or control over

them) can lead to favouritism andso to conflicts. Too manyresourcescanalso attract

freeloaders and fair-weather friends—people looking for travel opportunities, per diems

and easy project money, whodo not share the network’s long-term objectives.
Althougheffective networksare driven by enthusiasm,in the real world most networks
need additional funds for their activities. A structure and process must be set up for

planning and administering the network’s finances. A donor agencythat believesin the

network’s goals can be approached for support (but should not be allowed to control

decision-making). Whetherthere is a donorornot, operating costs should be kept low and
members should contribute at least someoftheir own resources, for only then will they
feel ownership of the network’s results. Financial management must be supervised
closely by a groupofparticipants whoare representative of the network as a whole. Funds

must be usedwiselyifdonors(as well as participants) are to continuetotrust the network.
Competition

As networks grow, they may comeacross otherinstitutions working on the same or
closely related issues. These other institutions, whether other networks, government

agencies or NGOs, mayfeel threatened by competition from the new network. The
competition may not only be for recognition, but also for opportunities, funds and
participants.
Competition between groups can sometimes be reduced by forming links between
them. Networks working on similar issues can arrangeto specialize and to dovetail their
activities, enhancing cost-effectiveness. Alternatively, competitive or overlapping
networks maybe forced by external pressure to merge. Collaboration is usually (though

not always) moreeffective in getting the job done than is competition. Whether or not

collaboration is immediately possible, contact with rival groups should be made and
maintained so that each can learn whatthe otheris doing, whether functionsare being

duplicated, and how they might worktogetherin the future.

Timeinvested in networking
Thereis a risk that networking may drain staff time and other resources awayfrom field
workby becomingan objectiveofits own.Thisis especially true of ambitious or outward-
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lookingstaff members concerned either to further their own careers or to promote their

organization by achieving a high profile in the outside world.
These situations can be avoided by ensuring that networks

managed to serve the
needs of members, and thatfield activities are properly monitored. For these purposes,

periodic sessions to evaluate progress andreflect on the network’s general direction are
essential. These sessions should lead naturally into participatory planning, in which
yearly work plans are made and the arrangements for evaluating activities are organized
well in advance.
Training for network management
Additional skills may be required for managing networking
among professionals. In
manycases, formal managementtraining will not be available, however. Many aspects
of network managementcan be learned on thejob, or by studying the experiences of

othersin similar networks. Internshipsandfield visits between networks can be organized
for this purpose.
Formal training in network management maybe considered importantpriority for
the future.Initiativesin this area could be taken by networks on

e basis of the expressed

needsof their constituent sub-networks.

Challenges
Several challenges need to be addressed to enhance LEISA and PTD through networking.
Empowermentof farmers
Active farmer networks providethe essential basis for promoting y LEISA.All other types
of network shouldtherefore haveastheir ultimate purpose to promotethe establishment
and/or support the needs of autonomous farmer networks.

NGOs,researchers and possibly government agencies such as extension services can
support farmers’ efforts to form networks by documenting and analyzing farmers’
experiences with LEISA and by enhancing farmer-to-farmer e> changeof these experiences through the funding and organizing ofactivities suchasfi eld days and study tours.
Development support organizations can backstop farmers’ n etworks technically by
assisting in the planning anddesign of farmers’ experiments an d providing information
about LEISA practices in other areas. They could also provi de training in planning

methodsandinternal organization. Once farmers’ networks ex ist, support services can
become more complex, taking the form, for example,of linkin g different networks, or
helping to establish a farmers’ newsletter or a national farmers ’ conference on LEISA.
There is a need for practical guidelines on how to promote the evolution of farmer
networks. These guidelines could be based on the documented experiences of NGOsor
other development support organizations.
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Linking development actors
Althoughestablishing horizontal networksconsisting of farmer groups only, NGOsonly
and researchersonly is an importantfirst step, each of these networks needs crucial
vertical links with other types of network and service organizationsifit is to be fully
effective. NGO networksin particular are encouragedto link with international, regional
and (sub-)national technical institutions for the provision of support to their field
activities. NGOsare in a good position to assess farmers’ needs for research and the
relevanceof existing technologies. Manyresearchinstitutions now recognize the benefits
of relationships with NGOs and NGOnetworks. A register of networks and service
organizations working in the domain ofLEIS A wouldbe very useful, enabling individual
networkstotaketheinitiative in building their own vertical links.

To improve the relevance offield activities, farmer representatives could become
members of NGO networks, and NGOscouldbe representedon research networks. Field-

oriented networks could represent farmers’ interests by studying the annualreports and
otherpublicationsofthe research centresin their area, assessing the relevanceofresults
for small farmers, periodically visiting the centres and expressing their needs and

willingnessto collaborate. They could makeproposals for collaborative on-farm research
and PTD,suggesting research locations and topics. They could also help introduce
farmers into the research community.
Learning from networking experiences
The further developmentof networks devoted to LEIS requires considerable efforts in
humanresource development. Twoinitiatives have been identified as essential in this
respect, namely the production of a resource book on network managementand the
developmentof network managementcourses within existing training institutes. The

book should notbe a blueprint on howto network,but should rather contain practical
examples and information for use by network managers.It could include a checklist of
networking objectives andactivities, and options for monitoring and evaluation. There
is little documented experience in monitoring and evaluating networks. Developingtools
for these exercises requires special attention.
Existing managementtraining institutes could include the managementofnetworksin

their curriculum. Regional networkscould requesttailor-made courses for their member
organizations.
Joint activities
Collaboration among different types of networkis called for in meeting major challenges

in the areas oftraining and training materials, marketing, advocacy and the assessment

of LEISA technologies. Convincing data on the impact of LEISA technologies (on
productivity and the environment, and on such socio-economicfactors as labour,stability
of production, equity,etc)arestill relatively scarce. This is a serious problem, because

nationalandinternational agricultural policies will be modified to enhance LEISA only
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when its feasibility and advantages are proven. This will require a supra-disciplinary

approach, whereas most professionals have been trained as specialists and are operating
in organizations with a sectoral mandate. Networks can play an essential rolein bringing
together the available data on the impact of LEISA technologies.

New methods of research
A change towards LEISA particularly affects researchers and

their working methods.

While considerable progress has been madein recent years, there

needs to be still more

interaction between participatory forms of on-farm research and the more traditional
forms of station-based research. The process of synthesis between different approaches
needs to go several stages further. Research on the management of natural resources is
an important new complement to the multidiscplinary commodity focus of efforts at the
international level, but its outputs and working methods need to
better defined. Ways
of assessing the impact of such research are especially needed.
There is room for a vast
increase in the number of collaborative projects between research institutions and NGOs,

as also between research and extension. And further progress needs to be made in
demolishing intersectoral barriers. Networking can be an important tool for pursuing

these aims—and particularly for reducing the current tendency of the different groups
engaged in research and developmentto demonize each other. Many research institutions

have a long tradition of sharing their experiences with other researchers through
networking(see Plucknett etal, p.187; and Smutylo and Koala, p.231). These efforts now
need to embrace a wider audience of non-specialists. Likewise, many research institutions havereinforced the user’s perspective in their workin recent years (see Prainetal,
p.215). However,thereisstill a long wayto goin integrating the research capacities of
researchers and farmers. Here too, networks could play an important role in exchanging
experiences and providing mutual support.
A challenge for funding agencies

In all cases, networks need funding at somestageof their existence. Seed money may be
needed to establish the need for a network and prepare the groundfor it. Where network
members are not supported by large institutions, money is needed to maintain the
network. NGOsneed to budget ‘networking time’ and funding agencies may need to be
convinced of the need for what mayatfirst seem an unproductiveactivity.
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Strategic Networking: From Community
Projects to Global Transformation
by David Korten
Introduction
In March 1988 the Asian NGO Coalition (ANGOC) held a landmark workshop on the

theme of strategic networking among non-government organizations (NGOs). The
workshop focused on an issue of growing importance for Asian NGOs—the movement
beyond village-levelprojects to a concern with impact at the national level. We identified
democratization as a unifying concern for NGO action across Asia. We addressed the
need for coalition building at national and sub-national levels to combine resources in
pursuit of a shared vision of national development.
The intervening period has been a time of dramatic change for NGOs in Asia as
elsewhere. As we broaden our perspectives we realize that the deepening poverty,

environmental devastation and violence wesee in the villages where we work are notlocal
phenomena.Theyare pervasive and global—theresult of systemic forces that cannot be
resolved by action atthe village level alone. This awarenesshelps us to put our work in
perspective.

A Self—destructive Vision of Human Progress
Contrary to its promise, economic growthis not alleviating the conditions that underlie
the unfolding global crisis. Indeed there is reason to believe that it is the single-minded

pursuit ofgrowth thatis the cause of the crisis. We face a dilemma. It has become an article
of faith among much of the world’s population that economic growth is the key to
universal prosperity. People the world over expecttheir leaders to provide it. As the crisis
places ever increasing pressures on them, these same leaders, who seldom have time for

serious reflection, becomeincreasingly obsessed with the need to take whatever action
promisesto add to national output statistics in the current year and to fight any actionthat

threatens them. Theyfail to see thattheir actions only addto the crisis, not to its resolution.
The favoured short-run policies lead to the concentration of ever greater economic
powerin the handsofthestate and/orlarge corporate enterprise, each of whichis in turn
evaluated by society primarily on the basisof its contributions to economic output.In the
pursuit of their growth mandate, these institutions seek ever greater control over
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economic resources, which they mine with an eye only to todays bottom line—usually
at the expense of those whoare too weak to protect themselves. The greed of the wealthy
is indulged while the poor and future generationsare deprived of the means of meeting

their basic needs and reduced to a struggle for economic survival, stripped of their basic
sense of humanity and community. Poverty, environmental destruction and the communal
violence that results from a breakdown ofthe social fabric are all a direct consequence.

Our world is divided not between the developed and the underdeveloped, but rather
between the over- and underconsumersofthe earth’s resources. Because these resources
are finite and becausetotal current consumptionis at or beyondtheability of the earth’s
ecosystem to sustain, we are forced to acknowledgethatthereis a direct link between the
behaviourof the overconsumers andtheplight of the underconsumers. The despair of the
latter cannot be overcomewithout curbing the greed of the former. The answerlies not
in growth, but in a transformation of the values andinstitutions that define how we use
the earth’s bounty anddistribute its benefits.

Humansociety is locked into a mind-set that placesit on a collision course with the
limits of a finite planet and the psychologicaland social tolerance of its own members.

The task before us is one of breaking humanity outofthis pattern of collective selfdestruction. This task takes us far beyondthetraditionalroleofassisting the poor through
village-based developmentprojects. It requires new ways of working and thinking, new
organizational relationships, new strategies, and newskills.

How People Change UnresponsiveInstitutions
The small size and limited financial resources of most NGOs make them unlikely
challengers of economicandpolitical systems sustained by the prevailinginterests of big
governmentandbig business. Yet the environment, peace, human rights, consumerrights
and women’s movements all provide convincing examples of the power of voluntary
action to changesociety. This seeming paradox can be explainedbythe fact that the power
of voluntary action arises not from the size and resources of individual voluntary
organizations, but rather from theability of the voluntary sector to coalesce the actions

of hundreds, thousands oreven millions of citizens throughvast and constantly evolving
networks thatcommonlylack identifiable structures, embrace manychaotic and conflicting
tendencies, and yet act as if in concert to create new political andinstitutional realities.

These networks are able to encircle,infiltrate and even co-opt the resources of opposing
bureaucracies. They reach across sectors to intellectuals, the press and community
organizations. Once organized they can, through electronic communications, rapidly
mobilizesignificant political forces on a global scale.
Engagingin such processesis a new experience for most development-oriented NGOs.
Yet in growing numbers they are joining forces with and learning from the experience of

established social movements. As we learn more aboutthe nature of these movements,
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we realize that they are not defined by organizational structures. They are characterized
by spontaneous actionthat is driven by conviction and given shape and direction by a
broadly shared social vision. Participation is ensured through a commitment to certain
values ratherthan by the anticipation of financial or political rewards.

As our understanding grows, we see that strategic networks are the building blocks of
social movements. A strategic network is a temporary alliance of individuals and
organizationsthrough whichtheir resources are combined in pursuit of shared goals that
strengthen the movement's position in relation to major opposingforces. These alliances
commonly reach beyondthe formal voluntary sector to engage students, media, univer-

sities, agencies ofgovernment, and responsible businessorganizations. In many instances
they link local, national andinternational groups.
Manyofthe participants in a strategic network may be acting on the basis of an
immediate agenda orinterest, without perceiving themselvesto be part ofa largersocial
movement. Asis true for the larger movementof whichstrategic networks form a part,

each network mayitself consist of countless shifting tactical networks formed around
narrower agendasthat contributeto the larger strategic objective.
While the successofstrategic networks commonly depends ontheirability to harness
spontaneousvoluntary action on a considerable scale, they are seldom in themselves
spontaneouscreations. Usually one or more individuals or organizations assumecritical
and highlyself-consciousrolesas catalysts in their creation, maintenanceanddirection.

NGOexperiences in South-East Asia providerich insights into the natureofthis role.
Case of the Nam Choan Dam
In Thailand, the campaign against the Nam Choan Dam, which would have displaced
thousands of people and destroyed a major wildlife sanctuary, is an example of a

successful strategic network—andonethatis especially helpful in understanding the role
ofthe strategic network catalyst. One of the organizationsthat played sucha rolein this
campaign was the Project for Ecological Recovery (PER), a small environmentally
oriented Thai NGO with 10 paid staff members and an annual budget of less than

US$35,000.Thistiny organization forged analliance among38grassroots organizations
in the threatened area,studentorganizations, conservationists, mass mediain Thailand,
and an internationalnetwork ofenvironmental organizationsandjournalists. The alliance
ultimately persuaded the governmentto cancelthe project.

In the courseofthis campaign PER organized countless meetings and seminars,talked
with representatives of government, helped keep all the groups in contact with one
anotherfrom dayto day, organizedvisits to the dam site by citizen groups from Bangkok
andabroad,actedas a clearing house for technical and campaign information, engaged
the media, and worked constantly to broaden the campaign’s tactics and base of public

support.
Eachparticipating group had its ownreasons for being engaged. PER recognized and
accepted their differing motivations and helped each to find a role within the larger
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coalition consistent with its particular commitment and strategic resources. Each group

was encouraged to tell its own story from its own perspective, with PER helping each to
project the messages to those elements of the public mostlikely to be sympathetic to its
particular appeal:
e The local people faced the destruction of their homes and livelihoods. They were
fighting for their immediate survival. PER made them the foundation of the campaign.

Rather than attempting to form new community groups, it worked with whatever groups
alreadyexisted:traditional councils, housewife groupsand village scouts. It encouraged
different grass roots groups to meet with one another to share concerns, develop joint
tactics and form an association,all the while working with existing structures and forces
and keeping its own role to a minimum. Thelocal groups staged marches, submitted
petitions, applied pressure ontheir elected representatives andhosted visiting delegations.
¢ The students, whorepresented a left-wing perspective, saw the dam as an effort to

benefit industrial interests at the expense ofthe rural poor. They engaged themselves in
whatthey saw as a class war. They arranged demonstrations and publicity events that
sometimes involved direct confrontations with government.

¢ The environmentalists, generally intellectuals and public figures of a more conservative political orientation, were primarily concerned with the preservation of a unique
forest. They were encouraged to analyze the environmental dangers and social costs in
public fora and at press conferences. Mutual suspicion of one another’s motives between

this group andthestudents led PERto work with each groupseparately on its own terms
rather than trying to bring them togetherto plan joint action.

* The journalists and film makers were engaged through seminars, press releases, site
visits and letter writing campaigns as professionals whoserole is to keep the public
informed on importantissues. They disseminated information about the uniqueness of the
area to audiencesin Thailand and abroad and publicized the consequences of the project
for people living in the area.
The PER’s modeof workingis quite different from that of the typical developmentoriented NGO.For example:
* It maintains a lowprofile, never using its own name, always projecting the image of
other groups and highlighting their commitmentto the cause.

* It does not take on any function that another group can perform, confining itself to
facilitating links andfilling temporary gaps not serviced by other organizations.
* It does not fund local groups, preferring to strengthen their self-reliance by helping
them plan andcarry out their own fund-raising events, such as rock concerts.

e It does not publish a newsletter. When communicating with a particular constituency
it uses that group’s own newsletter. When it wants to get a message out to the public, it

uses the mass media. Thus it reaches a far larger audience at a fraction of the costs
typically incurred by the average institutional information department.
e Itkeeps itself small and its budget modest, working by activating, enabling, amplifying

and focusing existing social forces. It lives by the logic that big organizationshave to take
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on large conventional projectstojustify themselves. They necessarily become competitors
with other organizations and interests rather than facilitators who measure their own
successin terms oftheir effectiveness in helping others to be strong and successful.
PER’s experience suggests a numberofuseful operating principles for organizations
serving as a strategic network catalyst (Box 1).

Box 1. Operating principles for strategic network catalysts
¢ Maintain a low public profile. Emphasize the commitmentand contribution of other
organizations to the network’s goals. Measure own successby effectiveness in making
others stronger and more successful contributors to these goals.
* Recognizethe differing motivations and resourcesofthe groups engagedin the network.
* Looktothose whohavethe mostdirect and compellinginterestin the outcometo provide
leadership.
¢ Continuously scan the environmentfor opportunities to engage new participants who
bring new perspectives and may appealto additional segmentsof the public.
+ Do not take on any function that another group can perform. Facilitate links andfill gaps
notserviced by other organizations.
¢ Work through existing communication networks and media to reach large audiences
efficiently.
¢ Help other groups find their own sources of funds, but don’t become a funder.
* Keep ownstaff and budget small to ensure flexibility, avoid competing institutional
interests and maintain dependenceontheeffective action ofothers.
¢ Useprotestactions to position the movementto advance a pro-active agenda.

PER’s experience with a variety of campaigns against socially and environmentally
harmful developmentprojects has led it to the conclusion that attacking ill-conceived
projects is not enough. It now realizes that the government’s need for dams stems from
policies that fail to account adequately for their residual social and environmental costs.
It must put forward credible alternatives. For example, the dam projects that PER has

successfully fought are being put forward by a governmentdesperately seeking waysto
meet the projected demand for energy resulting from Thailand’s export-led growth

strategy. Thereis aneed notonlyfor an alternative energy policy that emphasizes energy
conservationandefficiency, but also for an alternative developmentpolicythat points to

new ways ofenhancingthe well-beingofthe Thai people, withoutsignificant dependence
on large new centralized powergeneration facilities.
Producing andpresenting credible alternatives posesa serious new challenge to PER.
Government,business andexisting technocratic think-tanks are all committed to established
concepts of development. PERthussees a need to developits own research capacity as
itredefinesits role from oneofresisting harmful developmentprojects on a case-by-case
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basis to one of formulating and popularizing well thought out alternatives more beneficial

to the long-term interests of Thailand’s people.

Theories of Poverty: From Basic Needs to Development Vision
Tim Brodhead says that to be a development organization it is essential to have a theory
of poverty that directs us to its underlying causes. Without such a theory the organization
inevitably remainsa reliefand welfare agency, responding only to poverty’s most evident

symptoms.
Many NGOsconcernedwith the plightof the poordid indeed begin as reliefand welfare
organizations, and many remain so today. They see that people are unable to meettheir
basic needs and, without asking why, respondin the mostdirect and immediate way—
by providing food, clothing, health care and shelter as required. They engagein firstgenerationstrategies.
The more thoughtful NGOsat some point find themselves asking, “Why are these
people poor?’. They begin, at least implicitly, to formulate a theory of poverty. They
attemptto ‘look upstream’, searching for the sourceor causeof the problem. Many NGOs
that pursue this question conclude that the problem is local inertia, a sort of selfimposed—and by implication self-correctable—powerlessnessresulting from lack of
organization, political consciousness,belief in self, credit and basic skills. Armed with
the belief that this inertia can be broken through appropriate external interventions, they
set aboutto intervene with community developmentprogrammes. Theyreorient themselves
to second-generationstrategies.

Whenthe theory of community inertia proved to be inadequate, some of us looked
further upstream. Thisledto therealizationthat in large measure the powerlessnessof the

village communityis notself-imposed. Rather, it is externally imposed andsustained by
policies and programmes,often originating from the state and funded byforeign agencies,
that deprive the poorof access to productive resources and maintain them ina state of
dependency. Developmentprojects, such as dams andindustrial forest plantations, that
displace the poor from their homesand meansoflivelihood are among the most obvious
examples. In response, some NGOshaveset about lobbying for changes in government
policies and working with governmentto reorient its programmesin waysthat strengthen
rather than undermine local communities.

Some NGOsarenowtaking anotherlookstill further upstream. Whatthey see is deeply
disturbing. Manyofthe most devastating programmesandpolicies are a directconsequence
of the way humansociety has cometo define developmentitself. They are embedded in
a growth-centered developmentvision andare central to the institutions that we have
collectively created to pursue it. We are now looking at the most fundamental driving
forces of the global system and coming to realize the extent to which the poverty,

environmental destruction and communal violence experiencedin thevillages ofAsia are
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symptoms of forces that have locked human society onto a self-destructive path that
ultimately threatens the very survival of human civilization.
Many NGOs have become expert in consciousness-raising at the village level. They
had defined the problem as one of an inappropriate mind-set. Now wesee that though the

problem was correctly defined, its scope was seriously underestimated. Consciousnessraising is essential, but not only for the poor villager. It must be universal, including the
power holders in global society.
Aswereflect on the events of the past few years, we will see that we have been engaged
in a continuous process of what Hazel Hendersoncalls ‘upstreaming’, reaching beyond
the evident consequencesofthe problem at hand to addressits source. We are finding that
this is not a simple matter. Each time we move upstream wefind the issues are more
complexandthe vested interests more powerful. Wefeel less confidentin our traditional
skills and face the need to create ever wider networks. Weare led into increasing

involvementwith the global contextof our national political and economic systems and
pulled into ever larger and more complexinternational coalitions.
To achieve changesof the scope and magnitude required,it is necessary to think of the
NGOs’ people-centered developmentalternative not as a village project but as a global
people’s movementfor social transformation. The strategic networks we know ofare

among the countless such initiatives that are giving this movementits vitality and
direction. They represent, however, only a bare beginning. On a global scale thousands
more are needed, each with their owncatalysts.

Issues
Manyissues need to be addressed by those of us who define our role as a catalyst in the
formation and guidanceofstrategic networks as elements ofa larger movementfor global
social transformation. Here are some of them:
From protest to pro-action
Engaging major constituencies in protest can make an important contribution to
strengthening awareness of issues and building commitment to activism. Protest is
relatively easy to organizeasit is usually easier to build consensus about whatshould not
be donethan about what constitutesa positive alternative. At the same timeprotest actions
only posebarriersto the negative forcesof the growth-centered developmentvision. Even
whensuccessful, they do not transform thoseforces.
Eventually there mustbe attention to building support for a pro-active agenda aimed
at transformation. The question should be continuously in mind: What do we wantin
place of what we cannot accept? Each protest action should be consciously designed to
lead toward defining such alternatives and building supporting constituencies.
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Building citizen democracy

Democratization is a key theme of NGO activity throughout Asia. We have learned,
however, that the institutional forms of democratic governance are in themselveslittle
morethan emptyshells. They provide citizens with the meansto engagein the governance
process,butthere is no guarantee thatcitizens will use them. Unused,they will inevitably
be abused by those in power. Our experience is leading us to the realization that
‘democracyis not something we have;it is something we do’. Democracy cannotexist
without citizen action.
Democratization is best thought of as a process of building capacities for and
commitmenttocitizen action, throughactionitself. The traditional organization building
agenda of NGOsis a part of this process, but only a part. Strategic networksare another.
Single organizationsare rarely successfulin taking on significant policy andinstitutional
change agendas whentheyactentirely on their own. Wherethe issues involvesignificant
externalpolitical and economic forces, strategic networking becomesan essential mode
of action.
Strategic networksare importanttraining groundsfor, as well as instruments of, citizen
democracy and should be treated as such. Strategic networking can also contribute to the
essential process of rebuilding a sense of community, recreating the social structures
based on shared values that modern society, with its emphasis on impersonal market
transactions and hierarchical organizations, has disrupted. It is a means of helping to

break the alienation and powerlessnessthatthis disruption hasleft behind.
In a vital democratic system, an individual person or organization may be engaged
simultaneouslyin several strategic networksthat involve different agendas and different
combinationsof actors. Citizen democracy growsoutof the thickening web ofactive
networksthat form around a growing numberof needsandissues.

Eachstrategic network effort should seek consciously to leave behind a more informed
and active citizenry witha strengthened sense of belongingto a local, national and global
community of caring citizens. Though networking links are often ephemeral, each time

a link dissolves there shouldbe left behind a positive memory trace that will make new
links easier to form.
Forming alliances across social movements
The NGOs concerned with poverty or social justice present an exceedingly weak force
in the face of the transformation agenda. Remainingisolated and even competitive with
one another and focusing almost exclusively on micro-level issues,it is stretching the

meaningof the term to call them a movement. Fortunately, many of them are moving
quickly beyond their traditional limitations and are learning the ways of strategic
networking,often throughalliances with organizations from movements more experienced
in that modeofaction.
We are coming to realizethat the people-centered development or socialtransformation
movement is in fact a meta-movement that embraces the pro-active agendas of many
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existing social movements,including the environment, human rights, peace, women’s,
social justice and consumerprotection movements. The meta-movementwill emerge as
a truly significant force for changeonly as the participants in its component movements
come to recognize the extent to which the realization of their own agendas depends
ultimately on achievementofthe larger transformational agenda. Thereare already plenty
of examplesofactionsthatjoin the interests of two or more of the component movements.

Links between the environment, human rights and social justice movements seem to be
particularly common. Encouraging and strengthening these tendenciesis highly desirable.

Activism versus service provision
There has been a tendencyto group together all NGOs concerned with the needs of the

poorinto a single category. They join the samecoalition bodies, have the same kinds of
registration, use the same termsto identify themselves, attend the same training programmes,often seek funds from the same donors. But are they the same?
Whilestill too early to say for sure, there are indications that we maybe seeing a parting

of the ways—a permanentdivision among NGOsbetweenthose that choose to provide
specialized services (elsewhere described as public service contractors) and those that
choose to be social activists, working in morecatalytic roles. These two roles require

fundamentally different skills and orientations.
Service providers have a natural, and probably appropriate, tendency to grow in size

and service area and are more likely to have hierarchical organizational forms. Their
activities feature routine modes of workingthat are unlikely to be offensiveto the donors
on which their survival depends.
The activist organizationsare likely to have a smallerstaff, although they may have
large membership bodies organized around decentralized local chapters. They will also
tend toward looser, more decentralized structures. Very little of what they do could be

considered routine. They are constantly facing new challenges. They do not necessarily
seek political controversy, but are at the very least forced to accept it as an occupational

hazard. Their fundingislikely to be fairly precarious and they are morelikely to depend
on voluntary contributions of funds and time.
These thumbnail sketches are based more on a theoreticalanalysis of differences than
on an examination of actual experience. In such an examination we might look for
answers to more specific questions, such as the following: What are the characteristics

of effective strategic network catalysts? To what extent have organizations with a service
delivery programmebeen effective in a catalytic role? Can catalytic organizations be
effective participants in service-oriented networks? To what extent do the activist

organizations feel compelled to look and actlike service providers in order to attract
funding and maintain their acceptability to government? Is it productive to blur the

distinctions betweenthe activists and the service providers? Or does the lack of a clear
distinction hinderour ability both to develop effective national service delivery systems
and effective fora for the practice of citizen democracy?
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NGOsnolonger enjoy the luxury of being inconsequential actorsat the periphery of
the developmentstage. Our choices makea serious difference to the global future. We

musttake our responsibilities seriously and prepare ourselves accordingly. We are only
beginning to understand the nature of strategic networks and thecritical roles of the
catalysts that give them shape and direction. We must make rapid advancesin that
understanding, in the developmentof our skills as effective catalysts, and in sharing our

insights with others who might assumesimilar roles.
Source
Reprinted from: Forests, Trees and People Newsletter 18 (September 1992), Forests,
Trees and People Programme (FTPP) , Uppsala, Sweden.
Address

David Korten, People-Centred Development Forum International Secretariat, 14 East
17th Street, Suite 5, New York, NY 10003, USA.
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PART TWO
Farmers’ Networks

Farmers’ Networks: Key to Sustainable
Agriculture

Bertus Haverkort

Introduction
Not only is there considerable variety in the origin, goals and organizational structure of
farmers’ networks, but these networks are also continuously adapting themselves to
changing circumstances. Recent changes in the economic, agro-ecological and political
environment have led to a new flexibility and dynamism in farmers’ attitudes. This is
evident both in their practices at village level and, through their organizations, in their
responsesto challenges at the national, regional and international levels. Conventional
development approaches have tended to use farmers’ organizations and networks to

increase their control over the development process, influencing them in the direction
deemed desirable by outside agencies.

This paper advocates a development support policy whereby farmers’ networks are
seen and respected as a way in which farmers can take control of the agricultural
development process. Outside support, if required at all, would be given only to further
empowerthem.

New Interest in Farmers’ Networks
Farmers are the ‘carriers’ of agricultural development. They havetheir own approaches
to the development and application of technologies, and their own patterns of decisionmaking. While farming itself is done mainly on individual farms, the broader rural
community plays an essential role in farmers’ strategies for survival and development.
Rural people,like city dwellers,like to get together to share information and other forms

of mutual support with others whom they trust. There is nothing new under the sun, and
networking between farmersis as old as farming itself. Yet arenewed interest in farmers’
networks can be detected.
Compton and Joseffson (1993) state that this new interest can be seen as a reaction to
two major social problems of modernizing societies. First, increasing fragmentation of
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society as a result of commercialization, specialization andlarge-scale productionleads
to the loss of a sense of community. This leads to the adaptation orrevival of traditional
forms of information exchange and cooperation, or to the emergence of new ones.
Second, people start to rebel against human service systems such as bureaucracies and
businesses, especially if they feel that these havelargely failed them or work against their
interests.

New forms of farmer networks are thus arising out of a need to gain access to power,
new technology and information relevant to the farming community. Established
research and extension systems have, until recently atleast, had little relevant information
and advice to offer small-scale family farmers. These farming systemsdid not fit the way
most researchers and extensionists perceived agricultural development and progress
(specialization/monoculture, chemicalization, mechanization and large-scale production).
The large-scale farmers who fit the establishment’s view of agricultural development
were seen as progressive. It has repeatedly been demonstrated, both in the North and in
the South, that agricultural policy instruments such as subsidies, price systems, legislation,
research and extension have been designed and used predominantly to benefit these
progressive farmers. By giving priority to these farmers, policies have neglected the
needs and damaged the potential of smaller farms. The rationale for this selective policy
is reflected in the frequently heard admonition, ‘get big or get out’.
In spite of being deprived of support, small-scale family farms havepersisted, and the
farming strategies adopted by their owners and operators remain viable. The longstanding deprivation faced by such farmers is a major driving force behind their new

determination to draw uponeach other’s strengths. Farmer networks enable them to share
their experience. The cooperation they encourage offers them the opportunity to create
alternative development models and toinfluencepolicy.

Potential Benefits of Farmer Networks
It is important to recognize who benefits from farmer networks. In addition to the
participating farmers, the rural community as a whole benefits from the improvements in
agriculture promoted by a network’s influence.
Agricultural research and extension organizations can benefit in two ways.If they
establish a relationship of confidence with the network’s farmers, they will gain a local
partnerthatwill participate creatively andcritically, bringing a qualitative improvement
in the research programme.In addition, farmer networkscan take on moreresponsibility

for local agricultural experiments and demonstrations, helping to disseminate the results
of research and so bringing a quantitative gain in impact. In both cases, the costeffectiveness of research is improved.

ComptonandJoseffson (1993) mention the following advantages offarmer networks:
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Risk sharing

A basic function of farmer networksis to build confidence among memberfarmers and
to provide support and encouragementin risk-taking. Especially in risk-prone areas,it is
commonfor families to look after each other in difficult times. Self-initiated and selfdirected farmer networks can provide a safety net and a buffer at such times.

Sharing experiences
New farmers can learn from older farmers and inexperienced farmers can learn from
experienced ones. All farmers can learn from each other and so avoid the unnecessary
repetition of mistakes.
Experimentation and demonstration
The experiments conducted by farmer networkscan effectively and efficiently serve to
develop farming practices that respond to local conditions. The network can assign
different parts of an experiment to different members. This avoids duplication and
enables farmers to investigate a proposed new practice more completely and more
quickly. Cooperation in the network will help to improve the design of farmers’
experiments and to develop farmers’ researchskills. When experiments and demonstrations
are carried out by farmer networksthey naturally include appropriate consideration of
risk, labour requirement and community values—factors which researchers working by

themselves have often had difficulty in building into their programmes.
Networksallow participating farmersto discuss and analyze each other’s observations
and experiences. This processresults in valuable research questions. When forwarded to
agricultural research organizations, these questions and requests should, presumably,

carry more weight, because they are put forward by a networkrather than an individual
farmer.
Extension and communication

In addition to generating and exchanging knowledge based on farmers’ experiences,
farmer networks can obtain and disseminate agricultural information from outside the
network. Theycan serveas a link not only between individual farmers but also between
farming communities and the agricultural extension system. Networks have often
emergedin response to the absence of an adequate extension service. Yet the existence
of such networkscan facilitate the work of extensionists and researchers provided these

accept the network for whatit is—namely a forum forthe articulationofcollective needs.
Empowerment
Farmernetworkscan focus around manyareas of commoninterest and needs. As farmers
join togetherandbegin to support and learn from eachother, anetwork developsstrength.
It becomes increasingly able to commandrespect and attention, and to promote the
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common interests of its members and the larger community. Practical outcomes can be
cooperative purchasingof supplies, cooperative selling, and marketing ofproduce. Well
established networks can becomeeffective advocates of policy change, claim improved
accessto public services for their members, and help to enlist public sympathy for, or at
leastinterestin, the issues of environment and development which affect farmers’ lives.
During a workshop on networking for low-external-input agriculture held in the
Philippines in 1992, it was generally agreed that the most essential ingredient for the
promotion of low-external-input and sustainable agriculture is the existence of strong

farmer-based networksin the rural community. Development support networks, such as
those of NGOsorofresearchinstitutions, should therefore aim to cooperate with and/or

support the needs of farmer-based networks. The first step in this direction is to
understand how farmers’ networks operate. Recent research has provided important
insights in this area, which is one that is frequently overlooked by development
organizations.

Indigenous Knowledge and Communication
Warren and Cashman(1988)define indigenous knowledgeas the sum of experiences and

other forms of knowledgeof a given ethnic group that formsthe basis for their decisionmaking. Farmers have sophisticated ways of looking at the world. They have namesfor

manydifferent kinds of plants, ways of diagnosing and treating human and animal
diseases, and methods for cropping both fertile and infertile soils. This knowledge has
accrued over many centuries andis critical and substantial aspect of the culture and
technology of any rural society. Indigenous knowledge aboutagriculture is intimately
connected with knowledge in other spheresoflife, notably health, social systems and
spirituality. It is being preserved, communicated and changed.Thelast point is important:
indigenous knowledge isnotstatic, but is continuously adapted to meet the changing
needsand circumstancesof the rural population. In this process, networks play important

roles.
Thrupp (1989)stresses the importanceand uniquevalue of indigenous knowledge,but

warnsagainst romanticizing its potential. The type, extent and distribution of knowledge
varies greatly in different societies, but all resource-poorfarmers havevaluable knowledge.
The capacities of individuals to innovate (create new knowledge) and to apply and

transfer existing knowledgeare also diverse. She concludesthat indigenous knowledge
continuesto be marginalized by the dominanceoftop-down developmentapproaches,the
pressures exerted by agrochemical firms, scientific professionalism and otherpolitical

and economic forces. She advocates enabling people to establish legitimacy of their
knowledge for themselves as a form of empowerment.
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McCorkleet al (1988) showed that, in Niger, knowledge exchangetakes place in more
or less regular ways in a wide range of places. Informal networks frequently emerge
spontaneously aroundtraditionalinstitutions such as markets, village wells, grain mills,
blacksmiths’ workshops, health centres and churches/mosques. Funerals, festivals,
rituals andtribal meetings mayall be occasions for the exchange of knowledge. Within

these traditional institutions, predetermined roles are given to certain persons. At
markets, specific areas are frequently reserved for certain commodities, where producers,
traders and customers meet to exchange goods, moneyand information. A market can
thus be seen as a conglomerate of different networks, each focusing on a specific aspect
of the indigenous knowledge system. Village wells are knownto be places where women

exchange information. Religious meetingsandrituals are often led by spiritual leaders,
and offer the opportunity to exchange experiences and develop community consensus on

importantlocal issues.
Influence of the cultural environment
Schuthof (1990) has shownthat, in Zimbabwe, within a specific farming community
there are at least two different types of network: those of Christians and those of non-

Christians. Whethera personis a Christian or anon-Christian to a large extent determines
the way he or she views the ‘management’ of nature. Within traditional society the
ancestors and spirits play an important role in determining the success or failure of
agricultural production. The rainmakeris a kind of medium betweenthespirits and the
farmers, and is regularly consulted on agriculture-related activities and decisions. The

introduction of Christianity in the 1960s resulted in considerable change. Christians do
not offer beer to the ancestors. Nor do they consult the rainmakerfor blessing the seeds.
Participation in traditional or modern social activities was also an indicator of whether
one asked the governmentextension agentor the rainmaker for advice on agricultural
problems. Schuthof found that there was hardly any information exchange between the

rainmakerand the extension worker. Both claimed to know howplantdiseases should be
eradicated, but the logic of their respective knowledge systems differed radically.
Schuthof concluded that rural peoples’ knowledge networks were embedded in a
cognitive frameworkthat was religousas well as social and economicin nature, with the
result that farmers’ rationales and goals wereessentially subjective andvaried substantially
among farmers. This cognitive framework determined the way in which farmers give
significanceto their lives. Belief in the Christian God orin the spiritual world of their
ancestors determined the network to which farmers belonged.
Similar observations were made by Haverkort and Millar (1992)in their research in

Ghana. They foundthat in traditional society the priests, soothsayers, elders, village
headmenand chiefs played importantrolesin local experimentation. New ideas could be
tried out and changes madeas longas the Gods’ consent wassoughtbythelocalpriests,
through the ancestors and after consulting the soothsayers. Sacrifices were made and
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traditional rituals performed before experiments were conducted. Here, the traditional
institutions had an important regulating function. The outcomes of experiments were
indicated not only in terms of yield or economic returns, but also by other signs of the
Gods or ancestors, suchas health or accidents. In Ghana, the traditional institutions that
connected the different peopleresponsible for local governance and decision-making and

allow for the rituals to take place formed an important network. These institutions also
played a role in the exchange of information and in farmers’ experiments. The authors
concluded that there was a great lack of communication between extension agents and

researchers on the one hand and indigenous leaders on the other. They advocated an
approach whereby outside agenciesestablished contacts with indigenousinstitutions, so
that the knowledge, resources and influence of both parties could be combined in a

mutually beneficial way.
In his paper on indigenous knowledge in Bolivia, Rist (see p.93) describes similar
mechanisms for farmers in the Andes. The indigenous cosmology invokes both the

natural andthe spiritual worlds, which are intimately related. Both worlds are worthy of
attention. Rist also describes howthis traditional knowledge system is being eroded by

the influenceofoutsideagencies suchas the school, religion, non-government organizations
and rural extension, andby factors such as temporary migration, emerging new needs and
food donations. Among the many connections re-established by learning once again to

set a value on this knowledge are those between different agro-ecological zones, as
illustrated in the in-situ conservation and exchange of germplasm andin the exchange of
knowledge abouterosion control.

Pereira and Seabrook (1990) describe the indigenous knowledge system of the Warli
tribe in India,illustrating its richness and appropriateness through many examples. Here
too, knowledge is embedded in, modified by and transferred through indigenous

networks. The Warli’s agricultural experiments are part and parcel of community
activities. The authors go further than most anthropologists in concluding that outside
developmentagencies need to have faith in the validity of the principles on which the
traditional system is based. This requires a radical change in agencies’ waysof thinking
and values. Indigenous knowledgeis often not seen as valuable andvalidin itself, but

merely as something to be taken into account when introducing Western concepts of
development. Enforcing conformity with mainstream beliefs through education, health,
agricultural and other services based on modern science and technology is a sure way of
destroying indigenous knowledge systems. According to Pereira, modernization, if

necessary at all, should be an adaptation of good traditional principles and methodsto the
problemsoftoday, with inputs from new science and technology used onlyif they are not
seen as destructive.
Power, politics and progress
Bebbington (1991), van der Ploeg (1990) and Toledo (1992) draw attention to the power

and political aspects of indigenous knowledge and knowledge networks. Bebbington
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describes farmers’ organizationsin Ecuador, where indigenousrural peoples are formally
organized ata variety of levels. Community-based organizations federate into second-

orderorganizationsatparish, county or provincial level. Often, these organizations were
originally formed to campaign forland rights. Later they becameactive in implementing
rural development programmes. Thestruggle for land has often been presented as a
struggle for the right to protect and recovera traditional wayoflife. For many farmers’
organizationsin Ecuador,the steady modernization of indigenoussocietiesis not merely
a matter of technical change butpart ofa processofcultural assimilation into a dominant
society, that is to be resisted. Bebbington describes a meeting of indigenous peasants’

federations that madea collective declaration denouncingtheactivities of the ‘so-called’
extensionagents ofthestate as ‘cultural aggression’ and‘instruments of manipulation’,

usedby the dominantHispanic society to subjugate them. Someorganizationsargue that
indigenoussocial andtechnological practices should be researchedandreinstated. These

practices demonstrate the feasibility of an indigenous wayofliving, producing and
organizing. Indigenous knowledgeis also a symbolof and tool for resistance to sociocultural assimilation. Chiriboga (quoted in Bebbington) argues that the concern to

identify an alternative model of development based on local resources, local forms of
social organization and indigenouspracticesis inspired by a conscious effort on the part
of the peasants’ organization to distance itself from the pressures resulting from
dependenceon the market and from the policies associated with structural adjustment.
Bebbingtonalso draws attention to anotherform of reaction to modernization: selective

modernizationorresistant adaptation. This occurs whentraditional technologies cannot
generatesufficientlocal incometo preventout-migration. The introduction of cash crops
and yield-increasing technologiesis seen as a strategy for accumulating resourcesthat
will reduce migration and help to maintain othertraditions such as dress, language and

organizational forms.
Toledo (1992) observes similar changes in Mexico. Farmers’ movements that focused

initially on land rights and farmers’ controlof the production process now fight for the
defense ofnature,for the survivalof the very ecological system on whichtheir livelihood
depends. This newfocusleadsto a revaluation of traditional concepts ofthe relationship
between man andnature,in which notionsofrespectfor nature, reciprocal maintenance,

self-sufficiency and equality prevail. These changesare likely to mobilize national and
international support for these movements.
A great numberofpolitically oriented farmers’ organizations are reported to exist in
Latin America. And there are powerful examples from other continents too. The Chipko
movementin the Himalayas wasstarted by village women in the Reni forests of the

Chamoli District of Uttar Pradesh,India, who wished to preventtrees from beingfelled.
The movementspread to many remote areas of India, Nepal and Bhutan, and has
successfully brought commercial forestry to a standstill, stopped the construction of

several large dams and greatly reduced unregulated mining. Guha (1989) emphasizesthat
Chipkois the successorofearlier peasantstruggles in the area, butat the same timeit goes
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beyond them. It has made a dynamic contributionto the public debate on the environment,
both in India and abroad.

Linking with Indigenous Knowledge: Opportunity or Risk?
Van der Ploeg (1990) sees as a dominant and central feature of modern agricultural
sciencethatit systematically expropriatesfarmers’ knowledge and therefore their control
over their working and living conditions. Science and technology rupture existing
development patterns and indigenous systems of learning, experimenting and teaching.
The knowledge offarmers is made superfluous andtheir labour is subjected to external
interests and perspectives. It isthis that, increasingly, makes farmerssay: “Up to here and
no further’. They draw up a line of defenceto protect their own essential interests and
perspectives. Their local knowledge is the primary weapon they use in self-defence.
Farmers’ knowledge is notjust a neutral set of items to be exchanged for or blended with

other forms of knowledge.It is the key to their sense of identity and power, and therefore
to their survival.
Van der Ploeg questions whether, through simple expedients such as networking, on-

farm research and participation,the profound contradiction between farmers’ knowledge
and scientific knowledge can be superseded. Should not the struggle to consolidate,
reinforce or even reinstate local knowledge be oriented primarily towards increasing

farmers’ power and independence, thereby creating better conditions for the further
development of indigenous knowledge?
I feel that this question addressestheheart of the matter. The current renewal ofinterest
in indigenous knowledge is both an opportunity and a risk. As shown by O’Brien and

Flora (1992), focusing on indigenous knowledge can further empowerrural communities, but it can also—andthis despite the good intentions of development workers—lead
to a furthersell-out, preparing the way for further control of rural communities by
outsiders. Despite the rhetoric of empowerment, development agencies (multilateral,
bilateral and non-government) have generally failed farmers in their support. Much
farming systemsresearchcontinuesto aim atincreased use ofpurchased inputs and Green
Revolution technologies.
In short, I join van der Ploeg, O’Brienand Florain raising the question: Will support

to farmers’ networkslead to the further appropriation of indigenous knowledge and
further control by outside agencies,or will it lead to greater empowermentof farmers?
Documentation of farmers’ knowledge
The international developmentset has recently given much moreattention to indigenous
knowledge. At grassroots level several experiences have now been recorded in which
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developmentinitiatives began with an inventory of existing farmers’ knowledge and
subsequentactivities were built on this. Cases of documenting farmers’ knowledgefor

the purpose of empowering farmers have also been described.
Pereira and Seabrook (1990) give an example of a 12-year-old girl of the Warli tribe

in India who knowsthe names of over 100 herbs, shrubsandtrees andtheir varied uses.
She knowswhichplantsare a source offibre, which are good forfuel and lighting, which
have medicinal use and which can supplementthe basic diet of cereals and pulses with
essential proteins, vitamins and minerals. She possesses a vast, complete knowledge
system on animal husbandry,agriculture, meteorology, herbal medicine, botany, zoology,
house construction, ecology, geology, economics, religion and psychology. Of course,

notall of this knowledge is validin Western eyes:the authorsassert that somesuperstition
is undoubtedly involved, and a few practices are positively harmful. But this is a tiny
fraction of the Warli’s ‘science’, and in general they have the wisdom to use their
knowledgewell.
McCorkle etal (1988) describe some 20 case studiesof successful farmers’ innovations.

These include the introduction of short-cycle millet varieties, new land preparation
methods, the construction of mini-catchments, seed pocket manuring, dry-season
gardening, forage utilization, biological pest control, and a range of ethnoveterinary
medicines. The authors foundthat farmers in Niger are open to seeking out and applying
new agricultural ideas. They can plan, implementand evaluate on-farm researchtrials,
and demonstrate a sophisticated understanding of the complex interactions among the
manyvariables they manage. Thecase studies also showthatthere is a rich bodyof local
technical knowledgein Niger’s agriculture that could be useful to farmers throughout the
Sahel. Farmers choose technologies because these reduce risk, generate income, are
affordable and readily available, save labour and fit into current farming practices.

Research and extension offer very few technologies deemed appropriate by farmers. The
authors recommendefforts to strengthen farmer-to-farmer communication ofindigenous

agricultural knowledge, offering farmers more opportunities and incentives to experimentfor themselves and strengthening farmer feedbackloopsin research and extension.
Thecase ofthe Agroecology Programmeof the University ofCochabamba(AGRUCO),
described by Rist(see p.93), shows how the documentation ofindigenous knowledgecan
yield important new insights into feasible technical options. Field workers collaborate
with farmers to develop handbills on topics suchas soil management, mixed cropping and
weatherforecasting. These handbills serve to prevent the disappearance ofknowledge on

these topics and to redisseminate useful technology to the community. Such efforts can
also be the starting pointfor joint research. In Peru the Andean Project for Indigenous

Technology (PRATEC) has documented over 600 Andean technologies and has made
these available for farmer-to-farmer communication.

Gata and Kativhu (1991) provide an overview of indigenous farmers’ knowledgein
Zimbabwe.Theydescribe indigenous waysofconserving and managingnatural resources
(trees, wildlife, soil and water) and crop production. They conclude that womenin
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particular have developed a sound scientific and technological knowledge system for
agriculture which should be integrated into formal knowledge systems.
However, many examples show that documenting farmers’ knowledge may have a
questionableeffect. The growing international emphasis on biotechnology and biodiversity
hasled to increased researchin ethnobiology—the study of indigenous peoples’ knowledge
of local plants, animals and biological processes. This research is likely to yield more
academic degrees for the students who conduct it than useful technologies for the
resource-poor farmers owning the raw materials under research. Worse still, samples of

such farmers’ materials can easily be used by commercial organizations to identify and
isolate active ingredients, mass reproduce them and commercialize and/or chemicalize
production. In some cases commercial organizations even patent the products they have
developed on the basis of such research. An example from Christie (1993) shows how
farmers’ intellectual property rights need protection:
The African soapberry, or endod, has been cultivated by Ethiopians(and other Africans)
for generations, for use as a laundry soap and shampoo, andto stunfish. While doing
field research, an Ethiopian scientist noticed that the soapberry also seemed to kill
freshwater snails downstream from laundry and bathing sites. He spent 29 years
collecting and conducting research on more than 400 varieties of the soapberry plant,
and on schistosomiasis. He identified a few soapberry varieties which are particularly
effective against the snail that carries schistosomiasis. American scientists wondered if
endod would also kill the zebra mussel. It is an importinto the Great Lakes water system
of Canada and the USA which causes multi-million dollar damage by blocking water
intake pipes in the Great Lakes waterway. Endod did kill zebra mussels, and the
University of Toledo has applied for a patentfor any applications of endod used in
controlling the zebra mussel. The Ethiopian scientist would receive a portion of any
royalties paid when a commercial productis developed. But what of the people who
originally cultivated and used endod? Without them and their knowledge, noneofthis
subsequent research would have happened.

Farmer networks may help to protect farmers’ intellectual property rights somewhat

better in future. To avoid expropriation, indigenous networks will need to guard their
knowledge carefully. Yet there is an intrinsic conflict of values between many rural

societies in developing countries and Western industrialized society: land, water, genetic
resources and knowledge are mostly seen by the former as common property, for which
systems to protect property rights would be inappropriate. This makes them highly
vulnerable to expropriation, as the colonial and neocolonial eras have made painfully

clear. An essential element offuture outside support to indigenous knowledge systems
may therefore be help in establishing or supporting local systemsfor the protection of
property rights.
Although the sameindigenous knowledgeis often widely shared, different individuals
or groups may have different degrees of accessto specific subject areas. Knowledge is
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then a source ofpower orprivilege. Juma (1989) found that in Eastern Kenya only certain
elders ofcertain tribes know certain aspects of medicine and the collection sites of valued
plants. These elders have high status because of their secret knowledge.

Combining indigenous with outside knowledge can be very fruitful since both, in
isolation, havetheir relative strengths and weaknesses. But the most important condition
for successis the willingness of outsiders to recognize the authority and cultural values
of farmers. This recognition does not mean making an inventory of useful knowledgein
the hope of capturing something of economic use in the outsiders’ world. It means turning
overthe right to direct the development processto farmers and entering into a dialogue
with them of which the outcome is not certain.
Bridging the gap between related networks
Farmer networks do not exist in isolation. Box (1989) analyzed the knowledge network
on cassavain the Dominican Republic. He concluded that there were four orfive different
networks for this crop alone: farmer networks, research networks, extension networks
and networks of traders and coordinators of development projects. Although these
networks co-existed in the samearea and referred to the same crop, there was very little
interaction between them. Among these different networks the values and priorities of

members differed considerably and the information exchanged referred to different
aspects of the crop. There was even a tendency to disqualify other networks in priority
setting and problem formulation. This led to the waste of opportunities for cooperation
and crop development. Box describes his experiences in bringing together the different

networks in workshops. This presented farmers, researchers, traders and extensionists the
opportunity to learn from each other and to start or intensify cooperation. Such an
approach maybe highly cost-effective andillustrates a useful role of outside development
agencies in working with farmer networks.
Linking farmers’ networks
The success of the Campesino a Campesino Movementin Central America (see HoltGiménez and Cruz Mora, p.51) is partly due to farmer exchange between countries.

Farmerleaders of one country visit another and receive encouragementandtechnical
support to launch farmers’ experimentsin their own country and community. Amongthe
important mechanismsfor strengthening the voice of the South is the organization of
South-South exchanges of experience and knowledge.
The Western approachto agriculture currently faces many problemsrelated to equity
and the environment.In these areas Northern organizations could learn a great deal from
the South. The same applies to women’s networks andto the ethical andintellectual
values they represent—muchcan be learnt from these by men.

In efforts to redesign the agenda of agricultural development,the contributionsofthese
underutilized resources may be essential. Networkingat all levels is therefore of the
utmost importance.
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Conclusion
Successful networking, whether in purely indigenous forms orin linking different types
of network, dependsto large extent on people ‘daringto share’, instead ofusing the ‘net’
to catch a prey.
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Farmerto Farmer: The Ometepe Project,
Nicaragua
Eric Holt—Giménez and Orlando Cruz Mora

Introduction
The degradation of Nicaragua’s natural resource base, resulting from uncontrolled
development, and the need to develop environmentallysustainable forestry and agricultural
systems was documented as early as the 1970s.
Ten years of civil war (1979-89) have since practically destroyed the country’s

economyand seriously underminedits institutional capacity to respond to environmental
and production problems. The land reform implemented by the Sandinista Government
(1979-90) successfully redistributed agricultural land to nearly half the Nicaraguan
peasantry andestablished large, publicly owned agro-industrial farmsfor export crops.
However, due to acombinationofwar,inexperience and underdevelopment, the Ministry
of Agriculture was unableto maintain the economicviability of the state farm system and

failed to providea steady flow of credit and agricultural services to farmers. This resulted
in a significant decline in productivity throughout the 1980s.
The Nicaraguan Institute for Natural Resources (IRENA)estimatesthat the country’s

forests are being destroyed at an alarming rate, 150,000 hectaresbeing lost in 1991 alone.
Atthis rate Nicaraguawill lose allofits forests within 20-25 years. Deforestation, and the
consequentlossof topsoil from watersheds, has alreadyaltered the discharge ofrivers and
lakes as well as depleting aquifer levels. Climatic zones are also changing, to the
detrimentof agricultural production.
In conjunction with the national Program for Conservation for Development, and the
Action Plan for Forest Resources, IRENA has formulated a policy for the sustainable
developmentof Nicaragua’s natural resources. The policy emphasizestheliberalization
of the economy, including the promotionof both traditional and new export crops.
There is great concern thatthis strategy, coupled with the policies of structural
adjustment, the poor record of state and regional institutions in working with the
campesinos, the weak bargainingpositionofthelatter, the mechanismsof debt swaps and
other factors will leadto:
° A great reduction in the area set aside as forest reserves
* Induced and short-lived settlementof large areas by campesinos

* The continuing displacement of campesinos from their plots by ranchers, timber
concerns and commercial (export) interests

Linking with Farmers
Because theyuse diversity to spread risk, campesino production systemsare potentially

well suited to farming underthe difficult conditions of the humid tropics, being less
destructive of the environmentthan are plantation and ranching systems, for example.

Campesino colonizersbring a wealth of farming knowledge with them when they move
into a new area. Indeed, experience suggests that, contrary to popular belief, they are
capable of generating innovations which significantly reduce migration, and that they,
rather than technicians and agronomists, hold the key to successfully transferring
innovations amongrural populations.

The Campesino a Campesino Movement
Origins
The Campesino a Campesino (Peasant to Peasant) Movementenables campesinos to

organize locally and nationally to help themselves through peer training in food
production and sustainable agriculture. The movementstarts with feltneeds and envisions
a campesinoled transformation of Nicaraguan agriculture. Its roots lie deep in the
Guatemalan and Mexican experiences of farmer-led development. It is based on the
premise that the best way of generating and transferring appropriate technological
options is through small-scale, farmer-led experimentation and the direct exchange of
knowledge between campesinos from different countries, regions, villages and farms.
The Nicaraguan Revolution and agrarian reform of the 1980s thrust campesinos into
the vanguardofsocial change, openingnational and international communication among

them as a class. This had a profoundly emancipatingeffect on them.Forthefirst time they
were ableto organizefreely on a large scale, forming the Union Nacional de Agricultores

y Ganaderos (UNAG).This led directly to the Campesino a Campesino Movement—an
organizationalleap forward from the externally dominated formsoftraining, technology

generation and transfer organized by non-government organizations (NGOs) which
predominated before 1986 to new campesino-—ledinitiatives for ‘production and protection’.
Between 1986 and 1989, UNAG, in a collaborative pilot project with a Mexican NGO,

the Servicio de Desarollo y Paz A.C. (SEDEPAC),organizeda series of training visits
between Mexicanand Nicaraguan campesinos. The objective was to train the Nicaraguans
in soil and water conservation techniques that the Mexicans had found effective. The
Mexicans had been trained originally by Guatemalan campesinos under a World
Neighbors project at San Martin Jilotepeque, during the 1970s.
During these visits the Nicaraguans learned a process of experimentation and peer

training which notonly led to a threefold increase in basic grain production butalso
established a strong Nicaraguan team of campesino promotores, keen to pass the message
onto others.
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Farmer-promoters
The movementis an informal and extensive one. The bulk of its members are simply
farmers with a will to experiment and to share with others. The role of these farmerpromoters varies greatly, depending on the communities, institutions and individuals
involved.

A common case is the farmer-promoter who experiments on his own farm and works
with a local NGO to give workshops attended by otherfarmersfrom within or beyond his/
her own community. Within the community, training is usually informal.Its organization
is supported by the local custom of providing mutual labour to each other’s farms.

NGOssupport the movementby providing technicalassistance,financing fortraining,
field events, visits, and so on. Technical and financial support takes many forms,
depending on the NGOinvolved andthe presence and quality of the technicians and of
the farmer-promoters.
Salaries for Campesino a Campesino workare a delicate issue. Many promoters are
decidedly againstbeing putonthe payroll as this wouldplace them atthe mercyofthe
NGO concerned, would limit the number of promoters able to work in the local
community and might even havethe effect of demoting the promoter,sincethestatus of
salaried worker would reduce his/her credibility among farmers. Some programmes

employ promoters for 1-3 days per week only, or only when they put on workshops
outside their local community. A rule of thumb in the movementis to pay the promoter

twice the local farm worker’s daily wage: one wage for him/herandthe other for someone
to work on his/her farm for that day.
After many unsuccessful experiences in the ‘pre-selection’ of farmer-promoters
through patronage or even democratically, the movementhas ended upbyrelying on
‘natural selection’. Those campesinos become promoters whoparticipate regularly in

training events, who implementandwillingly share innovations and who demonstrate a
Capacity to teach others.
Somepromoters,for lack oftime,ability or desire, do not give workshops.Their radius

of dissemination tendsto be limited to their neighbours and extended families. Many of
them are excellent innovators andare quite willing to receive groupsor individuals on
their farm for field days or informal training.
The strongest incentive to be a farmer-promoteris success on one’s own farm. The
prestige gained by being a good farmerandby sharing knowledge with others comes a

close second.Third, a sense of owning and contributingto a processvital to the nation’s
agriculture also provides considerable motivation. Perks also play a part: trips, tools,
seeds, credit and even a small salary are used by different projects and programmesto
different degrees. Interestingly, the more material incentives are involved, the more
specialized andlimited in scope and extent the movementappearsto be in a given area.
The moresocial and moralits appeal, the broader the movement.Atthe latter end ofthe
spectrum, the movementrelies more ontherotation of promoters and on teamsratherthan
on individuals.
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The movement probably needs a bit of everything, butif it is really to be a movement
of, by and for the campesinos,it must be careful not to specialize, formalize or subsidize
too much.
The spread of the movement
Using UNAGas an organizationalvehicle for nationwide, grass roots communication,
farmer-promoters were ableto stage short, practical courses in soil conservation, both in

cooperatives and on small family plots. The success of this project was broadly and
rapidly communicated among campesinos throughout Nicaragua. Dissemination occurred
spontaneously, without being included in UNAG’s programmed activities. Campesinos
whoattended UNAGrallies and meetings spoke enthusiastically about the increasing
yields achieved in the pilot areas of the project. Word spread rapidly, and soon
campesinos from all over Nicaragua flocked to the pilot villages, usually with the
assistance of UNAG ora rural NGO.
Short practical courses, field visits between villages and small-scale experimentation

were the core activities of the UNAG project. Campesinos from different regions and
villages put pressure on NGOsand/or their local UNAG offices for activities with
Campesino a Campesino. Training was expandedto include training of agricultural
techniciansand advisors from other NGOsin the Campesino a Campesino methodology.
Soon, through direct farmer-to-farmer contact and support from local NGOs,different
courses, activities and materials emerged in nearly all parts of the country.

The Ometepe Project
The steep slopes, fragile soils and dense human population of Ometepe Island, in Lake
Nicaragua, make the environmentfor agriculture a sensitive one. Recently, declining

yields, lack of credit and the high prices of chemical inputs have forced the island’s
campesinosto seek alternative models of production. The methodsthey are now trying
are those commonly associated with low-external-input and sustainable agriculture
(Haverkort et al, 1991).
The Ometepe Agro-ecological Project, sponsored by UNAG andfinanced by a Belgian

NGO,aimstointroduce new technology to makeagriculture more sustainable, improv—
ing both the environmentandthe livelihoods of campesino families. The technology

covers soil and water conservation, soil improvement, the control of insect pests and
weeds, and reforestation. It is being introduced using the Campesino a Campesino
approach.
The project has completed thefirst stage of a Farmer-led Experimentation Program

(FEP), in which a group of campesino experimenters have identified the factors limiting
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their production, and then designed and implemented experiments to test possible

solutions. Through collective evaluation, the campesinos have evaluated their results
from a technical, methodological and organizational viewpoint. The analysis covers the
period from May to December 1992.
In Ometepe, as in many areas of Nicaragua, farmers were organized in credit and
service cooperatives and worked landtitled underthe Sandinista land reform programme.
They belonged to UNAG, which provided technical support and facilitated the provision
ofcredit by the Ministry of Agriculture. They also belonged to a national rural consumers’

cooperative sponsored by UNAG.
With the economic crisis and the privatization of agricultural credit, cooperatives
stopped applying for credit for fear of not being able to make repayments and oflosing
their landtitles as a result. The cooperative’s store folded. This left the farmerswithlittle
actual cooperative activity, but some experiencein organizing for collective action.
Objectives
The objectives of the Ometepe Project are:
¢ To protect the island’s natural resources and to create a new equilibrium between
agriculture and the environment.
* To introducesustainable, environmentally sound production techniques, in orderto

recover and maintain soilfertility.
* To promote the participation and self-managementof the beneficiary group (poor
campesinos).

* To increase agricultural production and productivity.
Within this framework, the FEP has the following specific technical, methodological
and organizational objectives:
Technical
* Identify the critical environmental factorslimiting productionin the island’s Moyogalpa

municipality.
* Identify and test campesino techniques which overcomeorcircumventthese limiting
factors.

Methodological
* Teach simple techniques which allow:

* Problem definition
¢ Hypothesis formulation
* Design of experiments
¢ Data collection and analysis
+ Communication of results.
* Identify and provide feedback on indigenous knowledge.
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Organizational

° Train a group of campesino promotersin individual and collective experimentation.
* Establish relations with other campesino groupsfor the purposes of experimentation
and promotion.
Methodologies
The FEP followsthe methodologiesof participatory technology development (PTD) and

the Campesino a Campesino Movement.
PTD doesnot happen in a vacuum, and as such should be viewed only as a tool for

revealing and unleashingthe local potential to share and improve indigenous knowledge.
Local churches, cooperatives, farmers’ associations, NGOs and government programmes
can all be accessed for inputs to the initial stages of PTD. In some cases they can
participate throughout the PTD process. This dependslargely on their ability to accommodate and support newinitiatives by farmers.
The 26 promoters selected by the Omepete Project to begin the PTD process were
contacted through the local UNAG chapter and the local Catholic church. They were

almost all members of the cooperative and had previously participated in either church
or UNAGcredit or marketing projects.
Afterthe first workshopswereheld the farmers began to organize for group experimen-

tation. At this point they formed new organizationalstructures and mechanismsto give
them more decision-making power within the project. These included a Consulting
Committee, the sending of representatives to the project’s Executive Committee, and
Campesino a Campesinotraining teams. This had a dynamic effect on the PTD process,
attracting more farmers andincreasing the participation of those already involved.
The Omepete Project thus provides a typical example of the PTD processat work.
Participants have gradually assumed more and morecontrol, not only of the experimentation andtraining activities, but of the projectitself. The PTD steps followed are shown

in Table 1 and described in moredetail in the sections which follow.

The Participatory Technology Development Process
Step 1: Getting started

The work on Ometepe Island began after various groups of campesino producers had
participated in events ofthe Campesinoa Campesino Movementoffthe island. Campesino
promoters gavethe first two workshops, helping us to take ourfirst steps in the PTD
process (field survey/problem definition), and motivated the group to discuss the
movementanduse its methodology.
Theinitial stage of PTD, which involved reconstructing the agro-ecological history of

the island and offarmers’ plots, relied heavily on farmers’ inputs. A rapid field survey was
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conducted with 26 producers. Five groups of producers took soil samples and described
the conditions of the land worked by a particular cooperative.

It soon became apparent that a majorreason for declining yields was erosion and the
loss of organic matterin the silty/sandy soils of the island’s lee shores. Farmers described

the yields obtained in the past under slash-and-burn cultivation, without the benefit of
fertilizers or machinery. Soil samples from over-cultivated fields were compared with
those from mature virgin forests. The connection between fertility, organic matter and
biomass was obvious to farmers. The low cation exchange capacity (CEC) ofthe island’s
sandy soils and their volatile organic matter content had led to the rapid loss offertility
when the traditional dibble stick and wooden ploughs had been replaced by tractor-drawn
discs. Ironically perhaps, the land reform had imposed a permanentagricultural system

upon the migratory, slash-and-burn system ofthe formerly landless campesinos. Without
the benefit of the traditional 7- to 12-year rotation, wind and water erosion rapidly
degraded the soils, on which farmers continued to slash and burn before planting, even
though the lack of vegetation madeit difficult to pull enough fuel togetherto start a fire.
The declinein soil fertility had been compensated for temporarily by increasing inputs

of chemical fertilizers, from 64-127 kilogrammes per hectare to as high as 318-386
kilogrammesper hectare within a 7-year period. During this period yields of sesame had

fallen drastically, from 1284-1947 kilogrammes per hectare to 778-973 kilogrammes per
hectare. Maize had suffered similar setbacks, despite the introduction of improved
varieties. Then had come severe economic recession, which had effectively denied small

farmers access to inputs. Relying on the island’s degraded soils alone, yields had
plummeted still further. In a recent dry year, many farmers had not even harvested as
muchseed asthey planted. Farmers concluded that mechanizationand heavily subsidized
fertilizer application had pushed the island’s fragile soils beyond the limits of their

endurance.
Besideslowfertility, the soils’ low water holding capacity and the competition from
weedswere recognized aspriority problems. In addition, the explosionofpest populations
was directly related to the destruction of the island’s biological diversity and the

introduction of pesticides. The relationship betweenecological equilibrium and sustainable production was explored.

Various soil conservation and fertility improvement measures were proposed as
remediesto this situation. At the first workshop, the promoter explained how to make
compostin only 30 days. At the second workshop,another promotertaughtparticipants
how to make an A-frameandto usethisto lay out contour ditches, bunds andvarious other
erosion control structures, including terraces. Minimal ploughing in furrows was the
recommended cultivation practice to accompany these measures.
Step 2: Identifying useful elements
The selection of options to be tested took place at the third workshop, on Small-scale
Experimentation. The importance ofpilot testing on the sameland, before implementa-
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Table | Six steps in participatory technological development

Activity

Objective

Methods

Results

1. Getting

¢ Develop cooperative * Promoter visits

e Participation of 24

Started

relationships
¢ Preliminary analysis
ofthe situation
e Prepare organic
compost

¢ First workshop,
field inspection/
organic compost
* Collective
problem definition
¢ Compile
secondary data

cooperative members
e List of problems and their
causes
¢ Creation of two compost
heaps
¢ Library
¢ Project document

Second workshop:
Small-scale
Experimentation
e Third workshop:

¢ Participants familiarized
with CCT methods and
promoters
e 28 farmers trained in
conservation and
experimentation practices
and techniques
e Prioritized list of problems,
causes and possible
solutions
e Selection of the target area
(Moyogalpa)
e Registration of farms

+ Worshop No. 1
La Flor, Los
Angeles
February 1992

2. Identify useful e Identify priorities
e Identify indigenous
and scientific
April 1992
information
e Select options to be
tested

elements

Soil and Water
Conservation
° Analysis of
secondary data
¢ Typology of
farms/producers

3. Design of
experiments

° Review current
experiemental
practices

May-July 1992

e Plan and design
experiments
e Design evaluation
procedures

¢ Fourth, fifth and
sixth workshops:
Organization of
Experiments
Three regional

workshopsfor
experimenters

¢ 8 communities conduct
experiments
¢ 18 test sheets for

experiments
¢ List of
measurements/observations
¢ Characterization of indigenous themesin humid, dry
and hillside environments

tion on an entire plot, was stressed. This would allow the farmer to comparetheresults
of alternatives directly with traditional methods, without endangering the harvest, and to
experiment with more than one new option at a time. The participants learned the

importance of ‘only changing one thing’ while leaving others the same (control of
variables), and ofutilizing plot sizes that allow easy quantification and comparison with
otherareas and methods (person-daysfor specific tasks andyields per hectare). They also

learned the importanceofrecording their observations and measurements in notebooks.
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Table 1 continued
Activity
4. Put into
practice
AugustSeptember 1992

5. Share the
results
OctoberNovember 1992

6. Consolidate
the PTD process
NovemberDecember 1992

Objective

Methods

Results

+ Technician's
visits to plots
¢ Experimenters'
field days
e Observations and

¢ Creation of the experiment
andtest plots
e Standardized labour
treatments and replicates
«Test sheets completed (by

measurements by

technician)

technician and
farmers

Observation book filled in
(by farmer)
e First collective evaluation
of experiments

Communicate basic
principles and
processes
e Provide technical
training
e Offer tested
technologies

« Fieldvisits to
other locations
¢ Publication of
interviews with
experimenters
¢ Workshop:
Results
e National meeting
of farmer
experimenters

e Results quantified and
analyzed
e Evaluation of technology
e Distribution of 280 copies
of Islefia
e National network of farmer
experimenters and trainers
established

¢ Creation of
favourable conditions
for continuing
experimentation and
development

¢ Transect: The
Moyogalpa
watershed
¢ Half Manzana
Plan
¢ Ninth workshop:
Technical
Refresher

e Problems identified for
differentriver basins
¢ Support for broader range
of activities provided
¢ Teams of promoters
formed

¢ Implementation of
experiments
+ Measurements,
observations,
evaluations

To overcomethe limiting factors they had identified (low organic matter content of
soils, erosion, weeds), the farmers selected the following options for experimentation:
* Planting velvet beans (Mucuna pruriens) to control weeds (Imperata cylindrica) and
improvefertility:
e Mixed with maize (Zea maiz)
¢ Mixed with plantain (Musa sp.)

+ Applying organic compostas fertilizer on:
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e Maize
e Sesame (Sesamo I)
e Plantain

e Controling water and wind erosion through:
e Contour ditches, live barriers, retention ditches
e Dykes

e Mulch.
To support the process of selecting useful options, the project’s technicians and
advisors reviewed the available literature about the island, which describes its smallscale, market-oriented farmers. The typical farmerhasa low levelof technical training,
producesstaplegrains andis associated with a credit and service cooperative. An analysis
of the agro-ecological zones identified in the literature, together with the project’s own
preliminary agro—ecological studies, allowed the recommendation domain for innovations
to be established.
The information from the literature was confirmed through field survey in which each
farm was characterized and profile made of each campesino participating in the FEP.
Theresulting field guide on eachparticipant served to compile a data base for use in the
programme’s future evaluation.
Step 3: Design of experiments
While completingthefield guideon site with the participants, the project technician also
made recommendationsregardingthe design ofthe experiments selected by each farmer.

The details of each experimentwere recorded, including the variables to be observed and
measured. The technician distributed notebooks so that the campesinos could keep

records showing the date, the work conducted on the plot and the observations and
measurements made. Thetechnician also prepared a test sheet on which basic data about
the farmer, the type and objective of the experiment, its design, size and location were
recorded, together with general observations about the topography, soil, vegetation and
other site characteristics.
This information providesa basis for identifying problemsrelated to data analysis and
comparison acrosslocations.
Step 4: Put into practice

A total of 17 ‘formal’ experiments in eight communities wereinitiated. A further five
producerstested the velvet bean, manure and compostinnovationson small plots, without

having controlplots, controlling othervariables or recording their data. In his field visits
the technician gavepriority to the 17 formal experimenters, but the entire group continued
to attend project activities. Problemsofdrought,pests, damage by animals, fires and theft
affected many experiments.
Field days, on whichparticipants visited selected experiments, helped to strengthen the
group’s morale, as well as to detect problems on the experimental plots. The new
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knowledge acquired while the experiments were under way was disseminated among

participants. Obliged to explain his experimental plot under the critical eye of his
inquisitivefellow experimenters, the participating farmer saw the importance ofrecording
data and observations accurately. The campesinos showed tremendous positive interest

and support. Little by little, they helped each other to evaluate the innovations tested and,
in so doing, demystified the process of research.

The technician’s visits and the field days gradually revealed that while most experimenters had utilized the ‘plot-within-a-plot’ design, which allowed variables to be
controlled and comparisonsto be made,almostall experimenters lacked a control plot per

se. None of them had designed the standard, recommendedplot of 5 x 20 metres. All had
taken measurementsfor their experimental plots, including the seeds or compost applied
and the daysof labour invested. However, the measurements sometimes mixed volume

with weight, and the same parameters were frequently measured in different units.
During this phase, several visits to areas off the island were made, to see the lowexternal-input technology already put into practice by other campesinos of the move-

ment. Because they were conducting their own experiments,the island’s campesinos had
very specific questions regarding the managementof the new technologies. They neither
accepted norrejected at face value the explanationsgiven bytheir colleagues,butlistened
attentively. Both the experimenters and the promoters showed considerableinterestin
these visits and appeared to have been highly motivated by them.
Step 5: Sharing results

Asthefirst harvest approached,the project technician visited every participating farmer,
providing advice on harvesting methods and on quantifying the harvest from experimental
plots. A particular concern was to avoid mixing the experimental with the normal crop

harvest. As harvesting began, the technician measured standard areas (5 x 20 m) within
the experimental and larger plots. He checked theresults recorded by farmers, changing
some and discarding others, but accepting the majority.
To disseminate the FEP’s first results, the project technician interviewed the four

experimenters with the most accurately quantified results in the areas of fertilizer
application and weedcontrol. Using a testimonio(story-telling) style supported by basic
experimental data, he wrote articles for the Ometepetl Bulletin, the monthly newsletter
published and distributed ontheisland by the project.

A workshop was conducted at which the 17 participants ofthe FEP presented the results
of their experiments to everyone else. The results were discussed and analyzed from
technical, methodological and organizational viewpoints.
In general, the experiments had confirmed the value of the introduced technologies,
which reduced costs, labour inputs and/or risks, and increased production in the majority
ofcases. The experiments resulted in renewed interest in low-external-input and sustainable
agriculture among theparticipants. The different practices used by different members of
the group led to several possible conclusions concerning the cultivation of velvet bean,
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in terms of planting date and density, association with other crops and positioning ofthe
seed. A lively discussion on the appropriate application levels of organic compost took
place, which led to the design of further experiments for the second season. The
experimenters allowed their velvet bean experiments to continue growing, so as to obtain

seedsfor the first planting of 1993.
Methodologically, the group had greatdifficulty in expressing their results in comprehensible units. While they knew whichtreatmenthad obtained the best results, they could
nottranslate their data into quintals per manzana, the most widely used measurementin
the country (approximately 0.7 hectare). In each case they hadto resort to the separate
measurements previously madebythe technician, who had anticipated the problem. The
impact of this experience was significant: in the round of experiments designed for the

second planting (August-November), the percentage of experimenters using standard
experimental plots (5 x 20 metres or 10 x 10 metres) increased from zero to 60%.

In termsof organization, the group confirmed its desire to continue being trained as
Campesino a Campesino promoters. They also proposed organizing themselves into
work teams, so as to implementthe techniques they had tested overentire plots.
The advantages of experimenting as a group were epitomized by oneparticipant, who
observed: ‘I only brought one experience here to share, but I received sixteen others in
return!’ Undoubtedly, the fact that there were 17 experiments on the same innovations
helped the campesinos to reach general conclusions about the performance of these
innovations and their appropriateness for different farming conditions. The difficulties
they had encounteredin quantifying their results were partly overcomebytesting general

observations against the data from the four plots on which reliable results had been
obtained.
The results from the first season awokeinterestin testing the application of manure and
compostto red beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) during the second season. However,the late

harvestof the previous crop (sesame) meantthat existing experimental land was notfree
in timeto be used for new experiments. Four new experimentalplots were therefore added
during the second seasonto allow research on this theme.
Step 6: Consolidate the PTD process

Theinitial results of the FEP were presentedby the participating experimenters and the
technician at a national symposium of campesino experimenters organized by UNAG’s
Campesino a Campesino Program. Twenty-two experimenters from 12 communities
located in different regions of Nicaragua madepresentations on the following themes:

¢ Soil and water conservation
e Velvet bean (fertility and weed control)
e Organic compost

e Natural insecticides
* Crop diversification
e Forestry activities.
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The main contribution of the experimenters from Ometepe lay in their ability to
communicatetheir results quantitatively, in terms of quintals produced per manzana and

per work-day. The event strengthened the participants’ desire to experiment and further
helped to evaluate the options tested, as well as playing an important part in disseminating
the results to other potential users in the movement, elsewhere in the country.
The 23 producers testing velvet beans have committed themselves to sharing seeds and

teaching the techniques they have learnt to five neighbouring farmers each over the
coming year. This will expand the number of experimenters to more than100 for the
second year of the project. While it is doubtful that each of these will implement the
mechanical conservation measures (due to their large labour requirements), it seems
probable that all will plant velvet beans, the demand for which is threatening to outrun
supply on the island. Packages of 1-2 pounds of seed, sufficient for experimental plots,
will be provided to support the spread of this technology.
Following the FEP’s successful initial results, the producers wished to adopt some of
the techniques they had tested over their entire plots. However, two problemsdiscouraged
them from doing so:
The high labour requirements of the physical conservation measures meant that they
could be introduced only very gradually.

¢ Thetraditional practice of allowing cattle to roam and graze freely after the second
harvest (December) might harm notonly the velvet bean harvest (February) butalso the
bundsandretention ditches constructed for soil conservation.
To solve these problems, the ‘half manzana’ plan was formulated, wherebythe project

undertook to make loans from rotating fund so that barbed wire for fencing on 0.5
manzanaper producercould be purchased and erected. This would provide a protected

area on whichtointroduce the new techniques.
The area of 0.5 manzana wasselected because it was small enoughfor producers to have
sufficient labour to implementthe physical conservation measures,yet large enoughfor
the resulting yield increases and lower production costs to be sufficient to pay back the
costof the barbed wire after one or two cropping cycles, without placing unduestress on
the family economy. In addition, this size of area allowed for sufficiently rapid rotation
of the fund to expand the numberof farms covered by the local Campesino a Campesino

programme.
The plan was to involve 30 producers in 1993. On average, three of the techniques

tested in the previous season will be implemented by each producer. In addition, a
reforestation plan was incorporated in which each producerspecified the need for trees
on the half manzana. To meet demand,a nursery with 15,000 plants ofnine different

species was established.
The 30 producers also participated in a meeting at which the project’s Annual

Operational Plan was formulated. At this meeting the problemsof crop diversification
and seed production werediscussed, and the next themesfor collective experimentation
identified.
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Conclusions
Of the 30 producers presentat projectinitiation, 18 participated in the FEP—theproject’s
main activity during its first year.
These producers were not experimenting with a packageof innovationsbut rather with
a menu ofdifferent options from which they could choose and which could be evaluated
through a shared experimentation programme. In such a programme the diversity of
management techniques and approaches used by a group attempting to solve common
problems can be taken advantage of and used to makethe research programme more costeffective. While each producer experimented with only one or two options, nine different
options were tested and the results were shared among the entire group in only 1 year.
The great diversity of technical skills and methodologies covered by the FEP would
have been very difficult to manage if the FEP had soughtto applytherigorous technical
standards normally expected of a research programme. But given the real conditions
existing in the countryside—the fact that production is low, that there are two or three
basic limiting factors, and that it was necessary to produce recognizable results quickly
to sustain enthusiasm in the voluntary programme,this diversity was the FEP’s most

valuable resource. While some campesinos are rigorous in measuring, others are
meticulous in observing, while others are more imaginative, capable of inventing
possible new solutions. Some are good at sharing and teaching, while others are “good
producers’, whose farms serve as an example to others. In the end, all the participants
were indispensable to the programme’s success.
Anotherindispensable element wasthe technician’s respectful and diligent support.
His objective wasnot to persuade participantsof the value a new technique,butrather to
help the group select and evaluate techniques on their own. In this he succeeded
admirably.
Finally, the FEP was part of a process in which the campesinos took increasing

responsibility for directing the entire project. Direction was provided by a Consultative
Committee consisting ofall the participants. We feel that the PTD approach has been
consolidated, both within the project (through the Committee) and beyondit (through the

Campesino a Campesino Movement).
The FEPwill be maintained in the coming yearsto tackle other limiting factors and
critical environmental problems. So far it has shown itself to be a highly suitable approach
for intensifyingthe search for campesino-based solutionsto agricultural problems in the

fragile environments of Nicaragua.
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Farmers Search for New Ways of Cooperating:

Networking in the Friesian Woodlands of the
Netherlands
Wim Hiemstra, Fokke Benedictus, René de Bruin and Pieter de Jong
Introduction
Through the centuries, farmers have managed and shaped nature and landscapes. The

Friesian Woodlands, part of a northern provinceof the Netherlands,is perhaps the most
important Dutch example ofa traditional Western European landscape. In this region, the
original landscape of wooded earthen bunds, with tree borders used as fences, has been
preserved, thanks to farmers’ efforts.
This preservation is remarkable, as Dutch agriculture has undergone increasing
industrialization since 1945. Intensification, specialization and economies of scale
achieved through labour-saving mechanization have been part of this process. Declining
numbersof farmers keep more cowsandcultivate more hectares, while at the same time
increasing yields. Nowadays, most farmers produce only one or a few products in bulk
for the European and world markets. These trends were stimulated by national and
European agricultural policies until 1983. The growth in production has brought food
security and a more prosperousfarmingsector, butit has also led to overproduction and

harmful side-effects: nature, the environment, the landscape and the economyofrural
areas haveall suffered and are now undergreat pressure. Overproduction results in prices
for many products that are simply too low. In future the incomes of Western European
farmers will be at even greater risk, because their products will have to compete with
cheaperones from Eastern Europe and their enterprises will be less and less subsidized
by government.
All this, together with social pressures for stricter environmental controls, makes the

future of the Dutch family farm uncertain. Many farms do not appear to be viable in an
agricultural system oriented towards exports. This is especially true for farms in the
Friesian Woodlands, whose small size and small fields lead to higher productioncosts.
Nevertheless, researchin this area (de Bruin andvan derPloeg, 1991) has shownthat there
are waysof farming that are both economically profitable and sensitive to this region’s
remarkable traditional landscape. It was found that many farmers (91%)are prepared to

maintainthe natural environment.In the future, however,they will only be able to do this
if society is willing to payforit, either through subsidies or through market mechanisms.

Linking with Farmers

To explore the possibilities, two farmer networks have been established in theFriesian
Woodlands. The farmers feel governmentpolicies towards agriculture and the environ-

mentas theystand atpresent are confusing and contradictory, providing them with little
incentive,but they continueto searchfor their own solutions,integrating the twofold need
to produce and to preserve. The farmers wishto take responsibility for the landscape, but

to share this responsibility through a new relationship with governmentin which they will
have more freedom to develop imaginative solutions at farm level. Long-term contracts
(10-25 years) between farmers and government, with financial compensation for managing
the landscape and the environment, could be part of this relationship. These contracts
would also stimulate employmentin the region. Agriculture is the mainstay of the local
economy, and making the preservation of the traditional farming landscape more
profitable for its custodiansis importantforincreasingboth the quality and the economic
viability of rural life.

The Friesian Woodlands
The northern Friesian Woodlands are characterized by miniature landscapes with small

villages. Within short distances (10 to 30 kilometers), different soil types occur: higher
lying sandy soils, changing to clay and peaty soils in depressions. The peaty soils are
excavated, and because ofthe increasinguseoffertilizers through the centuries, their flora
and fauna have degraded. Yet, comparedto other areas in the Netherlands, degradation
has progressed much less rapidly. More open areas, wherecanals dividethe landinto plots
and ensure good drainage, are interspersed with areas that are more wooded, with alders
or hawthornsbordering the canals. In addition, earthen bunds approximately 1 metre high
and plantedwith trees (mainly oak andalder) function asfenceson the highersandysoils.
Scattered around are small watering holes (20-50 metres across), where cattle can drink.

Agriculture
Around the year 1600 A.D., cropping on poor sandy soils depended mainly on the
application of cattle manure to maintainsoil fertility. The less suitable peaty soils were
communal lands used for grazing sheep and cutting sods for fuel. The crop lands were
mainly situated around the village, while the communal pastures were further away.
Wooded earthen bundsserved to prevent livestock from entering crop lands from the

pastures.
Agriculture in the Friesian Woodlands in 1993 consists mainly of cattle keeping and

is characterized byits small scale andrelatively extensive nature. Few animals are kept
indoors. Farms consist of many small pastures with a low stocking density, only 1.5 milk

cowsperhectare. This compareswith upto 3 milk cowsperhectarein other sandy, smallscale areas.In these other areas more inputs are needed and a great deal of manure is
applied. Ammonia, whichis found in cattle manure, is thought to contribute to acid rain.
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Linking with Farmers

Becausetrees and shrubs are sensitive to acidity, their vigour is affected. The morecattle,
the more manure, the more acid rain.
Policies for the rural areas
In the Netherlands, agriculture and nature conservation come under the Ministry of

Agriculture, whereas the Minstry of Housing, Planning and Environmentis responsible
for environmental protection. Since 1945 the government has concentrated its agricultural
development efforts on those farms able to incorporate modern science-based technology. Farmers who decided to grow, invest, manage more livestock and intensify were
termed as having vanguard farms. They were supported through subsidies and the
services provided by research and extension. As has now becomeclear, the larger farms
especially have benefited from this support. Of the total subsidies provided by the
European Community, 80% go to such farms (SAFE, 1992).
Areas where the factors of production are less than optimal are written off as far as

agriculture is concerned. In these areas, nature reserves are planned and agriculture is
strictly limited. Restrictions on the activities of farmers are, in theory, compensated by
subsidies for land improvement. Farms considered viable are offered the opportunity to
transfer to other areas where agriculture is not restricted. However, ‘viable’ may be
differently defined by different people. In recent debates the vanguard farm has once
again been taken as the model for sustainable development. Thediversity of the country’s

agricultural sector is seen more as a problem foreffective policy implementation than as
a source of possible solutions.
Fornature conservation, the Ministry of Agriculture has formulated its most important

objective as the “… conservation, rehabilitation and development ofnature and landscapes’.
In this policy plan for nature, a strong plea is made for a ‘national ecological network’
throughout the Netherlands, connected with major nature conservation areas in Belgium
and Germany. This network would consist of core areas, nature developmentareas and

ecological corridors. Nature would be further protected by buffer zones, designed to
cushion against external influences. In this way, areas would develop that are physically
contiguousand thus flora and fauna would not be isolated and so would have more chance

of surviving. The idea behind this plan is good, but there is one disadvantage: farmers
would have to give way. In the ecological network, agriculture would face many
restrictions. For the benefit of nature some 90,000 hectaresof agricultural land would be
acquired and turned into areas of high ecological value. Between 1990 and 1997 the

agricultural lands to which the policy plan applies would be doubled in extent from
100,000 hectares to 200,000 hectares, which is 10% of all agricultural land. Land once

reclaimed from the sea would be turned into swamps and lakes again.
Because of these governmentpolicies, production and preservation are becoming less

and less easy to reconcile. There are plans to take farm land in the Friesian Woodlands
out of production altogether, to recreate the natural environment. In the municipality of
Achtkarspelen, about 1500 out of 6000 hectares offarm land would be turned into a nature
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reserve, with swampy forests. Existing tree stands on field borders would have to be
replaced by new ones, about 16 to 17 metres wide. The farmers, however, feel this does
not accord with thetraditional landscape. They arguethat this is an environment that has

not been entirely ‘natural’ for centuries, and that reverting to nature now would mean that
a part of Dutchhistory and culture would disappear. They also arguethat remaining farm
land would haveto be farmed moreintensively to achieve the sametotal output. Andthis,
of course, would do further harm to the environment.
Besidesthesepolicies regarding nature conservation, the Ministry of Housing, Planning
and Environmenthas formulated an environmental policy plan. It consists of sweeping
measuresthatshowlittle regard for the diversity of the agricultural sector. The main aim
is to resolve environmental problemsbefore the year 2015. Oneofthe objectives is to
reduceacid rain to a negligible level. Tree borders around Eastermar are thoughtto be
sensitive to acid rain. For this reason the local government departmentresponsiblefor
implementingthe ministry’s plan proposed the following measure: when a farmerstops

farming,other farmswill not be allowed to growin size. Livestock populationswill be
kept at their present level and tree borders will be preserved.If it becomeslaw, this will
stop the further economic developmentofthearea.
For anumberoffarmers,these plans, andtheir uncertain scientific basis, were the straw

that broke the camel’s back. The landscape would become a millstone roundtheir necks.
Having maintained it in earlier days, they would now be punishedfor doing so. In areas
where nature was to take priority, some farm families would have to move away
altogether.In other areas, agriculture would face manyrestrictions. All this caused farm
families great uncertainty overtheir future on the land. They became even more worried
whenarticles abouttheir area began to appear in the media. Anxiety reached sucha pitch
that the provincial government counteredby issuing its own informationleaflet ‘to create
clarity (amidst) the maze of plansandinsecurities’.

The Wageningen Study
In 1990-91, Wageningen Agricultural University conducted a study of the Friesian

Woodlands, with special attention to the relationships between agriculture and the
managementofnatural resources. In this study, policy optionsfor the future development
of the region wereto be listed and evaluated (de Bruin and van der Ploeg, 1991). This
study madethe tensions we havejustdescribed explicit. It recommended that a broader
range of options for the management of nature should be considered, based on the
diversity of existing farmingpractices.It also suggested that local farmers should be more
actively involved in formulating policies for the region. In this way solutions could be
tailor-madeto suit a variety of circumstances. Central to the analysis wasthe idea of
‘styles of farming’.
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Styles of farming
The research showed that farmers in the Friesian Woodlands have very diverse styles of
farming. Based on their locality and on the specific history ofthe farm andits family (who
may have managed the farm for centuries), styles of farming were defined by the
researchers as ‘the total of related ideas, shared by the farmers, referring to the
organization of production and developmentof the farm’ (de Bruin and van der Ploeg,
1991). Different styles of farming were recognizablein different patterns of action and
practices (caring for livestock, pasture management, management of tree borders,
breeding, etc). The relationship between the two was the study’s central concern.
Throughinterviewswith ‘area experts’, the researchers obtained a first impression of
the characterof the area and the diversity of its farming. The intensity of milk production
(milk yield per cow) andthe scale of production (number of cowsper labour unit) were
used as axes for making a social map ofthe area (see Figure 1).
Next, 25 farm managers wereselected for in-depth interviewing. The selection was

based on diversity—farming differently to other farmers. During these interviews, each
farmer’s ideas onthe ‘correct’ way of farming were sought and compared with hisor her

actual practices. The proposed map of farming styles was offered for comment. Interviewees were asked to describe the differences between farmersin their own words,to
explain these differences—andto give examples by naming names. Farmers considered
the styles shown in the mapto be accurate descriptions. In their eyes, there is a clear

difference betweena thrifty farmer and a risk-spreader, between a business-like farmer
and a breeder. These four main types represent the broad spectrum, whichthe researchers
broke down further to describe the most important farming styles. They may be
summarized in four portraits (see Box 1).
Managing the landscape
Utilization of the landscape is influenced by the opportunities created by nature, butitalso
differs with eachstyle of farming. Eachstyle pictures an ideal (future) landscape thatis
best suited to that style. Farmers work towards this ideal, making minor, and sometimes
major, adaptations and changes to their practices and their environmentasthey go along.

Defining styles offarming can help to explain howtheir ideas on managingthe landscape
differ. Thrifty farmers and risk-spreaders have a strong preference for traditional farm

buildings andtraditional pastures with a variety of grasses. Business-like farmers and
breeders, on the other hand, prefer modern farm buildings and highly productive pastures.

Thrifty farmers and,to a lesser extent, breeders prefer to work in a closed, small-scale
landscape, whereas business-like farmers tend to prefer large-scale, open landscapes,

with fewer wooded earthen bundsand rowsofalders, especially whenthe price of milk
is falling.
Eachstyle of farming uses nature and the landscape differently. These differences are

reflected in intensity of land use, especially stocking density. Business-like farmers
practise high-input/high-outputfarming,using higher application rates ofmineral fertilizer,
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Figure I Social map of the Friesian Woodlands
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paying considerable attention to the renewal of pastures, to drainage and to leveling.
Thrifty farmers, on the other hand, practise low-input/low-output farming, using less

mineralfertilizer and hanging back from pasture renewal.
As expected, nutrient losses (the difference between imported and exported minerals)
also vary. Business-like farmers and breeders have higherthan averagelosses (336 and

352 kilogrammesofnitrogen per hectare respectively), whereasthrifty farmers cause the
least threat to the environment(260 kilogrammesofnitrogenper hectare). The losses of

the risk-spreaders were around the average (305 kilogrammesofnitrogen perhectare).

Although tension can be observed between the need for farm development andfor
preservation ofthe traditional landscape, the majority of farmers (72%) said that their
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Box 1. Farmers in the Friesian Woodlands: Four portraits
The thrifty farmer
“T am not an extreme farmer and do notstrivefor the highest results. Besides milking, calves
and cowsfor meatproduction are importantas well. Because I have no major debts, I don’t
haveto dig deep.I try to organize my work in such a waythatI have timeleft for other
activities as well.”
The breeder
“T enjoy breeding very much andcaring for my animals,andletting the milk flow is my
greatest joy. I have to pay special attention to collecting fodder, because a high milk yield
requires a well balanced diet. Selling high-quality breeding cattle provides additional
income.”
The business-like farmer
“Economicresults are my numberonepriority. Becauseofrapid farm developmentearlier,
Iam forced to dig deep. High milk yield per cowis not an aim initself. Production per cow
and size ofthe livestock population are related to fodder production.”
The risk-spreader
“T try to control costs as much as possible.A relatively small numberof livestock and low
milk production are complemented by extra income,both from inside (a campsite, making
cheese, etc) and outside the farm. Farming this way, I have much confidencein the future.”

businessinterests were not hindered by the small-scale nature of the landscape. Indeed,

33% of them believed it possible to integrate agriculture with the managementofnature
and the landscape, while 58% thoughtit possible provided certain conditions were met.
The wayin whichintegration can take place again depends on the style of farming. —
Under the law as it stands at present, farmers can make agreements with the government, which will pay them to maintain valuable elements in the landscape. These

agreements, which are widespread, are valid for at least 7-11 years. Remuneration is such
that the costs of both labour and materials are met. Yet although remuneration is

reasonable, the farmers are critical, saying the current agreements limit their freedom.
The maintenance methods prescribed by government are too rigid: regular pruning,
fencing wooded earthen bunds with poles and barbed wire. These rules apply only to

maturetrees and to earthen bunds; tree borders are not affected. The economic value of
the wood is limited, so farmersfeel their efforts are not rewarded. Although a majority

offarmers (64%, especially thrifty farmers and risk-spreaders) are in favour of integrating
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agriculture and environmental management, they are unwilling to accept agreements
which limit their freedom and which will be difficult to accommodate in their farming
practices.
The majority of farmers (55%) suggested that environmental management and maintenance of the landscape should become an economically viable pursuit. Thrifty farmers,

risk-spreaders and breeders alike adhered to this opinion, whereas business-like farmers
tended to be opposed to it, sometimes strongly so. Investing labour in environmental
values did not suit their style of farming, since their high degree of specialization made

diversifying their attention almost impossible. In addition, they feared that environmental
management would harm their business interests.
Proposalfor a new management plan
The researchers suggest that the integration of agriculture and environmental manage-

mentcan be stimulated, starting from the farmers’ own point of view. Grants—and the
rules and regulations governing them—could be combined in a single fund managed on

a regional basis. Farmers would form producers’ groups,in which they jointly formulate
managementplansin line with their own style of farming. These plans would specify the
landscape elements to be maintained or created on each farm. There would be a basic
packageof measures for which farmers would be recompensed onthebasis ofrealcosts.
On top of that, farmers would be able to choose further measures, the choice being

influenced by the farmer’s ownideas, resources and style of farming. Thus there would
notbe a standardsolution, buttailor-made options, adjusted to specific farming circum-

stances.
In the formulationof the plan,direct and indirect costs per hectare would be calculated,
up to a certain predetermined ceiling. Both parties—producer and provincial government—would then negotiate. When they agree, a managementcontract would be drawn
up and signed.
Farmers themselves would supervise the implementation of the plan. If implementa-

tion were to fall short of what has been agreed, the local government wouldbe able to
terminate the contract. Provided sufficient regulatory mechanisms werein place, this
would guarantee that farmers meet the commitments they themselves would have
proposed.

In this way, farmers could increase the economic viability of their farms if they so
desired, while retaining flexibility in their managementof the landscape. This approach
would cost the governmentless than contracting the work to labourers, as is currently the
practice in someareas. In addition, the financial incentives to farmers would reduce
pressure on nature and the environment. Farmers would feel ownership of the scheme,
since they would be its principal architects and implementers. Implementation would be
more feasible, because farmers’ proposals would more closely match their current
practices than do governmentproposals.
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Farmers and Researchers Find Each Other
Farmers’ associations
When De Bruin and Van der Ploeg presented the findings oftheir research, discussions
on the role of manure in environmental pollution and on the proposed national ecological
network were in full swing. The publication ofthe report coincided with a lecture given
locally on the growing importance offarmers’ associations, which enable farmers to gain

more control over their own future. This led farmers of the Eastermar area to form a
working group to further develop the report’s ideas. In March 1992, they founded the
Vereniging Eastermars Lansdouwe (VEL, the Eastermar Environmental Association).

This wasclosely followed in Novemberofthat year by the foundationofthe Vereniging
Agrarisch Natuur- en Landschapsbeheer Achtkarspelen (VANLA,the Association for

Agricultural Managementof Nature and the Landscape in Achtkarspelen). The farmers
who formed these associations had been looking for a way forward for a long time. The

researchers’ study had given them a voice. Now an alternative option was found opposing
that of the vanguard farm model. The farmers were able to start working on ways of
integrating agriculture and the environmentinstead of trying to separate them. The

researchers helped the Eastermar farmers formulate their ideas into a project proposal,
and VEL received a small grant from the Ministry of Housing, Planning and the

Environmentto develop the proposal further.
Thefarmersofthe Friesian Woodlandsdecided to form their own associations because

it appeared to them that official farmers’ organizations were too much concerned with
conventionalagriculture and with governmentpolicy towardsthis, and not enough with
developing their own visionof agriculture andits future.
VEL and VANLAareuniqueinitiatives, mainly because they represent new ways of
developing moreflexible measures for environmental managementthatsuit the needs of
the farmer and the region. These measures form an attractive alternative to top-down
prescriptive government policies. Flexibility is not easy for bureacratic government
bodies, but the provincial governmentappears willing to cooperate and to makethese
initiatives succeed.
On-farm research

Taeke Hoeksma, together with two sons, managesa dairy farm with 85 milk cows on 55
hectares. Hoeksmaisalsothe secretary andoneofthe driving forces behind VANLA.He
describes himself as a thrifty farmer. Together with 85 others who are membersofthe
association (this is 50% of all farmers in the municipality), Hoeksma has begun
conducting on-farm researchon integrated managementfor production and preservation.
“Whenthe experimentslead to clear results’, Hoeksmasays,‘more farmerswill probably
join’. Walking around his farm, he points to wooded earthen bundsand tree borders
undergoing different treatments. He is also conducting an experimenton his pastures,
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trying out different fertilizer treatments. The association plans soon to start experiments
on the integrated management of the landscape. This will include the management of
canal banks, meadow habitats (for birds), wooded earthen bunds, tree borders and

watering holes in a way thatis friendly to the environment.
These experiments, begun in 1993, are carried out by the member farms of VANLA.
Farmers indicate which experiments they are interested in. The difference between this
approach and existing government measures is that, under VANLA, a package of
interventions is selected together with the farmer, on the farm, ensuring a sufficiently

close fit with existing farming practices for farmers not to feel too restricted. Different
levels of remuneration are an essential part of the experiments, including remuneration
differentiated according to results. Researchers assist in judging the results during the
process of experimentation, and cooperation is sought with relevant government

organizations.
Financial support for VANLA is still insecure. The neighbouring association, VEL,
already receives support for similar activities. The government wishes to await the
outcomeof the VEL experiment before supporting other farmers’ associations.
The management plans

Later in 1993, VANLA’s farmerswill organize study meetings to feed experiences from
elsewhere into their own farming practices. Based on these meetings and ontheinitial
results of their experiments, they intend to formulate a Plan of Operations. Theplan will
contain a detailed strategy for integrated management. Funding has been requestedto hire
someoneto maintain existing activities and start up new ones. As Hoeksmaobserves,‘It
is easier to start a farmers’ association than to keepit going!’

VELstarted somewhatearlier than VANLA.In addition to a grant offered by the
Ministry of Housing, Planning and Environment, a temporary assistant of the provincial
administration offered to assist VEL in designing its plan. The operations and vision of
VEL and VANLAare muchthe same. VELtakesthe currentpracticesof its farmers as
its starting point and is attemptingto draw upa plan basedlargely on these. VANLA,on

the other hand,is seeking to broaden support through experiments and the development
of practical experience before arriving at a Plan of Operations. VEL’s plan is expected
to take shape in early 1994. By thattime, it should be clear whether remuneration for
environmental managementactivities is feasible for both farmers and government.

VEL’s plan will take the form of 14 projects, devoted to specific aspects of farm
managementandthe association’s role. The Board of VEL,chaired by a farmer,will be

responsible for implementation. Thefirst drafts of the projects will be discussed within
the Board, after which they will be circulated to other members for comment. In
September 1993, the first draft plan (project 6) will be presented to members. This will

summarizethe results from the pilot projects 1 to 5, and mayalso includetheinitial results
ofprojects 7 to 13, which cover longerterm and more complexissues. Early in 1994 final
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master plan (project 14) should be ready, on the basis of which VEL can draw up contracts

with government organizations.
The projects are as follows:

1. Information channels. These will inform members, government organizations and
other interested parties of developments. They will consist of a newsletter, extension
meetings, a series of audio-visual presentations and a permanent exhibition. The

newsletter will be co-financed by the local agricultural bank.
2. Inventory. This consists of individual farmers’ proposals for managing the landscape

over the longer term, based on their current practices. Initial indications are that on 90%
of the farms a young farmer is available to continue farming in the future.
3.Regulations. This is acompilation ofall the relevant governmentrules and regulations.
The aim is to assess their effects, and to point outinconsistencies and superfluousrules.

4. Other associations. Links with other associations are being sought, so as to assess their
experiences and prevent the repetition of mistakes.
5. Negotiations with the government. The role of farmers in the management of nature
reserves (currently in the hands of government) and the maintenance offoot- and cycle
paths and/or unpaved sandy roads is under discussion.In 1993 farmers will maintain the
unpaved sandy roads for 1 year, after which an evaluation will be made. Levels of
remuneration are under negotiation.
6. Draft proposal. Pilot efforts in the above areas will lead to a draft proposal for
circulation to a larger number of farmers for discussion and approval.

7. Pollution. Attempts will be made to develop methods for measuring pollution of the
area and the role agriculture playsin this. This will be followed by an assessment of what
can be done to improve matters.

8. Mineral bookkeeping. To measure the nutrients imported and exported from their farm,
farmers will keep ‘mineral accounts’. This will be compulsory in 1995, with fines for
farmers exceeding an agreed level of losses. A study meeting has already been organized
at which ways of reducing losses were discussed by farmers and a researcher.
9. Pollution control. An experiment will be started on two farmsto find out how plastics
and chemical pesticides can be sensibly and sensitively used, and to explore the more

efficient use of energy on the farm.
10. Fauna management. VEL will draw up regulations and a plan for the management of

fauna, in consultation with local hunters.
11. Forming associations. What legal status is best for VEL and other farmers’

associations?
12. Certification. Is value added to agricultural produce as a result of environmental
management? If so, can this be translated into the pricing of agricultural products?
13. Recreation and tourism. Whatare the possibilities for recreation andtourism in the

area?
14. Master Plan. Theresults of all these projects will be summarized in a Master Planfor
presentation to the Minister of Environment.
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Small projects make the plan much more manageable.If financing is not sufficient to
execute the whole plan, VEL may decide to drop one or more of the projects. Research

under projects 2, 3, 4, 12 and 13 is to be carried out by Wageningen Agricultural
University.

The added value of environmental management and its reflection in the prices of
agricultural products (project 12) is an especially interesting subject for research. When
a product is certified as originating from a specific region, the consumeris able to support
the farmersof that region by buyingit. Higher prices can lead to higher incomes for
farmers and increased employmentopportunities. A striking exampleof this may be seen
by comparingFrieslandwith theItalian province ofParma. Both areas havethe samelevel
of milk production (1.8 billion litres) and the samelevel of incomes. Butin Friesland there
are 6000 jobs in the dairy sector, whereas in Parmathere are 30,000. The differencelies

in the fact that, in Italy, added valueis paid to the farmersinstead ofto the industrial sector
(De Roest, 1990). However, Eastermar has so far lacked sufficient interest and capacity
to process the milk it produces.
Planslike those of VANLAand VELaresocial as well as technical, formulated from
the grass roots, the farmers. Demonstrating that there are alternatives to the dominant
scientific-technical model ofagricultural development—the ‘vanguard’ farmer espoused
by government—opensup newprospects forothertraditionally farmedareas, both in the

Netherlands and elsewhere in Europe.
Farmingis central to the rural economy ofregions such as the Friesian Woodlands.
Whenfarmers leave—a trend whichset in many years ago but which has been aggravated
recently by governmentpolicies—schools and shopsclose, andfinally whole villages can

be abandoned. This trend must be reversed if the plans of VEL and VANLAare to
succeed. In the words ofvan der Ploeg (1993), ‘Such innovationsare only possible with
sufficient quantity and quality of farm labour....In the presentsituation, we lose those

actors which wewill be needing so badly in a renewedrural society. A paradoxical
situation could evolve, where there are only few farmersleft at a time they are needed

more than ever.’

Conclusion
Doesthe future of the Friesian Woodlandslie ina separation of nature and agriculture that
flies in the face oftradition, or will the region’s farmers succeedin formulating a strategy
that successfully integrates the two? Can farmers persuade the governmentto backtheir
strategy? Will they provereliable partners in negotiation and implementersof their own
plans? Farmersand researchers are working togetherto find an answerto these questions.
All parties—farmers, governmentandtherest ofDutch society—standto gain enormously
if positive answers can be found.Orare the expectationsplacedon the projects too high?

Only timewilltell.
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Building a Grass Roots Institution to Implement
Low-external-input and Sustainable Agriculture:

The Stewardship Farming Experience
Ron Kroese and Cornelia Butler Flora
Introduction
This paper describes how the Land Stewardship Project (LSP), through its Stewardship
Farming Program, triggered the foundation of a farmers’ network in the Midwestern

United States, called the Sustainable Farming Association of Minnesota. It discussesthe
roots and evolution of the Stewardship Farming Program and its current structure. The
process by which the programme was organized is of particular interest, as it is based on

the social action approach to community organizing, but uniquely modified to fit rural
communities.

A Brief History of the Land Stewardship Project
The non-profit Land Stewardship Project began in 1982 as an organization dedicated to
fostering an ethic of stewardship toward farmland in the Midwestern USA. It grew out

of arural humanities education programme knownas the American Farm Project (AFP).
Roots in the National Farmers’ Union

The AFP had been launched in 1978 by National Farmers Union vice-president Victor
Ray. It was funded by a grant from the National Endowmentfor the Humanities.
Compared to politically powerful and more conservative competitors such as the Farm
Bureau, the National Farmers’ Unionis one of the more progressive general interest
farmers’ organizations in the United States. Underits leader’s vision and guidance the

AFP wasdesigned as a 3-year leadership developmentproject, in which outstanding
young family-farm couples from each of the 23 states in which the National Farmers
Union was active were selected to take part.

Duringthe project the farm couples were involved in workshops andactivities on four
major themes—land, economics, people and community, and rural image. Several of
them have emergedasleaders in the Farmers’ Union during the past decade. A number

oftalented rural writers and activists also played a leadingpart in developing the project.
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In 1981 Ron Kroese was hired to direct the project for what proved to be its third and

final year. (In 1982, the AFP ended when the newly elected Reagan administration
declined to refundit.) Disappointed by the lack of federal funding but buoyed by the

enthusiasm of the farm couples, Ray and Kroese decided to form an independent
organization that would focus on environmental issues.
Where agriculture meets environmentalism
In the concept of land stewardship, Ray saw the meeting of environmentalism and

agriculture. Ray, who served as LSP’sfirst Board chair and remains on its Board of
Directors today, pointed outthat while farmers and environmentalists often find themselves
at odds, especially on public policy issues, most farmers personally identify with the

concept of land stewardship, agreeing that it is the responsibility of farmers and
landowners to strive to leave the land in as good or better condition than when it was
acquired. That concept formed the vision and mission of the LSP.
Ray and Kroese were encouraged in their plans by the fact that, as the decade of the
1980s began, several of the country’s major churches issued proclamationsstating that
the ethical use and distribution of land oughtto be included in contemporary Christian

social teaching. For example, both the Roman Catholic church with its “Strangers and
Guests’ statement on land stewardship, which was signed by 71 bishops in 12 Midwestern states, and the American Lutheran Church’s statement, ‘The Land: God’s
Giving, Our Caring’, called for a fundamental re-examination of people’s relationship to

the land.
Having secured a couple of modest grants from private foundations, LSP’s threeperson staff focused their initial efforts on organizing farmland ethics discussions in

counties in Minnesota and neighbouringstates that had been identified by the US Soil
Conservation Service as having extremely highlevels ofsoil erosion. While erosion from

wind and runoff had historically been high in these counties, the problem had been
aggravated by federal farm policies of the 1970s that had pushed farmers to expand
production and brought some 60 million acres of new farmland, much ofit highly

erodible, into row-crop and small-grains production. With the cooperation of countysoil
district officials, LSP staff organized meetings in church basements and public meeting

rooms, drawing attention to the local erosion problem and facilitating discussions on
reasonsfor the problem andpossiblesolutions.
By 1985three facts had becomeclear to the LSP Boardandstaff:
+ Non-farmers, as well as farmers, needed to be concerned about soil and water
degradationif effective public policies were to be implemented to deal with the problem.
¢ The huge decline in land values of the early to mid-1980s, combined with poor

commodity prices, were making it difficult, if not impossible, for farmers to be good
stewards even if they were motivated by an environmentalethic.

+ Ground and surface water contamination from the misuse and overuse of chemical
fertilizers was emerging as a problem atleastas significant as soil erosion.
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LSP’s cultural programmes
To deal with thefirst of these facts, LSPcreated several cultural programmesfor general
audiences. Among them were a one-actressplaytitled Planting in the Dust, abouta young

farm woman’sstruggles on a contemporary family farm, a puppet show for children about
the role human beings can play in restoring the earth, a one-man ‘Music of the Land’
programmethatfeatured songsand sing-alongs about farming and careofthe land. These
programmes, designed for both urban and rural audiences, continue to be widely in
demand. With support from the respective state humanities committees, LSP now has an
actress capable ofpresenting Planting in the Dust in Minnesota, Iowa, North and South

Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and Illinois. By mid-1991 the show had been presented in
more than 400 churches, schools and meeting halls in the Midwest and Canada.
Farmland Investor Accountability Project
LSP’s first organized response to the USfarm crisis of the mid-1980s was the formation
of its Farmland Investor Accountability Project (FIAP). Here again, although the
formation of the project was precipitated by economic conditions, concern aboutthe

stewardship of farmland was its main focus. Through a study conducted with the
University of Minnesota, LSP revealed that by 1986 the nation’s 12 major insurance
companies held 5.2 million acres of US farmland. About 80% ofthis had been acquired
through foreclosures on loans to farmers who had becomeunableto repay their debts
whenlandpricescrashed in the early 1980s. Mostof the farmland was in the Midwest.
LSP became immersed in this issue whenconstituents, who had becomeinvolved with
LSP throughits land ethics meetings, began notifying staff about the poor farming

practices and lack of concern for conservation on many of these farms. Through a
combinationoftactics andactivities, including demonstrationsat insurance company
headquarters, prayer services on damaged farmsand a hearing in 1987 before a US Senate
agriculture subcommittee, LSP drew public attentionto the severity of the problem. The
campaign subsequently led mostof the companies to improvetheir farm management
practices andto include conservation clauses in their farmland rental agreements. The
campaign also set the stage for LSP’s subsequentefforts to change public policiesthat -

discourage sustainable farming, as well as its ongoing efforts to develop public and
private initiatives that enable young peopleto getstarted in farming.

Model County Program
Concern aboutthe pollution of water, particularly in the karst region of southeastern
Minnesota,led LSPstaff and board to decide to deal not only with the values issues of
stewardship-basedfarming, but with the practical aspects as well. Initially, staff focused
mostof their attention on one county, Winona, where they carried out a multi-faceted
public education programmeincluding workshopsfor farmers on environmentally sound

farmingpractices, tree plantingson fragile hillsides with fifth and sixth grade students,

and acommunity organic garden. In addition, the staff coordinated a grass roots campaign
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to get a soil-loss limits ordinance included in the county’s revamped landuse plan. After
4 yearsofdiligent work bystaff and volunteers, the Winona County Commission passed
ameasurethat madesoil erosion in excessof 15 tons per acre per year an offence, making
Winona oneofa handfulof countiesin the nation where excessive soil erosionis a crime.

Joining forces for public policy reform
Asthe LSP evolved during the 1980s, it also became clear that farmers face another
formidable impedimentbesidesthelack ofinformation and cultural support for sustainable
agriculture. Governmentpolicies encourage specialization and overproduction and the

consequentmisuse ofagro-chemicals and degradationofsoil and water resources. Those
working with LSP sawthat, while it was important to encourage good stewardshipat farm
level, overwhelming economic considerations, driven by United States Department of
Agriculturepolicies, virtually dictated what crops and livestock farmers raised and how
they were raised. As farmers sometimesputit, ‘You need to farm the government way

to survive’.
To deal with this situation, LSP staffjoined with 20 other primarily Midwestern,farm,
food and environmental groups to form the Sustainable Agriculture Working Group
(SAWG). The many groups from which the larger new group was formed varied
tremendously in size. Some were quite recently formed, others had been going for more
than a decade, like LSP. Somegroupswerepolitically oriented, others stayed away from
policy work and focused only on farmer networking and on-farm research. Groups in
somestates operated independently, while in others they had formed partnerships with

state government and/or public university efforts to promote alternative farming
approaches.Increasingly,public university and government-supported researchers were
forming partnerships with NGO groupsaround the country to do on-farm research.

Oneof the things all these groups had in common was that they were too small in
memberships and budgets to influence federal policy in Washington D.C., whereas the
chemical and agribusinesses poured millionsof dollars each year into lobbying lawmakers.
SAWGbegan when several of the groups from Midwestern states (Iowa, Nebraska,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota, South Dakota, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas and

Indiana) joined together in 1988 to form a coalition. Together they were able to develop
policy recommendations (with input from farmers) and set up a two-person office in

Washington D.C. whose mission it is to bring their ideas into the federal legislative
process. It should be noted that the member groups in SAWG are concerned not only with

environmental issues but also with improving the business opportunities for small- and
medium-scale family farms. Mostshare the belief that the USA needs more farmers to
practise environmentally sound agriculture. The number offarmers continuesto decline
(an estimated 300,000 wentoutofbusinessin the 1980s), and the average ageof farmers

in the USAis now over50; very few young people canafford to getstarted in the current
economic climate. This is a major problem, and an ongoingpointof debate is whetheror
notbig, capital-intensive farms will be able to maketheshift to biologically based farming
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approaches. Funding for SAWG comes primarily from grants from private foundations
concerned to improve the environmental quality of USA agriculture.
In the USA federal farm legislation is formally reviewed and rewritten every 5 years.
In the 1990 Farm Bill debate, SAWG succeeded in bringingsustainable agriculture issues
to the heart of the discussions, but achieved only modest improvements in policy. Efforts
are now under way to make SAWG national in scope, so farmers from all over the country

will be represented, and to broaden the membership to include more environmental
groups, such as the Sierra Club and the National Wildlife Federation. Things look very
promising on the latter front, since more and more environmental organizations see

increasing the numberoffarmerspractising low-external-inputandsustainableagriculture
as crucial to cleaning up the environment. SAWGleadersarecautiously optimistic that

the 1995 Farm Bill will bring about further improvements, since more support is
anticipated from the Clinton administration. The Bush administration for the most part
opposed SAWG’s recommendations and supported policies favoured by the chemical

companiesandestablished conventional farming interests.
Stewardship Farming Program
By the mid-1980sit had also becomeclear to LSP staff and Board membersthatif a land

ethic werereally to take hold,practical examplesofsuccesson the land were needed,as
well as changesin attitudes and policies. In 1987 LSP staff began a five-county project

that became knownas the Stewardship Farming Program (SFP). This programmehas
created a number of farmer-basedactivities and eventsthat (1) instill an awarenessof the
need for a more sustainable agriculture, (2) work on-farm and in groupsto identify
constraints to sustainability , (3) experiment with more sustainablepractices, (4) demonstrate
these practices to their neighbours and to the agricultural establishment, (5) identify

structuralbarriers to adopting moresustainable practices, and (6) work to remove those
barriers, particularly at the local and state levels.
The programmeorganized farm families into peer-support, information-sharing chapters of what became known asthe Sustainable Farming Association (SFA). The chapters
were designed to enablefarmers to experiment with alternative farming practices on their
own farms andat their own pace, and to facilitate the exchangeofinformation with nearby

farmers. While the chapters are governed by their farmer-member Boards, LSP staff
continueto contract with the chaptersfor staff support as needed.
Sustainable Farming Association
Buvyed by the enthusiasm from farmers for these networks, LSP wenton to organize
three additional chapters in other regions of Minnesota, funded by state government funds
and federal research grants for low-inputsustainable agriculture, with some additional
support from private foundations. There are now six chapters in the SFA of Minnesota,
with a total membership of 500. LSP organizes the chapters and provides staff support
until local leaders emerge and the chapter becomesself-sustaining through membership
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dues and other fund-raising projects. The chapters are linked to one another through a
coordinating board consisting of one or two members from each chapter. Besides
meetings on farms throughout the year, each chapter holds an official annual general
meeting, while the statewide association holds a larger annualgathering to which chapter

members from around the state are invited.
In 1990, the statewide association, officially known as the Sustainable Farming
Association ofMinnesota, became an independent tax-exempt organization. Asexplained
earlier, although the SFA is no longer formally linked to the LSP, it continuesto contract

with the LSP for staff support and help in organization and recruitment. Requests from
Minnesota farmers for the formation of SFA chapters continue to come in to LSP, and
long-range plans call for the formation of as many as 10 new chapters in farming regions
of the state by the mid-1990s.
In working with local farmers to help them organize for sustainable agriculture, the LSP
has introduced an important innovation to improve the stewardshipofthe nation’s natural

resources. Although environmentally grounded, the activity of the SFP is quite different
from state and national level environmental movements, in that it demands changes in

both individual and collective behaviour on a daily basis. The process of organization
used should be further analyzed and documented, as it is effective in involving growing

numbers of farmers in sustainable agriculture. It is based on the Alinsky model of
participatory social change, but adapted to rural settings where overt conflict is less
socially acceptable. The late Saul Alinsky was an influential advocate fortherights of the
poor in Chicago in the 1950s and 1960s. He developed an effective, aggressive approach

to organizing poor people so as to improve housing,the availability of credit, and so on.
Some of the staff of LSP had been trained by protégés of Alinsky. They had skills in
bringing people together, in facilitating meetings that foster participation, and in
encouraging and building grass roots leadership. They knew how to persuade people to
come together to create democratic, participatory organizationsthat meettheir needs for
information and provide ongoing support and camaraderie.
The processes that have successfully empowered these people to act positively to

improve their environment are extremely important and innovative. The philosophy and
approach are similar to those espoused by Chambersin his Farmer First methodology,

although interestingly none of the LSP staff became familiar with Chambers’ ideas until
well after the SFP had begun.

How it Works
Goals and objectives
The goal of the SFP is to improve the environmental quality of agriculture by increasing
the number of farmers who practise low-chemical-input, conservation-based farming
approaches.
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The SFP promotesthe on-farm development and adaptation of agricultural practices
basic to the sustainability of farmland, wildlife and farm families in the rural community.
Key components include:
* Public education programmes on economical and environmentally sound farming

alternatives.
¢ Targeted on-farm research assistance to volunteer farm families interested in
experimenting with and demonstrating sustainable approaches with technical guidance
from SFP staff.
¢ The developmentof regional chapters of the SFA.

+ A farmer-based effortaimed atencouraging increasedpublicresearch on environmentally
sound farming approaches by fostering cooperation between farmers and land-grant

university and extension researchers.
The organizational process
The processof organizing at the localor regional level is a time-consuming one. Local
interest and outside funding are the two necessary basic ingredients required to launch a
full-time organizational effort and support for volunteers. The mix oflocal and outside
involvementvaries atall sites where the SFP is located, but both are presentin all cases.

Once a site has been decided on, based on local need, local demand (whichis often

different from need), and potentiai for institutional support, staff are chosen by the LSP
throughcareful screening for organizingability, commitmentand knowledgeofsustainable agriculture and the environment.Oncethestaff are in place, an Advisory Board is

formed. LSPstaff chooses local people knownfor their concern for the environment and
their links within the community.
Togetherthe Board andstaff put on a series of informational meetings.Initial meetings

are usually held ina churchhall and often begin with a performanceofone of LSP’s plays
or a presentation by a musician, since these cultural programmeshaveproved to be an
engaging, non-threatening meansof introducing controversial issues. Using existing
networks andbuilding onthe interest shownatthe meetings, staff ask farmers to volunteer
to participate in on-farm experimentation for sustainable agriculture. Participation in on-

farm researchis seen as a key elementin building interest and involvement. Criteria for
selection include the reputation of the farmer, previous attempts to experiment with
sustainable agriculture, and an assessmentoftheir motivation for participation. Farmers
desperate to try anything to save the farm are usually excluded. Each farmer chosen is

known by the Advisory Board, whose members look for farm families viewed as
respectable by the community, although not excluding individuals regarded as eccentric
but hardworking. These farmer-experimenters then form the core of a research and
outreach group that evaluates potentially more sustainable practices, shares them with
their neighbours through field days and discussions, and provides a support group for

other farmers interested in trying new techniques and exploring the possibilities of
reducing their negative impact onsoil, water and wildlife.
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At this point, a chapter of the SFA is formed, expanding the formal links among farm
families concerned to change their practices. The regional chapters also generate

additional informal local groups through a house meeting format, whereby clusters of
neighboursinterested in sustainable farming meet with a memberof the SFA and an SFP

staff member to begin discussions, then continue meeting as an informal support group
at the local level to share information and evaluate each others’ efforts to be better

stewards of the land.
Most participants recognizethe potential function and worth of the SFA as a mechanism

for achievingtheir goals. Farmer members do not generally proselytizeto increase their
numbers, as they feel they are still working on the technology needed.

Until recently, regional chapters have been formed in areas where the SFP was located.
However, several new chapters are currently being formed solely by volunteers in other
areas ofthestate. Organization nonetheless makes additional demands on existing SFP

staff as there is a continuing need for help in networking, knowledge generation and
knowledge sharing.
Mostfarmers involved in the SFP have gone on to join the SFA. However, they express
concern abouttheirability to function as an independentassociation, remaining—as they
see it—highly dependent on LSPstaff. A major issue confronting the association is how
to maintain activities either withoutpaid staff or by raising fundsto hirestaff.

Whoparticpates?
Participating farmers in Lewiston and Montevideo counties have long established roots
in the local rural community or in agriculture elsewhere. Participants are not the
stereotype ageing hippie back-to-the-landers, hoping somehowto maintainthe spirit of

the sixties in the bucolic setting of rural America. A numberof the male farmersin both
counties are people whohavebeenoff the farm for a while, often in city jobs that allowed
them to financetheir farms, since they did not inherit them. Butthey areall (except for
some of the women) of farm backgrounds—born andreared on a farm.

Twoareas with long-term projects, Southeast and West Central Minnesota, have both
suffered extreme environmental degradation. Southeast Minnesota suffered someof the
worst abuses after the original settlement. Winona got its wealth originally from
logging—clear cutting—whichleft the land extremely vulnerable. The settlers adopted
the sameapproach in their farming practices. As a result, someof the country’s earliest
conservation efforts began in Southeast Minnesota. In the West Central region, the
blowing dust of 1992 made it clear to manythat drastic measures were needed to change

the way the land was farmed. Theparticipating farmers can see their cause each day, as
they reaffirm their commitmentto the land.

Therole of farmer-managed experiments and demonstrations
Demonstrations, whichare site-specific, are mounted by individual farmers attempting
to solve particular problemson their farms. Other farmers can learn from them, and some
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extension agents are passing on the results of these demonstrationsto otherfarmers. The
data that are gathered cannot be aggregated for cross-farm comparisons, however. This

is not as problematic for the farmers asit is for academics!
On-farm research is organized by the SFP, with oversight by experienced on-farm
researchers. The results are presented to the farmers by the LSP staff. This legitimation

and documentation of their efforts has important organizational as well as scientific
impacts. On-farm research can never be as rigorous as experiments on the research
station. This is offset by thetailoring of such researchto the needs of the individual farmer
and to therole ofthe technical innovation within the local farming system. Despite flaws,
the documentation ofresults promotesthe further dissemination ofappropriate technology
through farmer-to-farmercontacts andthe efforts of the Cooperative Extension Service.
Participating farmers are most enthusiastic about their experiments. They question

eachotherin detail, analyze what they have done,explain whyit does or doesnot work.
The lack of competitivenessas people share researchresults is particularly noteworthy—

quite in contrast to the usual coffee-shop talk of whose yield is highest, whose row is
Straightest and whohasthe fewest weeds.
Besides informational meetings and farm visits, other mechanisms to share the
knowledge generated are being developed. A packagecalled ‘Farming for the Future’
includes booklets and videos on farming practices, based on programmeexperience to
date. Based primarily on work in Lewiston but also in Montevideo, four videos with
accompanying printed materials are currently in preparation. The booklets are on

mechanical weed control, controlled grazing, nitrogen management and on-farm
composting. They are well written, emphasizing how farmers adaptspecific practices on
their own farms. They haveshort, illustrative case studies as well as clear explanations
of the science involved. The videos are excellent visually and convey a great deal of
information in an entertaining format.

Impact
Onindividuals
Despite heroic efforts by SFP staff to documentthe results of on-farm experiments and
demonstrations,itis still too soon to quantify the programme’s environmental benefits.

However,the social impacts are impressive. Participation in the on-farm research and
demonstrations has an amazing impacton theindividuals involved, according to their

testimony. All had been innovating before participating in the programme,butall hadfelt
very alone in doing so. Established sources of information, including the Cooperative
Extension Service, had not mettheir needs. At times each had felt labelled as somesort

of nut or deviantfor trying to implement more sustainable practices,particularly since not
everything attempted was feasible or profitable. Yet driven by a land ethic, they had
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Some sort of nut or deviant…
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constantly experimented, constantly sought out a wide variety of information sources on
their own as they attempted to create sustainable farms which met their ethical as well as

their economic needs. Once they were broughttogether, they realized that they were not
alone, they were not so odd, and they could learn from eachother. Their new-foundability
to set up parallel experiments,to share the results, to go over details, and to talk abouttheir
experiences in public is perhaps the most important result of 3 years of on-farm
experimentation.
An important part of the impact of the LSP is thatit fosters a highly participatory ethic
that involves challenging the established hierarchy of expertise and changing learner/
teacherroles in the creation and dissemination of agricultural technology.
Someof the personality changes experienced by project participants—from shy and
reticent spectators to outspoken leadersable to presentandto take charge—are astounding.
The empowering nature of the project was mentioned particularly by the Advisory Board
in Montevideo. The strategy of the LSPstaffis to step back andlet the farmers makethe

decisions. Initiation of action maytake longer, but its continuity is ensured by farmer
ownership of the process.
On the community

Theparticipating farmers relate many changesin the attitudes and behaviour of others
towards sustainable agriculture. Fertilizer dealers now ask what was on the land in
previous years in order to determine requirements. Extension agents include the
technologies developed by SFP farmersin the alternatives they offer, and Land Grant
researchers participate in field days sponsored by the LSP. Most important, an
environmentally aware approach to farming has now beenlegitimized in the community
to the point at whichit can be freely discussed at churchorin the coffee shop.
Oneof the most remarkable accomplishmentsof the SFP in the past few yearsis the
changein theattitude of the extension services towardsit. Initially suspicious of each
other, the SFP and extension haveincreased their collaboration overthe years,particularly

in the West Centralregion. This is preparing the way fora useful partnership in both
research and extensionin the future.

Conclusions
The powerof the project is empowerment. Through the SFP farmersdiscoverthat they
are in chargeandthatthey havechoices. Thereis not just one way to farm in orderto be

profitable and to stay in business.
Asa result their practices are changing. Alternatives to resource-depleting farming
practices are being developed in the context of the whole farm. A new concern for
community participation is emerging.
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The LSP has developed an important institutional approach for enhancing lowexternal-input and sustainable agriculture. Initially part of a national general farmers’
organization, it has been reformulated and regroupedas a multifaceted organization able

to address practices and policy at the local, state and national levels. Of particular
importanceis the use of community organizing tactics to build grass roots organizations
which are the basis for changing both the attitudes and thepractices of farmers anxious

to be responsible stewards of natural resources yet remain profitable in an increasingly
difficult economic environment. The fact that the SFA and the SFP are not proselytizing
organizations, butinstead seek simply to unite like-minded individuals,is crucial to their
potential longevity and success.
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Sustainable Rural Development in Bolivia:
The Case of AGRUCO
Stephan Rist

Introduction
After 500 years of colonialism and development, the onceintact ecosystemsof the Andes
have deteriorated markedly. The Green Revolution did little for their ecology. It is time
to incorporate an approachoriented towards low-external-inputandsustainabie agriculture
(LEISA)into national and international agricultural developmentplans.
Whenthe Agro-ecology Programmeof the University of Cochabamba (AGRUCO)
was planned and launched in 1985, the original idea was to facilitate the transfer of

European approachesto so-called ‘organic’ agriculture to Bolivia. The main objective
wasto stimulate the dissemination of organic agriculture practices and technologies

amongandbythe institutions involved in rural extension work, both government and
non-government.
In this article I will show how,by forcing usto adjustto the reality of the Bolivian
context, our experiences haveled us away from transfer of technology (TOT) approach
to a participatory technology development (PTD) concept. After an abortive effort to
introduce western models of organic agriculture we learned to appreciate Andean agroecology and cosmovision. Wegradually shifted the emphasis of our work towardsre-

evaluating andstrengthening local Andean technologiesandtraditional formsof social
organization.
Encouraged by the results, we then embarked on PTD and networkingat different
levels, building on indigenous networks.

The Project is Launched
A conventionalstart
The project began with conventionalscientific research on topics such asthe preparation

of compost, the improvementof local manure,the productionof organic fertilizer from
slaughter-house wastes andthe use of local rock phosphates.

Linking with Farmers
Thisfirst stage can be characterized as the development of an ‘alternative technology

package’, emphasizing the analysis and improvementofbiological processes. Technology
was developed independently of the rural communities for whom it was intended.
Research was conducted at the research station, where scientists sought to improve soil

fertility with new crop rotations, mixed cropping, organic fertilizers, biological control
of plant diseases, and so on. The package, or components of it, was then tested on farmers’
fields. Here the basic unit of analysis was the single plot. The roles of the researcher and
extension worker were defined as to produce the new ‘technology package’ on the
researchstation and then to extend it to the campesinos. The role of the rural community
was to receive the new package and use it.

The evaluation ofthe results and impact of this work after 2 years led to a paradoxical
conclusion. The new technology package could improve soil fertility and the growth of
plants and animals. The results were positive, both on the research station and on farmers’
plots. However, in spite of these favourable results, farmers showed little or no interest
in the new technology. Likewise, the interest of other institutions was also very low.
A secondary objective of our research had been to acquire a better understanding of the
local management of natural resources. This part of the research had been conducted by
students of the University of Cochabamba. This was an excellent opportunity for them
to get in touch with therealities of rural life—an important experience notcatered for by
other curriculum activities.
This research gave usthe explanation of our paradox. We becameawareofthe fact that
the small-scale farm family is not concerned only with biological processes but must also

balance these with economic, social, cultural and personalfactors.
Modifying the approach
These results showedusthat we hadto adopt a moreholistic approach. We expanded the

unit of analysis from the single plot to the whole complex of production withinits socioeconomic and cultural context.
Weleft the research station. This decision wasbased on the conditions of the Andean
ecosystem, which is characterized by a vast range ofaltitudes within a relatively short

distance and an enormousvariety of ecological conditions. One and the same family
cultivates severaldifferentsoils, in different climates,using different crop varieties. This
makesthetransferof results from the researchstation practically impossible, since even

in the best of cases new technology meets the requirements of only one of the many
environments managed by the farmer.
Forthis reason wetransferred the technology developmentprocesstothesetting of the

rural community, changing at one stroke the research method and the roles of the
researcher, the extension workerand the farmers andtheir families.
The research methodology had to become moreparticipatory, including the community
in the definition, planning and implementation of experiments. As a consequence, the
researcher expanded his functions to overlap with those of the extension worker, while
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the latter no longer saw himself as merely the servant of the researcher. It was no longer
necessary to extend technology from the research station to the community, because the
technology was developed andvalidated in the community itself, with broad participation
by community members. This would lead to a kind of auto-extension by the campesinos,

if they were interested in the technology.
Thanks to this new approach therelationship between the community and the project
was transformedfrom vertical one to a much morehorizontal one,establishingthe basis

for PTD.This horizontal relationship with the communitiy also implied the permanent
integration of the project’s professionals into rural life.
To oursurprise, over the course of a further 2 years we discovered thatvirtually all the

basic technical elements of sustainable agriculture—croprotation, mixed cropping, use
of organic fertilizers, biological control of pests and diseases, soil conservation,
conservationof genetic resources, protection of wild plants and animals, and so on—were

already present and usedin nearly all the traditional communities. These traditional
technologies reflected a knowledge ofall that science has told us about the different
approachesto sustainable agriculture in Europe. In traditional Andean systems we found
not only the common concepts of organic farming but also elements of biodynamic
agriculture. Wealso found a broad knowledgeofthe influenceofthe planets andstars on
plant and animal production.

These findingsled us to a difficult question:if the knowledge system for sustainable
agriculture is present, then why are there so many ecological problems in Andean
countries, resulting in the widespread deterioration of parts of the Andean ecosystem?

The immediate answerto this question is that, although traditional knowledge and
technologiesarestill present, their use, like the landscape itself, is being steadily eroded.

Andean Agro-ecology and Cosmology
The Andeansperceive the world in the context of a whole cosmosof which everypart is

alive. This Andean cosmovision expressesitself in many rituals, which are often carried
out before the campesinos begin a task such as ploughing, sowingor harvesting. It is also
the philosophical basis for their technology development.This we discovered through our
conversations with farmers, in the following way:

¢ The mixed croppingofdifferent varieties of potatoesis a result of the following logic:
the local potato varieties are classified as ‘male’ and ‘female’. Male and female varieties
combined in the same plot complement eachother,thus giving a good yield. Harmony,
conceived as the complementarity of opposites, is one of the constituent elements of the
Andean world outlook.
¢ Talking about how he managed hispotato crop, a farmerin the community of Rodeo

said: “Thereis a time for sowing, and a time for cropping;it is necessary to work with the
earth, to learn from the moon whento sow, to becomea friend of the clouds to obtain a
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good rainfall’. This brought us face to face with how farmers define the best momentto
begin sowing—theyconsiderthe phasesof the moon and observethe clouds from August

until the beginning of the rainy season (October to November).
These experiences made us modify our approach once again. Westarted placing more
emphasis on understanding the world view of the farmers. The erosion of indigenous

knowledge wasrecognizedas one of the main factors responsible for the decreasing use
of traditional technologies.
Our nextstep, then, was to conductresearch on the Andean cosmovision. Overthe past
few years this vision has received increasing attention from anthropologists and sociologists.
Their work was ofgreathelp to us, since we wereableto integrate their findings with our
own PTD approach. Oneofthe best accounts is that of van den Berg (1990), who explains
how the Andeanssee themselves(individuals, family and community)aspart of a whole
and in constantinteraction with the other two components ofthis whole, whichare nature
and spiritual beings. These form the supra-human society (Figure 1).
In the Andean world view these three components are inseparable, since they are in
constant and dynamicinteraction and penetration with each other.
Noneofthe three components is superior. Rather, they exist in a dynamic equilibrium.
For the Western mind the mutual penetrationorinteraction of the humanwith the natural
is not hard to understand. But to comprehend the Andean world view it is necessary to

include the transcendental component as well—rather more difficult for the average
Westerner. Here are two examples:
* Practically all illnesses of human beingsare caused notonly by nature but by a negative
encounterwith the transcendental world. Anillness or disease cannottherefore be cured

only by taking a medicinal plant(despite its scientifically proven effects). Along with the
medical treatmenta ritual is needed, directed at this transcendental world.
e Every year on Carnival Tuesday the campesinos goto theirfields to celebrate their
crops,just then in full growth, with a ritual called challa. Thisritual is held in honour of
the Ispallaspirit: ‘Ispalla is the soul andspirit ofall food... It is Ispalla who giveslife to

human beings, animals and plants’. A good crop, qualitatively and quantitatively,
dependsnotonly on appropriate technology but also on the accompanyingrituals.
For our own work the most importantthing to realize was that a new technology has

a chance of being adopted onlyif a certain conformity or equilibrium exists between the
three components of the cosmovision.If one of the components is out of balance oris not
taken into consideration, traditional technology disappears and new technology is not
adopted.
The objective of the AGRUCOteam wasnowto identify the factors causing the erosion
of indigenous knowledge and technologies. The principal factors we found are the
following:

e Attheschool, teachers from an urban backgroundare unawareofthe greatvalue of local
technology and knowledge. They are teaching the children that progress consists of
replacing traditional practices by modern ones.
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Figure 1 Model of the Andean cosmovision

Supra-human
society

Source: van den Berg (1990)

+ Many religous sects seekto discredit localtraditions and social systemsfor mutual help,
without considering the real needs of the people.

* Rural extensioninstitutions, despite the high social motivation of manyoftheirstaff,
are promoting the use of Green Revolution technology, considering local technologies
and knowledgeas one of the main reasonsfor lack of progress.
+ Many local people are migrating to Chapare, a major coca-producing area. This is a
strategy to diversify income. This zone is being transformed into an area where the

“Western way oflife’ prevails. In the effort to create economic alternatives to the coca
bush the government is promoting high-input agriculture, which is taught to the
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immigrants. On return to their communities, many of them think that they can also use
this approach to increase production in their traditional lands.

e Many farmers seek to get more out of their farms in order to satisfy new needs, such
as a radio, a television, a bicycle, and so on.

¢ Following the droughtof 1983, Bolivia began receiving considerable quantities of food
aid from the developed countries, consisting mainly of wheat and sugar. This hasled to
a gradual change in nutritional habits, undermining the demand for local foods and
leading to the decline of locally adapted technologies.
To sum upso far, we havelearntthat the technologies used in farming systems have

to be understood in the light of a dynamic equilibrium ofthe three elements ofthe Andean
cosmovision—humansociety (community), nature (ecosystem) and the supra-human

world. Indigenous technologiestend to disappearbecause modern developmentapproaches
are based on a materialistic ‘cosmovision’ which ignoresthe transcendent,giving priority

to technical and economic factors over social and spiritual ones. The erosion of
indigenous knowledge canbe halted only by re-evaluating the Andean cosmovision and
bringing its three components backinto balance.

The Role of AGRUCO
As aconsequence of these experiences, the activities of AGRUCOhadto be redefined
toallow room forthe re-evaluation andrevival of indigenous knowledge. This also meant

the project had to see itself very differently: we are no longer the centre of the
developmentprocess; this role is assumed by the communities themselves. Wecan only
support the re-evaluation process, with the aim of bringing about a new equilibrium
between the three components of the Andean cosmovision (Figure 2).
Figure 2 Conventional and new understanding of developmentprocess

Community

CProiect)

A. Conventional project-centred

B. External project supporting the

developmentapproach

strengthening of indigenous

knowledgeandcreativity
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Accordingly, we havedivided and organized our activities into four interlocking areas:
academic education, participatory research, support to rural communities in different
agro-ecological zones, and support to rural development institutions (government and
non-government) (Figure 3).
Figure 3 Activities of AGRUCO

Participatory
research

Support to

Academic

education

NGOs/GOs

Community support

AGRUCOtriesto establish a holistic approach, ensuring feedback between the four
areas of activities. To provide the world of academic education with the necessary
materials, it must carry out activities in support of the community’s self-defined
development agenda,whichprovides the contextin whichits own professionals can learn
aboutthe relationship between community, nature andthe transcendental. At the same
timetheresults ofthis participatory research are importantfor the educationofprofessionals
at the university, since once working for developmentinstitutions they will be able to
initiate and apply this approach themselves.
Another important consequence of this approachis the fact that the communities’
knowledgeis directly and indirectly integrated into that of the university. Academic
education is normally very theoretical, far removed from therealities and requirements
of rural communities. AGRUCOhastransferredthree ofthesix curricular subjects to the
communities. As part of these three subjects the students have to live for a week in the

community, where they are taught andtrained in participatory research, methods of

community support, and planning and monitoring methods. Included areparticipatory

rural appraisal techniques directed not only towards diagnosing problems but also
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towards identifying components ofthe traditional knowledge and technology system of
the communities. In essence, the work of AGRUCO resembles that of a network,linking

the various actorsin rural development such as universities, developmentinstitutions and
rural communities, which normally function in isolation from one another. The network
tries to establish horizontal relationships of equality between outside agents and rural
communities,taking into account that two different cosmovisions areinteracting and that
neither of them has the right to subordinate the other. This interaction creates the basis
for rural development.

Network Activities at Community Level
In this section we will summarize some of the most important methodological instruments which AGRUCO is using and developing at community level.
Before we start we should note, however, that the networking concept is one we apply

only in our interactions with other outside agencies(universities, government and nongovernment organizations, etc). We do not apply it within the community because we
perceive the community’s existing structure to be rather more complex than that of a
simple network. Thisis also why we do not create any parallel organizational structures,
such as specific sub-networks or a committee of farmers interested in indigenous
knowledge. Werespect the community’s own organizational structures, seeking only to
strengthen these where appropriate. Despite the absence of any externally created

network, formal or informal, somebasicprinciples of the networking idea can nevertheless be applied, as we will describe in the following sections.
Handbills
Indigenous knowledge and the practices, technologies, social relations and rituals
associated with it are increasingly marginalized, found only in regionsless affected by

modemization. The campesinos frequently travel to urban centres, where they are
exposed to modern knowledge promotedby the media, schools, church, and so on. Even
in more isolated communities, where there is still a rich tradition of indigenous
knowledge, we find considerable differences in knowledge between the older and
younger generations.
All this makesit important to documentand redisseminate these disappearing elements
of indigenous knowledge. AGRUCOtherefore began to apply and adapt a method
developed by a Peruvian non-governmental organization (NGO), consisting of the
production of handbills on traditional technologies (Rist, 1992). The process of producing the handbills is highly participatory and firmly based on the campesino’ s perception

of needs. Box 1 provides further details.
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Box 1. Preserving indigenous knowledge through handbills
Due to climatic changes in the past few years (droughts followed by floods, unusual early
frosts) many campesinos believe that the traditional weather forecasting indicators are not
valid any longer. As a result crops are now sown according to the availability of labour
rather than the expected beginning of the rainy season. This can cause very low yields.
Other important factors accounting for low crop yields are the introduction of chemical
fertilizers, pesticides and so-called improved seeds (mainly of potato), which has encouragedthe farmers to abandonthe use oforganic manureandto intensify and modify the crop
rotation, reducing fallow periods and moving away from mixed cropping. Theresult has
been a drastic reductionin soil fertility.
Against this background the professionals of AGRUCO began designing a series of
handbills on the managementofsoil fertility, mixed cropping, and weather forecasting
indicators (botanical, zoological, atmospheric, astronomic and ritual), based on the
knowledgeof the fewcampesinos whostill knewthese technologies. The handbills are very
straightforward and use the words and expressionsof the campesino whendescribing the
technology. This information is complemented by somesketches.
Handbills are presented by a professional and a campesino together in draft form atthe
monthly meetingof all community membersor,if this is not possible, at someother event,
suchas training course. Thepresentation generates a discussion amongtheparticipants,
confirming or changingthe information onthe draft. At the same time the advantages and
disadvantagesof the practice are discussed. This approachhelps the campesinosto realize
the importance and value oftheir own knowledge.
Oftenthe presentation of a handbill leadsto significantcorrections,after whichthefinal
version, validated by the community, can be produced.
The nextstage is to disseminate the handbills. Thefinal version is reproduced and as
manycopies as are required by the campesinos, the community authorities, teachers,
doctors and others are supplied to the originating community. Thefinal version is also
presentedat a meeting of AGRUCOstaff, ensuringthat the ‘new’ elements of indigenous
knowledge are known to all and available for use in daily work. Finally, the handbill is
introduced to the Andean Network on Indigenous Knowledge (PRATEC), whichhas its
headquarters in Peru and decentralizedresearch unit in Bolivia, managed by AGRUCO.

Networking between communities
Sincenearly all the activities of AGRUCOare carried outwithin the rural communities,

relevant elements of indigenous knowledge can easily be detected. The quantity and
quality of indigenous knowledge differs considerably from one community to another.

This makesthe exchange of knowledge between communities highly relevant.
Wethereforeseekto bring together campesinos who haveacertain problem with others
who do not, becausetheyare still using their traditional knowledge. This facilitates a
reciprocal, horizontal learning and dissemination process. Box 2 provides an example.
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Box 2. Learning from each other: Technology exchange between

communities
In 1989/90, in one of the communities where AGRUCO was working, many potato plots
were severely affected by a disease called verruga (Synchytrium endobioticum). The
farmers said that the disease was dueto the ‘tiredness’ of the most affected seed varieties,
becausefor year after year they had usedthe samevarieties without ever refreshing them,
as far back as they could remember. They therefore asked whether AGRUCOcould help
them obtain new,fresh seed. AGRUCOagreedto this, but not without warning them that
the seeds sold at the local market were usually a mixture of different types, which might not
lead to an improvementin potato seed quality. The peasants were well awareofthis but did
not see any other solution, since they could not remember from where their fathers had

broughtthe now ‘tired’ potatoes. Knowingthatthe easiest way is not always the best, we
insisted that we would be willing to help obtain fresh potato seeds, butonly if they were
willing to investigate, in exchange,the origin of their own potatoes. This was eventually
accepted.
Sometimelater the farmers informedusthat their potatoes had come from a community
called Chapisirca, quite some distance away andatan altitude of about 4300 metres, some
300 metres higher than their own community. Chapisirca’s higheraltitude and relative

isolation should reducethelevel ofplant diseases andpests, with the result that excellent
seed quality could be expected. Farmers and AGRUCOstaffvisited Chapisirca immediately.
Someof the members of the community at Chapisirca remembered hearing that, many
years ago, campesinos of their community used to take potato seeds to their relatives in
Japo,and that these were neededto refresh their germplasm. They were willing to sell some

oftheir excellentpotatoes, thus notonly providingthe peasantsof Japo with refreshed seed
butat the sametimere-establishing a social relationship that had considerabletechnical,
environmental and economic significance. Through the inter-community contact an
importantin situ germplasm conservation methodhad been rediscovered which, from now
on, will permit the refreshment of potato seed whenever this is needed, independently of
outside help.

Networking between community and outsiders
In accordance with its principal objective, AGRUCO hasbeenassisting development
institutions interested in modifying their work through the exploration of indigenous

knowledge.
In many cases we foundotherinstitutions willing to change their approach because

they hadalreadyfelt disatisfied with the gap between their aimsandthetrueinterests and
needs of farmers. Sometimes, institutional change could be effectively supported by
bringing together farmers who have been working with AGRUCOoverthepast few years
with farmers whowerestill distrustful.
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Theeffectiveness of this horizontal diffusion of indigenous knowledgeisillustrated by
the experience described in Box 3.

Box 3. Gaining confidence through horizontal contacts
In 1990/91 the Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) began a joint project
with the government’s Regional Development Corporation to improvefood security and
livelihoodsin the province of Arque. Thisareais strongly affectedby soil erosion, causing
a continuousdecrease in productivity which has driven many farmersoff the land.
Theonly wayto arrest and reversethis trendis to apply techniques to preventsoil erosion,
such as the construction of terraces and other physical and hydrological changes to the
landscape. The corporationstarted a large-scale information and training campaignin the
communities, with the aim of motivating the farmers to initiate soil conservationactivities.
However,in spite ofall their efforts and the incentives offered, no work was done on soil

conservation for about 2 years. Then AGRUCOsuggested thata delegation from Arque
should visit the neighbouring province of Tapacari, where some communities had been
working with AGRUCOonsoil conservation over the past few years. The campesinos
agreed to this and soon afterwards two delegations were organized and travelled.
As soon as they arrived they observed and discussed the experiences of the local
campesinos, whohad already evaluatedvarioussoil conservation techniques. Thevisitors
agreed with their hosts at Tapacari that something had to be done aboutsoil erosion,
confessing thattheir reason for not doing anything was their fear that oncetheir soil had
improvedthe project would take awaytheir landto repay the funds invested in helping them
to improveit! This in spite of the fact that the project’s professionals, aware ofthese
rumours, which often spread whena newprojectstarts up, had repeatedly explainedto the
campesinos that this could not and would not occur.
The farmers ofTapacari told the visitors that they had had the samefear at the beginning
butthat, seeing the advantagesofsoil conservation, they had decided to go ahead. They had
felt that, should this problem ever arise, they wouldfight with all the more energy and
determination since they wouldbe defendingnotonly their landbutalsoall the hard work
and sweattheyhadputinto its improvement.
Two weeks later the first families who hadparticipatedin the visit began organizing to
maketerraces, without even askingfor the project’s help. After that other groups expressed
a wish to make a similar visit, including a group of women.

Participatory research at community level
Practically all AGRUCO’s researchis carried out in the same communitiesasits support
activities, so the researchactivities are part of the support and vice versa. Furthermore,
the participatory researchis also part of the academic education, since AGRUCO notonly
teaches a ‘pre-specialization’ in agro-ecology and sustainable developmentat the

university but also grants a fellowship each year to some to 10 students of different
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disciplines who,after concluding their studies, conduct research in the field as part oftheir

graduate studies. The students stay with AGRUCO for a year, doing participatory
research in one of the communities where AGRUCO works, under the guidance of one

or two professionals ofthe AGRUCO team. During theirstay the students also learn about
project administration, studying participatory planning, monitoring, evaluation, logistics
and financial management.
These research activities are of two kinds, applied and basic. Applied research is
directed towards solving one of the problems experienced by the community or evaluat-

ing some of the indigenoustechnologies scientifically. This latter work has a twofold
function, first to provide evidenceofthe scientific basis of traditional technologies, and
secondly to improve anddisseminate these technologies at community level through the
implementation, monitoring and evaluation ofthe experiment, together with one or more
farmers, on their own plots. Once concluded, the research work mustbe given back to the

community in the form ofa training course, engendering discussion and analysis among
the farmers. Theresults are then available for use in other communities if appropriate.
Basic research is directed towards a better understanding ofhow the Andean cosmovision
influences social organization and the use of knowledge and technologies in the
community. This research is very important for a project that seeks to support the
community in its evolution.
Through this participatory research we have found that the campesinos are very
interested and spend a lot of time thinking and talking, not merely about their own lives
but about where they stand in relation to nature and the rest of the world. (This is a
characteristic that can also be found in all their rituals, in which the supra-humans are

asked to re-establish the equilibrium between society and nature, to stop or prevent wars
and shortages of food, not only for them butfor the whole world.) Their reflections on the
currentsituation help them re-establish their relationship with nature, since they compare
the present with the past, which helps them to find new answers for the future.
Academic education in and with the communities
As already mentioned, three ofthe six subjects taught by AGRUCOat the university are

taughtin one of the communities, which meansthatthe students must spend 1 week living
with the families of these communities. This gives students the opportunity to study the
realities of rural life and to learn not only with theirintellects but also with their hearts,

by feeling and seeing.
Thefact that the campesinos are the teachers of their own reality had a surprisingly
positive effect on the strengtheningof their own identity. This was expressed asfollows
by one of them, during a speech at the closure of the course:
Thank you for bringing so many students to our community, so that they can see and
learn how welive and what we need andthank you all who havelistened, when we told
you what we know, because at this moment wefeel very proud of our own knowledge
and we are giving it freely to your hearts so that you shall always rememberus.
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Networking with Outside Agencies
The aim of AGRUCO’srelationships with other agenciesis to show them howanintercultural dialogue can serveasthe basis for a joint developmentprocess.
With other universities
AGRUCOisa smallpart of just oneof the nine universities of Bolivia. It has signed an
agreementwith five of the other universities,all in the Andean areas. These agreements
are facilitating the participationofa limited numberofstudents in the three subjects taught
in the communities. AGRUCOalso sponsors and organizes every year an intensive

training course for university teachers.
With government and non-governmentorganizations
Professionals in manyprojects are now becoming awareofthe need to change away from
the conventional development approach based on the Green Revolution. Asa result there

is increasing demandfor support in getting outof this developmenttrap.
AGRUCOtherefore saw a need for a new area ofactivities directed towards both
governmentand non-governmentorganizations. The formerare less important these days
due to the drastic reduction of their human and financial resources in the context of
structural adjustment. Private-sector institutions are therefore all the more important,
being often the only form ofdevelopment assistancepresent in many Bolivian communities.
A small sub-network was created, whose 25 members—mainly private development

institutions—areinterested in integrating the aims of AGRUCO into their work. Each
memberhas a specific task in accordance with local needs and capabilities. A special

three-phase methodologyhas been developed to enable NGOsto diagnose needsin the
rural community and respondto them.
First a delegation of AGRUCOstaffvisits the area where the NGOto be assisted is
active. Together with all the staff of the NGO, AGRUCOstaff maintain continuous

contact with the campesino families over a period of 5 to 7 days.In this way they get to
know both the NGOstaff and the farm families. At the same time they study the wayin

which the NGOinteracts with the community, and theresults it has achieved.
Impressions are summarized daily in a joint session with the staff of the NGO being
visited. NGOstaff serve to set the critical self-evaluation process in motion. At the end
ofthe first phase, again together with the entirestaff, there is a joint planningsessionin
whichfuture activities are written down.

After 3 to 4 monthsthe second phase beginswith the joint evaluationofthe activities
carried out following the planningsession atthe end of the first phase. Successes and

failures are evaluated together with the farm families, and new activities are again
planned. During this phase participatory planning and evaluation techniques can be

practised.
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Supporting Indigenous Knowledge in Bolivia
Thethird andlast phase is timed to coincide with the NGO’s normal planning schedule.
AGRUCO’s support consists of helping staff integrate the experiences of the previous
two phasesinto the planningofall future activities. This presents a further opportunity
to practise and strengthen participatory planning.
Andean networkfor handbills on indigenous knowledge
As wealready mentioned, once a handbill on indigenous knowledgehas beenfinalized,

itis sent to the International Andean Network,where handbills from various countries are
collected for further editing, processing and distribution. The main objective is to
facilitate the exchange of indigenous knowledge amongall participants. Through this

collection,a greatdeal oflittle knownindigenous technology is made available, helping
to solve problems wherelocal knowledge has not found a solution. Over 600 handbills
have now beenprocessed.A list of these, or of course the complete collection, can be
purchased from AGRUCO.
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Networking with Women Farmers
Janice Jiggins
Introduction
Women farmers are thoughtto produce more than half the world’s food crops and a large
proportion ofits non-food crops andlivestock as well. But it is unfortunate that even
participatory approaches to agricultural research and development through networking
do not ensure women’s participation. Powerful methods exist for optimizing women’s
participation. Yet methodsalone do notsuffice.

If womenareto participate actively in shaping the agenda, managing the process and
sharingthe costs and benefits of research and development, something different has to

happen. There mustbe an explicit commitmentto work on issues that women consider
important. A core groupof femalestaffis vital. Care has to be taken that the methods used
in working with communitiesare sensitive to women’s ways of communicatingandstyles
of leadership; the timing of meetings, interviews and othertasks should take into account

farm women’s work burden and working hours, whichare not the sameasthose ofa‘nineto-five’ researcher. Including women changes the agenda set by men, modifies social
relationships andattitudes, and influences the outcomeof research and development.

It is a basic principle of changesin voluntary behaviour that the people involved ‘own’
both the problem and the solution. It is a basic principle of building sustainable
organizations that participants see their own interests sufficiently reflected in the

organization’s mandate and activities, and are rewarded in proportion to the effort they
put in. If farmer networks ignore or undervalue women’s contributions, neither the
technical nor the organizational process will prove durable.
This paper discusses examples of the following situations: spontaneous informal
networking arrangements among womenfarmers; externally assisted (by governmentor

non-government organizations) networking with women farmers, mostly by men; and
formally constituted autonomous women’s networks, run by and for women.

Spontaneous Informal Networking
Womenfarmers’ informal networkshave not been studied much. Yet, to focus on just one
aspect, they are often the primary vehicle for maintainingthe genetic viability of farming

operations. The bulk of the seed and planting material used by women farmersis
replenished and augmented through women’s informal seed exchange networks. In many

parts ofthe world this exchangeis supported by women’s rolesin trading in local markets.
The networkscan take many forms, as the following examplesillustrate.

Linking with Farmers
Seed exchange on the Kore Rice Scheme in Kenya

In the early 1980s, most womenrice farmers holdingtenancies in the Kore I Rice Scheme
in Kenya used mixed seed retained from the previous harvest, but some used pure,

improvedseed they obtained by workingfor (male)relatives who had plots on the nearby
AheroPilot Scheme, where pure seed was morefreely available (Povel-Speelers, 1982).

Over time, woman-to-woman sharingofthe pure seed has becomethe main channel for
the spread of pure seed among womentenants on the Kore I Schemeitself. Three
somewhatinterdependenttypesoforganization are involved: women’ skinship networks;
women’s informal work groups; and women’s personal friendshipsin their neighbourhoods. Noneof these interact with formal seed distribution channels.
Maintainingthe viability of soya bean seed in East Java
Farmersin East Javafindit difficult to maintain the viability of soya bean seedin storage.
To ensure a flow offresh planting seed, farmersin different villages informally arrange
to exchange soya beans betweenfields planted at different seasons of the year, with
farmersin particular villages specializing in dryland cultivation during the rainy season
(Soegito and Siemonsma, 1985). The exchangeis typically mediated by women, whoare
responsible for post-harvest seed management.
Exchanging commonbeanlandraces in Malawi
Womenbean farmers in northern Malawi maintain a large portfolio of bean varietal
mixtures, including namedvarieties indigenousto specific communities as well as more
widely distributed types (Martin and Wayne Adams, 1987). They maintain thesesets of

landrace mixtures even thoughpurelines are available at affordable prices. The set of
beansin a mixvariesin a broad north-south cline, probably due to both environmental
factors and consumerpreferences.
The mixes are composed both by random mixingof the physical components and by

deliberate selection on the farm. Gifts and market exchangeare also used. Colour, shape,
size, cooking qualities and taste, susceptibility to pests and diseases, plant architecture
and length of growing period are amongthe characteristics used by women farmers to

distinguish their seeds. A numberofthe types are unstable, freely out-crossing.It is not
known how the women maintain, overthe generations,a set of varieties which remains
palatable and continues to meettheir criteria.

Externally Assisted Networking
The following examples highlight some of the key managerial, social and technical
aspects of externally assisted networking with women farmers.
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Seed dissemination in Zimbabwe
The ZimbabweSeeds Action Network (ZS AN) focuses on community-level production
and storage of seed of traditional maize and small grains in the drought-prone areas of

Zimbabwe. Farmers’ groups—the majority of them women’s groups—have been cooperating for more than 5 yearsin the testing and evaluation of indigenousgrain varieties,

and in the managementof warehouses. The incomeaccruing from salesof the seed from
the warehousesis retained by the managing group. The network is supported by ENDAZimbabwe(anaffiliate of the international, South-based non-governmentorganization,
Environmental Development Alternatives), and local Zimbabwean non-government
organizations (NGOs).
Although the majority of the farmers in the drought-prone areas are women, the
majority of the staff of ENDA-Z,including those mostdirectly involved in supporting the

ZSAN,are men. This fact highlights what appear to be two contradictory lessons:(a) there
are men who are committed to, and skilled at, developing effective networks amongrural
women; (b) although womenbenefit from such networks, network activities in themselves do little to challenge orinfluence the gender relations of power which contribute
to women’s poverty. Unless women’s leadershipis deliberately encouraged, women’s

place within networkstends to be a derived or subordinate position, as in ZSAN.In turn,
the presenceofan effective core group of female staff seems to be importantin getting
empowermentadopted as an organizational policy goal.

Farmers’ groupsin Botswana
The Agricultural Technology ImprovementProject (ATIP) in Botswana began in thelate

1980s to experiment with what cameto be called farmer research groups (FRGs) and
farmer extension groups (FEGs) as a wayofinstitutionalizing collaboration between
researchersand farmersin researchdesign, field trials, evaluation and extensionactivities
(Normanetal, 1988).
Women-only and mixed membership groups weretried, as well as working with
existing groupsand specially formed groups. No type of group proved more suitable than
others; the ones that failed did so for reasonsotherthan these criteria. Today, the FRGs

and FEGshaveevolvedinto routine partnersofthe national farming systems programme.
Theyallow far greater range of technology optionsto be tested (many suggested by the
farmers themselves), create opportunities for farmer involvementin the formal technology developmentprocess, and provide a forum for direct interaction among farmers,

researchers and extension agents. As the programmehas matured, farmer-to-farmerfield
days, farm walks and demonstrationsare taking place spontaneously, as well as more
formally with the support of the agencies concerned.
Over half the membership consists of women farmers. Women have proved particularly good at sharingthe results of research through the F4Gs, because oftheir multiple

informallinks in their area (principally via the family, schools, clinics, other women’s
groups,andtrading).
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Lessonsfrom Kenya
A pioneering study was carried out of women’s groups working with agricultural
extension advisors in Kenya (Muzaale with Leonard, 1982; 1985). Althoughall groups

referred to have now been registered by the Ministry of Social Affairs, some of them
emerged spontaneously as a grassroots initiative. Others were promoted by government
agencies or NGOs. The extension services now designate women’s groups as important

contactpoints. Importantlessons can be drawn from these experiences for working with
and supporting networking activities among women’s groups:
* The members were somewhat moreliterate than womenin the surrounding populations.
Further, groups whose leaders were better educated had a stronger capacity for selfmanagement, becoming quite independentof the supporting agencies by the end of the
project.
+ The majority of members were not living permanently together with a husband or
grown sons. This increased both their need to seek support through group activities and
their freedom to participate.
+ Most groups started with non-agricultural programmes (whether self-organized or
stimulated by a non-agricultural agency). Contrary to what has been found elsewhere, no
problemsassociated with a group’s particular programmatic history were observed.
* The keycriterion for continuing enthusiasm was the members’ capacity to convert
external support into concrete benefits.
* Mostof the groups were welfare-oriented in their objectives, seeking to meet wideranging family needs. The ability to earn income, andnotjust increase production, was
thus important.
¢ Poorer members dropped outas environmental stress increased through a prolonged
period of drought. At the end of the drought period, the groups hadlostoverhalf their

membership and the surviving membersall rated themselves as more famine-resilient.
¢ Thesurvivors did not expect the others to return quickly to the group, reckoning that
the participation costs (principally time, labour and money) were too high.
Furtheranalysis revealed a strongly seasonal dimensionto the costs of participation.
Womenoperating with fewer resourcesare particularly exposed to seasonal stress (the
labour required of them at harvesting, for example).
¢ The analysis also revealed that communal networking intensified the inequitable

distribution of participation costs. More networking among individual members and
individual farmer-to-farmervisits, forexample, might have introduced greaterflexibility.

Formally Constituted Women’s Networks
Formally constituted women’s networksare a relatively new feature of the agricultural
research and developmentscene.Initiated and run by and for women,they have sprung
up in all parts of the world, at local, national, regional and even global level. They are
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typically constituted as movements, with little hierarchical control, a great deal of local
autonomy and a flexible leadership as women shift in and out of organizational roles in
accordance with family and marital obligations. Whatis significant isthat, through these
approaches, they are able to address biophysical and socio-economic concerns at the
lowest point of human organization andatthe same timeinfluencepolicyathigherlevels.
The WorldWIDE Network
The WorldWIDENetwork was founded in 1981. Its concern is environmental management and protection by and for women worldwide. Women whosharethe goals and

values of WorldWIDEare encouraged to form local chaptersor fora, to explore common
themes and concerns andto define and execute locally appropriate action. WorldWIDE’s
local success stories include, for example, the following from Manyu, Cameroon:
Food outputhad declined dueto soil erosion as former conservation practices had fallen

into disuse. Many young menhadleft to seek urban jobs and there was no longer the
labour availableto lookafter the landin the old ways. A local woman organized women’s
groups through the church andthe market-placeto practise soil conservation. They met
together on agreed days tocutand plant contour bundson each other’s farms. They shared
techniques of composting kitchen waste and animal manure. The network ofgroups has
expandedthroughout thedistrict and is now seeking other ways to promote sustainable
farming practices and to share seed andother planting material.
In November 1991, over 400 WorldWIDE members metat the Global Assembly of
Women and the Environment in Miami, to share their experiences and formulate
recommendationsto the United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro. Their recommendations were incorporated the

following week in the deliberationsof the global meeting of over 1200 women, who

represented women’s movements and networks in both the North and South. The
meeting’s concluding statement was submitted formally to Maurice Strong, Director-

General of UNCED,as an input to Agenda 21.

Special Characteristics of Women’s Networking
Oneofthe characteristics which is helping women’s networksto emergeas fora with a
distinctive voice within the developmentdebateis the incorporation ofexplicitly feminist
ethical and intellectual values. These includerespect for the diversity ofall life forms, an
appreciation ofthe holistic way in which biophysical and socio-economic phenomena are
related in time andspace, and an attitude of caring for othersrather than seeking to control

them.
In terms of principle, feminist positions on manyissuesare close to those of many

ecologists. They canbe clearly distinguished from the reductionist, relatively short-term
and profit-driven practices which continue to dominate technology development in
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agriculture and related fields. This is not to argue that these practices are wholly and

invariably inappropriate orineffective, but ratherthatthere is a need for a more balanced

approach, derived from a wider process of dialogue and shared learning, and combining

the best elements in each schoolof thought. The characteristics ofthe ‘feminist-ecologist’

position can be and indeed sometimesare strongly upheld by men, butthey are, perhaps,
more apparent in women’s networks, being rooted in women’sdistinctive experiences of
life, biologically andsocially. For most rural womenthereis little difference between the
things they do to feed the family andthethingsthey doto careforit. The organization of
daily life is a seamless web oftasks designed to maintain the system as a whole.
Womenoptimizeandexploit biological diversity to provide a continuousflow of food
to the household, typically growing or using a portfolio of plant and other species,
including those not even recognized byagricultural professionals as crops. While modern
agriculture dismissesoreliminatestheseplants as weedsorinferior land races, women’s
experience warns them that the extreme uniformity displayed by modern agriculture is
in fact dangerously vulnerable to sudden disaster. Oncethe years of infancy are past
women, in their ownlives, are more vulnerable than mento biological and social changes
of state and status that transform their relationships with the surrounding world.
They use their influence in the family and community (engaging in whatis often
pejoratively dismissed as mere gossiping) to create and maintain the informal relation-

ships withoutwhichthe performance of commonagricultural tasks and the maintenance
of natural resources would be impossible. They also recognize that there can be no
sustainable farming in the long term withoutsustained communities, which meansin turn
that safeguarding the regenerative capacity of both the natural environment and the
humanspecies is important. Scientists such as Vandana Shiva view the regenerative
principleas quintessentially feminine,the origin of evolutionary diversity andcreativity.
This is in contrast with the hybrid products of commercial agriculture, which produce
sterile seeds for uniform environments.
Anothercharacteristic of women’s movementsistheir insistence on networkingas the
meansto secure ‘power-to-act’ rather than ‘power-over’, as the case of womenin the

Australia-wide LandCare movementillustrates. Although the LandCare movementisnot
a women’s movement as such, women’s ability to motivate people seems to be a key
factor in persuading people to make the individualeffort to changetheir practices and
attitudes, andto join in community-basedactivities to transform agriculture’ s interaction
with the environment (Roberts, 1987; Mills, 1991). Women’s skill in gaining the
cooperative support of technical experts ‘has been central to the success of many
LandCare groups. In many cases the female touch had led to a networking between
interested parties, without the competitive or exclusive leadership style which too often
has plagued rural organisationsin the past’ (Roberts,n.d.).
For a further discussionof the characteristics of women’s networks,I refer the reader

to ‘feminist advocacy’ and the 218 successstories that are documented in Martin-Brown
(1992).
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Conclusions
Supporting farm women’s networking activities requires sensitivity to a number of
aspects of women’s lives, priorities and modesofinteraction. Althoughthe details vary
from place to place, these might be summarized as:
* Women’s need to secure benefits which do morethan providing material gains. Often,
the potential benefits sketched in project proposals are unobtainablein practice,for the

requirements further constrain ratherthan increase the flexibility women seek in order to
dealwith seasonalstress, family crises and the multiple daily requirements of survival.
* Women’s preferred styles of communication,interaction and leadership. These empha-

size the interactive and the collaborative, and the free mixing of social knowledge and
technical knowledgein information exchange and discussion. Theyalso respondto the

constraints of women’s longer working days, home-basedresponsibilities, and intermittent free time.
* Thedifficulties of incorporating women’s priorities and capacities into existing male-

dominated networks.

* The challenge of accepting that powerrelations andthe agricultural development
agenda will change as womenfind their voices and build their organizational strength
through women-only networks.
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Farmer Networking at International Level
Frances Kinnon

Introduction
Probably one of the oldest structured farmers’ networks, and the only body representing
national farmers’ organizations at international level, the International Federation of
Agricultural Producers (IFAP) was founded in 1946. Since then it has grown to include
81 farmers’ organizations and cooperatives from 57 countries, over halfof which are from

the world’s developing regions.
Initially preoccupied with the reconstruction ofagriculture after the devastation ofthe
Second World War and guided by a strongbeliefin the philosophy ofactive international
cooperation, IFAP has gradually shifted its emphasis as the farming sector has undergone
unforetold changes, particularly in terms of productivity. Industrialized countries are
currently facinga state of structural oversupply, severe competition and increased trade

tensions on world markets. The emergence of developing country economiesandtheir
associated agricultural problems has broadened IFAP’s perspective and spheres of
activity, especially with their accession into membershipof the Federation.
One bond whichhas remained constantfor almost all membersis their attachmentto
the family farm unit. These units vary from intensively managed small-scale farms in

Japan to large intensive ranches in Australia and Argentina, and from near-subsistence
farms in Africa and Asiato highly capitalized commercial farms in Europe and North
America.

Approach and Operations
Whyaninternational farmers’ network?

IFAP was established to secure international cooperation between nationalorganizations
of agricultural producers in meeting the nutritional and consumptive requirements of the
peoplesof the world and in improving the economic andsocial statusof all wholive by

and onthe land. Although strongly conditionedbythesituation at thattime, this central
statementin the Federation’s Constitution is as valid today as whenit was first drafted in

1946. Thefact that conflicts are boundto arise among competing producers the world over
in no way invalidates this first mandate of IFAP. Despite their traditional independence
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andindividualism, farmers—as a numerousyetoften physically isolated group—needto

speak with one voiceat certain times, even at an international level. Hence the continuing
need for a forum of exchange and a consensusbuilding platform such as IFAP.
IFAP aimsto accomplishthis broad objective in four ways:

+ By acting as a forum at which the leaders of national farmers’ organizations from
different countries can meet to develop an understanding of world farming problems, to
discover mutual interests, to make recommendations and to take coordinated action.
+ By promoting andstrengthening independentrepresentativeorganizations ofagricultural
producers from grass roots to national level throughout the world.
* By representing the world’s farmers, bringing their concerns to the attention of
international meetings of governments and other bodies which havea bearing on farmers’

interests and livelihoods.
¢ By keeping membersinformed aboutinternational events and issues of concern to

them.
Structure of the network
IFAP can be called a worldwide farmers’ networkin the fullest sense, since it is entirely

governed andfinanced by its memberorganizations, which are themselvesthe national
farmers’ organizationsin their respective countries. IFAP is democratically governed by

its members, each of whomis on an equal footingso that no single organization or group
of countriesorsetof special interests can gain a dominantposition. This is guaranteed by

the Constitution, which requiresthat, in administering the Federation, a suitable balance
is maintained betweenthe differentinterests represented within it. The independenceof
IFAP is further guaranteed by the factthat its mainstream activities are exclusively

financed by the annual subscriptions of members, who not only have a say in how the
Federation is run but are also in a position to resist any outside attemptto influenceits
policy. IFAP has nopolitical or religious allegiance and accepts into membership any
nationally representative independent farmers’ organization.
Such organizations, which include farmers’ unions,farmers’ cooperatives and chambers
of agriculture, must be autonomous,self-financing and self-governed, with those holding
office freely elected by members. A morerecent consideration is that the organization
should be at least 2 years old—an indicator of its sustainability. Applications for
membership go before the Executive Committee. If supported by two members, the

organization is accepted on a provisional basis pending confirmation by the Constitution
and Membership Committee, which meets at General Conferences.

Criteria for membershipallow forrepresentation by more than one national organization
from acountry. Thus,for example, Brazil, the United States, France, Italy and Cameroon
are represented by several organizations. There is also provision for membership by
national committees. This facilitates membership for developing countries in which
farmers’ organizations are not strongly developed. Individual organizations may be
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unable to pay the minimum annual subscription, but by forming a national committee they

can share the cost among them. Onevote per country is permittedin official procedures
suchas elections.

The vast majority of the farmers linked together through their national organizations
within IFAP are self-employed and essentially small- to medium-sized. IFAP now
represents virtually all agricultural producers in industrialized countries and several
hundred million farmers in developing countries. Inevitably, in the first years of the
Federation those organizations that joined tended to be long-established—someof them
pre-dating this century, many of them export-oriented. In recent years, however, and
especially during the 1980s, there has been a marked increase in membership from the
developing countries, most of which represent smallholder subsistence-oriented farmers.
Forum of exchange: The World Farmers’ Congress
The governing body of IFAP is its General Conference, whichis held every 2 years. The

Conference gathers together representativesofall its member organizations as well as
observers from international and intergovernmental agencies. These biennial meetings
are working, policy-making conferences. They comprise a maximum of 300 delegates
made up of the elected and decision-making membersofnational organizations. All

delegations are led by active farmers with direct knowledge of, and concern for, the
problemsaffecting their membersat national level. Thusdiscussion atthe international
level is still farmer to farmer.

Nearly all developing country farmers’ organizationsface financial problems which
prevent them from participating in IFAP events using their own resources. Forthis reason,
through the support ofdevelopment cooperation agencies such as the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA), the Norwegian Development Agency (NORAD)andthe

Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA),a series of seminars for developing
countries has been heldjust prior to the World Farmers’ Congresssincetheearly 1980s.
These events have allowed the in-depth examination of an issue of specific concern to
developing countries as well as ensuring the participation of developing country farm
leadersin the majorplenary session debates at the General Conferenceitself.

The World Farmers’ Congressfulfils several funtions. It examines the major problems
facing agriculture worldwide andjointly seeks solutions; it establishesties of friendship
and solidarity among farmers’ organizations around the world;it identifies the priority
actionsof the Federation overthe next2 years; itdeals with constitutional and membership

issues andelects officers for the next 2-year mandate.
Sessionstraditionally coverthe world farmingsituation andtrade issues. Other themes
are generally of a broad focus, including subjects such as the developmentof rural areas
and industrial uses ofagricultural products.
Inevitably, serving such a broad membership can giverise to difficulties, especially
with regard to controversial issues. Perhaps the mostdifficult challenge recently has been
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achieving a meaningful consensus on international tradeissues, particularly the Uruguay

round of the GATT negotiations. The views of IFAP members differ depending on
whethertheir countries are net food exporters or importers. It is on potentially divisive
issues such as this that IFAP has served as a forum for increasing understanding and

appreciation ofthe views of others. By arranging regular consultation with the GATT
Secretariat and negotiators, IFAP has involved farmersin the discussion process.
Otherissues have undeniably served to unite members. The catastrophic fall in world
prices of tropical commodities, the impact of structural adjustment on the farming sector,

and the debt burden areissues with which all developing country farmers’ organizations
can strongly identify. Ata global level, all farmers’ organizations share concern about the
rising pressure on farm incomes. The percentage of the food dollar that goes to farmers
continues to decline, with the increasing concentration of power both upstream (input
supplies) and downstream (processing industries, etc) of the farmer imposing fixed
prices. In addition, environmental issues have become a priority for practically all
membersin recent years.
Promoting and strengthening farmers’ organizations
With the growing importance of developing countries in the membership of IFAP, it was
recognized that farmers in these countries were operating under a very different set of

policies than their counterparts in industrialized countries. Usually working within severe
social and economic constraints, farmers’ organizations—where they existed at all—
often lacked adequate administrative and organizational structures. Often physically

isolated and politically marginalized at home, such organizations were almost entirely
lacking in opportunities to communicate and interact with each other at regional and

international level.
Bearing in mind IFAP’s specific mission to encourage the formation and support of
independent farmers’ organizations, the Federation launched a development programme
specifically targeted to the needs of such organizations in developing countries. This
institution- and capacity-building exercise has focused on three objectives: strengthening
farmers’ organizations wherethese already exist; encouragingtheir formation where they

do not yet exist; and ensuringtheir participation in the international debate both at IFAP
events and at other international fora.

Strengthening existing farmers’ organizationshas involved activities to increase their
representativeness and enlarge their support base. Especially important has been encour-

aging the participation of women farmers and small-scale producers, who constitute the
majority of farmers in developing countries. Efforts have also been made to enhancetheir
representational capacity, through improved information and communication. Fostering

financial independence andself-support through income-generating activities and, in
certain cases, promoting independence from governmenthavealso received attention.
‘Towards self-supporting farmers’ organizations’ was the theme both of the 1990
developing country seminar andofa recent publication.
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Where national level organizations do not yet exist, their formation has been encouraged
principally through increased cooperation and coordination between existing regional or

local farmers’ groups. It has been amply demonstrated that the structuring of farmers’
organizations from grass roots to national level can be a long and meticulous task.
Attempts to speed up the process often lead only to superficial groupings without solid

foundation, which disintegrate once external support is withdrawn.
Ensuring the participation of farmers’ organizations in specific IFAP and other
international events has been the third focus. IFAP has held many workshops and
seminars on issues proposed by members, such as pricing policies, marketing and input
supplies, and the structuring of farmers’ organizations. Regional IFAP meetings promotegreater interaction between farmers’ organizationssharing similar backgrounds and

facing similar problems. These have aimed to identify policy positions on specific issues.
While providing a unique opportunity for the exchange of ideas and experiences, they are
also decision-making fora. Positions emerging from such sessions are regularly conveyed to appropriate international bodies as well as disseminated through IFAP
publications.
Linking farmers with policy and research

IFAP has also tried to promote consultation and collaboration betweenthe intergovernmental agencies and farmers’ organizations. For example, in collaboration with the
International Fund for Agricultural Development(IFAD), three regional workshops were

held in Kenya, Tunisia and Nepal onthe themesof farmerparticipation in development
projects andthe strengthening of farmers’ organizations. IFAP has also organized three

international consultations: one with the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA) in Ibadan, Nigeria, another with eight international research bodies based in
Nairobi, Kenya, anda third consisting of working sessions with ninenational agricultural
researchcentres and the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP).
Representing the world’s farmersat international level

Asthe only worldwide associationof farmers, IFAP is recognized as official spokesperson for the farm sector at manyinternational fora. The Federationis entitled to send
representatives to UN meetings, to participate in the debates as an observer and to
circulate written statements in response to UN documents.It also enjoys otherprivileges,
such as consulting with the UN Secretariat, conducting special studies of mutual interest,
and so on.
IFAP hasrecently participatedin several relevant intergovernmental conferences. For
example, its representatives attended the FAO-den Bosch Conference on Sustainable
Agriculture and Rural DevelopmentandtheInternational Conference on Nutrition, both

held in 1992, and the recent Conference on the Economic AdvancementofRural Women
sponsored by IFAD. IFAP’s President addressed the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED)held in Rio de Janeiroin 1992.
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IFAP acts as the spokesperson for farmers at big international meetings

Networking as a federation: Greater regional focus

With regard to networking among members, an importanttrend in recentyears has been
the emergenceof a stronger regional focus. This movement started in the early 1960s,
when the European representatives decided to set up a committee on which problems

specific to European agriculture and policy might be discussed. This initiative was
followed in 1985 by the formation of an African Regional Committee. Since its
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establishmentthis committee has successfully served as a launching pad for improving

contacts between African farmers’ organizations at regional level and for concerted
action with regard to representation to intergovernmental bodies and institutions. This

year there will be a furtherresearch consultation in Manila, the Philippines. The objective
of these consultations is encourage agricultural research programmes to address the needs
of small farmers and women farmers.

Twootherregional initiatives concerned strengthening links with farmers’ organizations
in South-East Asia, launched in 1989, and a regional conference for the Farmersof the
Americas, held in 1993. The latter brought together farmers’ organizations from North,
Central and South America to discuss the impact of regional trade agreements on the
farming sector.
Through IFAP’s general and regionalactivities, the leaders of farmers’ organizations
get to know each other, exchange views, discover commoninterests and develop contacts.
This generates a considerable amount of activity which is carried out member-tomember, withoutthe intervention of IFAP. For example, exchange meetingsare set up
between different national farmers’ organizations,or presidents are invited to address
each other’s conferences. More recently, North-South exchanges and collaboration have

become more common,especially regarding advice on the structure and internal
managementof national farmers’ organizations. Examples include bilateral exchanges
between farmers’ organizationsin the Netherlands and Burkina Fasoandthe Philippines,
between Sweden and Kenyaand Zimbabwe, and between the United States and Nicaragua.

Towards sustainable agriculture
Environmental issues are not new to IFAP. For example, in 1974, IFAP’s Groupon the

Environmentselected four areas deservingpriority attention. These were the positive
environmental role of agriculture and forestry; land use and management; the control of
chemicals; and information and education. Owing to limited staff resources in the
headquarters Secretariat, the Group decided to address this problem by networking
through IFAP’s memberorganizations. They recommendedthat one memberorganization

act as a focal point for the exchangeof information, experience and news,andthat such
exchange be conducted entirely by mail, owing to the impossibility of convening
meetings between conferences. Periodic or occasional digests of the data collated were

to be circulated to all IFAP members.
For about 10 years, trade and otherissuestook the limelight away from environmental
questions in IFAP. Then, in 1986, the IFAP General Conference discussed as a major
theme the conservation ofsoil and water. The report of the Policy Committee states:
Farmersin many countries recognize the problems involved in preserving soil and water
resources but often lack sufficient information on how to deal with them effectively.
Thereis aneedfor constructive technical and economic advice and guidance. Farmers’
organizations have an importantrole to play in promoting research, in establishing
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information networks and advisory and extension services and in training farmers to
make moreefficient use oftheir resources. These requirements are also valid regarding
the use of fertilizers and pesticides.

The subject of pesticides, especially their safe use and handling by small farmers who
may havelittle or no formal education, has been a recurrentissue of concern to leaders
from developing countries, and it had been mentioned in the developing country seminar
heldjustprior to the same General Conference. Special emphasis was placed onthe need

for more research on local forms of pest control, especially biological methods. This
theme was taken up2 yearslater at the next developing country seminar, which focused

on the developmentof more appropriate farming systems.
During the mid- to late 1980s farmers’ organizations began to find themselves working
in a new social context. Not only was governmentpolicy shifting towardsless state
intervention. People’s movements, especially those associated with consumer,
developmentand environmentalissues, were having a growing influence on the public
debate. Of particular concern to farmers in both the industrial and the developing
countries wasthe fact that debate wasoften taking place withouttheir participation, so
that their concernsandinterests were not being taken into consideration. Farmersrealized
that if they did nottaketheinitiative on environmental issues they would no longer be
setting their own agenda butinstead would have policies thrust upon them. No longerthe
only actors in rural areas, nor the only group concerned about environmental issues,

farmers’ organizationsrealized that they would have to form coalitions with these other
groups.
Preparations for UNCED acted as a further catalyst, focusing the attention of farmers’
organizations on the broad range of issues that come under the heading of sustainable
agriculture. With UNCED in mind, and given the need to establish farmers as key players

in the debate about sustainable agriculture, IFAP held a major conference on agricultural
development and the environment in October 1991, in Iceland. Using contributions from
some 50 national farmers’ organizations throughout the world, IFAP drew up a policy
statement which outlined the roles and responsibilities of both farmers and society in
achieving a more environmentally sound agriculture. The statement made the following

points:
e Only aneconomicallyviable agriculture will be capable ofachieving sustainability and
other environmental objectives.

¢ Farmers needto be rewarded fortheir role in managing the countryside.
e A shift towardsthe use of environmentally sound technology, as well as education and
training in the use of this technology, is essential.

e A reasonable time period, as well as financial incentives to farmers, are importantin
adjusting to new rules concerning the protection of the environment.

* Consultation with and involvement of farmers through their own representative
organizations is critical to achieving sustainable agricultural production. This in turn
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requiresa favourable climatefor the autonomous development of representative farmers’

organizations from grass roots to national level.
Thelatter point deserves particular stress. IFAP’s memberorganizations have always
insisted that the adoption of environmentally sound practices cannot be imposed from
above. The harnessing of the individual efforts of millions of agricultural producers
throughout the worldis crucial. This is best done through a network of representative
farmers’ organizations on a worldwide basis.

Environment committee
As a follow-up to UNCED,ontheinitiative of its Swedish memberorganization IFAP
established an Environment Committee. The work of this committee is structured round
three international meetings to be held in Europe, America and Asia, each dealing with

aspecific theme. Whatdistinguishes these meetings from other IFAP conferencesis that,
in addition to inputs from members, they will draw on advice from specialists in
intergovernmental organizations, universities and international environmental and development agencies. This is to provide the committee with as broad a perspective as
possible from whichto draw its conclusions and on whichto base its recommendations.

The outcomeofthis series of hearings will be a consensus document. This document
will aim to relaunch agriculture by placing the farmer at the centre of a policy for

sustainable economic, social and ecological development. Although ‘sustainable
agriculture’ will form the core of the document, many overlapping and adjacentissues
will also be covered. Thesewill include rural-urban balance, the distribution of responsibility for achieving more sustainable agriculture among different social groups, the
question of renewable resources, the use of agrochemicals, biotechnology, natural
resource management, trade and the environment, and research and education.
In additionto setting the framework for the future work of the committee,the first of

the sessions, held in Stockholm, focused on the theme: ‘The message from Rio: Demands
and expectations on farmers andtheir organizations’. Invited to address the meeting were

high-level representatives from the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), which
had opened thediscussions on sustainable agriculture and rural development issues at the
Den Bosch Conference of 1992, and the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), which has a major part to play in implementing Agenda 21, especially with
regard to capacity- and institution-building.

The secondsession, held in Washington in April 1993, covered issues which will have
an impact onthefuture of farming in developing and industrialized countries alike. Both
population and biotechnology, as they relate to sustainable agriculture, were discussed in
detail, as were the implications of a ‘greener’ GATT for trade and the environment. For
the first time, the Consumers’ Union was invited to address a formal IFAP meeting. In

presenting its views on ‘safe food’, the union stressed the importance to farmers of
maintaining consumer confidencein this area.
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The last of the sessions, to be held in the Philippines in October 1993, will bring together
leaders of farmers’ organizations from Africa, Asia and Latin America. This session will

have a developing country focus, dealing with the pressing issues of poverty alleviation
and the environment, especially with regard to erosion, desertification and the problems
of fragile lands. The suitability of Green Revolution technologies will be re-assessed.

Conclusions
Like other sectors of the economy, farming is experiencing a severe depression,hit
especially by macro-economicfactorssuch ashighinterestrates, inflation, and depressed
world prices for commodities. Against this backgroundthere is a special need for farmers’
organizations to be pro-active, to set their own agendas and to give active support to

environmental programmes.Theshort-term thinkingofpoliticians can be devastating for
asector such as agriculture, in whichthe care ofnatural resources—its production base—
requires a long-term perspective.

IFAP feels that the main obstacles to solving environmental problemsare not necessarily in the technicalfield but ratherin the political, economic and social domain.If this is
true, farmers’ organizations havea vital role to play in promoting sustainable agriculture
by lobbying politicians and educating the public. This is one reason why IFAP has
consistently stressed the need to establish farmers’ organizations in those countries where

they do notexist, and to strengthen them where they do. However, a majorinstitution and
capacity-building exercise suchas this will require an active partnership between farmers

and intergovernmentalorganizationsand a firm commitmentto the farming sectoron the
part of national governments.
Much to the frustration of governments, extension workers and the voluntary
organizations, farmersin industrialized and developing countriesalike listen to their own

organizations more than to any other source of information. Working with and through
farmers’ organizationsis therefore one of the best ways of disseminating new ideas or
information. However, no matter how well informed and educated a farming population

is, it will take time for ideas to be adopted and farming practices modified. Fortheir part,
farmers’ organizations will need to examine the question of networking not only with
other farmers’ organizationsbut also in a broader context. Building up ‘rural partnerships’

with consumers, environmental groups and others active in the rural areas, in a balanced,
open and constructiverelationship may be one of the best paths to sustainable agricultural
development.
Farmers’ organizations must also play a different kind of role to that of the past, taking
the lead and making demands on society, on politicians and on scientists to provide new
technologies, systems and resources. Farmers’ networksare not cast in stone: to survive
and flourish, they must be flexible enough to adapt to a rapidly changing external
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environment. Failure to do so will lead to declining enthusiasm for the network. For this
reason, maintaining regular contact with members is essential.

Some farmers among the grass roots membership are not yet convinced of the
importance of environmental issues. Others are confused by conflicting messages
coming from the media and from other interest groups. For these reasons, farmers’

organizations must offer leadership and aclear strategy in this important area. Cooperation
and collaboration among farmers’ organizations at the international level will help to

reinforce these efforts.
Address

Frances Kinnon,Secretary forRural Development,International Federation of Agricultural
Producers, 21 Rue Chaptal, 75009 Paris, France.
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PART THREE
NGO Networks

Daring to Share: Networking among

Non-government Organizations
Paul G.H. Engel
Introduction
In recent decades non-governmentorganizations (NGOs) haveinvested a great deal of

time and moneyin networking. Numerous formaland informal networksare the result.
At the sametime,the study ofnetworkingas a social phenomenonhas received increasing
attention.Social scientists have noted how people‘capitalize on’ their social relationships
in orderto deal with the challengesoflife. Following theorists like Bourdieux (1991),
some would say we have finally understood the importance ofinvesting in ‘social

capital’.
In my view the new emphasis on networking has brought us numerousadvantages, but
some disadvantages too. The advantages stem from the fact that networking entails
explicit recognition of ourselves as social beings. Our knowledge, technologies and
practicesare notcreated by individuals in splendid isolation, but socially, as a result of
interaction with each other. Our fascination with networking for development purposes

reflects the fact that we no longerfeelthat there is only a single source of knowledge for
dealing with a given problem, butratherthat there may be as manysourcesof knowledge
as there are people involved—andpeople ofdifferent walksoflife too:scientists are just
one of many communities trying to come to grips with developmentissues.

Finally, our investment in networking is intimately connected with our concer for
sustainability. As is painfully clear from the varioustheatres of war in the world today,
sustainable developmentcan only be achieved where people have worked out a way of

living with each other. In other words,it can only be built only upon sustained social

relationships. We can no longerpointat either farmers, or policy makers, or researchers,
or developmentworkers, or even money lenders,as the primeculprits for what is wrong
with agriculture. To be successful, our analysis and actions will have to involve all of
these groups. Current efforts at networking are at the forefront in helping effective
relationships to emerge.
The disadvantageshave to do with the fact that we haven’t yet been able to conceive

of networking in such a way that it can permanently and successfully compete for
resources with our other importantactivities. In other words, mostNGOsand,I mightadd,

mostdonorsstill see networking as an overhead,to be keptto the bare minimum.In my

opinion such a point of view is at odds with achieving sustainable, socially integrated
development.

Linking with Farmers

This is the argumentI would like to advancein this paper. In doing so I cannot and do
notpretendto be exhaustive. I can only draw on the networking experiences with which
I am familiar. I hope my perspective will contribute to a better understanding of

networking, and to the improved managementandevaluation of networks.
First I will describe what I mean when I say ‘networking’amongst NGOs, and why I
think networking is work. In the processI will try to say why I believe networking
deserves a place ofits own in our budgets—notas part of administrative costs,training,
field work or documentation andinformation,butas a separate line item,a complementary

set of activities which creates a specific added value to whateverelse we do. Second,I
wish to draw out someofthe central issues in the current networking experiences of
NGOsas documented in this book. Third, I will try to define the added value of
networking, and make some suggestions for developing a conceptual framework for
evaluating network performance.This,I hope,will help us makethe networking process
more manageable.

What’s It All About?
My primary interest is not with networks but with networking—the process resulting
from our consciousefforts to build relationships with each otherto further the cause of

sustainable development. Networksare the moreorless formal, more or less durable
relational patterns that emergeasa result of such efforts.
One of the most intriguing questions about networking is: what exactly doesit
contribute to our work? And how do werecognizethis contribution whenit occurs? One

may safely assumethat networking makesa great contribution to NGO workthe world
over. Theproliferation of networkingactivities is proof enoughofthat. Yet, what exactly

is this contribution? Why isit so difficult to put our finger on it? Padrón (1991), one of
the outstanding networkers of Latin America, was among thefirst to recognize the need
for more systematic analysis, precisely because it is so difficult to establish what
networking is, why it happens, and how its advantages can best be used to develop the
NGO community's efficiency.
From his own vast experience with both thematic and institutional networksin Latin
America, Padrón suggests acentralthesis for understanding NGO networking: networking
is about sharing. And he warns: sharing may be one ofthe most demandingrequirements
in development work,yetit is the most essential common denominator developed by the
poor in order to provide for each other and live under adverse conditions. “Daring to
share’, as he puts it, ‘is neither easy nor automatic. It requires a willingnessto be openminded, it requires having enough confidence in one’s own work to expose it to others,

and at the sametime,the necessary humility to understand one’s position as one among
many.
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In my view,this makes networking more than simply working together—more than the
mere collaboration of individuals and institutions on the basis of commoninterests.
Networking has to do with achieving ‘social synergy’, as Haverkort and Ducommun
(1990) put it. Networks represent ‘communities ofideas’, a space for like-minded people
to interact on the basisnotonly of commoninterests but of conflicting onestoo, building
mutual trust and learning to accommodate each other’s needs. The core businesses of

networksare not so much the manufacture of products and/or the provision ofservices,
but social learning, communication, and the making of meaning.In focusing on ‘mind’
ratherthan ‘matter’, networking adds a fundamentally new quality to human cooperation.
It enhancesinclusive thinking,creativity and dialogue.
As a consequence, networking activities show fundamentally different characteristics

to more product- or service-oriented ones. A good example of such a characteristic is
redundancy in communication between people. In product- or service-oriented
organizations,this is checked and,ifpossible, eliminated. Meetings, informal discussions,
coffee breaks,personal mail andinstructionsareto be keptlean so as to avoidstealing time
from productive work. Networking, in contrast, is an activity in which wepositively

indulge in dialogue, are encouraged to exchangeideas and experiences,are urged to take
the timeto listen to each other and to work towards a new way of understanding old

problems.On the face of it unproductive, this actually provides a space forreflection,for
breaking downbarriers and stimulating creativity. As we will see, this can often lead to
a considerableincrease in the quality, if not also the quantity, of our work. A certain
amountof redundant communication may well be a prerequisite for bringing about such
improvements (Engel, 1990).
As far as I’m concerned, any attempt to manage networks which overlooksthis

fundamental characteristic is doomed,forit misinterprets the reasons for networking,the
social needs and forces which lie behind it. This is not to deny the importance of
specifying products andservices in the realm of networking.Indeed,as wewill see,this
is importanttoo,since it provides indicators for evaluating networks and measuringtheir

success. But the understanding ofnetworks can neverbereduced to the simple ‘production’
logic so commonplaceininstitutional thinking today. The added value of networkingis
strongly tied to the developmentofideas, to shared experiential learning and to making

sense of the world through communication.The challengeis to develop a frameworkfor
planning and evaluating networking activities that is concrete enough to be serviceable
but that does notlose sight of this fundamentalissue.

The Central Issues
Several key issues emerge from the experiences of NGO networking documentedinthis
book.In this section I will refer to these experiences, and also to those of the global
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Non-formal communication is essential
networks El Taller and Huridoc. (El Talleris a Tunis-based foundation with amembership

of 100 NGOs worldwide; Huridoc is a long established international human rights
organization.)

What all these networks have in common is that they have reached a stage of
consolidation. All of them have survived the uncertainties of institutional infancy and

matured into respected adolescence, carving out a niche for themselves in the local,
regional and/or global NGO community.

My main interest will be in looking for the value added to NGO activities by
networking. In the view of the NGOs themselves, what makes networking worthwhile?
I will look into this issue by raising three questions:

¢ Whattriggers networking amongst NGOs?
« What makes networks take a more permanent form?
¢ Whatactivities characterize networks?

Whattriggers networking among NGOs?
NGOnetworks appear to develop when NGOsthemselves, or membersoftheir staff,
perceive a lack of access to relevant knowledgeto be a critical factor hampering their
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work. This lack is not looked upon as absolute. On the contrary,it is perceived as being
surmountable if a sharing of ideas, experiences and information is organized among

relevantparties.
In Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry States of India, NGOs and farmers agreed that many
sound traditional practices existed which needed to be brought to light and were worth
disseminating (see Quintal and Gandhimathi, p.177). In the case of the Andean Council

of Ecological Management (CAME) in Peru, severe droughts and floods convinced
NGOsthat they were unableto respond adequately to the needs of Andean farmers. They
attributed this failure partly to their lack of familiarity with Andean and other appropriate
technologies, partly to the inadequacy of current ways of managing climatic risks and
partly to the absense of inter-institutional coordination (see Manrique et al, p.167).

Participants at an Oxfam workshop in Cotonou identified the isolation of local project
staff as a handicap to their work, giving rise to the formation of the Arid Lands
Information network (ALIN) (see Graham, p.271).
In someinstances a more general lack of coordination appears to have stimulated
networking efforts. This was the case with the Association of Church Development
Projects (ACDEP) in northern Ghana, which arose from the perception that church
projects operated in isolation and tended to replicate each other, offering similar and
sometimes competing services within the samelocality. In this case coordination was
based on the vertical administrative structure of the church. Coordinators could not
provide the necessary technical back-up, and different approaches to development

existed withoutthe benefit of a learning process between projects. Underthese circumstances networks are required to assume a broaderrole, facilitating organizational
integration and change. This may lead to the establishmentof new specialized units or

agencies dedicated to specific tasks in support ofall the NGOs concerned.
Similarperceptions accountfor networkinginitiatives at the global level. The networking

activities of Huridoc were based, according to its evaluators, on the premise that
information about humanrights is hard to obtain, difficult to dissiminate andessential to
the protection of human rights (Tajaroensuk et al, 1992).
However,if a lack of knowledgeor coordination aloneis identified as the motive for
networking,this falls short of recognizing the full urgencyofthe intentions behind NGO

networking efforts. In an increasing numberofcases these efforts spring from the
growing awareness of NGOsthattheir need is an acute one—far morethanjust a casual

search for knowledge. Networking in such casesis a response to the wish to put heads
together,to join forces, to search jointly for new ways of understanding and intervening

in circumstancesthat are complex and defy simple analysis. Often,it is triggered by a
rejection of mainstream or conventional thinking, by the struggle to articulate an
alternative, moresustainable approachto development. In the case of CAME,as we have
just seen, the NGO communityrealized thatits grasp of Andean andother appropriate
technologies wasinadequate. In India, the environmental problems caused by modern
technologiesledto the search foralternatives that would be moresustainable. Ata global
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level, the founding members of El Taller experienced a similar sense of having been let
down by conventional approaches. In the words of its Secretary-General, Sjef Theunis:

‘El Taller was born from the need for reflection voiced by NGO leaders from around the
world. Women and men who work at the heart of their society are feelingthat citizens and
politicians havelost their direction and focus’ (El Taller, 1990). In some cases a theory
or slogan is adopted to provide guidance in developing an alternative approach. Whether
this is called low-external-input and sustainable agriculture, or environmentally sound
agriculture, or ecological agriculture,the effect is the same: a banneris raised and serves
to rally the troops.
A third factor that often triggers networking among NGOs is the wish to participate in
the public and/or government debate about development and so to influence policy
making. One reason for the creation of CAME was the wish of its membersto transcend
their isolation and make themselves heard at regional and national level. NGOs have
realized that matters of policy are beyond the scope and competence of any single one of

them, and that they must combine forces to achieve an impact.
With respectto the first two factors triggering networking efforts, most of the networks
in the cases presented in this book show a remarkable degree of similarity. With respect

to their involvement in the policy debate, however, there is more diversity. CAME and
the Red de Agricultura Ecológica (RAE), in Peru, aim explicitly to contribute to the
debate. Other networks, such as ALIN in Africa and those in Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry
States of India, seem to put much less emphasis on this, at least for the time being.
To sum up the answers to my first question, networking efforts appear to be triggered
when three perceptions are widely shared by NGO leaders, staff and clients:

e A lack of access to the knowledgeofothers is hampering effective performance and
causing specific problems.
e At a deeper level, there is a need to gain a more comprehensive and more subtle
understanding of the complex problems NGOs are dealing with, and to create new ways
of supporting grass roots development.
e The experiences of NGOs at grassroots, and the interests of the poor on whose behalf

they work, need to be voiced at national (or higher) level, in order to contribute to the
formulation of more effective development policies.
The first perception leadsto the wish to upgrade the performance of NGOs through
collective action. It leads networkers to emphasize the sharing ofideas and experiences,

whether through meetings, communications technology or documents. The second
impression leads to a wish to move upstream in terms of both analysis and activities. In

so doing NGOs question the very relevance or efficacy of field operations themselves,
‘reaching beyondthe evident consequences of the problem at hand to address its source’,
as Korten puts it (p.25). This process emphasizes shared diagnosis, reflection, the making
of sense and meaning, and coordinationata strategic level. The main concern is to achieve
a better paradigm of development—achallenge seen as beyond the powers of any single
agency acting alone. This need emergesespecially clearly now that NGOscarry major
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responsibility for developing more sustainable alternatives to the conventional chemical-

based technologies that have dominated agricultural development in recent decades.
Accordingly, the third impression leads to what may be termed an upshift among NGOs.

In shifting the focusof their activities, NGOs give expression to the need to articulate
alternatives and lobby for them through the media andin the corridors of power.
All three U’s reflect, in one wayor another, the desire to improve the quality of NGO

work and the contribution NGOs maketo rural development. However, each network
reflects a specific blend of these ingredients. From local networks of service-oriented
NGOs,interested mainly in the practicalities of upgrading their performance,to global

strategic networks, concerned almost entirely with advocacy anddirecting their efforts
to a specific cause, no two networks combine them in the same wayor to the same degree.
What makes networks last?
Why do some networking activities lead to the establishment of institutionalized
networks, while others do not? Many networks have been designed andinitiated but have
quickly petered outas the initial momentum waslost and(prospective) members reverted
to business as usual. Yet many survive,andit is these ‘sustainable’ networks that can
teach us lessons aboutthe conditions under which networking activities become more
institutionalized andless casual.
Before going into this, we have to deal with the often heard argument that networks

function best whenthey are informal andfor that reason no attempt should ever be made
to institutionalize them. This is exactly why wehaveto distinguish between networks and

networking. Every individual, every organization engagesin building relationships with
others, that is to say in networking. Most of these relationships remain informal—
personal andrather subject to chance. Some, however, acquiresuch relevanceto the life
and work of the individualandthe institution that these decide to formlize them in order
to guarantee them amore permanentfuture anda ‘place’ in the institution’s life, including,
perhaps, offices and other facilities. Arguing that networks should always remain
informalis akin to saying people shouldeat, but neverbuild a kitchen.
Formal networks,then, are neither a prerequisite to, nor the necessary outcomeof,
networkingactivities. Under what conditions do networking relationships become more
permanentandtake the form ofan institutionalized network?
For the NGO networksdescribedin this part of our book,a first condition is that many
people must share the view that networking will add value to their work. These people,
moreover, mustbe in a positionto articulate such viewsandto develop a mission forthe
network. This means that the organizational mechanisms for formulating a shared

mission mustbe in place. That is, the question of who may or maynotbe a constituent
actor, having the right to co-determine the ground rules or constitution of the network, has
to be answered, and a procedure agreed upon for developing a shared perspective, or a
“theory of poverty’ as Tim Brodhead puts it (quoted in Korten’s paper in this book, see
p.25). Often such questions are not dealt with very explicitly by those constituting a
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network. And as most networksstart off very informally, they do not have to be. Networks
tend to evolve around a closely knit group of charismatic leaders.Initially at least, they
determine whois‘in’ and whois‘out’, and set the agenda for networkactivities. However,
when networks becomelarger, the need to develop more transparent and more broadly
participatory waysof taking such decisionsarises.
This brings us to acommonpointoforigin forall formal networks. Theystart with a

phase of planned activism on the part of a ‘motivator group’, as Manriqueet alcall it—
a phase in which, first, ideas are exchanged,then a fewtrial activities lead to recognition

of the value of sharing with others, then one or a small group of enthusiastic ‘prime
movers’ promotes the idea of networking and, finally, a meeting with prospective
network membersis organized. During this phase,a lot is done, but often in a rather
unplanned fashion. The outcomeis usually a workshop or a meeting at which, among
other things, the idea of forming a network is discussed and agreed on.
The extent to whichthis phase can be spontaneousand unsystematic depends to a great
degree on the scale of the operation. While national and even regional NGOs may
organize for a network in a very informal way,for international efforts such as El Taller
it tends to take years of programmed activities to prepare the foundationsfor the network.

Yet, thoughthe scale differs, the mechanisms seem pretty much the same: the combined
efforts of a group of prime movers, networkfacilitators and prospective memberslead to

the formulation ofideas, plans and activities which eventually result in the establishment
of the network. Prime movers are the people, generally leading members of respected

NGOs, whocreate the idea, the vision on which the network is to be built. Network
facilitators are those who,by virtue of the space and time allowed to them by their own
organizations, engage in actual networking—organizing and supporting first set of
activities closely attuned to the needs and wishes of the prospective members of the
network. In some cases prime movers and network facilitators are the same people.

Mostly, however,facilitation is the function of an embryonicsecretariat attached to one
of the prime movers. The planned activism phase always requires a direct or indirect
sponsorto coverat least some of the operational costs.
During this phase a numberofissuesarise.First, the importance of communication and
participatory methodsis directly felt by the participants. If the network is to embrace a

wide group of NGOsandtheirstaff, these mustparticipate intensively in the formulation
of its objectives and the organizationofits initial set of activities. Often, this is easier said

than done.For those working in isolated rural areas, especially, taking the time to share
ideas with others working elsewhere and developing the habit of doing so is, however
enriching, far from axiomatic. Networking must compete with other activities on an
already overcrowded agenda. And there may be severe communication problems, even
with the next-doorvillage, let alone across national or regional boundaries.
A still more difficult but essential task is the development of a shared conceptual

framework which facilitates the exchange of ideas and experiences. Kolmans, in
describing experiences in Peru, notes the unrealistic goal setting and the extensive
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theoretical discussions that took place during thefirst year of preparations (p.151). But
he also indicates why these were necessary: to overcome ignorance on the topic of
environmentally sound agriculture among prospective members; to ‘work through’ onesided viewpoints, such as the idea that all that is traditional and Andean must be
sustainable; to integrate a social science perspective into the technology generation
process; and,last but not least, to convey to donors and other potential supporters the

actual needsofrural people. In my view, what Kolmansis referring to is a classic case
of ‘making sense’ of the idea of setting up a network—checkingthe real need forit,
defining its potential to support its members, adapting the basic concept as more people
provideideas andinputs. This processtakesa lotoftime,yetit is an essential preparation

for the network to be. It transformsa set of diverse people and organizations, each with
a different opinion and anill-defined sense of commonpurpose,into a like-minded group
with manyinterlocking relationships and a shared perspective, thereby enabling them to
start learning from each other.
This process of acquiring acommon understanding and a shared purposeor mission is

in all cases linked closely to the existing activities of prospective members in their
respective areas. The immediate needsarising from the field work of each of the founding
institutions provide the network’s basis andits raison d’étre. From the very beginning, the
networkis intended to support the work of the NGOsinvolved. Only if this support, or
the potential forit, is directly perceived by memberscan they assessthe added value of
networking andset this against their other obligations. And only then can the principle

of reciprocity apply. Or in other words, as Manrique puts it in describing the CAME
experience, if an NGOfails to contribute to the network,‘there is no networking, no
network’.
The phase of planned activism is possibly the most difficult phase for a donor to
support. Because no shared frame of reference, values and discourse have yet been
developed, the network, in so far as it exists at all, will not be able to articulate its
processes, services and products in a satisfactory way for an outside audience. Whatis
needed during this phase is sponsorship—theprovision of seed moneyfrom an institution
that is prepared to be a prime moverwithoutinterfering too muchin the detail of plans
and preparations. Rather than ‘knowing’ the networkis going to be a success, the sponsor
should be open-minded, believing or hopingthatthis will be the case. The provision of
seed moneyby ILEIA to support the nascent Tamil Nadu networkis a good example of
sponsoring.
Anold Dutch proverb seemsto fit network building nicely: ‘ a good beginning is half
the job’. To succeed, networks must have firm foundations. These are best laid not by
pushingthingsalong as fast as possible but by taking onestep ata time.
To sum up, from the cases reviewed here, the following factors appear critical to the
successful establishment of formal networks:

* Planned activism,facilitating and supporting (never replacing or ignoring) the existing
activities of members.
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¢ The will and the opportunity to discuss, negotiate and agree on the mission of the
network in a way that is transparent and agreeableto all or most of the prospective
members.
¢ A castof actors, including prime movers, networkfacilitators, prospective members
and sponsors, willing and able to carry the networking process throughits initial,ill-

defined phase.
¢ Broadparticipation of prospective members in the design and implementationofinitial
activities.

Whatactivities characterize networks?
Networks span an enormousrangeofactivities: from field trips to communication by
satellite or electronic mail, from project planning to education andtraining, from editing
a newsletter to organizing a conference, from lobbying ministers to admonishing a
memberforthe late delivery of data, to name but a few. Thisis one of the reasons why
it is hard to define networking as a phenomenon.Sincetheactivities of many networks
are discussed andillustrated in detail in the different contributionsto this part of the book,
I will not repeat them here. Instead, I would like to try to categorize them.
I suggest that networksgenerally concentratetheir efforts in four clustersofactivities:
the provision of services; learning together; advocacy; and management.
The provision of services refers mostly to information andtraining. In providing or
commissioningservices, the network seeks to make optimum useofthe capabilities and
facilities ofits members, supplementing these with inputs from elsewhere when necessary.

A needs assessment and/or a diagnosis of strengths and weaknesses among network
membersoften servesas the starting point. Typically, the networksecretariatis attached
to the member organization considered most capable of running its most important
services. The service function is supported by what might be called the network
communicationsinfrastructure. Almost all networks have a newsletter, which acts as a
major vehicle for the exchange of ideas and experiences. Documentation andlibrary
services are often provided as well, as also is the developmentof training materials.

Publications are not limited to the proceedings of events, nor to technical matters and
developmentissues. Methodological and project support documents are often a high
priority as well.
Services may expand into other domains, including technical consultancies (as in

CAME), productcertification (as in RAE), or the coordination of input supplies (as in
ACDEP). The common denominator in the services provided by networksis their
responsiveness to members’ needs. In addition to the general emphasisontraining and

information, network-specific packages of services may therefore evolve.
Learning together embracesall the joint activities undertaken to raise members’ level

of understanding of the complexity of development problems. These mayinclude mutual
appraisals, exchange visits, workshops and other meetings. Sometimes permanent

working groups on specific topics are formed. The emphasis varies from network to
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network, but common elements are diagnosis, exchange, comparison and synthesis.

Many networks stress, as ALIN does, the importance ofvisits and workshops, not as ends
in themselves but as the starting pointfor reflection. Diagnosis and the making of an
inventory of available technological and methodological options are often part of the

process. CAME and RAE aim for gradual synthesis, and the standardization of scientific
and technical approaches may also be involved (although this is more typical of research
networks).
Advocacy refers to those activities performed or facilitated by the network on behalf
of its members and clients that enable them to participate in the public or government
debate about development policy. It is the defence oftheinterests of membersand clients,
particularly when these are, or were previously, disadvantaged members of society.

Advocacy involves the network in formulating proposals on contemporary development
issues and voicing these to governmentand/orin the public media. The network may also
organize conferenceson controversial issues, contributearticles to scientific journals, or
distribute relevant publications to key decision-makers. Coalition building with relevant
parties from outside the network, or with othernetworks,is often on the agenda as well.
The advocacy function of NGO networksis not currently as widespread orastransparent

as their learning and services functions. For example, NGO leaders chose not to include
advocacy among the tasks of the El Taller network,feeling that political lobbying was
something that had to be done by individual members, on a case by case basis.
However, as Korten (p.25) points out, the theory and practice of strategic networking
is making considerable progress among NGOsat present. And thereis indeeda potential
for conflicts of interest between a service orientation andthe advocacy function. Yet this

need notbe a matterof‘either/or’. Advocacy and servicesare two sides of the samecoin.
How could wepossibly do without either of them? What does seem to happen in the more

permanent networks is a greater emphasis on the services and learning functions,
particularly during the early stages of network development. The dedication to advocacy
in a network is very much a matter of the personal choice andinitiative of its leaders.

Finally, the managementfunctionconsists offacilitating the networking process. This
includes maintaining or improving its communication infrastructure, overseeing its
operating procedures, monitoringits resources,activities and outputs, and linking with
other organizations and networks. Without going deeplyinto this function, many aspects
of which are discussed in detail in other papers, let me point out some common
characteristics of network managementtoday.
First and foremost it is important to emphasize what is not being done under the
managementfunction. Networkingsecretariats are kept lean, delegating as many tasksas
possible to memberorganizations. The decentralization of functions and the autonomy

ofmembersis emphasized continuously. A directory of members and their organizations
is often amongthefirst fruits of a new network.It is generally motivated by the wish to

facilitate networking without having to go throughthesecretariat. The network facilitators’
mandate usually stems from a meeting of prospective members whodecideto initiate a
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more formal networking process, butit is generally a mandateto advise and support, not

to organize and command. Mostnetworks decide not to engage in the managementof
funds for members, however expedientthis may seem at a certain moment.In the words
of Manrique(p.167), this can turn the network into a ‘battlefield for acquiring money’.
It seems importantto define clearly the composition, responsibilities and prerogatives
of the networkboard,secretariat and,if applicable, implementing bodies. The degree to
whichthesecretariator hubofthe network should engagein implementingactivitiesitself
is an issue that frequently arises. Whether formal rules should replace the largely
unwritten rules that govern operations during the early stages also tends to be an issue.

Althoughit is difficult to generalize, experience suggests that a degree of formality is
desirablein larger, older networks, andthatthe secretariat should have a mandate to take
decisions on membership, on the provision of advisory and other services, and on
monitoring and evaluationissues, particularly where these are sensitive.
Evenif networkactivities are mostly delegated to members,theystill require time and
money. The moment networks become more permanent, therefore, the issue of fund
raising comes up. During the early days, prime movers free up the energy and other

resources required for networking from somewhereelse, often from within their own
programmes. Donorsenter the scene only when the contours of the new network have
already beendelineated. This meansthat during the early stages exchange and commu-

nicationis often limited to those who are able to providethe necessary facilities and funds
themselves. This limits the participatory process precisely at the stage when broad
participation appears most desirable, even mandatory. Sponsorship during the early
stages can thus make an important contribution to ensuring broadinitial participation.

How do these four categories of network activity help us in understanding the
networking process? From the above analysis I concludeit is particularly the emphasis
on learning together that sets successful NGO networksapart. Networks, as it were, are
‘learning organizations’ by definition. They are designed and operated to break down

isolation andfacilitate social learning processes among actors within the development
arena, to achieve a more comprehensive and innovative understanding of complex
developmentsituations. In evaluating network performance,it is therefore appropriate to

pay special attention to the quality of the learning process.

Evaluating Network Performance
The value added by networking
Whatis the value added to development through networking? What impactdoesit have
on NGOperformance? And how can we measure it? Does networking have a direct
impact of its own, or only an indirect one, through improving the impact of network
members? Weareasyetfar from being able to answersuch questions convincingly. The
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study of networks among NGOs, and their effects on the work they do, has only just

begun. Hence, opinions vary widely between supporters andcritics of networking.
To be able to answer such questions more systematically, the first thing we ought to do

is to set a standard, to state what we expect networksto contribute. This is what all
networks do for themselves, but no universally applicable formula has evolved so far.
Whatfollowsis my contribution as first step in this direction. This is, however, only a
first attempt, a contribution to the discussion rather than the definition of a detailed
standardat this early stage.
Aswe have seen, NGOsandtheir leaders are motivated to network becauseit helps
them to improvetheir operations. If we take this as a point of departure, we may look at

networks of NGOsas ‘quality circles’, designed and operated to sustain and raise the
quality of our work, outputs and impact. This is exactly what networksoughtto be.

Networksare successful whenthey help us improve our performance.If they do not, they
collapse under the pressure of our other day-to-day obligations. Such a contribution to
performancecan be ofa temporary or a permanentnature. So notall networking activities
become permanentorinstitutionalized. Yet, if they do, itis because those investing in the

network expectits contribution to performanceto continue.
Following the analysis presented above, networking efforts can be evaluated against

their contribution to the three U’s,as follows:
e They may help upgrade the quality of the activities, outputs and impact of member
NGOs, by providing mutual support and services on the basis of a joint assessment of
needs.
« They may facilitate a collective learning process among their members, helping to
movethe analysis of development problems upstream.
¢ Networks maycontribute to an upshift of NGOactivity, redirecting it towards national

and international audiences.
Finally, networks may also be expected to incur costs for developing, administering
and evaluating networking activities. These are the only overheadcosts associated with
network operationsperse.
There is no reason why weshould not try to be as rigorous in evaluating network
performance as we are in evaluating NGO performancein general. Donorsrightly expect

any networkthey fundto specify its expected outputs and impact, andto define indicators
for measuring these. However,at our more general level in this paper wewill focus mainly

on the nature of networksas instrumentsfor learning together, for helping NGOsin the
permanentreformulation and adaptationoftheir role with respect both to the rural poor
and to governmentinstitutions. Taking the abovecriteria as starting point, I feel we may
be able to dojustthat.
A frameworkforself-evaluation
Asa first attempt, we may formulate a frameworkfor evaluating network performance
and impact, as summarized in Table 1. Thetable presents possible indicators for assessing
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network achievementsfor each of the four criteria outlined above. I suggestretaining a

distinction between performance and impact, the latter word being reserved for the
ultimate impact of the network onthe lives ofits members’ clients. Performance, then,
means the contribution the network may make towards improving the effectiveness,
efficacy and efficiency of members, orin other words their ability to achieve an impact.
The performance of the network is to be the prime focus of evaluation, not its ultimate
impact. This must be so because the latter is hard to measure, as a Dutch NGO impact
study illustrated recently (de Wilde etal, 1991). Thedifficulty lies in separating the effects
of networking on impact from the effects of members’ otheractivities. In addition, as we
have seen, it is the quality of the learning process created by the network amongits
membersthat determines to a considerable degree whether the network will succeed or

not.
In formulating both performanceand impactindicatorsI have used the termsefficacy,
efficiency and effectiveness (Checkland and Scholes, 1991). Efficacy refers to whether

the means weuse (i.e. functional groups, savings programmes) actually work in
producing the desired effect (i.e. use of improved farm technologies, better health care,
or increased savings amongthe poor). Efficiency refers to whether the sameresults could
have been achieved with fewer inputs, in other words the ratio of outputs to inputs.

Effectiveness refers to whether our efforts and outputs have in fact contributed to
achieving our longer term aim (i.e. the eradication of poverty).
In the following paragraphsI will briefly consider the main indicators outlined in
Tablel, saying why I feel them to be relevant.
Evaluating services

One of the primefunctions of networksis to make optimum use ofthe resources available
within member organizations to strengthen the performance and impact of other members. A joint assessment of strengths and weaknessesis therefore one of thefirst outputs
we may expect of a network. The existence of a systematic needs assessment and a
resource inventory (i.e. expertise and facilities), and their quality, may therefore be taken

as an indicator of network performance. Obviously, both will need regular updating. The
degree to which they are up-to-date and the frequency with which they are used by

members will be important indicators of their quality.
The quality of the services provided by members of the network to others, or by the
network organization to its members, should be the focus of continuous attention,

adaptation and refinement. The evaluation mayassessthe ‘closeness-of-fit’ of services
with the mission of the network and the needs articulated by network members, the

frequency with which members makeuse of services, and the contentof the services
themselves.
A trickyissue in the provision of network servicesis the allocationof costs. Although
the benefits of services can be clearly located with individual member NGOs, deciding
whether to make individual memberspayforservicesis difficult. It is not simply a matter
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Table 1 A possible framework for evaluating NGO network performance
A. Main objective
B. Main function
A. Upgrade NGO

performance
B. Services

A. Move NGO activities
upstream

B. Learning together

Network performance indicators

Network impact indicators

e Quality of resource inventory and
needs assessment
¢ Closeness-of-fit of services with
mission:
* Quality of services
e Intensity of use of services by
members
¢ Allocation of costs

¢ Total changein efficacy
and efficiency of members

e Quality of joint learning processes
° Coverage/distribution of learning
experiences

¢ Total change in efficacy
and effectiveness of
members

¢ Definition and transparency of
technical and methodological
standards
* Clarity of analysis of development
issues

A. Create upshift in NGO
activities

B. Advocacy

A. Network development
and maintenance
B. Network management

e Frequence and relevance of
external contacts
e Articulation of alternative
development proposals
e Increase in members’ participation
in public development debate

e Total increase in
members’ impact on
development policy and
debate

e Roles of different network actors in e Effectiveness of network
developing the network’s mission
operations
and organizational plan
* Relevanceofparticipating NGOs

to network's purpose
¢ Design and operation of network
communications infrastructure
e Design and operation of financial
and administrative structures
* Quality of decision-making
procedures
¢ Efficacy and efficiency of
secretariat or facilitation unit(s)
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of money, but also of time and good will on the part ofthe service provider. Moreover,
the people and organizations who mostneed a given service may be the onesleast able
to pay for it. Within each network, therefore, decisions must be reached as to which

services shouldbe paid for through a general (membership) charge and which should be
directly chargedto users only. Evaluations should addressboth typesofservices, and the
ways in which decisions on costallocation were reached. A service that is paid for by users
yet much in demand even by theleast affluent members of the network is clearly a good

service.
Evaluating learning together
Learning togetherlies at the heart of networking, yetit is the most difficult activity to

evaluate. Most network memberscan tell you whether the network provides them with
new ideas, stimulates them to learn and to try out new practices, but they will be hardpressed to put their finger on exactly how it does so. Still, given the importance of this
activity we will have to try to find appropriate indicators.
To evaluate learning together we will have to adopt a qualitative approach, lookingat
the processrather than seeking only to definethe products. One approach could be to look
at the settings in which learning takes place (Rap, 1992). How do network memberslearn
from each other? Do they do so by workingtogether, perhaps experimenting together, or
by developing a policy document in a task group, by attending a course or workshop, by
watching anddiscussingeach other’s practices during exchangevisits, or by temporarily
swappingjobs with each other, or even in a sort of apprenticeship, understudying more
experienced staff in other member NGOs? Rap touches on another issue relevant to our

discussionhere: to what extentare visual, discursive and physical experiencespart ofour
learning settings, or do we mostly concentrate on one of these only? The ancient Chinese

distinction between hearing, seeing and doing, and the degree to which we can learn from
each, also applies to networks.
An importantpart of the evaluation oflearning together consists of assessing the degree
of participation of network members in the learning experiences organized by the
network.Is participation distributed evenly among the staff of different members? Does
the network actively stimulate wider participation? And, ifparticipation appears limited,
isthis for logistical or financial reasons, or do the subjects covered in learning experiences
simply not relate to the needs ofdifferent memberorganizationsas expressed in the needs

assessment?
Two questions can be asked which maybe considered aptfor a more product-oriented
evaluation. First, has the learning processled to a clearerdefinition of the technical and
methodological standards to be set for NGO interventions? The degree to which a
network achieves consensusin these areas may be oneofthe best waysofevaluating its
performance. Second, have members achieved a better understanding and a clearer
analysis of current developmentissues? Again, this should be an important outputof the
learning process.
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Evaluating advocacy
Several indicators may be useful here. We could begin by looking atthe type, relevance
and frequency of the external contacts organized by the network. The degree to which the
network succeeds in facilitating the formulation of alternative development proposals
could also be examined.Lastly, the actual participation of network members in the public

debate or in the development of government policies needs to be assessed.
Evaluating management

Networks have to be managed as learning environments, as a space for study and
reflection. Management is to be evaluatedin its role asfacilitating rather than controlling.
The type offacilitation needed during different phases of network development, may

differ greatly. To account for this, I distinguish three different phases : (1) planned
activism,(2) creating social synergy, and (3) maintenance and development. Thefirst
phase, as wehavealreadysaid,is the one in whichthe networkpasses from anill-defined
sense of ‘we should do something’ to the formulationof a missionanda plan ofactivities.
In the secondphase there is more emphasisonfacilitating interaction, activities are further
developed and a communicationsinfrastructure is created. During the third phase,the
network has reached a certain maturity.
Duringthe planned activism phase, networkstart-up is the key managementobjective.
Evaluation may lookboth at the process andatits results or outputs. On the processside

we mayconsidertheroleof participants in developing the network’s missionand plan of
activities. Broad,effective participation of (prospective) membersis essential here. Only
in this waywill they acquire a sense of ownershipof the network.
However,a network probably cannot comeinto being without a motor,thatis to say

an active secretariator facilitating unit. That is why, in evaluating network experiences,
the role of the networksecretariat almost always emergesas an important theme.In the

view of ALIN’s organizers,it is one ofthe crucial issues. How muchinitiative should the
secretariat take? How muchleadership shouldthe networkstaffshow? Echoing the ALIN
evaluation team, one mightask: is a network anything more than an information service
run by a secretariat? In my view, we should nottry to setrigid standards for participation
during the early stages of network building, but we should studycarefully the level of
participation achieved and compare this with the available meansandintentions of the
network’s prime movers. At a more general levelthe roles of different actors may be
assessed, including prime movers, sponsors, facilitators and prospective members, along
with that of the secretariat. What contributions did each of them make,in terms oftime,
energy, ideas and,last but notleast, funds?
Onthe outputside, important issues for evaluating managementduring the planned
activism phase are the procedures which have evolvedfor taking decisions within the

network. Howeffective are these in achieving consensus on importantissues? In addition,
the clarity and focus of the network’s mission statementcan be studied. And we mayalso

consider whether the NGOsincluded inactivities at this stage are those deemed relevant
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to fulfilling the network’s mission.Finally, the proposed outlines for the organization of
the network, its finances, and its communication infrastructure can be studied, so as to
gauge the progress madein building the network.

In the social synergy phase the participants build on the foundationslaid during the
planned activism phase. A more complex webofinteractions between members evolves.
Pilot programmesand activities are launched, and special problems are addressed
throughtask groups. Crisesare part of this phase. Evaluators should be awareofthe role
conflicts play in building up a healthy organization. Again, participation is fundamental,
as is the effectiveness of procedures for achieving consensus.
During this phase probably oneof the mostinteresting issues for evaluators, and for
managers too,is the degree to which the managementstyle ofthe secretariat and other

facilitators stimulates or suffocates innovation and learning within the network. Those
involved may wish to consult recent managementliterature on innovative or learning
organizations. Decentralizing decision-making, stimulating broadparticipation, allowing spacefor dissent and managing conflicts are recurrent themes.
In the maintenance and developmentphase the coreactivities of the networkare well
established, its services operational, and its mandate and decision-making procedures

well defined. During this phase, outputs andresults can be described in more detail, and
monitoring and evaluation becomeless qualitative and more quantitative. Quantitative
indicators revolve essentially around the costs and benefits of the network, seeking to
specify monetary andother outlays, and benefits in terms of impact on the work of
member NGOs.
Understanding network impact

While the conclusions we may draw with respect to the efficacy and efficiency of
networksare necessarily limited, this is even moretrueoftheir effectiveness. Evaluating
impact would mean comparingthe network’s mission with the wider needsof society.

How does ‘networking for sustainability’ help to bring about more sustainable formsof
agriculture? We normally reply to such questions in the negative: without networking,
what chance would sustainable agriculture have? It seems obviousto mostofus, but this

sort of answer will not convince the sceptics, who ask: aren’t there better ways of
achieving sustainable development than these endless conferences, workshops and
discussions you people have? Even to people like me, who believe in the value of

networking,it is obviousthat the process needsa lot more thought. Social research into
the effectiveness of networking should,I suggest, be a priority.

Conclusions
Networking among NGOshasincreased overthe past decade, particularly among NGOs

active in the field of sustainable agricultural development. From the experiences
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presented in the papers that follow this one, we can easily see why: sustainable
agricultural development requires a level of action and reflection beyond the powers of

any single development organization.
Increasingly, too, networking experiences are documented, reviewed and analyzed

from the point of view of performance. The papers in this book are but a few examples.
It is a sign to those responsible for NGO operations and funding to take networking
seriously. Networkingis a valuabletool in the kit NGOshave attheir disposal. Moreover,
networkscan be understood,facilitated, managed and evaluated systematically—although
their full implications are not knownto any ofusyet.
A major effort is needed to develop better waysof designing, managing and evaluating
networkingactivities. The evaluation process,in particular, needsto take into accountthe

special characteristics of networks, which set them apart from other forms of human
cooperation. The simple transplantation of monitoring and evaluation models designed

for conventional organizations is not enough. Someinteresting approaches to this
challenge are found in Checkland and Scholes (1991). These have been further developed
for sustainable agriculture and natural resource management by Bawdenandhiscolleagues at the University of Hawkesbury, Australia (described in Wilson and Morren,

1990).
Finally, serious research into networking and network managementmayhelp to solve
someofthe critical issues which remain unclear: how pro-active can thesecretariat be
without suffocating the network? How formal must a network becometo be permanent?
At whatlevels should networks intervene, and how should networksoperating atdifferent

levels relate to each other? Whatis the ideal structure of a network? What are the
consequencesof networking forthe relationships of NGOswith otherparties, notably the
grass roots organizations they are working with? How should costs be allocated to meet
efficiency criteria on the one hand andparticipationcriteria on the other?

AsI see it, research on networkingwill have to be onour priority list for some time to
come.
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Networking for Sustainable Agriculture in Peru:
Experiences of the Red de Agricultura Ecológica

Enrique Kolmans

Introduction
The Red de Agricultura Ecológica (RAE) is a network in Peru consisting mostly of nongovernment organizations (NGOs) promoting environmentally sound agriculture at the
campesino level. RAE seeks to coverthe whole country and there are now members in
almostall regions. Six regional groups exist, active to greater or lesser degrees.

The network has approximately 50 members. Organizationsare full members; individuals
have non-voting status. The greatest interest and the most active participation has been
shown mainlybythe headsof field programmesandbyextensionstaff. Government and
university membersparticipate actively, as well as innovative farmers. There are a few

expatriate advisors. Farmers’ organizations and rural communities have increased their
representationlately.
Duringthe first few years the network was semi-formal, but members have now asked

for better membership registration and regulations.
Coordination ofthe networkis in the handsof a coordinating group called CONAE (the
National Coordinating Group for Ecological Agriculture). This consists of five well

established NGOs with headquarters in the capital, Lima, one of which provides the
networkwith an office and other services. Since the middle of 1991 the network employs
two full-time staff, an economist and an agronomist.
In its present form the network concentrates its activities in four areas:
+ Coordination of members’ programmes
¢ Training and development of training materials
+ Exchange of information

e Influencing public opinion.
This paperdescribes whythe network wasinitiated and howit has developed to become

an importanttool in promoting environmentally sound agriculture in Peru.It also outlines
the main lessons from the trial-and-error process we went through in developing the
network, so as to increase understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the
networking approach.
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Network Development
The idea
During the 1980s several Peruvian NGOs had worked on promoting environmentally
sound agriculture and had met with considerable success. The positive experiences of the
Huertos Integrales Familiares y Comunales (HIFCO) in Pucallpa, of the Centro Ideas
(IDEAS) in Cajamarca and ofthe Instituto de Desarrollo y Medio Ambiente (IDMA)in

Huánuco, as well as the growing interest and expectations oftheir foreign partners, led
in 1989 to an initiative to organize a national meeting on environmentally sound
agriculture in Peru, with a view to promoting this approach to rural development more
widely throughout the country. The approach seemed especially importantfor the smallscale farming sector, in which about 200 Peruvian NGOs were known to be working.It
wasfelt that these organizations together could have an importantinfluence on the course
of rural developmentin Peru. At that time most of them were working with conventional
agricultural technologies and approaches.
The first national conference on environmentally sound agriculture was held in Lima
in August 1989 and wasattended by 29 NGOsandseveralrepresentatives of universities

and otherinstitutions. The organizers hoped that the meeting would stimulate closer
cooperation among NGOsand between them andotherparties. Interest and participation
in the meeting was unexpectly great, and the idea of increased cooperation met with
general approval.
Theinitial objectives

At the Lima conferenceit was decided to pursue and developtheidea of networking. The
following goal was formulated:
¢ To promote environmentally sound agriculture as part of an eco-developmentstrategy
based on balanced relationship betweennature and society, through the sustainable use
of resources without incurring technical and economic dependence.

Anenvironmentally sound approachto agriculture was defined as an approach which:
* Conserves and enhancesnaturalsoil fertility to improve crop yields and the living

conditions of farm families.
¢ Avoidsthe use of agrochemicals.

e Identifies and applies positive technical components (traditional and modern) which
meetsocial, economic and environmental requirements and whichensure the production
of enough food.

Theparticipants at the first national conference agreed to form a small coordinating
group to support other organizations working on environmentally sound agriculture and
to begin networking with and amongthem. This coordinating group was given the tasks

of organizing the exchange of information, developing guidelines and criteria on
technical and scientific aspects, assisting members in planning and executing projects,
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organizing training for technicians and extension workers, and promoting environ-

mentally sound agriculture through the media.It consisted offive memberorganizations,
namely IDEAS(chair), IDMA,the Centrode Asistencia en Proyectos y Estudios Rurales
(CAPER), Diaconia, and the Fundacién Peruana para la Conservación de la Naturaleza

(FPCN),all with offices in Lima. It was supported by an advisory council consisting
mainly of membersofthe agricultural university in Lima. Until 1991 CONAE worked
without any specifically assigned staff or financial resources.
The network develops

The development of the network has been marked by three highlights: the national
meetings of 1989, 1990 and 1992. These meetings played a decisive role in determining
the direction the network has taken.
After the first conference in 1989 the coordinating group, CONAE, started its work.

Leading up to the second national conference, held in Cajamarca in August 1990,it
concentrated its efforts in the following four areas:
¢ Preparing network papers for discussion and approval at the second national meeting.
These included a paperon the basic characteristics of environmentally sound agriculture
and its role and importance in Peru. A second paper suggested guidelines for experimental

work and the documentation of experiences. A proposal for short training courses for
technicians and extension workers was written. Another project proposal outlined ways
of increasing public awarenessofthe need for environmentally sound agriculture in Peru.
* Giving lectures and participating in fora held in different parts of the country on
environmentally sound agriculture, particularly the problems associated with the use of

agrochemicals.
+ Maintaining contacts with like-minded organizations elsewhere in Latin America.
These included the Comisiédn Coordinadora de Tecnologia Andina (CCTA)and the
National Pesticide Network in Peru, and the International Federation of OrganicAgriculture Movements (IFOAM) and the Consorcio Latinoamericano de Agroecolégica

y Desarallo (CLADES).
¢ Publishing the proceedingsofthe first national meeting.
The participation of about 60 organizations at the second conference in Cajamarca
exceeded all expectations. The conference focused both on content issues, such as a
comparison of different approaches to agricultural technology development, and on

administrative issues,including networkingatdifferent levels (national, regional, international). Most important, discussions took place at sub-workshops on the project
proposals prepared by the coordinating group. This conference launched the network as

a formal entity. Six semi-autonomousregional groups wereestablished. IDEAS, IDMA
and Diaconia were confirmed as members of CONAE,with the Centro para el Desarollo
Regional (RAIZ), the Centro de Estudios y Promocién del Desarrollo (DESCO)and the
Centro de Investigacién, Educacién y Desarrollo (CIED) becoming new members.
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Regional groups define activities
The action plan for 1991-92,defined this time with a strong input from regional delegates,
concentrated on strengthening the movement for environmentally sound agriculture
within the regions. Provision of relevant information and training was given highest
priority. Activities to be carried out before the third conference in 1992 included:
¢ A survey, based on a questionaire, to find out members’ actual involvement in
environmentally sound farming.
e Setting up ofa library service offering copies of publications on environmentally sound
agriculture to members. Todaythis library also provides a question-and-answerservice.
* Publishing of the network’s newsletter, Cultivando: La Red de Agricultura Ecolégica.
¢ Publishing of the proceedings of the second national conference.

* Coordination with regional representatives, promoting moreactivity in the regions.
¢ Preparation of a 1-week introductory course for technicians and extension workers on

the principles of environmentally sound agriculture, including training materials.
+ Holding of six training courses on aspects of environmentally sound agriculture in
differentregions.In fact the demandfor such training is much greater than this, but time
and finances do not allow the training team to meetit all.
* Creationof task forces for topics such as:clarification of concepts and workstrategies;
productionof andtrade in organic food; education and research; economicfeasibility of
environmentally soundagriculture. The workofthefirst two task forces led to a workshop
and a seminar respectively on their topics.
* Fundraising, so as to employ a small permanentstaff for training and advisory tasks.
+ Evaluation offurther fund raising potential and developmentof project proposals.
+ Application for scholarships for courses abroad and selection of participants from the

network. Unfortunately,in spite of great effort put into this, success has been limited, with
the exception of scholarships for a few seminars held by CLADES. The network now puts

most energy into setting up training facilitiesin the region which can be shared with other
Latin American networks.
The top five priorities now
The third national meeting was held in Huánuco (Central Peru), which is situated, like
Cajamarca,in the Andes, but in a zone which has been affected considerably by political

violence. Although it was riskyto hold it there, IDMA’s importantpractical experience
in the area madethe risk worthwhile. Comparedwith the formernational meetings, which
had arathertheoretical flavour, the Huánuco meeting centered on thepractical application
of environmentally sound agriculture. The 19 participating NGOs had been invited

because of their concrete achievements and experiences in the field, and came from all
parts of the country.

Based on the analysis of the different experiences presented and the problems
encountered, the participants identified the five top priorities for the further development
of environmentally sound agriculture.
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First of all people agreed thatit was of the utmost importance to document successful
experiences. Second, it was felt that the training courses should be continued and

intensified. Third, there was a need to improve the methods for on-farm research with
farmers, which currently follow an approach which is too conventional and top-down.
Fourth, marketing and trade issues, as well as the issue of economic feasibility, needed

much more attention. And finally, improvingexisting data bases was crucial if networking opportunities were to be enhanced.
Onceagain the conferencegrappled with the question of how to enhanceparticipation
in the network of members from the regions. But the example of the Cuzco regional group
showed that a decentralized approach could be effective. Other organizational issues
were also dealt with. The five members of the national coordination group were re-

elected.
The Huánuco conference, with its emphasis on involvement and activation ofthe
regional groups, led to a real gain in the quality and quantity of work by network members,
although several problems have yetto be solved.
Networking within Latin America
The activities of this network in Peru should be understood in the context of emerging

networkactivities within Latin America as a whole. Our own network derived some of
its momentum from a meeting held in Cochabamba,Bolivia, in 1989, attended by
representatives of 60 organizations. The participants decided to build a movement

dedicated to environmentally soundagriculture andsustainable rural developmentand to
establish it as the Latin American branchof the International Federation of Organic
Agriculture Movements (IFOAM-LA). Since Cochabamba, one of IFOAM-LA’s main
priorities has been to encourage the formationofnational networks similar to our own.
Drawing onthe Peruvian experience, considerable progressin networking has been made
in Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay, Mexico and Central America. Ofgreatest
importance for our network in Peru are developments in other Andean countries. Close
links have been established with national networks similar to ours in Ecuador and

Colombia,especially in the field of training.
Last year IFOAM-LA became the Movimiento Agroecológica Latinoamericano
(MAELA), as many membersofnational networks were not membersof, nor hadlinks

with, IFOAM.Despite its new namethe organization remained committed to coordination
and furtheranceof effective decentralized networkingin each country.
Two membersof the CONAE group, IDEASand CIED,are also membersof another

organization linking people in different countries of the continent, namely CLADES.
This isa group of 12 associatesin different Latin American countries. It does not consider
itself a network or movement. Its main aim is to strengthenthe individual associates so
that they can offer (together or each inits area of influence) more specialized assistance.
It publishes a well presented newsletter aimed at universities and government agencies,
as well as NGOs. As CLADES considers the strengthening of national networks an
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important issue and there are direct personal links between CLADES and CONAE
members, constructive collaboration has evolved. But in Latin America as a whole the
implementation of the CLADESapproach seems to have lost its momentum.
Organic production and trade
The production of and trade in organic products is an issue that has come high on the
network’s agenda. Whereas local and international markets for conventionally grown
crops are frequently saturated, organic produce could prove a lucrative option for
smallholders. The increasing demand forcertified organic cereals, fruits, vegetables,
livestock products, herbs, health products, fibres and textiles, with the considerably

higher prices that they command, is an opportunity not to be missed.
Small-scale agriculture and livestock husbandry in Peru is still practised mostly
without the use of agro-chemicals and in areas free of environmental pollution. And
because of the special agro-ecological conditions under which they are grown, several
crops, including quinua, amaranth, some legumes, coffee and herbs, are renowned for

their taste and/or their high nutritional value. Traders have shown an interest in buying
these products, provided they are certified fully organic.
Thisis a real challengefor our network. The progress already made by some members
has encouraged the network to take initiatives in this area. A seminar on organic
production and trade took place in March 1992. As a follow-up we are working on the

development of production and trade standards and providing direct assistance to
members in this field. Success on this issue would contribute greatly to increasing the
economic viability of environmentally sound agriculture in Peru.

Achievements and Disappointments
It is too early yet to assess the impact of the network. But the experiences ofthefirst few
years are very encouraging indeed. Among our main achievements the following seem
the most important:

* People committed to environmentally sound agriculture have been identified throughout Peru and have cometo know eachother.

e A strong coordination group has beenestablished.
¢ A decentralized,participatory network has taken shape andis functioning well under

Peru’s sometimesdifficult conditions.
+ Work strategies and guidelinesfor network members have been developed.

* A permanent information and trainingservice has beenestablished.
If one analyzesthis success, the most crucial factor explaining it is probably theinitial

commitmentofa significantly large groupofpeople. From the beginning the network was
notthe projectofjust a few people only. Although the network has developedbytrial and
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error, sometimes with ‘spontaneous’decisions leadingto unrealistic goals, the general
direction taken has maintainedits integrity.
One example ofunrealistic goals was the priority given in the first years to raising
awareness within Peru of the need for and the potential of environmentally sound
agriculture. This requires more evidence than wasavailableatthatstage.
In retrospect, the time spent during the first year, especially by the Lima-based
coordinating group, on discussions and documentation of the theory of environmentally
sound agriculture andof‘correct’ research methodshadlittle impact on the network and
its development. These discussions were notrelevant for the NGOs working with the
campesinos, although they may have been so to someconsultants and individuals within
CONAE. The updating of records and documentation of members’ achievements,
together with training activities, would have been more in line with members’ needs and
might have producedresults more quickly, had they beeninitiated earlier.

A major difficulty in developing the network wasthe one-sided belief that everything
in traditional Andean agriculture is environmentally sound and/orsustainable. Although
traditional systems have many outstanding features (some of which are ofinestimable
value), this narrow point of view does nottake into account the pressures to which
traditional systems have long been subject and the declining efficiency in the use of
natural resources in such systems, mainly resulting from more than four centuries of
exploitation and subjugation by European conquerors. Unfortunately, the attitude of
somesupportingcircles in the industrialized countries, unawareofthe realities of daily
life in the Peruvian Andesandofthe aspirations and needsofthe rural inhabitants, did

little to dispelthis illusion. The challengeis to identify positive technological elements
from both traditional and modernagriculture, and to combinethese in ways which meet
social and economic,as well as environmental, criteria. The long discussionsonthis issue
within the network finally brought this home to most members and supporters.
Duringthe past 2 years the network has showngreater flexibility and has launched
semi-autonomousregional groups, decentralizingat least someactivities to these regions.
Withoutthis change there was realrisk that the coordinating group would start to play

too central and dominanta role, as has happened elsewhere.It was understandablethat
the members from the regions expected the CONAE group,with its greater experience
and knowledge,to play theroleit played at the beginning. The membersalsofelt the need
for guidelines and training, which had to be organized and delivered by a group and
individuals with certain capabilities. Yet the cultural and physicaldistance from Lima to
rural reality often made these centrally organized inputs seem unrealistic and too

theoretical to thosein thefield.
Another weaknessin our networking approachis the lack of farmer involvement.This
needs much moreattention in future. The experiences of the Campesino a Campesino

Movement in Mexico and Central America should provide insights as to how to
encouragea similar approachin the Peruvian context. Experiencesof farmer networks in

Asia, as presented ata recentinternational workshop onthis subject held at Silang, the
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Philippines, may also be relevant. A campesino section within our network, or an
autonomous farmer-to-farmer network in close cooperation with our own, needs to be

developed in the near future.
One should not forget that this network has evolved during one of the mosttroubled

periods in Peru’s history,in which rural development workhas beenparticulary difficult
and dangerous.

Conclusion
The RAE has been useful, especially at a time when many NGOsare experiencing
teething problems and struggling for greater efficiency and effectiveness through
cooperation and the exchangeofexperience. It demonstrates that networkingis possible

withouta great deal of financial support from the outside, using members’ contributions
in kindas the main sourceof capital.
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The Association of Church Development
Projects in Northern Ghana
Malex Alebikiya
Introduction
The Association of Church DevelopmentProjects (ACDEP) was formedto facilitate the
exchange of experiences and initiate joint activities and support services for the benefit

ofchurch-based development projects in Northern Ghana. This papertraces the evolution
of ACDEP, examines the constraints it was set up to overcome,its objectives, role and
activities, andits effectin building links betweendifferent projects and with government

services.

Origins
Thefirst church-based projects in Northern Ghana emerged during the 1950s and 1960s.
They grew rapidly in number through the 1970s, reaching 23 projects by 1980. ACDEP

now consists of 24 church-based projects, including 15 church-sponsored health projects
and 2 training projects sponsored by Canadian University Services Overseas (CUSO), in
addition to 7 projects devoted to agriculture. The main church bodies responsible for
promoting and administering these development programmes were the Committee on
Churches Participation in Development (CCPD) and the development offices of the
country’s three Catholic dioceses. The CCPD (formerly called the Christian Service
Committee, CSC) is the development arm of the Christian Council of Ghana, which is

made up of the country’s Protestant Churches. The CCPD is officially responsible for
some of the projects of the member churches, while others are coordinated directly by the
sponsoring churches. The role of the CCPD includes both coordination ofongoing project

work and assistance to the developmentof new projects in response to community needs.
The development offices ofthe three Catholic Churches have similar functions, but their

work is restricted to the individual dioceses.
This complex church-basedstructure had several weaknesses:
¢ The projects operated in isolation. The only organizational relationship they had was

with their sponsoring church. In the absence of any horizontal coordination between
projects, agencies tended to replicate programmes and operate similar activities within
the samelocality. For example, the Saboba Farming Cooperative Society and the Saboba
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Evangelical Protestant Church Agricultural Station carried out similar functions within
the same community.
e Coordination based on thevertical administrative structure of the church and parish was

non-specialist. Not being agriculturalists, coordinators were unable to provide the
technical back-up required forinitiating, planning and implementing projects. The major
emphasis of project management was on the submission of annual and financial reports,
the preparation of budgets, the regularization of reporting procedures and other such
administrative activities.
e There was no technical training for the largely expatriate staff to undertake development work in rural communities.
e On the ground there existed different development approaches, without the benefit of

a learning process between projects.
e Policies regarding the delivery of services were conflicting and tended to undermine

each other. For example, while some projects promoted animal traction others developed
cooperative tractor services, sometimesin the very same community. Again, while some

encouraged farmersto use organic manures,others wereactivein the sale anddistribution
offertilizers.
* Thelack of coordination amongprojects led to the creation of parallel and sometimes
inefficient and costly services. Both CCPD (then CSC)and the Catholic Archdiocese of
Tamale launched separate input supply projects, selling the same inputs at different
prices.
¢ There was nosingle voice on agricultural development policy. Hence the projects
introduced new components piecemealrather than adopting an integrated approach.
Because the projects worked in remote communities, government was content to have
them fill the gaps.

In 1977 the Church Agricultural Project (CAP) was formed.It was a loose association of
agricultural project managersand technical staff which aimed at promoting collaboration

between the various projects and facilitating the exchange of information. In 1978 a
similar association of family health projects was formed. The two associations worked
closely together, deliberating on commonproblems. In 1988 the twoassociations merged

to form ACDEP.

Description of the Association
Objectives
The objectives of ACDEPinclude:
¢ Bringing all church projects together to share experiences.
¢ Improving horizontal communication between projects on technical and management

issues, and sharing information and experiences.
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¢ Procuring and delivering inputs to agricultural projects moreefficiently.
e Organizing education tours, symposia, workshopsandother events.
¢ Fulfilling a social need for interaction among the technical (non-clerical) staff of the

churches. This was seen as particularly importantas the agriculturalstaff felt isolated in
remote rural communities.
Behindall this was the assumptionthat the church projects, as non-governmentorgani-

zations (NGOs),hada distinct philosophy and motivation that made them different from
government extension programmes. They were expected to have a stronger emphasis on
equity, concentrating on the needsof the small, resource-poor farmer.
Status and roles
ACDEPis recognized by the churchesas a professional association of managers and
technical staff whose main concern is the technical quality of their programmesandthe
efficient delivery of services at the project level. In this role the association is seen as
complementingthe functions of the CCPD and the Diocesan DevelopmentCoordination
office, whose main concern is with administrative efficiency. The churches have fully
supported the development of ACDEP.They havealso sponsored activities and projects
proposed by ACDEP.
ACDEPplays an important role in initiating and coordinating specialized support
services for the church-based projects. These include:
¢ The Agricultural Information Service (AIS), which focuses ontraining technical staff.

* The Small-scale Agricultural Extension Support Unit, which develops extension
methodologies and approachessuited to resource-poor farmers.

¢ The Church Agricultural Input Supply Project, which procures inputs for timely
distribution to the various projects.

+ The Family Health Advisor in Ghana Project, which trains health staff and assists
projects in implementing and monitoring their activities.
* The CUSO-CCPDTraining Programme, which provides training for field staff and
project managersin planning, management, evaluation, community group organization,
the role of facilitators, women’s participation and participatory methods.
Although notofficially registered as an NGO, ACDEPis recognized by government
agencies in the region as the mouthpieceof the churches on developmentissues. Many
agencies havelinks with it and attend its general meetings. For government agencies,
particularly the Ministry ofAgriculture, itis an important link for exchanging information
and discussing agricultural programmes and policies. ACDEP has thus become an
importantinstitution for both church and government,as well as for individual member

projects.
Structure
Asa loose association, ACDEP has an implementing executive elected from amongits
membership whose duty is to carry out the decisions taken by the association. The
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Agricultural Information Service, which implements most ofthe educational programmes
ofACDEP, providesit with secretarial support for writing minutes, typing correspondence
and organizing the general meetings.

Activities
The activities of ACDEP in thefield of agriculture are inseparably linked with those of
the Agricultural Information Service, which is responsible for implementing them. They
include:

¢ Education and training on developmentissues
¢ Organizing general meetings
e Identifying andinitiating support services to ACDEP members and others
¢ Linking with governmentinstitutions and other NGOs
e Advocacy.
Education andtraining
This is probably the most important activity of ACDEP.Its objective is to raise the
awarenessofall project staff on contemporary developmentissues, and to increase the
technical knowledge andskills of field staff.
The first formal in-service training organized by ACDEPwas in 1979, whentraining

wasprovided for extension staff of member projects. Since then a 2-weekresidential
training programmehasbeen organized annually with financial support from the Oxford

Committee for Famine Relief (OXFAM)andtechnical inputs from the Institute of Field
Communication and Agricultural Training, an organization originally established to
provide in-service trainingto field staff of the Ministry of Agriculture under the Upper

Region Agricultural Development Programme. The scope of the ACDEPtraining
programmeand the numberoftrainees has expandedsteadily as the association has
gained experience andas the impact oftraining has become more evident. By 1986 the
association was training up to 100 field staff annually on crop and animal production,

animal traction, soil conservation, use of fertilizers, extension communication and
animation methods, report writing, and other subjects. In 1982 the need for a parallel

2-weektraining programmefor project managers was expressed. This began in 1983. The
subjects covered related mainly to project planning and managementskills and to
agricultural extension methods.
To improve the effectiveness of the residential training, the association organized

follow-up training. With the assistanceof professionaltrainers from the Institute ofField
Communication and Agricultural Training, a programme was drawn up in which the
Institute’s trainers visited each ACDEPproject two or three times a year to monitor
impact, revise relevant sections of the courses andidentify new areas for training.
This initial training programme for extension staff and project managers firmly

established the need for a long-term in-service training programmewith a full-time
training coordinator. A programmeofthiskind was established in 1988, sponsoredjointly
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by CUSO and CCPD and financed by the Nederlandse Organisatie voorInternationale
Betrekkingen (NOVIB).
ACDEP meetings are preceded by a major workshop on contemporary development

issues (environment, agroforestry, rural poverty) or topics of technical interest (grain
storage, on-farm research, participatory technology development, etc). These workshops
usually last between half a day and 1 week. Other workshopsarealso held, independently
of general meetings. Many of these events are attended by government personnel and the
staff of other NGOs besides ACDEP. It is these regular workshops and seminars that
account forthe increasing membership ofthe association.
Meetings
ACDEP holds three meetings a year, in February, July and November. The secretariat

(AIS) does all the paperwork. A host project, selected at a previous meeting, organizes
board and lodging and the conference facilities. Like all the operational costs of the
association, those of meetings are met by members through registration and membership
dues. Each meeting attracts between 40 and 50 participants from government and other
NGOsin the region.
Supportservices
By identifying andestablishing relevant support servicesforall church-based agricultural
projects, ACDEPhas created horizontallinks between projects and helped to break down

denominationalbarriers and conflicts, paving the way for better cooperation and more
effective development work. A radio link between projects now enhanceshorizontal
communication.
Institutional links
The improved links with otherinstitutions offered throughthe association serve not only
to disseminate the workofthe churchprojects butalso to enable them to tap government
resources and take advantage of opportunities that would otherwise have been missed.

Throughthe AIS the work ofthe projects is made known to government, other NGOsand
the general public. This makesit possibleto identify and invite other relevantinstitutions
to ACDEP meetings, educate ACDEP members onthe role of such institutions and
identify potential areas for cooperation or sharing.
In this waythe association has established good links with the Ministry of Agriculture,
the Ministry of Health, and various agricultural and rural developmentprojects, such as
the Northern Region Integrated Project (NORRIP).
In 1989 ACDEP organized a workshop onparticipatory technology development
(PTD). Projectmanagers from church-based projects andstafffrom Nyankpala Agricultural

Experimental Station (NAES), NORRIP andthe Ministry of Agriculture were trainedin
waysofinvolving farmersin research. A PTD sub-networkwas set up within ACDEP and
four projects developed PTD programmesas part oftheir extension work. A collaborative
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on-farm testing programme has been developed between some of these projects and

NAES.
In recent years more and more agencies—government and non-government—have
soughtlinks with ACDEP.
Advocacy

ACDEPhas capitalizedonits growing prestige andits stronglinks with otherorganizations
to highlight the need for support to community-based development work on behalf ofthe

rural poor, both inside and outside the framework provided by the churches. Churches
have been askedto give serious thoughtto the workof the projects and to development
work in general. Several developmentissues have been broughtto the attention of the

churchesforaction.
Notable examples ofthe influential role of ACDEPare the establishmentof the various
support services mentioned above andits importantpart in the design ofthe CUSO-CCPD
Training Programme. The association also organized two workshops to draw the

churches’attentionto the need for a developmentpolicy and approachbased on Christian
teaching. In 1991 the association played an importantrole in averting the closure of some

projects in the Navrongo-Bolgatanga Diocese because of financial constraints.
The active role of memberprojects in the promotion of animal traction in the region
sparked off efforts by the Ghanaian-German Agricultural Development Programme
(GGADP) to establish animaltraction training centres. This led in turn to the establishment
of the Ghanaian-German Implement Factory. The factory produces animal traction
equipment and spares and trains local artisans. Dialogue between the association, the
GGADP and the Ministry of Agriculture provided useful inputs to the justification,

design, location and implementation of the factory proposal.
ACDEP is cautious in the use ofits political influence. Its careful voice has earned the
respect of all parties involved in rural developmentin the region.

Impact
ACDEP has succeeded in improving coordination between church-based projects and in
fostering links with formal research centres and governmentservices.It has also striven
to improve the technical competence of projects andtheir responsiveness to the needs of
small-scale farmers.

It has broken down denominationalbarriers, paving the way for better cooperation in
the future. Exchange of experience between individual projects has enhanced their

development and growth.
ACDEP has put the church projects firmly on the development map of Ghana. By
making visible the presence and important role of the churches in development,it has
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prepared the way for fruitful collaboration with other organizations and with research
centres, including NAES.
Through its educational and training activities in collaboration with the AIS, ACDEP
has brought about many improvements in the delivery of services at project level. The
shift from a technology transfer approach to a more participatory one, from contact

farmers to agricultural development groups, from high-input to low-input sustainable
agriculture—these are but a few of the changes now evidentin someprojects. The change
of nameof the association, from CAP to ACDEP,is evidence of the growing degree of
integration now being sought in rural development. Someof these changes have been

brought about mainly through ACDEP’s awareness-raising workshops, seminars and
symposia.
Source
Reprinted from: Wellard, K. and Copestake, J. G. (eds) 1993. Non-governmental
organizations and the state in Africa: Rethinking roles in sustainable agriculture
development. Routledge, London.
Address
Malex Alebikiya, P.O. Box 9, Wale-Wale N/R, Ghana.
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AndeansUnite:
The Birth and Growth of the Andean Council

of Ecological Management
Jorge Manrique, Juan A. Palao and Mourik Bueno de Mesquita

Introduction
What is CAME?

The Andean Council of Ecological Management, or CAME,is a network of seven nongovernmentorganizations (NGOs) involved in rural development. It maintains direct
working relationships with university researchers and policy-makers.Its relationships
with farmers and their communitiesare indirect, through the NGO members.

The main objective of CAME isto strengthen the work of individual NGO members.
These have in common their commitment to environmentally sound approaches to
agriculture and animal husbandry in Andean settings. CAME hopesto achieveits
objective by combiningthe resources andskills of its members, and by coordinating their

approaches,field methodsandactivities.
Since itbegan in 1989 CAME hasexperienced successesandfailures, has gone through
a deepinstitutional crisis, and has managed to capitalize on its experiences to develop and
strengthen its networkactivities. In this paper we try to share the manylessons that we
feel can be learnt from these experiences.
The need for networking
The CAME network wasset up following an analysis of 20 years of experiences in

developmentactivities in the Andean region. This analysis showed the limitations of
traditional projectinterventions: the technologies and methodologies used wereclearly

inadequate to improvelife for the majority of the rural population. The NGOsactive in
the region lacked the experience and support needed to develop alternative approaches
such as those known as low-external-input and sustainable agriculture (LEISA) and
participatory technology development (PTD). Some small-scale experiences with LEISA

and PTD had shownpromising results, but due to the lack of institutional coordination
and collaboration these could not be developedinto real alternative approaches and did
not reach a widerrangeofinstitutions.

Some NGOssawthe new networkinitiative as an opportunity to enhance their own
interests and broadentheir sphereof influence in the region.

Linking with Farmers

The Network Develops
In the course ofits history CAME has gone through four stages: start-up, early activities,
a crisis and, finally, consolidation and development.
Start-up

The idea of developing a network grew first in the minds of a few individuals, then
matured collectively through a ‘motivator group’. This group further developed the idea,
expressed it in the form of a project proposal andstarted looking for funds. It also made
an inventory of potential members, applying the following criteria: experience in LEISA/
PTD, programmestability and managerial capacity. The donor identified was the
Netherlands-based Interkerkelijke Coordinatie Commissie (ICCO). Its role was to
provide both funds and backstopping. The donorplayed an importantpart in clarifying

objectives and overcomingthelatercrisis.
Early activities
CAME began byproviding technical and methodological support services to NGOs and

organizing exchange programmes. Support activities were on an ad hoc basis, responding
to the needs of members in their daily work. They were not based on a common plan. This

approach enabled CAME to learn aboutits members’ activities in the field of LEISA, as
well as their strengths and weaknesses. It also served to establish links among the NGOs
and to find out whetherthere was in fact a need for a permanent advisory service of the

kind it could offer. It was an important period for creating awareness of the need for
participatory planning.
Crisis
During its second year the network experienced a deep institutional crisis. This was
caused by the top-down attitudes and styles of management and of communications to

network members, which prevailed in spite of the acknowledged need for horizontal
relationships and cooperation. The initial organizational design and management structure were not appropriate and the members did not understand their role. There was

confusion overthe functionsofthe network policy-makers andthose of the implementers.
Membersof the network’s Board began interfering in the day-to-dayactivitiesofstaff,
ignoring the Executive Committee supposedly responsible for supervising staff on its

behalf.
The fledgling network’s limited capacity to manage conflicts, combined with the
political interests and personal biasesthat also cameinto play, deepened thecrisis. Key

people within the network began trying to bring it under the influence of their own
political party. In Peru’s volatile political climate, these moves undermined the basic
purposesofthe network. Several individuals presented the networkas their own creation,
in an attempt to further their own careers.
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There came a time when thecrisis could no longer be ignored. Network activities had
to be temporarily suspended. The donor agency requested that differences be resolved

and objectives clarified before activities began again. During this difficult period it
provided support in the form of a consultancy mission, seeking to make an objective

assessment but at the same time expressing its own views and priorities. Finally, the
network reaffirmed its commitmentto its original idea and organizational structure, and
some NGOs and their leaders left the network. The network then went through a 1-year

bridging programmeto reorganize and plan its field work in more detail.
Fromthis crisis we learned that problems should be broughtinto the open. All too often
one tendsto brush them asideto avoid confrontation. By the time it came to a head the
crisis almost brought the network to a complete standstill. But facing upto it allowed us

to tackleit, to learn from it, and to go on to strengthen our approach. Box1 lists our five
crucial lessons regarding what one should not do whenstarting a network!

Box 1. DO NOTsin starting a network
¢ Plan networkactivities from the top (the coordinating group)

¢ Denydirect participation of NGO membersin policy and executive bodies
¢ Concentrate on implementing(field) activities and forget to allow for the developmentof the network itself

* Close yourself off from opinion and advice from outsiders
¢ Acceptpolitical, personally biased manipulations.

Consolidation and development
Learning from experience, we initiated a processof participatory planning involvingall

network members. This resulted in a well formulated 3-year plan integrating proposals
from the NGOsinto a single CAME proposal.It also led to a changeof attitudes on the
part of members towards networking andjoint activities.
CAME has now becomea network with a very specific approach and a quite formal
structure, with clearly defined activities. We will now clarify these.

CAME’s Characteristics
Choosing an approach
Defining the overall approach of a network involves making choices in terms ofits
orientation (external or internal), the subject area it focuses on, the geographical area
covered andthe conditions governing membership(institutional background ofmembers).
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Table 1 summarizes the most importantfactors that, according to CAME’s experiences,
have to be taken into account.
CAME itself has chosen to network among NGOsworkingin a limited geographical

area, namely the Altiplano of Pufio and parts of Tacna and Moquegua,in the Peruvian
Andes. This allows us to interact frequently with members and to design activities
according to their needs. Internal cohesion andparticipation are maintained moreeasily
in this type of network.

Of course, this approach has the drawback that CAME’s achievements are not
automatically shared with organizations elsewhere in Peru, and vice versa, but CAME
tries to overcomethis by maintaining contacts with other national networks.
CAME’s members
The membership of CAME consists of:
e Institutions which have signed the Constitution Act and maintain their representation
through specific delegates
e Institutions whose application for membership has been approved by the assembly,

following a trial year of formulating and implementing an annual plan of activities
relevant to the policies, guidelines and objectives of CAME.
Individuals and government organizations cannot be members of CAME. However,
the network establishes working relationships with them through specific agreements.
Members are expected to contribute time, staff, inputs such as experiences and results

from field work, and energy for network development. They are obliged to integrate their
plans and projects with regard to LEISA and the environment within the structure of
CAME before execution. They are expected to contribute to the further development of
LEISA/PTD approaches and to further the networking process by assuming specific

tasks. In short, if there are no inputs from membersthere is no networking, no network.
In return, members benefit by gaining access to the experiences and knowledge of
others and by obtaining technical and organizational support for their programmes.

Structure
CAME is a formal network. It has legal status and is formally organized. The highest
decision-making and policy bodyis the general assembly of members, which is supported
by the Board of Directors. The general assembly chooses from among the members an

Executive Committee to coordinate the implementation of the decisions taken and the
work of the ‘technical team’, which acts as the network secretariat. The Executive
Committee and the team meetregularly to evaluate activities and adjust their plans . These

meetings are a means for exchanging information and coordinating activities.
Presently, the technical team consistsof six specialists who together combine expertise

in the fields ofcommunity development, agricultural engineering, agro-economics, adult
education and NGO management. This team provides advisory services, guidance and
training for the staff of the NGOs.
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Table 1 Considerations in defining the overall approach of an NGO network
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developmentobjectives
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Networking activities such as joint training events, meetings and workshops are
dependant on external financing. Members do not contribute funds to these activities.
However, they are expected to finance their own local research and development
activities, which do notreceive funds from the network.

Activities
The activities of CAME span four main programmes:

e Study and documentation in the areas of management of natural resources, sustainable
production systems and farmers’ organizations. The objective of this programmeis to

improve the effectiveness of interventions in existing systems andto strengthen farmers’
organizations. Analysis and comparison of experiences among both farmers and NGOs
is involved.
¢ Training and human resource development, including analysis of past experiences and
development of new approaches. Activities here include seminars, workshops, training
courses, working groups and round-table conferences. Tools such as guidelines,interpretation formats, evaluation indicators and planning/monitoring instruments are developed.
e Advisory and consulting services and monitoring. This programme constitutes the
support to members provided by the technical team. Activities include participation in
members’ field work, assistance in the processing ofinformation, support in preparing
and implementing courses, organizing workshops, providing information services,
preparing project proposals, analyzing experiences, and facilitating exchanges and

external contacts.
e Development and management ofthe network. CAME finds it very important to have
a programme specifically devoted to supporting and developing the capacities of

members for networking. Important aspects here include: strategic planning, mutual
cooperation, policy-making, management and leadership functions, and analysis of
socio-economic and political factors that affect the network.
The most crucial elements in CAME’s activities are the third and fourth programmes.

The consultancy services have a direct impact on the programmeand activities of
members. They meet a need that cannot otherwise be met. The network development

programmehelpusto pay specific attention to the further strengthening of the network.
Withoutallocating time and moneyto this aspect it would probably be neglected—

possibly leading to the collapse of the network.

Evaluation
Achievements
It is still too early to assess the achievements of CAME,and nodetailed analysis will be
attempted here. However, there are several areas in which networking has brought

significantgains.
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The quality of interventions by NGO members and their field staff has been improved
through the support activities of the technical team. Through these activities, as well as
otherinternal training andthe sharing of experiences, the NGOs have made considerable
advances in analyzing and comparing their experiences and results. The first steps in
developing appropriate LEISA technologies and tools have been made.
A strong multidisciplinary team has been formed, although it took some time and
energyto create real teamwork. Team membersare expected not only to have technical
skills but also good teaching and communicationsskills. Such peopleare not easyto find.

Their skills need to be developed through experience on-the-job.
CAME hasgained recognition from outsiders. Thiswill facilitate future collaboration.

The network has also managed to consolidateits financial position,at least for the first
few years.

Limitations
Any network is only as strong as its members. When the programmes and funding
arrangements of individual members becomeunstable, the execution of networkactivi-

ties may be seriously affected.
It has been difficult to compare the experiencesof different NGOs and to draw lessons
from them becauseofthe lack ofmethodological instruments andthe diversity in attitudes
and working styles of NGO members.
There has been too much emphasisduringtraining on building on existing experiences
of NGOstaff. Analyzing and comparing past experiences was supposedto lead to new
insights, and so to improvements in interventions. However,it now appearsthat training
based on past experiencesis not always adequate to meetthe needsofstaff. A more radical

approach may be needed.
Thereis as yet insufficient evidence that the interests of resource-poor farmers and
labourers are adequately reflected in the programmes of member NGOs.It is true that
these programmesconcentrate primarily on LEISA,but they often neglectthe fact that

the developmentof technology appropriate to LEISA requires a synthesis of farmers’
knowledgewith thescientific knowledgeofoutsiders,nota focus on farmers’ knowledge

alone. The shift in members’ approaches anticipated throughinteractions in the network
is sometimes disappointingly slow to materialize. The network only stimulates and
promotes change.It cannotenforce it.
Are the costs justified?
Consolidating a network such as CAME costs time and money.Ontop ofthe seed money
required forthefirst feasibility studies comeseveral years of recurrent costs. Tasks such
as establishing organizational structures and defining the roles and functions of each

level, maintaining advisory services, coordinatingthe activities of different members and
providing administrative services sound mundanebutare nonetheless necessary to the
smooth running of the network.
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Many networks spring up but quickly wither away because their foundersdid nottake

these costs into account. Often there is a budget only forfield activities and not for
developing the network itself. CAME is different, having a fourth programme with its
own budget specifically devoted to network development.
Maintaining a permanent consultancy service is especially costly. The main elements
here are practical training and the conduct oftechnical or socio-economic studies on

behalfofmembers. There are also costs involved in developing working tools (checklists,
guidelines, frameworks, methods, monitoring systems, etc), providing reference materials
and publishing results.

It is very difficult to quantify the benefits obtained through each of these forms of
support and,indeed, throughall the network’s activities. A major challenge facing the
networkis to find a wayof doingso. Thecentral task here is the developmentofindicators
of successes and failures. Only then can we begin to answerthe question of whether or
not the costs are justified. We believe that, accounting for approximately 7% ofthetotal

budgets of its membersforfield activities, CAME represents a sound investment when
compared with normal international consultancyfees.
Lessonslearnt
The CAME networkwasnot developed solely as a talking shop.It is based on concrete
activities in the field, which it has been set up to service. The needs of each member
formed the network’s raison d’étre.
The agreementthat the network should not raise, channel or manage fundsfor projects

or for the activities of individual members avoided its becominga battlefield for acquiring
money.
Managementstrategies are needed for confronting and overcoming network crises.
Opposing interests are generally present during the early phases of a network’s
development. Bringing conflicts into the open for early resolution would contribute to the
growth of the network and avoid more destructive crises later. The role of internal

evaluations and external agents is very importantin this process.
Thereis a need to distinguish the policy-making and managerial level of the network
from the implementationlevel. Ifboth levels are mixed up,there will be serious confusion
aboutthe role and functions of different parties within the network.

Like other institutions, NGOs are often highly competitive with each other, even
engaging in feuds. When grouped in a network they should in theory develop a more
cooperative stance, sharing their experiences and results with others. In practice this
change seemsdifficult to achieve. Indeed, to some it seems to appear revolutionary.
Central to the health of a network is the developmentof a process of participatory
planning. This should combine global and regional inputs with those from NGOs and
their target groups. This meeting of top-down and bottom-up approachesrequires specific methodologies and instruments. A balance must always be sought between the
external andinternal orientations of the network—betweenpaying attentionto relations
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with other institutions and networks, and to relations among the membersof the network
itself.
Address
Jorge Manrique, Juan A. Palao and Mourik Bueno de Mesquita, CAME Jr. Arequipa 128,
Pufio, Peru.
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Networking Among Resource-poor Farmers
in South India
Oswald Quintal and Gandhimathi
Introduction
In 1990 a network dedicated to low-external-input and sustainable agriculture (LEISA)
was founded in South India. Its members are small-scale resource-poor farmers and non-

government organizations (NGOs) searching for alternatives to the current, apparently
unsustainable land use practices. All the participants live and workin the semi—arid zones
of Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry States. Most farmers here dependon rainfed agriculture

andlivestock keeping, havinglittle or no accessto irrigation. Rainfall fluctuates between
300 and 600 mmperyear andsoils are of medium to low quality, suffering from nutrient
depletion and erosion.

A Natural Resource Base Under Threat
Agriculture in South India, as elsewhere in the world, has evolved slowly. In the
traditional farming system the natural resource base was reasonably wellprotected. The
change to modern commercial and chemical farming tipped the balance towards over-

exploitation, negatively affecting soil quality, water table, forest resources and genetic
diversity. At the sametime, mostof the resources for agriculture became concentrated in
the handsofthe few. Currently, about 20% of the populationis using 80% of the land. The
increasing impoverishmentof the majority of the rural population causes near starvation
and large-scale migration in search of work, swelling the population of urban areas. Those

small-scale farmers remaining onthe landface increasing difficulties, having no control
over resources such as seed andfertilizers, and being dependent on an increasingly

volatile market largely determined by factors beyond their control.

A Networkis Born
The need for a network
To improvethe lot of these farmers, two approaches needed to be followed:
¢ Massive afforestation, leading to the regeneration of soil and plant resources.
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* Ashiftaway from the present high-input, commercialized farming system towards one
that is moresustainable, ecologically sound and socially just.
In recent years afforestation has gained in importance among government and NGOs
workingin the region. Efforts on the groundhavesofar been inadequate andoccasionally
misguided,but all involved are becoming more awareofforestry issues. The development
of alternatives to high-external-input agriculture has received less attention. There have
been isolated attempts by motivated farmers and organizations, but the interest of
governmentisstill very limited and research began lookingat integrated farming systems
only very recently.
Against this background,it was felt that NGOs and farmers should take the lead in
developing more sustainable forms ofagriculture. Most NGOsin the Tamil Nadu area are

small. And although they are experienced at working with farming communities on
developmentissues,they often lack technical expertise and have insufficient capacity to

develop new technology. Farmerstesting new optionshave donesoin isolation from each
otherand, often, unnoticed by the very NGOsthat were aiming to support their efforts.
The establishment of a local network combining farmers and NGOs would, it was

believed, help to overcomethese problems, enhancing the quality offield activities and
the speed with which information and technology would be disseminated, and spreading
awarenessof the importance of LEISA.
The foundersof the network
The founders of the network had cometogether informally for the previous 4 years,
discussing andsharingtheir experiences, before they finally took theinitiative ofstarting
the network. Most of them were readersof the ILEIA Newsletter. Articles on case studies
and networking in other regions, published in this newsletter, had deepened their

understanding and conviction. Included in the group were representatives of several
NGOs oriented towards social action and agriculture, five environmentally conscious
farmers, and a few other committed individuals. One of the founders, the Agriculture,
Man and Ecology (AME) programme, had been involved in training NGO staff from
South India in environmentally sound agriculture for many years.
The launching workshop

The founding members began activities by making an inventory of farmers and NGOs
involved in developingsustainable agriculture in Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry. They then

invited these farmers and NGOs to a workshop. In February 1990 the workshop took
place, bringing together around 24 NGOs and 7 farmers from the two states to review the

need for the network and discuss its objectives and activities.
The following objectives were agreed upon:
* To understand the problems faced by farmers in different areas, in the context of
changesthat have taken plac? in agriculture andthe related environmental problems.
+ To motivate farmers and organizations to adopt sustainable agriculture.
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* To study and documenttraditional agricultural practices which appear ecologically

sound.
* To increaseinteraction between farmers and organizationsand encourage the exchange
of experiences, knowledge andskills in sustainable agriculture.
¢ To disseminate information regarding sustainable agriculture to a wider circle of
farmers and organizations.

Activities
The proposedactivities of the network, formulated duringthe first workshop,included:
* Meetings, workshops and seminarsto facilitate the exchange ofexperiences, ideas and

skills.
* Study tours to existing ‘ecological’ farms.

* A documentation centre to collect and document examplesof environmentally sound
agricultural practices.

* Studies by NGO members of the agro-ecology of their project areas, to increase
understanding of the problems and opportunities.
* Training courses for and consultancies to NGOstaff on the subject of sustainable
agriculture.
* Publication of educational materials on sustainable agriculture, including booklets,
posters andslides.
* Publication of a newsletter in the Tamil language.
The participants felt strongly that the network should be semi-formal. A network
secretariat should be created to record minutes, handle correspondence, publish a

newsletter and maintain a library and documentation centre. Three of the founding
members—AME,the Social Forestry Information Project (SFIP) and Kudumbam,a
community development-oriented NGO—tookresponsibility for starting up the network
and coordinatingits activities for the first 3 years. In January 1991 the Humanistisch
Instituut voor Ontwikkelingssamenwerking (HIVOS), a private funding organization
based in the Netherlands, agreed to support the network for the period April 1991 to

March 1994.

Putting plansinto action
In 1991, after funding had beenfound, staff were appointed for the network secretariat.
This now consists of acoordinator, who hasextensive rural development experiences and
administrative skills, a staff member for the documentation centre, and three agriculturalists covering variousareas of specialization. These staff provide support to the
network membersin the three different ‘zones’ covered by the network. (From the
beginning it had beenfelt that most interactions between network members should take
place within these zonesratherthanatthe state level, so as to reduce members’ travelling
distances. Apart from the annual general meeting, many network activities are therefore

organized within the three zones.)
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Organization of the network
Bearing in mind thatthe staff of the founder organizations all already hadfull-time jobs
related to their own programmes, the structure and administrative tasks of the network

were designed sensitively and kept to a minimum. Responsibilities were divided
according to time availability, expertise and aptitude. The secretariat is attached to
Kudumbam, whichis the legal representative of the network andis ultimately responsible

for it. Kudumbam, SFIP and AME are responsible for coordinating activities in the three
zones. As so-called zonal organizers, they assist in organizing the zonal meetings, the
study tours, zonal staff training, data collection forthe village agro-ecological study and

the documentation of experiences, including traditional knowledge and the experiments
of farmers and organizations.

Within the secretariat an editor/documentalist has been appointed. An editorial board
of six members meets six times a year to discuss content and policy matters concerning

the newsletter.

Achievements
Within the network
Through the agro-ecological studies, understanding of conditions at village level has
increased and new NGOs and farmers working towards more sustainable farming

systems have been identified. The documentation of environmentally sound techniques
has begun, including traditional practices and farmers’ experiments with new options.
And we are now planning a workshop on journalism for NGO staff and farmers, so as to

improvethe quality of field reporting, documentation and translation.
The newsletter, Pasunthalir, has been launched and is being published regularly. We
are continuing our efforts to improveits relevance. Several farmers have recently started
a Readers’ Forum in the newsletter. Since many farmersin the twostatesare illiterate, we
are thinking of an audio-cassette version of the newsletter.
A Start has been made with the library and documentation centre.
As a result of these activities more farmers have started to experiment with new
practices on their farms and some NGOs have initiated new environmentally oriented
programmes. Areas of experimentation include techniques to improve soil fertility, the

use of green manures such as kolunji, danchea and sword bean (Canavalia gladiata).
Most of the network farmers are experimenting with herbal pesticides. There is also a
growing interestin traditional land races,the seeds of which are being exchanged among

farmers. Experienced members are now being asked to assist others in designing
‘ecological’ farms and programmes.
A most encouraging feature is the numberof farmers and NGOs that have joined the

network sinceits foundation in 1990. The 1993 planning workshop was attended by over
100 members.
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Links beyond

The network is establishing relations with other national, regional and global entities
working on or promoting LEISA. Theserelations are very important for the network,
allowing access to new technology and experiences, strengthening its conviction and
broadening its knowledge base. One of our partners working at a global level is ILEIA,

which facilitated the founding of the network by providing seed money to organize the
first workshop and the first issue of the newsletter. ILEIA also assisted in establishing

contacts with the funding agency. Further support by ILEIA in the areas of information
and documentation, and our participation in the international workshop on Networking

for Low-external-input and Sustainable Agriculture, held in the Philippines in 1992, have
been equally important, broadening our contacts with like-minded networks and organi-

zations and deepening our insight into sustainable agricultural development.
We continue to seek cooperation with organizations in India, especially those working
in Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry. These include grass roots organizations as well as
government research and extension services. Financial assistance for environmentally
sound programmesis now available from national supporting organizations such as the

National Wasteland Development Board and the Ministry of Environment. Six NGOs
have obtained funds from these organizations to create awareness on biodiversity.

No Start Without Problems
Asyet, only a limited number of individuals and organizationsin our area havepractical
experiences in developing LEISA approaches. Many others are interested in such
approaches. But they havelittle idea concerning the scope of LEISA, its implications,

how to go aboutit, and so on. Most of the NGOs interested in working with farmers to
promote LEISA lack technical knowledge on agriculture. Training is needed to support
them, at leastinitially. So far two zonal training events have been organized and there are
constant requests from members for more.
There is also a need to increase the assistance we provide to NGOs in the analysis of

the situation in their areas, thereby helping them to reorient their existing activities in
favour of LEISA.
Experience of LEISA in South India has so far provided insufficient evidence ofits
benefits to convince other farmers to adoptit. The ‘ecological’ farmers who are founding
membersof the network are not typical resource-poorfarmers, so their experiences are
only partially relevantto this group. The most urgent needis to develop technology and

approaches suited to the conditions resource-poor farmers have to contend with. The
poverty of most farmers, which forces them to sell their labour off the farm, makes this
very difficult, since only options which do not need heavy investmentsin labour or capital
will be acceptable. Much moreresearch is needed to adapt existing options and develop

new ones.
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These challenges place heavy demands on the secretariat and core members of the

network, who are also involvedin the activities oftheir own organizations. In short, there
is too much work fortoo few people! Increasing the active participation ofother members
in the organization and activities of the network is therefore vital. One way of doing this
will be to transfer the responsibility for zonal activities from the zonal coordinators to the
zonal coordinating committeesthat are presently evolving.
Finding qualifiedstaff for the networksecretariat, with the right attitude and willingness
to live and workin the villagesin our area,is difficult. Enthusiastic, dedicated individuals

can be found, but often they are young and lacking in experience both of environmentally
sound agriculture and of networking.

Manynetwork members, especially the farmers, have expressed the need for more
frequent get-togethers, apart from the larger annual workshops. They would like more

opportunities to discuss the problemsthat arise during experimentation with LEISA
approachesand technologies. In a few areasthis has resulted in the emergenceoflocal

sub-networks organized by and for farmers only. Farmers who have been with the
network from the beginningare assisting their less experienced colleagueswith practical
information on how to recycle farm waste, on intercropping, sericulture and bio-

fertilizers.
Relations with official research and extension agencies have been difficult but are
slowly improving. Interest in sustainable agriculture is growing, but there are many

differencesin attitude, objectives and language—andthese are difficult to bridge. Since
April 1991 systematic efforts have been made to build up contacts with research

institutes. In a few instances this has led to increased interaction between NGOstaff,
farmers and individual researchers. More recently, Kudumbam and AME have become
involved in the local on-farm trials programmeof an agricultural researchinstitute.
In conclusion, we feel our network is gradually becoming more effective, and that
people from other development circles—such as research, policy and donors—are
becoming more enthusiastic about the ideas for which we stand. But without doubt the
developmentof sustainable agriculture in South Indiastill has a long wayto go.
Address
Oswald Quintal: Kudumbam 7, Ezhil Nagar, Keeranur 622 502, Pudukkottai Dt, India.

Gandhimathi: AME,P.O. Box 11, Pondicherry 605 001, India.
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PART FOUR
Research Networks

Networking in International Agricultural
Research
Donald L. Plucknett, Nigel J.H. Smith and Selcuk Ozgediz
Introduction
Networking is a new name for an ancient practice. People have cooperated with one
anothersince the beginning of the human race. But the extent and organizational modes
of collaboration have changed markedly since the 1960s, particularly in science.
Research networks are proliferating, aided in part by new technologies that facilitate
communication among scientists.
Why has this organizational form become so popular in agricultural research? The
most obvious advantages are greater efficiency and a cross-fertilization of ideas. A
network often uses existing facilities rather than building new ones. It pools research
talent rather than adding new staff. Sustainable agriculture depends on inputs from a
broad range of disciplines, so collaborative research teams tap scientists from a wide
variety of fields.

However,if networksare not carefully planned and managed,there may be more‘net’
than ‘work’. Research maybe constrained if networking procedures consume too much
time and money. Too manyside-projects may develop ina multidisciplinary network. To
avoid these andotherpitfalls, it is necessary to understand and evaluatethe structure and

functioning of research networksandto formulate principles for successful networking.
Drawing on Plucknett et al (1990), this paper is based on information gathered while
studying a large numberof agricultural networks. It provides insightinto the structure of
research networks, their problems, and the principles underlying success. It further
suggests a conceptual modelfor evaluating the effectiveness of research networks.

Definition and Typology
A network is an association of independent individuals or institutions with a shared
purpose or goal, whose memberscontribute resources and participate in the two-way

exchangeof information and/or materials. Two important characteristics of networksare
their participatory managementand decentralized nature.
To understand networking, it is important to recognize different types of network. As
networksusually evolve over time, however, they often fit into more than onecategory.
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They may even be completely transformed. The typology used in this article is based on
that used by the Special Program for African Agricultural Research (SPAAR, 1986),
classifying networks according to their operational styles. SPAAR'’stypology distinguishes

information exchange networks, scientific consultation networks and collaborative
research networks. We add a fourth category: material exchange networks. Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of these four types of network.
Table 1 Somecharacteristics of networks
Trait

Information
exchange

Material
exchange

Scientific
consultation

Collaborative
research

Coordinator

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Publications

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Advisory board

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Study tours

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Training

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Workshops

No

No

Yes

Yes

Commonmethodology

No

Yes

No

Yes

Joint planning

No

No

No

Yes

Information exchange networks
Despite their name, information exchange networksare often characterized by the oneway dissemination of information—there is little interaction between participants.
Participation usually requires no more than being put on a mailing list to receive a

newsletter. A two-way flow occasionally develops whenindividuals on the mailinglist
provide itemsto the coordinator to pass on to others.
Information exchange networksusually have a simple structure. They are easyto start,

incurring minimalcosts. They can be highly specialized and relatively small.It is often
difficult to measure impact. Participation is open: anyone can easily subscribe to the
mailinglist.
Material exchange networks
Material exchange networks may be established to test crop germplasm or finished
varieties in different environments, or to coordinate the testing, manufacturing and
adaptation of agricultural machinery.
This type of network has a more complexstructure. Typically, it has an advisory body,
conducts training and organizes monitoring tours. Through international nurseries plant
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breeders can geta reading on the performance ofmaterials in a widerange ofenvironments.
Identical screening methodologies are used to enable results to be compared. The

coordinator often plays a strong role, disseminating thetrial materials and monitoring the
results. Information on results flows back to the nurseries so that they can decide on how

to continue the trials. These nurseries are mostly coordinated by the international
agricultural research centres because of the complex tasks of collating and disseminating
the results.
These networks can play an essential role in the international evaluation of research
products. They sometimes develop into collaborative research networks.

Scientific consultation networks
Scientific consultation networks are characterized by two-way communication.
Researchers meet at workshops and conferences to exchange ideas and to discuss
progress and problems. Their research is locally planned, and projects exist before
researchers enter the network. The methodologies used in these projects need not be

identical. Training is often an activity of scientific consultation networks.
These networks are easy to start because independentresearch projects already exist
and need no realignment. Sometimes the network is a clearing house for funding requests.
Scientific consultation networks often aim to become collaborative research networks,
but sometimes the needs of participants are sufficiently met through consultation.
Collaborative research networks

In collaborative research networks, research projects are jointly planned and carried out,
using a uniform methodology. However, existing research facilities are used.

Collaborative research networks are coordinated more tightly, and the roles of
participants are well defined. The network often has a steering committee, organizes
monitoring tours, workshops and meetings, and conducts training courses. The start of a

collaborative research network is often prepared by a founding document. Unified
research methods lead to the extrapolation ofresults.

A Conceptual Framework for Studying Network Effectiveness
A common misconception is that networks are not organizations. Networksare a form of
organization, albeit a less bureaucratic and hierarchical one than institutions such as
universities or corporations. The conceptual framework for studyingthe effectiveness of
networks is therefore built on elements from the literature on the management of

organizations. The frameworkhasfive major components: network guidance, management
of network resources, managementof networkactivities, managementskills and teamwork, and a network’s links with its external environment (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Conceptual framework for studying the effectiveness of a network

Clients/customers

Network
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N

Other
institutions

Management
Management of
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O Network components

OQO Extemal environment

Network guidance
Guiding values are principles and basic ideas shared by members of the network. In
agricultural research networks the values of the coordinating body often influence the

norms of behaviour and operational style of the network. Values may relate to, for
instance, an emphasis on a given region, on publishing in peer-reviewed journals, or on
assembling and sharing information.
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Leadership is importantfor networks because of their informal structure. Tasks of the
leader include setting a realistic research agenda, finding donors and motivating the

weaker participants. Theleader or coordinator is often elected. Being the coordinator of
a large network is often a full-time job. As a result, this person is frequently employed by

a member institution having the necessary office and research facilities.
The governance of a network is usually in the hands ofits advisory, steering or working
committee.It is the task of this committee to set priorities, oversee the implementation
of research and establish good relationships with the network leader.
The strategy of a network is the vision it has ofits future. A network strategy identifies
the common goal and a path by which to reach this goal. Strategic issues that need to be
addressed include how to organize the network, who are its clients, and how to manage

resources.
Management of network resources

Human resourcesare the most important asset ofa network. By human resources we mean
not only the leader at the core of the network but also the scientists who carry out the

network’s research. A network can develop its human resources through training
programmes to upgrade the skills of the researchers. Monitoring or study tours build
expertise and offeropportunities for researchers to discuss ideas and problems. Workshops
are another means of cementing the professional bonds between network collaborators.
These activities may promote the ‘rim effect’ of a network, whereby participants
collaborate with each other as well as with the network centre, or hub.
Financial resources need special attention as stable funding is extremely important.
Start-up funds usually come from one committed donor. Additional funds may subsequently

be needed to carry out networkactivities, but continuing dependenceon externalfunding
should be avoided if possible. Producingresults is the most effective way of generating

support.Itis therefore important thatnetwork membersregularly update their coordinators
on the progress of research. Members should also engage in sound financial planning.
Networkactivities need a pricetag,so that fund raisers can present a budget to prospective
donors.If financial systems are the samefor all members, it is easier for the network to

monitorits financial situation. Financial credibility is, ofcourse, an important consideration
for donors. If a large institution hosts the coordinating body ofthe network, funding gaps
are sometimes temporarily bridged by this institution by meansofa loan.
Physical resources, such aslaboratories, equipment andvehicles, are widely scattered,
although there may be a concentration of more sophisticated facilities for strategic
researchat the hub of the network. Membersneedto inform eachotherof their physical
resources and, in somecases, to persuade their employers to allow the network to use
them.
Information resources are shared by all network members, who have equal responsibility for acquiring, processing and distributing information. A newsletter is the most
common wayof disseminating information, including research results.
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Management of network activities
Operational plans are the means by which the network’s main direction is translated into
a set of specific activities. In a successful network, strategic and operational planning are
integrated with monitoring and control activities. Plans need to be realistic enough to
encourage participants in their work rather than demoralize them. In larger, more
complex networks, each network node may have its own plan, butthis should fit in with

the overall network plan.
Control systems are necessary to enable stakeholders to assess whether network
objectives are being achieved, and to allow the network as a whole to respond to its
changing environment. Review activities can be undertaken externally, for example by
donors, or internally, through monitoring tours, workshops, annual meetings and by the
governing body ofthe network. Each memberis usually subject also to local reviews, the
results of which can be shared with other members.
Coordination and communication structure

This may vary with each type of network. In information exchange networks, the hub
usually collates and processes information. Communication typically flows from the hub
to the network members. In other network types, peripheral communication links also
exist. In these cases, the hub may be elected and rotate among the members, providing
leadership training and sharing the task of administration. Whatever the communication
model, it should give all members equal access to decision-making and planning. Good
communication enhances decentralization of the network, but because it is voluntary it
depends on the motivation of the members.
Work processes include field work, testing, data collection, analysis and similar

activities.It is important that the network andits members identify the right processesfor
meeting specific objectives and implement them effectively.
Management skills and teamwork

These attributes are difficult to quantify yet essential for success. The management skills
required by network coordinators include being able to set the goals, plan work,
coordinate it, give direction, solve problems, review activities, provide feedback and
motivate communication. For good teamwork, a participatory team spirit is necessary.It

can be facilitated by an open organizational structure, clear operating procedures and
sensitive leadership. Cooperative activities can enhance team spirit.
External environment

Successful networks find ways of manipulating their environment to their benefit. The
major players in the network’s external environmentareas follows:
The clients of a network are those whose interests it is intended to serve. Theclients of
the networks operated by the international agricultural research centres, for example, are
national agricultural research systems. It is important for the network members to be
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aware oftheir clients’ needs. Regular contact can be established by, for instance, inviting
clientrepresentatives to network workshops.

Donors are interested in the overall impact of the network. They should be kept
informed regularly of its progress.

Hostinstitutions can provide or withold vital formsof support.It is important that host
institutions share network objectives and are kept informed of progress. Network
members should continually seek support for the network within their own institutions.
Policies of the host institution may pose problems for the network member(e.g. on

recruitmentofstaff, financial management).In this case network membersshould try to
adjust their own proceduresrather than changetheir host’s policies.
Otherinstitutions and networks should play a role in the network’s activities. The
strategic plan should explicitly recognizethe institutions with which the network expects
to collaborate and share responsibilities. Appropriate links can then be established.

Principles for Effective Management
Based onthevariousfacets of our conceptual model, a numberof principlesfor effective
network managementcan be distilled:
¢ Widely shared values

e Effective governance and policy-making structure
e Effective coordinator/leader
e Clear, well focused strategy

e Decentralized coordination and communication
e Sound, pragmatic work plans
e Effective review mechanisms
e Appropriate work processes

* Good system for recruiting and keeping networkstaff
e Stable and adequate funding

e Adequate physical resources
¢ Effective information managementand sharing

* Good links with clients
¢ Productive dialogue with donors

+ Healthy relationships with host institutions
e Effective ties with other networks and institutions
e Skilled research managers at the network nodes
e Effective teamwork among participants.

If these principles are adhered to, a simple and flexible network can offer highly
effective use ofexisting research capacity. No major investment has to be made, and there
is no painful dismantling oncethejob is done.If they function well, networks make better
use of existing information and help prevent redundancyin research.
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How Networks Develop
Each network has its own development path, which can be evolutionary, arising
spontaneously from changing needs and priorities, or which can be planned and set in
motion from the outset. A network’s development is particularly affected by two factors.
The first is its articulation, which can be defined as the type, methods and scope of

relationships that develop among partners in a network. Articulation becomes more
complex over time andtherefore needsto be planned. The secondfactoris differentiation,
which refersto the division of responsibilities and related tasks among network members.
This also becomes more complex over time. The more explicit articulation and
differentiation become,the higher the degree of formalization.
As networks evolve, they may changecategory (e.g. from a material exchange to a
scientific consultation network). This change often requires increased inputs, which need

to be anticipated well in advance,particularly where additional financingis involved.In
its development from small and new to more complex and mature, a network tendsto
becomeincreasingly decentralized.
Stages of development
Initiationis thefirst stage, in which a promoterorinstigatorplaysa catalytic role. Writing
a founding document and organizing an initial workshop can be key activities at this stage.
The investments in thinking and planning without tangible results are high during the
initial stage. It is therefore important that network founders are backed by their institutions.
Reasons forstarting a network can be to solve international or regional problems, and to
build institutional capacity in research.

Early growth is the second phase in the development of a network. Strong leadership
is essential to help generate momentum at this stage. The early dissemination ofresults
helps increase the confidence of participants and stakeholders. A growing network is a
learning environmentfor participants. In the early growth stage, thefirst steps towards
decentralization may be taken.
Maturity is characterized by well established articulation and differentiation. It is the
most productivestage ofa network's development. Itis also a potentially dangerous stage,
in that procedures and efficiency may no longer be questioned and members may fail to
keep abreast of new techniques. Annual meetings are therefore vital to rejuvenate the

network. Bureaucracy may be a pitfall at this stage, which may also be characterized by
coordinators’ relaxing their control, the emergence of sub-networks and the transfer of
leadership.
Dissolution of the network takes place when a problem is solved or recognized as
unsolvable. The broader a problem, the longer the likely lifespan of a network. Instead
of dissolving, however, a network may be transformed. Somequestions need to be asked
before transformation takes place. Has the network’s task been completed? If not, what
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remainsto be done? Arethere other opportunities for fruitful cooperation? What changes
in strategies and operations are necessary? If neither dissolution nor transformation take
place, the network may gradually die a natural death.

Principles for Success
Many principlesfor successful networking have been identified by various authors. We
summarize as follows:
* Problem widely shared. If a problem is recognized as a major one by many parties,

donors tend to be interested in funding a network on it, since the potential impactis great.
* Self-interest. Participants should directly benefit from networking activities. If
institutionsalso benefit, they are morelikely to support the participants and allow them
time and resourcesfor network activities.
* Participants involved in management. Participants should be involvedin establishing
priorities and planningresearch. Self-governance shouldbe stimulatedfrom the beginning.

* Clear definition of the problem. Withoutthis the network becomes unmanageable and
time is wasted as network members work on subjects that are not relevant.
+ Founding document. A baseline study that explores the scope of the problem and
identifies key participants is essential for scientific consultation and collaborative
research networks. Donors maybe willing to donate seed moneyfora feasibility study

that maylead to a network.
* Realistic research agenda.In a well functioning network, each participantis responsible for a piece of the research puzzle that accords with his or her capacities. Unrealistic
goals sap motivation.
¢ Flexibility. Networks needto be flexible to respondto changingresearch and farming

environments. They need self-criticism and periodic corrections.
* New ideas. These arevital to preventstagnation. Newideas can be generatedbylinking

with otherresearchinstitutions.
* Regular meetings. These fosterthe exchange of new ideas and techniques. Meetings are
especially important in multidisciplinary networks. However, if meetings are held too
frequently, they drain resources needed for research.

* Collaborators contributing resources. If participants contribute their own resources to
the researcheffort, this is a good indicatorof their commitment.Collaborators should not
be bought: prolonged and heavysubsidies are not a good idea.
* External funding. This is needed for coordination, travel, meetings, etc. Seed money
may be needed in the pre-network phase. Especially in developing countries, funding

facilitates travelling.
* Training. This isnecessary to upgradecapabilities and bridge gapsin expertise between
partners at thestart of a network, or between new and old members.
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e Stable membership. This promotes continuity and a collegial atmosphere. Valuable
timeis lost when a constant stream of new members haveto be informed of networking
procedures.
* Strongleadership. Dissatisfactionis less likely to occur whena leaderis elected rather

than imposed. If leadership changes too frequently, the network’s cohesion suffers.
However, when a network is matureit is easier to change leaders without disrupting
activities.

Problems and Remedies
Networking problemscan be classified into three groups.
Researchquality is one field where problems may occur. The network mayeither have

difficulties in acquiring and processingsufficientdata, or the quality of the data may be
inadequate. Causes could be communication difficulties, poor information management,
poor feedback (leading to lack of motivation), lack of trained scientists, shortages of
functioning equipment, communicationdifficulties betweenbiological and social scientists,
and so on. In the case ofvarietal trials, feedback problems canbe solved by prescreening
the trials and sending out preliminary reports after early feedback has been received. To
allow results to be compared,it is importantthat the different locationsshouldbe clearly
described. One problem that needsto be solved is that even descriptive methods vary.
Personnel problems may occur whenthereis a rapid turnoverof participants. Delay in
the appointmentof a successorcreates a lack of continuity. The successor maynotbe as

well motivated. This is especially dangerousin the early stages of a network. To remedy
personnel problems, the network mayneed to create better career prospects and more
attractive training programmes. Language may appear a problem in someinternational
networks, but where there is an atmosphere of mutual respect and methodology and

terminologyare clearly defined, language barriers can usually be overcome.
Institutional and bureaucratic problems often encountered are poor planning, unclear
agreements with governments, bad timing and coordination ofactivities, poor funding
arrangements (shortage or unevenflow of funds) and withdrawal of importantdonors. A
shortage of funding can be remedied by makingsure thatresults are delivered quickly.

This can be achieved through proper planning, combined with a clear goal and realistic
research agenda.If important donors suddenly withdraw, successful networks are able to

tap fundsto bridge gaps. These could be in the form ofloans.International centresare well
suited to acting as the hub of a network, because they often have greater financial
credibility and so can overdraw their accounts more easily. Financial risks can also be

remedied by pooling funds from several donors, although this maycreate a new level of
bureaucracy. Bad accounting may lead to financial problems. It can be caused by

differences in the accounting methodsof network members. Another reason may be that
membersdo not producereports on time, leading to a drawbackof funds.
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Other bureaucratic problems may be caused by governments, which may have different
research priorities to those of the network. On the other hand, networks can dominate or

manipulate national programmes. This happens especially when the need for a network
is expressed by a donorrather than by network participants.
Sometimes there is a gap between a network’s potential andits actual performance.
Alternatively, successful research results attract so many new projects and participants

that the network becomes unmanageable. Remedies for problems of this kind are
dissolution, splitting up, transforming or creating sub-networks.

Conclusions
Networking offers many benefits. It can link national research with regional and
international efforts. Itcan increase efficiency—moreresearchcanbe carried out at lower
cost. It can improve methodologies. Networks enhance interaction among scientists.
They upgradetheskills of the weakest links. When well managedthey cancreate trust,
confidence and collegial bonds. Most important, they can bring new insights and fresh
lines of inquiry, leading to the generation of new technologies. Network members
actively participate in the creation of technology instead of beingits passiverecipients.
In this case the technology is more likely to be relevant to national needs. Finally,

networking can strengthen the research capacity of participating institutions. Existing
knowledge anddata are moreefficiently used.
However, too many networks mayleadto the duplication of research and too much

competition fortoo little funding. In addition, weak national programmes may become
overloaded. Donors are partly to blame for the current overlap between different
networks, as they sometimes have special agendasin funding networks.
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Animal Traction Networks in Africa: Lessons

and Implications
Paul Starkey
Introduction
In many parts of the world, animal traction is an appropriate, affordable and sustainable
technology, requiring few external inputs. Work animals can be used to reduce drudgery

and intensify agricultural production, so raising living standards throughout rural
communities, benefiting men and women, young andold. Cattle, buffaloes, donkeys,
mules, horses, camels and other working animals can provide smallholder farmers with
vital powerfor crop cultivation and transport. Draught animals can also be used for other

activities, including water-raising, milling, logging, land-levelling and road construction.
In North Africa and the Nile valley, there has been a very longhistory ofanimaltraction.

A large number of draught animals, including oxen, cows, bulls, donkeys, mules, horses,
buffaloes and camels, have beenused forsoil tillage and transport. There has also been
a longtradition of using work animalsin parts of the Horn ofAfrica. In Ethiopia, which
has the highest population of draught animals in Africa, traditional cropping systems
almostinvariably involvethe use of the wooden maresha, whichis an ard ploughpulled
by a pair of work oxen. Pack donkeys and mules are also widely used in Ethiopia.
Elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa, animals have long been employed for transport by
certain pastoralists and traders, but animal-drawn implements have not been widely used
in traditional farming systems.
Animal traction for tillage and wheeled transport was introduced into sub-Saharan
Africa during the colonial period. Indeed, in most African countries it was pioneered

during the lifetime ofthe present elders. The technology,usually involving pairs of work
oxen and imported metal implements, spread slowly during thefirst half of this century.
There wasgreatvariation in adoptionrates, with fastest adoptionin areas with relatively
developed crop marketing systems,particularly for cotton and groundnuts.
During the 1960s and early 1970s animaltraction received relativelylittle attention

from newly independent governments.This wasa period when many people thoughtthat
the rapid tractorization recently seen in Europe and North America shouldalso take place
in African countries. Animal traction had dropped outof the curriculum in Europe, and
it was also often omitted in sub-Saharan Africa. A generation of agricultural students

graduated with little or no formaltraining relating to animal traction. These agriculturalists
were often rapidly promoted within ministries and research organizations and became

responsible for planning and implementingagricultural projects and programmes.
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By the late 1970s, higheroil prices, foreign exchange shortages and numerous failed
tractor schemes suggested that rapid motorization was not, after all, practicable. In
contrast, animal traction began to seem appropriate, affordable and sustainable. Research
suggested that animal traction could reduce drudgery and increase crop production
(mainly through area expansion), and that many social and economic benefits could arise
from the introduction of animal-drawn carts. Animal traction started to be seen in many
countries as a serious, but neglected, development option.
With the inflow of donor funds that followed the well publicized Sahelian droughts,
many donor-assisted projects were established in Africa to introduce (or re-introduce)
and/or conduct research on animal traction technologies. These projects tended to work
in isolation, unaware of each other. Many were oriented to solving technological
constraints, and ignored social and economic factors. Several experienced serious
problems because those implementing the project did not really understand all the
technical, social and economic implicationsof using animal traction (Sargent etal., 1981;
Munzinger, 1982; Starkey, 1986).

International Information Exchange
In 1982, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)of the United Nations convened
an expert consultation on animal traction. This concluded that improved information
exchange on draught power was extremely important (FAO,1982; 1984). As a follow-

up, FAO,in conjunctionwith the International Livestock Centre for Africa (ILCA), then
organized a series of missions to 12 African countries in 1983, 1984 and 1985 to
investigate the possibilities ofestablishing an animaltraction networkin Africa (Imboden
et al, 1983; Starkey and Goe, 1984; 1985).
The missions found that there was very little information exchange taking place

between animaltraction programmeswithin countries, let alonebetween countries. There
were far too many cases of projects, often only a short distance from each other,
‘reinventing the wheel’ (or redesigning an implement) in almosttotal isolation. The
missions concluded that a network wasnot only extremely desirable; it was also highly

feasible. There existed strong support for the idea both at project/institutional level and
in the national ministries. It was suggested that it might be mostpracticable if a network
were to be launched in WestAfrica, to be followed quickly by complementary initiatives
in Southern and Eastern Africa (Starkey and Goe, 1984; 1985).

The West Africa Network
Although the FAO/ILCAproposalshad stimulated interest in the creation of a network,
for various organizational andinstitutional reasons there was no immediate follow-up.
Rather,the practicalinitiative that led to the creation of the network was a small workshop
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organized in March 1985 by the Farming Systems Support Project (FSSP) of the
University of Florida. FSSP had identified animal traction as one area in which a farming
systemsperspective was desirable, and one meansby which crop andlivestock production
(which wereoften seen as separate in West Africa) could become more integrated. The
workshopwashosted by an animal traction project funded by the United States Agency
for International Development (USAID)in Togo.
For several anglophone and francophone countries this 1985 ‘networkshop’ was
probably the first time that people in West Africa had come together specifically to
discuss animaltraction technology andto review it from a farming systemsperspective.

The 30 participants highlighted technical, economic andinfrastructural constraints and
debated the preconditions for the successful developmentof animaltraction (Poats etal,

1986). They regarded the workshopas extremely useful, and resolved to hold a followup workshop which would allow further in-depth analysis of the issues and enable more
countries in West Africa to exchange information.
Asteering committee was elected, comprising representatives from the animal traction
programmesof five West African countries, a representative of the main resource
organization (University of Florida) and facilitating technical adviser. Thus the West
African Animal Traction Network (WAATN) was born. The committee metlater in 1985,
in The Gambia, and invited Sierra Leone to host the next ‘networkshop’. It also

recommended several activities to improve information exchange between countries and
with other networks. For example, two committee memberstook part in a study tour of
animal traction organizations in Nepal and Indonesia, and circulated a report on the
implications for programmesin West Africa (Starkey and Apetofia, 1986).
Workshopsand workshop methodology
Amongthe most prominentactivities of the West African network have been the major
workshops, organized every 2 years. In 1986 a workshop on Animal Powerin Farming

Systemswas held in Sierra Leone. This was attended by 73 people from 20 countries, with
34 papers written by 51 people active in animal traction being circulated and published
in the proceedings (Starkey and Ndiamé, 1988).
This was followed by a workshop on Animal Traction for Agricultural Development,

held in Senegal in 1988, which was attended by 78 people from 24 countries. Some 60
papers were published in the proceedings (Starkey and Faye, 1990).
In 1990, a third workshop,on Research for Developmentof Animal Traction, washeld
in Nigeria, and wasattended by 93 people from 19 countries. Circulated at this workshop

were 52 papers prepared by 75 people working in animal traction (Starkey, 1990a). The
proceedings are being edited for publication in association with ILCA.
Thus,to date, network workshopshave been attended by over 200 people. Furthermore,

the workshops havedirectly stimulated the preparation and publication of over 140
papers covering a wide variety of issues and experiences concerning animal traction in

different farming systemsandrelated research, developmentand policy implications.
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The workshops have proved extremely popular, andparticipants have considered them
interesting and professionally valuable. The evaluations conducted at the end of each

have allowed the organizers to learn which aspects have been most appreciated. All three
workshops have used the same general approach and methodology, with variations based

on local conditions and on the feedback from the previous evaluation.
The workshops have been well publicized in advance, with an open invitation to all
those working in the field of animal traction, in West Africa and elsewhere. This open

approach has encouraged a broad range of people to attend, and has been unlike the
‘closed’ international workshops more commonly organized in Africa, where attendance
is only by specific invitation to individuals or officially nominated representatives.
Although the invitation has been open, certain conditions have had to be met, including
the submission of a suitable paper. Furthermore, when too many people from the same
country have applied to attend, selections have had to be made based on quality of papers

and the needfor a suitable balance ofdifferent organizations anddisciplines.
Asaresultofthe open invitations, the workshops have been thoroughly multidisciplinary,

bringing together agricultural engineers, economists, animal scientists, agronomists,
sociologists and other professions. Furthermore, the participants have come from
different professional fields, with researchers, extensionists, administrators, producers
and donor representativesall closely interacting.
Although participants have received copies ofall the papers prepared, they have not
spent much time sitting through long sessions of paperpresentations (which people tend
to find tedious). Rather, there have been a few selected key papers, designed to stimulate

discussion.Informal discussion has also been stimulated by ‘networking announcements’,
in which people have had an opportunity to briefly summarize their work andinterests,

and the topics on which they would like to exchange information during the week.
Sometimesthese have led to special evening sessionsfor those with particular interests,

and these have led to subsequentcollaboration. For example, at the 1990 workshop in
Nigeria, participants from Eastern and Southern Africa met in one special session to

discuss the formation of an animal traction network for that region.
Without doubt, the most popular elements of each workshop have been the field visits.
People who have been to conferences where the field visits have involved large groups

slowly straggling aroundresearch sites may be surprised at this. The network field visits
appear to have been popular because they have consisted of small groups offive to eight

people from different countries, who have gone to villages to watch work animals in use
and to listen and talk to farmers. Such in-depth discussion with farmers is accepted as an
integral part of the farming systems approach, but has often been a new experience for
workshop participants. They have often felt free to ask farmers questions they would
never have dared to ask in their own countries, for fear that their juniors would laugh at
them. The small groups have also visited village blacksmiths. Some groups, returning

from the villages, have briefly visited project sites, research stations and implement
producers.
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In the day following thefield visits, the small groups have sat down to discuss in detail
their observations and findings, and to review specific themes highlighted in the key
papers. The groups have then reported back to all the other participants, in preparation for
open discussion on the issuesraised. The small group discussions have proved almost as

popular as the field visits.
The workshops have also provided an opportunity for a network business meeting, to
discuss plans for the network, and elect a new steering committee to supervise the
forthcoming programme.
Network publications
A further important elementof the workshops hasbeenthe publication ofthe proceedings
in an attractive format. Copies have been made available free-of-charge to people
working in Africa. As there are no specific animal traction journals, people have tended
to publish their experiences in the periodicals of their particular discipline, including
journals of anthropology, agricultural engineering, economics and animal science.
Unfortunately, even in countries blessed with well stocked libraries, these journals are
seldom read by their colleagues of different disciplinary backgrounds who are also

working with animal traction. In Africa, such specialized professional journals are only
rarely available to people actually engaged in animal traction research and development.

Publishing workshop papers in a single volume has thus provided useful and easily
accessible information for those working in this field. Furthermore, non-participants,
seeing such proceedings, have been encouraged to put their own experiences in writing
for subsequent workshops. To date three proceedings have been published (Poats et al,
1986; Starkey and Ndiamé, 1988; Starkey and Faye, 1990) and one is currently being
prepared.
The German Appropriate Technology Exchange (GATE) has also published a series
of other animal traction resource books based largely on the networking experience and
approach, including the Animal Traction Directory: Africa (Starkey, 1988a). ILCA has
published an animal traction bibliographic database, made possible through the same
networking approach (Starkey et al, 1991). These publications have been made available

free-of-charge to network members in Africa.
Other network activities

Between the main workshops described above, the network steering committee has met
once or twice a year, as far as possible each time in a different country. Asthese meetings
have been combined with field visits, they have been, in effect, small group study tours,
with mutually beneficial interactions between the committee members andrepresentatives
of the host country.
Otheractivities have been carried out collaboratively by two or more country programmes

or by the members of special interest groups. For example, in 1989 ILCA hosted a
planning workshop for WAATN membersspecifically interested in collaborative research.
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This was held to develop consistent research protocols for implementation in West
Africa. Theend result, once funding is obtained, should bea well coordinated collaborative
research programme (ILCA, 1990). The various experiments and projects will be

coordinated bya full-time animal traction networkingresearchscientist, based at ILCA’s
office in Kaduna, Nigeria. This researchscientist also represents ILCA on the network
steering committee.
Aswith all members of the network,the research coordinatoris free to communicate
directly with other members—afurtherillustrationof the open and informal nature of the
network.Similarly, visits and collaboration have been arranged between (for example)
Sierra Leone and Togo, Senegal and the Gambia, Guinea and Mali. Collaborative
research has also been arranged between (for example) the French Centre d’Etudeset
d’Expérimentation du Machinisme Agricole Tropical (CEEMAT) andnational research
groups in Senegal and Burkina Faso, and between GATE andSenegal. These activities

have been arranged directly between membersof the network, and may or may not have
been stimulated by contacts made during network workshops. They are considered to
come underthe network umbrella in that they involve collaboration between members,
with the information producedlikely to be reported in subsequent network workshops and
also diffused informally through other networking contacts.
Although there is no official network newsletter, one country, Togo, produces a
national animaltraction newsletter, Force Animale, whichit circulates to several other
network members (PROPTA, 1991). Other document exchange continueson an individualto-individual or organization-to-organization basis. Thus documents produced in Mali,
Sierra Leone, Togo and Senegal (for example) are now quite commonly found in other
countries in the region. This wasnotthe case 6 years ago, whenthe network was launched.

The Eastern and Southern Africa Network
In 1987, the Southern African Centre for Cooperation in Agricultural Research (SACCAR)
organized a regional animal traction workshop in Maputo, Mozambique.Atthis it was
resolved that a regional information-sharing network should be established under the

auspices of SACCAR (Namponya, 1988). For institutional and organizational reasons
there was no immediate follow-up to this, but several individuals from Eastern and

Southern Africa participated in animal traction workshopsorganized in 1988 (Senegal),
1989 (Indonesia) and 1990 (Scotland and Nigeria). On each occasion, the participants

from theregion affirmed that they should form their own animal traction network.
As directresult of the 1990 workshops, two separate networkinginitiatives in Eastern

and Southern Africa werestarted. For a few months they coexisted as parallel schemes,
but they came together in 1991. One wasinitiated by staff of Christian Mission Aid

(CMA), a non-government organization (NGO) based in Kenya. The other involved
animaltraction specialists based in Zambia and Zimbabwe.
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A valuable opportunity to launch the animal traction network for Eastern and Southern
Africa came in November1990.Thesetting was a regional course on planningintegrated

animal draught programmes, held at the Agricultural Engineering Training Centre
(AETC)ofthe Institute of Agricultural Engineering in Harare, Zimbabwe. The course
was arranged by AGROTEC (Programmeon Agricultural Operations Technologyfor
Smallholders in East and Southern Africa), a regional project of the United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP), funded by the Swedish International Development
Agency (SIDA). Duringthe course, there had been muchdiscussion about networking,

and the experienceof the WAATN had beenpresented. The course participants therefore
selected six people from different countries to form a committee to discuss organizational

details and prepare anaction plan for the new network. Representatives of AGROTEC,
the Gesellschaft fiir Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) and aconsultant resource person
were invited to join the committee. The decisions ofthis committee to launch the network

and organize a major workshop were endorsed by the final plenary session of the
AGROTECcourse (Kalisky, 1990).
Theprovisional steering committee of the new Animal Traction Network for Eastern
and Southern Africa (ATNESA) metagain in Zambia in April 1991 to discuss network
organization and to plan thefirst major open workshop. The chairman of the committee
had prepared a paperon possible waysof coordinating the network, and another member
had prepared draft statutes, based on those of WAATN.The committee decided to adopt
an informal system of network organization, based on national networkslinked through
a regional network steering committee.
This organizational strategy was due to be discussed at the first open workshop of

ATNESAto be held in Zambia in January 1992. The themeofthis first workshop was to
be ‘Improving animal traction technology’, and about 100 participants from 20 countries
were expected to attend. The workshopwas expected to follow the pattern established by

the West African network, with the emphasis onfield visits and small group discussions.
All participants were expected to prepare papers, which would be published in the

proceedings. Invited key papers were being prepared collaboratively, with authors in two
or more countries (or resource organizations) combining their experiencesprior to the
workshop. The workshop was also offered as a means whereby memberswith special
interests could meetto discuss their areas of concern. Amongthespecial interest groups
likely to meet were those concerned with gender issues, farming systems research,
animal-drawntransport, implement supply and distribution, the preparation of animal

traction manuals and the use of donkeys.

Network Typology
Both WAATN and ATNESAhaveevolved as semi-formal, regional networksthat focus
on animal traction issues. The networks are open to all persons and organizations
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sympathetic to their aims and objectives, whatevertheir discipline and whatevertheirrole
in animal traction development. Thusresearchers are members, but the networks are not
limited to research interests. Planners, extension workers, veterinarians and implement

manufacturers are all active members. The networks are open to government services,
NGOs, cooperatives and private companies. In principle farmers or farmers’ groups
could also be involved, but in practice farmers’ interests are represented by those

individuals and organizations working with, or for, farmers (directly or indirectly;

perfectly or imperfectly).
Both networks have concentrated on information exchange, which primarily benefits

network members. Nevertheless, both networks have had some external orientation and
have included the general promotion of animal traction within their network objectives.

Some Lessons
One clear lesson that emerges is that network activities are more important than formal
structures. Despite its lack of a formal secretariat, WAATN has been active for about 6

years, and it has much to show for its work. While network members agree thata strong,
active coordination unit would be highly desirable (and is in the process of establishment), the absence of this need not prevent a network from flourishing, provided the
members are themselves active.
Another important lesson is that keeping the network open and informal makes
communication channels morereliable and efficient. Naturally, national andinstitutional

protocols have beenrespected, but within suchlimitations network members have been
encouraged to correspond directly with their colleagues in other countries. Such direct
contact, combined with copying relevant correspondenceto interested parties, has proved
very effective.
Some network members have argued that all communications should be channelled
through a central secretariat and/or through focal points within each country or organization. However, practical experience has shown that both individuals and institutions
can suddenly change from being facilitators to being bottlenecks. Whatever the good

intentionsof nominated representatives, they can, with little or no warning, be promoted

to a different post, sent on study leave or incapacitated by illness or an accident. Within
national and international institutions, managements can changeorshift priorities, work
loads can suddenly increase,key staff may leave and budgets can suddenly be cut. In such
circumstances, network correspondence, having once beena priority, can be neglected.
This may notbe too critical if just one individual or organization is involved, but if
network membersrely on that focal point to disseminate information, several network
members maybe deprived.
Perhapsthe strongest feature of the two networksis that they are informal African

organizations. They did notarise from project documents ofdonors,nor were they created
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by any one institution. They have grown up through strong member interest and close
collaboration with a variety of donor organizations. The networks have received support

from several donors and international institutions, but they are not dependent on, nor
controlled by, any single one of these. Such arrangements should allow the networks to

survive the vicissitudes of policy and funding strategy of specific organizations. Multidonor support also reduces the risk of any one funding agency using its financial muscle
to impose its policies and priorities on the network.
To date, the networks have had no financial resources of their own. They have found
that sufficient funds can generally be generated for network activities that have clear

objectives, such as workshops and study tours. Often, when the networks have taken an
initiative and organized an activity, the costs of travel and participation have been largely

met by projects within the member countries.
At all the workshops held so far, the majority of participants have been funded from

sources (often donor-assisted projects) within their own countries, and not from the
central workshop budget. This makes workshop organization easier and cheaper, and
emphasizesthe user-supported natureof the networks. When applications for sponsorship

have been received by the committee organizing a workshop,it has often been possible
to put the applicant in touch with a sponsoring organization within his/her country,
thereby initiating useful and beneficial contacts.
In the past, the networks have received support from the FSSP, GTZ, GATE, ILCA,
AGROTEC,the International Development Research Centre (IDRC), the Technical
Centre for Agriculture and Rural Cooperation (CTA), the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture (IITA), Environmentand Developmentin the Third World (ENDA),
the Netherlands Directorate Generalfor International Cooperation (DGIS) and several
national organizations and projects within Africa.

Some Problems
The networks have also had problems. Postal services and telecommunications between
African countries can be slow and unreliable. Indeed, because intra-African

communicationsare often less well developed than Europe-Africalinks, the fact that the
Technical Advisor has had an office in Europe has frequently proved valuable in
facilitating liaison and information dissemination.
Air schedules and connections within Africa are such that committee members and
workshopparticipants can seldomall arrive and depart on the same day. Two oreventhree
days maybe needed for air travel between some countries. Thus attendance at a 3-day
meeting may require peopleto sacrifice a week from their work. Difficult air schedules
can significantly increase meeting costs, as provision has to be made for additional per

diem payments.
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During workshops and meetings network members can devote themselves fully to
network activities. In the enthusiasm of a workshop, participants find it easy to offer to
take on responsibilities. However, good intentions can remain just that when members
return to their families and to the day-to-day realities of their own demanding jobs.
Furthermore, not all membersinvolve themselves in national-level networking activities.
A combination of national and international networking is essential to maximize and

multiply the benefits of the networks.
Onepossible danger with any network is the tendency for it to become inbred—
familiarity tends to diminish the intensity of communication and the cut-and-thrust of
criticism on technical matters when colleagues meeteach other frequently. This pitfall

has largely been avoided by attracting many new people to each workshop—a policythat
has necessitated large workshops. If workshops were smallerin size, perhapsrestricted
tojust one or twoparticipants per country, the sameindividuals would tend to be involved

each time.
The steering committee of WAATN hasbeenfairly constant sinceits inception. This
has given valuable continuity and stability, but the limited turnover of committee
membershas restricted opportunities for fresh vision and new dynamism. To avoidthis,
the provisional ATNESA committee decided to recommend thatno ATNESA committee

member should serve for more than two terms.
It has proved very difficult to bring together all membersof the steering committee at
the sametime. For example, between October 1990 and December1991, there were three
meetings of the WAATN steering committee, but at none of them did the committee

membersfeel that they had enough members present to make binding decisions on the
future organization of the network. At each meeting, one or more people crucial to the

topic were unavoidably absent, dueto conflicting activities, communication difficulties,
travel problems,illness, political upheavals or other unforeseen circumstances.
Someresource organizations have tended to be ratherfickle, sometimes supporting the

networksstrongly, sometimes appearing cool. Such inconsistencies have occasionally
been broughtaboutby changinginstitutionalpolicies or by different budgetary situations
within the resource organization. At othertimes they have beenattributable to the whims
of individuals. Whateverthestated position of a resource organization, practical support

for the networks dependslargely on the enthusiasm (or otherwise) of one or more key
individuals within it. Whether ornot an activity is supported dependsto a large extent on
the prevailing work load, mood orself-interest of the contact person.
Networkorganization

The networks have been run on a voluntary basis, with no full-time staff. Whenactivities
such as workshops have had to be organized, or papers written and edited, the host
institutions have given permissionfor their staff to spend time on these jobs. However,

they have not reduced their other work loads, with the result that the individuals assigned
to the extra duties have often been quite stressed. The work of the Technical Advisorhas
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also been largely on a voluntary basis, supplemented by some short-term consultancy
assignments, provided by various sponsoring organizationsfor specific organizational or
editorial tasks.
To date, the networks have had no central budget or account. The day-to-day costs of
networking have been met by individualsor their parent organizations. Specific activities,
such as network committee meetings, study tours and workshops, have been funded by
one or more donors, and the organizers and participants have generally beenable to claim
relevant expenditures from the workshop account or from one of the sponsoring
organizations. Most activities have been organized on trust, with outlays made long

before the refund. This has placed considerable strain on some individuals and
organizations.
Institutionalization
While the currentinstitutional arrangements have worked, they have beenfar from ideal
and various proposals have been made to institutionalize the networks. The steering

committee ofWAATN has twice prepared ambitious project documents. These have had
budgets large enough to hire and house a full-time network coordinator (assumed to be

a West African with an international salary), equip a secretariat and provide operating
expenses. Donors have rejected these as being too expensive. One point madein jest—
but manya true word is spoken in jest—was that the animal traction network has operated
effectively for 5 years without a large budget, so this makesit difficult to justify a major
financial provision.
One donorhas offered to provide funds that would allow committee membersto take

time off their main jobs and work for a few months on specific network activities. This
creative proposal has been received with mixedfeelings, and it has been perceived as a
second-bestto full-time coordination.
Oneresource organization, ILCA, offered in 1988 to coordinate an animal traction

research networkfrom its headquarters in Addis Ababa. This was to be a formal research
network, drawing on the informal WAATN.A steering committee would have had
overall responsibilities for the network, but day-to-day coordination would have been
undertaken (and paid for) by ILCA (Goe, 1988). This offer was put to the general
assembly of WAATN,but waspolitely declined, mainly because offears of losing control
of the network to one memberinstitution with its own goals and priorities. People were
under the impression that international research centres had,in the past, used networks
to promote their owninterests rather than those of the network members. Furthermore,
international research centres had mandates limited to research, whereas WAATN
wished to ensure that its network continued to also serve the needs of those more
concerned with development, extension and implementproduction.
Negotiations were entered into to associate WAATN with the West African Farming
Research Network (WAFSRN). This had movedout ofan international research centre
(IITA), and had established an independentsecretariat in Ougadougou underthe umbrella
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ofthe Semi-Arid Food Grain Research and Development (SAFGRAD)programmeofthe
Organization of African Unity. Draft protocols of understanding were drawn up with both
WAFSRN and SAFGRAD.It was envisaged that WAATN would continueto operate as

a fully independent network, under SAFGRAD, sharing offices with WAFSRN.

The steering committee of WAFSRN subsequently decided that,if the animal traction
network wished to share WAFSRN facilities, it should become a sub-network of
WAEFRSN. The WAATN committee did not want to become a sub-committee, and was
worried lestits network be ‘swallowed up’ by WAFRSNandlose its identity built up over
the years.

ILCA subsequently offered to host the animaltraction network secretariatatits office
in Kaduna, Nigeria. Although the secretariat would be located at ILCA, network
independence was promised and the name could be retained; there was no need to downgrade to a sub-network.
A finaldecisionstill has to be taken, but after more than 2 years of negotiation WAATN
still does not havea full-time secretariat or network budget. Although discussions have
always been harmonious,there remain unresolved conflicts ofinterests: the network will

almostcertainly have to lose some of its independenceif it is to have a full-time
coordinator (or sub-coordinator).
Ascertaining the benefits
Whileall those associated with the networkscanpoint to the advantagesto individuals
and to programmesof improved knowledge and understanding,it is extremely difficult

to actually measure the benefits.
If one looksbackto the years of work wasted in the past on unsuitable technologies in
Africa (suchas wheeled toolcarriers, which were ‘perfected yet rejected’), one can see the

great potential for savings through networking (Starkey, 1988b). For example, one
project in West Africa spent about US$ 2 million attempting to introduce Asian water
buffaloes as work animalsin part of the Sahelian zone of WestAfrica (Starkey, 1990b).
This animal traction project (which wasplanned beforethe start of the network) lacked
a farming systemsorientation. Nor did it benefit from networking interactions with

colleagues familiar with other attempts to introduce exotic work animals into subSaharan Africa. In retrospect, it seems likely that the money allocated to this project
would have been better used hadthose responsible for planning and implementingit been
exposed to the experiences and perspectives of network members.
Other, more recent projects may well have been made morerelevant and productive
because those designing them havebeen able to learn from the networks.It is impossible

to know how manyprogrammesand projects have benefited, but someclear examplesof
networkinfluence can be documented.
An animaltraction project in Guinea servesto illustrate the genuineyet elusive nature
of the benefits. This project has notyet participated in any formal network activity such
as a workshop,butits leaders recently made use of someof the network publicationsto
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learn of, and then to contact, colleagues working in Mali, Senegal and Sierra Leone. This
led to a 3-week training visit in Mali, the testing of Senegalese and Sierra Leonean

implements in Guinea, detailed discussions on technical, economic and organizational
issues, and the acquisition by the project of documents on a wider range of topics.

Moreover, each contact led onto others:for example,the professionals in Mali were able
to discuss the experiences of their colleagues in Togo, whom they had met at a
networkshop.This project acknowledgesthat its contacts were madeas an indirect result

of the network’s activities and publications. Such information exchange would have been
virtually impossible a mere 5 years previously, simply because people were almost
completely unawareof each others’ activities. Asa result, the project implemented some
tried and tested approachesandso achievedin 2 years what in more normal circumstances
mightwell havetakenit 3 to 4 years (Starkey, 1991). Significant savingsin time and costs

were achieved through networking.
Whileall involved in the Guinea project believe they saved time and money, it would

be difficult to prove a cause-and-effect relationship, since so many other factors were
involved.It wouldalso be difficult to measurethe specific economic benefits, as the time

saved could not be quantified withouta control. Similarly, itis impossible to quantify the
benefits ofthe numeroussimilar exchangesthat are now taking place within (and beyond)
the region. While the value of networkingis reflected in the gains in knowledge and
project design, it will remain difficult to estimate the total benefits to the region.

Conclusions
There has been a hugeincreasein the exchangeofinformation on animaltraction in West
Africa in recent years, muchofit due,directly or indirectly, to the activities of WAATN.

Thereare also increasing numbers of examples of collaboration between programmes,

notably in areas of research, training and implement testing. ATNESA has started to
achieve similar benefits in Eastern and Southern Africa.
While the large general workshops are likely to remain popular for some time,
particularly among those for whom theyare a completely new experience,it is probable
that the networkswill place increasing emphasis on events for special interest groups. For
example, intensive seminars may be held for researchers working on similar topics(e.g.
the use of draught cows), or for developmentprojects involvedin similar work(e.g. the
use of animal traction for rice production), or for the many implement manufacturersin
the tworegions.Such activities may be arranged by a networksecretariat, or may continue
to be organized by one or more network members.
It is likely that the combination of member enthusiasm, open membership, flexible

communication channels and multi-donor support will ensure the continuingeffectiveness
of both networks. For the foreseeable future these networks should therefore be in a
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position to promote the development of animal traction as a low-cost technology for
increasing and sustaining the productivity of smallholder farming systems in Africa.
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Introduction
Starting in the mid-1960s, the international agricultural research centres produced
technologies that were to revolutionize agriculture worldwide. The new semi-dwarf crop

varieties they developed were designed to use higher levels of external inputs to produce
significantly increased yields. In addition, the new varieties were less sensitive to
photoperiod or day length, allowing faster maturation and hence double or triple
cropping. Although the introduction of modern high-yielding varieties (HYVs) has had

a major positive impact on the food economies of many developing countries, it has also
had some serious negative impacts on local natural resources and on the equitable
distribution of wealth and benefits. More intensive cropping has rapidly exhausted the
soil in many areas, leading to spiralling fertilizer use. Varietal uniformity among the
HYVs, though increasing resource use efficiency in technological packages, has also
made production more susceptible to climatic extremes and to attack by pests and
pathogens, leading to the ever-increasing application of pesticides.
Richer farmers in the better endowed areas have been best placed to shoulder the
increased input costs and thus benefit from theincreased yields, even though their profit
margins too have been gradually declining as increased inputs have been required to
produce the same yields.
Poor peasant farmers, who make up the majority of the developing world’s agricultural
population, have fared less well. In marginal upland areas the common species grown,
such as root crops and coarse grains, have yet to have their Green Revolution, although

higher-yielding varieties are now available for some crops. Those growing traditional
varieties ofrice and wheat haveoften been placed at a double disadvantage compared with
their richer neighbours: lower production which sells for a lower price per unit.
The failure of so many to benefit from the first Green Revolution was a clarion call for

asecond, a revolution not necessarily of technology but certainly ofattitudes—one which
turned upside down the conventional perspectives, philosophies and methods of the

agricultural development community. The second revolution, now under way, turns from
technology-driven developmentto farmer- or household-responsive development, from
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the supremacy of Western scientific thought to an adaptive logic which is sensitive to
skills, opportunities and constraints on the farm, in the market-place and amongst
consumeras well as producer households, from a short-sighted focus on productivity at
any cost to a more holistic long-term appreciation ofthe ‘user’ (the person or group that

will utilize the technology or managementpractice), the ‘non-user’ (the person or group
who maynothaveaccessto the technology butwill nevertheless be affected by its tse)
and the ‘used’ (the natural resources on which production depends).
UPWARD, the Users’ Perspective with Agricultural Research and Development
Network,is part of this second revolution, which has been building up steam overthe past
decade under such banners as Farming Systems Research, Farmer-back-to-Farmer,

FarmerFirst, Diagnosis and Design and FarmerParticipatory Research. These different
initiatives have increasingly insisted on the logic andethics ofinvolving,at the base and
in the beginning ofresearch and developmentinitiatives, those rural people mostfamiliar
with local needs and opportunities and with most to gain—and lose—from them.
Despite the many important reversals of thinking usheredin bythe client orientation.
of the second revolution, there remained a strong production focus and a determined
attachmentto ‘the farmer’—frequently the middle-aged male farmerat that—as the user-

participant of natural choice. A key element of the original proposal which launched
UPWARDwas thatin the vast majority ofagricultural enterprises in the developing world
it is not the individual male entrepreneur whichisthe principal social unit involved, but

the household, with its web of genderand otherrole divisions and relations. Households,
and complexagricultural systemsin general, involve interactions and interdependencies
along the food chain, linking production, conservation, distribution and consumption
activities. A narrow focus on production is potentially misleading under these circumstances. The presence of these different roles and relationships in the food system requires
us to broaden our concept of user and our approach to agricultural research.
In the new approach, indigenous knowledge and practices in different spheres of

production, processing and consumption are takenas starting points, to be understood and
built upon in a partnership between user and researcher. Through this partnership,
relevantresearch priorities and plans can be designed and interdisciplinary research and
development undertaken.

The Development of UPWARD
A paradoxical birth
UPWARD wasborn with a sweet potato in its mouth. Though more focused on a
philosophy thanacommodity, UPWARDwas fathered bythe International Potato Center
(CIP), whose mandate is to solve priority problemsthat limit potato and sweet potato

production and consumption in developing countries.
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Many of the international agricultural research centres are often referred to as
‘germplasm centres’ to highlight their production orientation and commodity focus.
Together with a stress on commodity production, some of the centres have also been
closely associated with the top-down,transfer-of-technology modelthat is said to be

dominantin internationaland national agricultural research thinking. Yetas early as the
late 1970s, CIP along with several other centres had recognized that there was moreto
the solution of the world’s food problems than high-yielding varieties. Post-harvest,
consumption and nutrition issues were beginning to be taken much more seriously.

Centres devotedto livestock research, policy and managementissues had been formed,
and a farming systems approach to research, includingthe social science disciplines, had
been widely adopted. These concernsled in turn to much closer working contact with

womenand with householdsasa whole,andto the realization that mostofthe target group
of production-oriented research so far had consisted of men. These were the internal

shafts of light whichled to the formation of the UPWARDproposalin the mid-1980s. Of
course, these recognitions reflected or refracted issues already well aired in the wider

world. The women’s movementwas already well established by the mid-1970s, while the
concept of a food system becamea radical analytical tool in Latin America during the
same decade.
The paradox of UPWARD’ link at birth with a commodity dissolves altogether when
one looksatthe cropitself. Sweet potato is one of the developing world’s most widely
distributed and versatile crops, adapting relatively easily to a range of cropping systems,

including those in marginalareas, often associated with very low levels ofexternal inputs
and frequently identified as a good candidate for diversifying and sustainably intensifying crop production systems.It is commonly foundas an alternative staple in upland
systems and homegardensaswell as a diversification crop in lowland systems. The bulk
and perishability of root crops and their vegetative reproduction raise a wholeseries of
questions and problems related to household storage, processing, marketing and the
maintenanceof planting material. S weet potatois also a nutritious crop, with a significant
production of edible protein and important quantities of micro-nutrients, and is thus
potentially important for improved household nutrition. Yet of all the major food crops,
sweet potato has probably received least research attention, perhaps because ofits low
status as a food.
Makinga good idea work
With funding secured from the Governmentof the Netherlands, UPWARDwas formally

launched in April 1990 in an inaugural meeting attended by actual and prospective
network members. The participants represented whatcould be called a cross-section of

the world of agricultural research and development. The bulk consisted of researchers
based atnational agricultural researchinstitutions, doing appliedor adaptive research(or
both) in the natural or social sciences. But there were also professors, research

administrators, representatives of non-governmentorganizations (NGOs) and funding
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agencies, and policy-makers. They came from all over Asia, bringing along their

distinctive cultural, as well as intellectual, orientations.
The inaugural conference activated the network. While Plucknett and Smith’s wellknownarticle of 1984 on networkingin international agricultural research emphasized
the need to safeguard the calibre of participants, UPWARD chose instead to bank more

on the promise and interest of researchers animated by the ideas aired during the
conference or drawn into the UPWARDorbit through links with those who had been

there. Througha willingness to support young researchers without any established track
record, UPWARDsought to encourage innovative research and new approaches to
agricultural problems, unhampered by mainstream premises and assumptions. As a
consequence, the network had, andstill has, a freshness aboutit thatis difficult to find
elsewhere.
During the inaugural conference,participants helped shape the general orientation of
UPWARD through working groups on organizational structure, research projects,
methods development, and training and information dissemination (UPWARD,1990).
Their deliberations and recommendationshelped guide the coordinating office, both in
reviewing research project proposals and developing a training programme.The guidelines relating to research retained considerableflexibility, so as to maximize innovation
and experimentation.

The inaugural workshopalso helped consolidate the coordinating office. UPWARD
activities were initiated by CIP through its senior agricultural anthropologist Robert

Rhoades, who becamethe founding coordinator. He established the office in Los Bafios,
the Philippines and hired the assistant coordinator and a small clerical staff shortly before
the inaugural conference, which they helped organize. A Dutch nutritionist was also
assigned to the office by the Dutch Governmentat about this time. A training assistant
from thelocal university joined towardsthe end of 1993 to help organize the workshops,
courses and training materials recommended by the conference. Finally, following a
recommendation of the conference working groups to seek input from senior Asian

scientists intoUPWARD’s orientation andresearchactivities, Dr. Gelia Castillo, Professor
of Rural Sociology at the University of the Philippines, who had already been involved
informally in the early stages of UPWARD, was formally brought in as a senior
consultant.
Following another proposal of the first conference’s working groups, a second
conference was convened in April 1991 to review research progress and bring together
young UPWARDresearchers and seasonedsocial and biophysical scientists (UPWARD,

1991). Working-groupsessionsheld during the conferenceclarified the overall mission
statement and the goals and priorities of the network’s four principal research areas:
production systems, genetic resources, marketing, processing and consumption, and

policy andinstitutional issues. Following subsequent review, policy and institutional
issues have now beenintegrated as key research aspects of the other three areas, rather
than being a separate researcharea.
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Networking a philosophy

One of UPWARD’searliest tasks wasto stimulate the diffusion of user-focused, food
systems-oriented research approaches within agricultural research and development

institutionsin Asia. To beginthis diffusion process,the nascent links developed through
the inaugural conference were activated through follow-up. Ideally, a developmentoriented networkis a set of mutually supporting, evenly weighted links between people

andinstitutions with commoninterests rather than a nucleated entity radiating outwards,
but acertain heavinessatthe centre is inevitable during the processofnetwork formation.
UPWARD therefore supported the developmentand spread of user-sensitive methods
not only by providing expertise from its coordinating office but also bysetting up

connections between experienced practitioners in onesetofinstitutions with actual or
potential UPWARDresearcherswithoutprevious experiencebasedin otherinstitutions.
The first event sponsored was a Philippines in-country training course for prospective
UPWARDproject leaders. The trainers were social scientists from metropolitan and
provincial universities and the UPWARDassistant coordinator. The trainees came
mostly from governmentresearchinstitutes and the technical departments ofprovincial

universities. A second,international training course on farm householddiagnostic skills

was led by the UPWARDcoordinator andstaff, drawing on support from the local
university. These initial courses aimed to ‘train trainers’ . Several participants subsequently

served as trainers in ‘echo seminars’ which they organized and UPWARDfunded in

differentparts of the Philippines, broadening existing network links and stimulating the
formulation of research proposals, as well as bringing new inquiries about joining the
network. The modifications which these echo-trainers introduced into the content and

format ofthe training events, to suit their problems and needs as wellasto reflect the
feedbackgiven to coordinating staff, has helped to improve subsequent workshops and
courses.
Throughfeedbackand direct observations,it is apparentthat the echo-seminar idea has
tremendouspotential for spreading approaches and methodsvery far andfast. Nevertheless
there is a need for ongoing support to ‘re-echo’ the messages amongthe sameparticipants
over time. We need to bear in mind that courses and seminarscreate a rather special

context, in which commongoals,joint activities and the resulting group spirit quickly

generate great enthusiasm. Once participants return to their habitual environment,

however, more conventional approaches to research—especially when practised by

superiors—can easily underminethat enthusiasm. Repeated modest coursesand continuing
contact are very much needed.
Network research
Sincethe aim ofthe methodology developmentdiscussed in the previoussectionis to help
break the mould of conventional research by equippingresearchers with greater sensitivity
to users, an eclectic strategy was adopted in the identification of researchers and in the
evaluation and acceptanceof proposalsduring the early stages of network development.
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Theresearchers are predominantly young, almost half of them women (Table 1), and
they are based in universities and extension services as well as in national agricultural
research institutions. There is a very wide disciplinary spread, fairly evenly distributed
between the socio-economic and the biophysical sciences (Table 2).
Table 1 Distribution of UPWARDresearchers by country

Country

Male

Female

Total

China

2

Indonesia

8

3

11

Nepal

3

3

6

Philippines

10

18

28*

Sri Lanka

3

1

4

Vietnam

2

1

3

28

26

54

Total

2

* Includes UPWARD’s Dutch Associate Expert and three visiting graduate researchers/thesis
candidates from the Netherlands.

Research proposals were solicited through personalcontacts and throughthedistribution
of flyers which described possible research areas, potential funding sources and the

structure of proposals. As already mentioned, the inaugural conference was thecatalyst
for the development of a Philippine research cadre and the funding of two multiple
activity projects. The methods training events werealso fertile grounds for project

development: of the 97 people who have attended, 56 have implemented or will
implement UPWARDprojects. Proposals have been evaluated by the coordinating
office, the senior consultant and the project leader of UPWARDresearch in the
Philippines. Depending on the type of proposal, additional opinions are sought from
specialists at the local university, CIP staff or, occasionally, researchers associated with
Wageningen Agricultural University, where an informal Dutch support group gives
information and other kinds of back-up to UPWARD. For UPWARD’s secondphase a
moresystematic form of proposal evaluation is envisaged, comparing different projects
using an interdisciplinary team of network membersand coordinatingoffice staff. Efforts
will be made to gauge the project’s potential to contribute to the network and to the
originatinginstitution. Attemptswill be madeto improve consultation with the proponents
of proposals which show promise and demonstrate empathy with a users’ perspective.
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Table 2 Disciplines involved in UPWARD’s research

Project

Social science

Biological science

China:
Potato production, consumption and
marketing in Zhejiang Province

Extension

Systems agronomy

Indonesia:
Farmers' perspectives on potato
technologies

Human ecology

Entomology,plant
pathology, agronomy

Sweet potato processing in West Java

Economics

Physiology, breeding,
post-harvest processing

Collection of land races and associated
indigenous knowledgein Irian Jaya

Socio-economics

Agronomy

Extension

Forestry

Extension

Soil science

Family resource

Environmental science

)

Nepal:
Sweet potato in Nepalese food systems
Importance of sweet potato in
household economy and consumption

disciplines

disciplines

Philippines:

Local adaptation of technology in
sweet potato production, distribution
and consumption (5 sub-projects)
Philippine sweet potato sub-system
projects (8 sub-projects)

management,
extension,sociology,
nutrition
Economics, extension,
tural sociology,
development
communication,
accounting

The role of sweetpotato in the diet of
pre-school children

Nutrition

Sweet potato consumption in two

Nutrition

villages in Cordillera
Farmers’ indigenous knowledge of

Rural sociology

sweetpotato production in the
Cordillera
Memory banking of indigenous

Anthropology, human

technologyassociated with traditional

ecology

cropvarieties
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Environmental science,

agronomy, horticulture,
entomology, weed
science, plantbreeding,
food technology
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Table 2 continued
:

Social science

Biological science

Indigenous knowledge of pests among
sweet potato users

Socio-economics

Entomology,virology,
weed science, plant
pathology

The Aetas world view of sweet potato
culture: guide to their resettlement and
rehabilitation

Cultural anthropology

Agronomy,plant
breeding

Market assessmentstudy for sweet
potato processed products

Human ecology, family
resource management

Agronomy

Needs and capability assessmentfor
sweetpotato industry development
among farm households

Human ecology

Agronomy

Knowledgesystemsanalysis of
sustainable agriculture in the Philippine
uplands

Development
communication

Breeding, agronomy,
forestry

Sweet potato home gardening
technology development

Socio-economics,
nutrition

Agronomy

Project

disciplines

disciplines

Philippines(cont.):

Collection of germplasm and associated
indigenous knowledgein Ifugao: a
preliminary study
Ethnographic video documentation of
upland farmers’ adoption of sweet
potato technologies

Environmental science

Development
communication

Sri Lanka:
Socio-economic and ethnobotanical

Economics, extension

Plant breeding

baseline study of sweet potatoes
Thailand:
Thai food habits and potential for sweet
potato processing

Home
economics/extension

Sweet potato production in Thailand

Home
economics/extension

Vietnam:
Sweet potato utilization in Vietnam
Development and diffusion of

Food technology
Food technology

processing technology for sweet potato
transparent noodle production
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Network researchers and network associates

Like many networks UPWARD quickly built up a hard core of active members close to
the hub, mostly consisting of the trainees turned trainers and of those receiving support
for research projects. This core has been predominantly Filipino but evenly spread across
genders and disciplines. NGO participation has so far been mainly indirect, through
university faculty.

When networks become closed systems they turn into cliques or in-groups, often
distancing themselves from broader national or regional decision-making processes.
UPWARD recognized the need for a dual orientation to develop human capacity
internally and influence research directions and public policy externally. Equally
important, it saw the need to maintain an open flow betweenthese two orientations. A sub-

network was therefore established consisting of a pool of friends, sympathizers and
opinion andpolicy-formers,principally in Asia butalso in otherparts of the world (Table
3). To energizethe links with these associates as well as with the network’s researchers,
informationis disseminated in several forms (Table 4). Notesfromthe Field, UPWARD’s
newsletter, describes network activities and research results and announcesplans and
recent library acquisitions. A recently launched working paperseries disseminates and

seeks comments onreports of selected research activities. A proceedingsseries publishes
the collected papers and discussions from meetings and workshops. In a network as

heterogeneous as UPWARDitis often difficult to achievethe brevity and standardization
required in proceedings. Nevertheless, through a combination of mutual respect and the
talents of participants, the two proceedings of the UPWARDannual conferences (1990
and 1991) already published manageda degree of coherence, whichit is hoped the three
workshop proceedingscurrently in preparation will build on.
Ina still broadereffort to influenceagricultural research and development, UPWARD
has helped sponsor international conferences on Asian farming systems and home
gardens, andhas supported the awardofprizes at such conferencesfor best papers with
regard to scholarship and the embodimentofa participative, user-sensitive philosophy.

Achievements and Limitations
In its progress from the seedsofan innovative idea within a forward-thinkingagricultural

research institution to its emergence in Asia as a fledgling network of researchers
dedicated to turning agricultural research upside down, UPWARD has somereal
achievements to its credit. It has helped to create a continuing dialogue between
international and national scientists, between natural andsocial scientists, and between
seasoned and youngresearchers. Workshops have exposed national technicians, natural

scientists, and more quantitatively oriented social scientists to alternative, ‘softer’
approachesto research on agricultural problems. At the sametime,social scientists have
acquired considerable technical knowledge through the participation of biophysical
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Table 3 Distribution of UPWARD network associates*
Region/country

No. of associates

Asia

141

Bangladesh

5

Pakistan
Bhutan

Philippines
China

43
3

Sri Lanka

11

India

20

Taiwan

1

Indonesia

15

Thailand

22

Nepal

10

Vietnam

6

Africa

10

Latin America

10

Europe and North America

56

Total

217

* Network associates are those people and institutions interested in the issues and activities with
which UPWARDis concerned, who receive the newsletters and other publications and who supply

news and literature from their own programmes.

scientists in workshops and particularly through their increasingly close contact with
sophisticated local users of technology. With increasing intensity of these types of
exchanges, research becomes more truly inter- rather than multidisciplinary. An

entomologist is currently leading an interdisciplinary team looking at the indigenous
classification of sweetpotato pests and how to manage them; an agronomist, with support
from the Health and Social Welfare Departments of the Philippines, is promoting pot

culture of sweet potato cuttings as a source of green vegetablesfor urban slum dwellers;
an anthropologist, with support from plant breeders,is designing ‘memory banks’ based
on farmers’ indigenous knowledge of traditional varieties, to complement gene banks.
Thankfully, UPWARD has been allowed considerable latitude in the development of
new links, especially in the search for new research areas, and this accounts for the
diversity of innovative projects now under way. Within the bounds set by donor and
auditor requirements, the organization of the network has remained quite simple, in terms
of the requirements placed on project proposals, funding arrangementsandthe size and

functioning of the coordinating office.
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Table 4 Distribution of UPWARDpublications, 1990-92

Number of copies
Publication
Asia

Rest of the world

Training of trainers

325

143

In-country manuals

323

129

First annual proceedings

202

98

78

172

Best paper award

137

68

Newsletters (3 issues)

656

539

Calendar

244

156

Methods manuals:

Second annual proceedings

Working papers 1-4

(in press)

However, if we are to characterize the network in terms of anthropological network
theory (Bott, 1971) or along the lines more practically laid out in the excellent paper by
Fernando (1989), UPWARDisstill a ‘loose-knit’ or ‘low-density’ network. Thatis to say,
most of the active links are with or through the centre (the coordinating office). As
mentioned earlier, all networks can expect to have a ‘heavy’ centre to begin with, but

understandingthe nature of this ‘heaviness’ can help to transform the networkinto a more
participative entity (Figure 1).
Although UPWARDnetwork members share many commoninterests, these are in
mostcaseslatent at present, remaining to be fully expressed and developed. There is an
especially low level of communication between network researchers and network

associates. Furthermore, communications are still too frequently one-way, from the
centre. Onereasonforthis is the funding role performed by UPWARD,which accounts
fora very large share of the communicationstraffic. But the main reasonis the continuing

attempts to build and consolidate from the coordinating office. This brings to mind the
image of a centre andits ‘satellites’, a closed system which, unless transformed, could
lead to entropy and marginalization. Networks must be open, and techniques need to be
identified which support such openness.
Geographically, the network is heavily weighted towards Filipino researchers and

associates, a tendency mainly attributable to the influence of the coordinating office.
Thoughit is entirely reasonable for a newly established networkto begin by forging links
close to home,there is a clear need to redress the geographical balance in subsequent
phases.
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Figure 1 Current links of UPWARD
European, North
American, Latin
American and
… African associates

Legend
— — — Associate linkages
—— Researchlinkages

@ UPWARD Coordinating
Office

Perhaps a moreseriousbarrier to the long-term institutionalization of the ideas and
approach of UPWARDisthefact that most network membersarestill individuals rather
than institutions. Again, the reasonsfor this are clear. UPWARD’s early priority was to

identify new blood in the research and extension systemsof the region andto break free
from the conventional institutional and bureaucratic structures which dominate commodity
research. Research support to university teachers and other researchers hasoften led to
de facto agreements with their institutions. However, these need to be more formally
established to facilitate greater acceptance and diffusion of the approach.

Looking Ahead: Towards a Denser Network
Someofthe needs expressedin the preceding section are already being addressed. Many
informal contacts with institutions have been firmed up andthe institutionandits library

are now the recipients of UPWARDpublications as well as, or instead,of the individual
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researcher. The range of institutions with which UPWARD is linked is also being
broadened, with special emphasis on NGOs,both through informal contacts and cooperation
and through the funding of NGO projects.
Several initiatives are planned for the second phase, to speed up the transformation of

UPWARD towards a denser, more tightly knit network (Figure 2). To redress the
geographical imbalance, a more equitabledistribution of projects is planned. At the same
time the networkwill aim to develop autonomouslinks, betweenresearchersin particular
localities, regions or countries. This will involve the initial UPWARD network member
acting as a kind of ‘animator’ (Fernando, 1989)in his or her area, especially linking
colleagues and senior staff to the rest of the network. Where two or more network

membersreside in the same region or country, this helps both the network and the
institutionalization ofa user’s perspective. The support of new research projects will be
partly guided by the importantcriterion of establishing a critical mass of network

members by building these autonomouslinks.
Figure 2 Future links of UPWARD

Legend
~@-e Intra-country network
linkages
4 Subject matter-consortia

European

linkages

associates

O©-O Associate-researcher and
associate-subject matter
consortia linkages
@ UPWARD Coordinating
Office
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To further stimulate horizontal links across the Asian region, UPWARD will facilitate

the establishment and functioning of sub-groupsor subject matter consortia on specific
topics, such as gender issues or livestock-crop interactions. One such consortium, on user
perspectives in genetic resources research, has already been established through an
international workshop.It links Asian researchers with funding and research institutes in
the North.

Onesetof network associates of particular importance is knownas ‘the Dutch Support
Group’. Thisis an interdisciplinary group of faculty from Wageningen University whose
role is to provideinputs onresearchactivities and directions, to offer support in the area
of methodologyand, in somecases, to participate in training events. Using modest funds
now available from the Dutch Government, an importantrole of this group’s members
in the future will be to support the subject matter consortia appropriate to their area of
specialization.
Networksare open systemsandare therefore subject to myriad influences in the way
they develop. Thisis as it should be. UPWARD’s aim is to catalyze the expansion of
autonomous research and developmentcapacity andactivities within the framework of
a participative, user-focused philosophy. We hope to achieve this by providing modest
funding, stimulating the flow of information, supporting workshops on methods and
approachesand,finally, disseminating the goodwill and the shared belief that, through
connecting in these ways, we can makea difference.
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PART FIVE
Support Organizations

Research Networks: Evolution and Evaluation

from a Donor’s Perspective
Terry Smutylo and Saidou Koala
Introduction
There is general agreementtoday on the importanceofagricultural research in economic
and social development. Nevertheless, agricultural research continues to receive low
priority in the allocation of financial resources by governments.In this climate, agricultural research organizations mustnot only be efficient but be seen to be so. They must

demonstrate the value of their work. They mustbe ableto prove in facts and figures that
they are adequately repaying the societiesthat invest in them. According to Gastal (1987),
any possible meansof increasing observable benefits at lower cost should be pursued.

Research networks are such a means. Such networksare playing an increasingly key role
in the coordination of international efforts to develop improved technologies for food

production, especially for small-scale farmers.
An agricultural research network can be defined as a voluntary association of research

organizations with sufficient common objectives to be willing to adjust their research
programmesto, and invest resources in, associated activities in the belief that they will

thereby meet their objectives more efficiently than if conducting their research alone
(Banta, 1982). In setting up a network, three basic functions are typically required. A
planning function brings agreementon the objectives of the network andthe relative
priority to be attached to them; a cooperation function allocates resourcesto the activities
required to meet the objectives; and a coordination function organizes the activities of the
participants to achieve the objectivesefficiently.
This paper reviewsthe involvementof the International Development Research Centre

(IDRC)of Canada in network support. Using data from informal and formal evaluations,
it also assesses the performance of these networksand presents the lessons learned.

Evolution of IDRC Support
The majority of IDRC-funded networks have evolved from individual projects in

different countries. Often a prerequisite to network formation, these early project
experiences helped determine the degree of commoninterests and problems among
participating countries. Awarenessof shared problemsenables the new network to reach
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agreement on objectives and priorities, allocate resources, assign responsiblities and

organize activities cost-effectively.
Thus, IDRC has emphasized networks as a means oflinking scientists working on

similar problems in different countries rather than as mechanisms to foster or fund
research in countries. It is an approach which has given IDRCa greatdeal offlexibility
in responding to the expressed needs of developing country scientists as well as to fiscal

pressures at home to deliver better technical and material support while reducing
overheads.
Network members share information, technologies and methods, poolingtheir efforts

to solve problems of mutual concern. Over the years, both participants and evaluators
have found the networks supported by IDRC to be effective in generating and sharing
knowledge about development, and IDRC has come to see networking as indispensable
in the pursuit of efficient scientific research and technology adaptation. Involvement with
networks has grown from an average of 13 network projects per year in the 1970s (9%
of annual appropriations) to 79 networks and/or network projects per year in the 1980s
(24% of annual appropriations).

Types of Network Supported
In general, the way networks are classified depends on the purpose of the classification.
Those interested in dynamics haveclassified networks according to the level ofintegration
of the different actors (Banta, 1982); others have classified them on the basis of
commodity, production system or discipline (Faris, 1991). A widely reportedclassification
(World Bank, 1987; Faris and Ker,1988; Faris, 1991; Valverde, 1988) is the one proposed
to the Special Program for African Agricultural Research (SPAAR)by Ralph Cummings
Jr. and Calvin Martin (SPAAR, 1987). Based onthe level of research in the network and
the degree of collaboration used to plan and conductresearch, this typology is further

described in the paper by Plucknett et al in this book (p.187).
IDRC is currently using a classification based on what is exchanged relative to
particular development problemsorneeds. Accordingto thisclassification itis supporting

four basic types of network:
+ Horizontal networkslinkinginstitutions with similar interests working in the same or
a related field.
* Vertical networksofinstitutions working ondifferent aspects of the same problem or
on different butinterrelated problems.
° Information networksproviding centralized information services to members and other

users, enabling them to exchange information as needed; and
* Training networks, which provide training and supervisory services to participants

working independently in their own research areas.
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Acrossthese four general categoriesthere is wide variation. Networks evolve according
to members’ needs, the resourcesavailable and the kindsof contact established. Mostof

the early agricultural networking fostered by IDRC was a responseto the isolation faced
by developing-country scientists in the 1970s and to the need for critical masses of
scientific effort if progress was to be made. Manyof these networksstarted as informal

groupings following workshopsor conferences, moving to more formal associations with
resources for coordinationor a secretariat, as commoninterests and agreements to share
resources were established. A few formed a nucleus around which a new commodity
researchinstitute crystallized.

Patterns of Support
Between 1970 and 1991 IDRC invested close to C$ 242 million in network-related

projects. Someof this went directly to the creation and coordination of networks; some
funded research by network members. Figure 1 shows these expenditures by year for the

period. Looking at distribution by sector, agriculture clearly led the way in the use of
research networks. Sixty-two percent of network-related funding was for agricultural

sciences, 12% for social sciences, 12% for information sciences, 11% for health sciences
and 3% for earth and engineering sciences (Figure 2). The geographical distribution of
IDRC-supported network projects is shown in Figure 3. Latin America has been by far
the most active region, with 39% ofthe projects, followed by Africa, with 28%. Network
activity in Asia and the Pacific has been the lowest over the 20-year period, but has

increased significantly over the past 2 years. Global networks are those which include
morethan oneofthese regions.
IDRC’s substantial experience with networks, some of which has been formally
documented in evaluations and staff papers, has led it to recognize networks as an
important way of organizing resources for development-related research. In particular,

the viability and usefulness of networks have increasingly benefited from enhanced
access to new information technology. Yet there remain a number of concerns about
networks which need to be addressed as we adapt this mechanism to present and future
needs. Weare approaching ‘network overload’ in some subjects and geographicalareas.
Donorcoordination,itself a form of networking, is often weak. It is not easy to recognize
and foster the appropriate conditionsfor network formulation, sustainability ofdissolution,

or to ensure that network resources are used efficiently and effectively. The tools needed
to measure network performance are not well developed. There are relatively few

multidisciplinary networks which operate effectively. Network links with national
research and development systems are often weak. One way of bringing about
improvements in efficiencyis to study different experiences across countries, regions and

subject areas. Through these studies principles for the design and management of
networks can be deducted, and then applied to individual networks.
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Figure 1 Numberand funding level of network projects supported by IDRC, 1970-91
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Examples of IDRC-supported Networks
The following examples show how some IDRC-supported networks were formed and
have evolved.
Oilseeds network
Oils andfats are essential components of the human diet. Nutritionists recommendthat
about 20% of energy requirements come from oils and fats, which are concentrated forms
of energy allowingefficient utilization offat-soluble vitamins. Requirements for energy
vary with age, weight and the level of physical exertion, but an average adult requires a

minimum of about 55 g of oil or fat per day, or 20 kg per annum.
In many developing countries average consumption is much lower than this, often
varying from 1 to 10 kg per annum. Low oilseed production is thus a major cause of the
protein-energy malnutrition which affects enormous numbers ofpeoplein these countries.

Since the late 1970s, IDRC has supported oil crop improvementprojects in China,
India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Pakistan, Mozambique, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Sudan and Egypt.
These projects have included work on groundnut, brassica, sesame, sunflower, safflower,

linseed, niger seed and castor. Among these commodities, only groundnut has been the
responsibility of an international agricultural research centre, namely the International
Crops ResearchInstitute for the Semi-arid Tropics (ICRISAT).
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As a group the oilseed crops are important, but individually most are neglected minor
crops. Pulling them together through a network provided a substantial intellectual

impetus to research and the necessary basis for the more cost-effective use of research
resources.
IDRC support has beencritical in focusing research attention on these crops, particularly
in South Asia and Eastern and Southern Africa, where the crops are grown both for home
consumption and as a source of cash income, often by very poor people. The networking
approachhas beenparticularly importantin strengthening links among oil cropresearchers
in Canada, Asia and Eastern and Southern Africa, and between stronger and weaker
programmes working on the samecrop. The absenceof an international agricultural
research centre with responsibilities for most of the crops involved has made network
activities moredifficult to plan and backstop, but has also heightened their importance.
West African Farming Systems Research Network
This network emerged from the perception that farming systems research (FSR) had
considerable potential for improving small-scale farming in West Africa, where severe
problems were seen to be associated with the breakdownof existing farming systems
caused byincreasing population pressure on the land (Koala and Banta, 1989).
The West African Farming Systems Research Network (WAFSRN) evolved from a
professional society formedbyscientists. Its primary objective wasto assist national
practitioners seeking to improvetheir farming systems approachto agricultural research
Figure 2 Percentage network project appropriations to different scientific sectors, 1971-91
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Figure 3 Percentage network project appropriations by region, 1970-91
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and development. The network fostered the exchange of relevant experience among
researchers, collected information and made it available to members, and promoted
training programmes in FSR methodology.
The provision of a full-time coordinator and support services proved critical in

stimulating theinterest andfacilitating theinteraction among participants necessary for
effective networking. These were strengthened further by technical and administrative
inputs from the Semi-arid Food Grain Research and Development (SAFGRAD)project.
East and Southern Africa Rootcrop Research Network
Cassava and sweetpotatoesare important staple foods and cash cropsfor manyof the 200.
million or more people wholive in Eastern and Southern Africa. They provide food

security against famine andpolitical disturbance for many of the poorest of the poor in
these countries (Ker, 1989).
Originally, IDRC supported the root crop research programmesof national agricultural
research systems in individual countries. Thefirst studies introduced, tested, evaluated

and disseminated improved disease- and pest-resistantvarieties of different root crops.
The East and Southern Africa Rootcrop Research Network (ESARRN), which now
numbers 12 countries, was theninitiated to link and strengthenthese national programmes.
Additional support was provided for biological pest control through the Commonwealth
Institute of Biological Control (CIBC). The United States Agency for International

Development (USAID) began supporting the network a few months after IDRC. The
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network was administered through the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA), which provided additional support and an IITAscientist as network coordinator.
ESSARN is an example of a horizontal network supported by more than one donor
agencythatis linking institutions with similar interests working on the same crops.
Latin American Aquaculture Network

Aquaculture development in Latin America has been promoted since the early 1980s
through a number of IDRC projects in Brazil, Colombia, Panama, Peru, Chile and
Ecuador(Buzeta, 1989).

Aquaculture has been recognized by all Latin American countries as an important
productionalternative, contributing to local protein suppliesas well as to cash incomefor
poorpeople.

The needto establish coordinating mechanismsto promote regional cooperation and
strengthen national scientific and technological capacities has been stressed at several
international meetings held to analyze aquaculture development in the past 15 years
(Buzeta, 1989). In consequence a network has now been initiated with the general
objective ofcontributingto the research, planning and training capacities ofthe participating
aquaculture centres.

An important feature of this network is its focus on strengthening the technology
transfer capability ofaquaculture centres,through training and information exchange. To
facilitate the exchange of information between researchers and producers, integrated
planning/action groups were formed at the community level (Davy, personal

communication)involving producers, researchers andrepresentatives ofgovernment and
non-government organizations, who together carried out the project’s research and

developmentactivities.
The Latin American Aquaculture Network (LAAN)provides an example of a network
seeking to involve end usersin the research and developmentprocess. By involving the
producers from the outset the project hoped to make them feel a greater sense of

ownership of the technology developed, thereby facilitating technology transfer.

Need for Monitoring and Evaluation
Networkshaveproliferated over the years, as participants and donors have cometo see
them as a meansof achieving more cost-effective use of resources, a more innovative
approach to research, greater chances of impact and enhanced capacity building and
institutional development. Various publications have discussed these benefits and the
principles for successful networking (Faris, 1991; Plucknett et al, 1990). However,
networks do not alwayslive up to the expectations of their members. Monitoring and

evaluation are essential, both to improveindividual networking and tocompare experiences
and disseminate managementlessons more widely.
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Unfortunately, currentliterature on networks reveals little information on the methods
available for evaluating them. The most significant contributions are from Valverde
(1988) and Faris (1991), both dealing with internal (monitoring) and external evaluations.

Internal evaluation (monitoring)
It should be the responsibility of every networkto evaluate its own activities, to identify
and build on strengths and deal with problemsas they evolve, before they becomeserious.
Amongthe manypossibleinternal evaluation methods, Faris (1991) has suggested four
thatare effective, involving coordinators, steering committees, network-wide workshops
and monitoringtours.
Centralized coordination is a key to good network management. The coordinator’s job
is to supply technical and moral support to the national programmes,to help establish
effective operational procedures(technically, financially and administratively), to act as
a communicationslink among the membersandas a buffer between conflicting national
programmeinterests, to organize networkactivities, and to provide leadership. In his or
herdaily dealings involving theseactivities, the coordinator also monitors and evaluates
operations, building on successes and checking for potential problems.

A steering committee has a monitoring and evaluating role more formalthan thatof the
coordinator, often dealing with the same issues, but as they affect policy or strategy for
the network as a whole.
IDRC’s experience suggests that workshops and the publication of workshop proceedings can be effective as evaluation mechanisms, provided they are organized with good
representation of the membership and periodically review the network’s goals, mandate

and objectives as well as its researchpriorities.
Monitoring visits by the coordinator, selected membersor donor’s representatives may

be considered as a form of internal evaluation and can be a good way of identifying
problems. The assessmentcriteria to be used during suchvisits will depend on the goals

ortheinterests of the visitors. Donors, for example, may wantto know how the network
has increasedthe cost-effectiveness of research, and mayask coordinators or evaluators
to report on this. Thus the borderline between coordinating networks and monitoring

them sometimes becomesblurred. The monitoringrole of IDRC programmeofficers has
been adapted tofit the particular coordination mechanismused.Staff with a keen personal

interest in a network’sarea of research may becomeheavily involvedin coordination as
well as monitoring. More formal external donor evaluations usually include questions
assessing the monitoring and coordination functions.
External evaluations
External evaluation is useful for providing network members and organizers with data on
programmeoperations and impact compared with initial objectives. The expectation is
that, by injecting newinsights into network managementandparticipation, performance

will be enhanced. However, acceptanceof evaluationfindingsis a keyto their being used
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to make improvements. A major strength of internal evaluations is that network
participants are involved in assessing their ownactivities. Allowing them to participate
in external evaluationsas well makesit more likely that the findingsof the evaluation will
be accepted.

The most comprehensive method for evaluating networks published to date is the one
proposed by Valverde (1988) and reviewed by Faris (1991). It aims to identify and

analyze the key constraints and elements that influence the execution of agricultural
research network programmes. Througha systematic analysis of network elements, the

method enablesa list of weaknesses, strengths, threats and opportunities to be generated,
leading to recommendationsfor appropriate adjustments. The Valverde method relies on
both informal and formal data collection, varies according to the nature and type of
network, and encompasses the assessmentof biological research activities, regional
exchangeactivities, and network management.

Evaluation Findings
Evaluations have been completed for 15 IDRC-supported networkssince 1982. Each was
undertaken to respondto particular information needs and addressesissuesof significance
to the network in question at the time. Although they were not designed to contribute to

an overview of the lessons learned about networks, by comparing and synthesizing
information from these evaluationsit is possible to draw conclusions regarding their
planning, organization and management. In addition, it is possible to examine how
different types of network function—whetherthey have distinctive benefits, and their
effects on the participants.
The 15 networks encompass three basic types of activity: research (9 networks),
information exchange (3 networks) and technology transfer (3 networks). Research
networks were designed to conduct basic or applied research on various topics, and

involved universities, government and/or non-governmentorganizations. Information
networks focus on establishing systems to manage and/or analyze and exchange data,
including the provision of bibliographic information which mayor may not have been

computerized. Technologytransfer networks engagein the assessment and dissemination
of improved technologies and technical skills. The networksrangedin age from less than
1 year to 12 years old at the time ofevaluation. Some werespecific to aregion; others were

global. Different disciplines were included ineach. Table 1 provides the salient information
on each network.
All of these evaluations were ex-post, in that they werestarted after the networks had
begunoperating. They were designed to provide informationof importanceto the specific

network and therefore covered widely different issues. As a result it is difficult to
aggregate or synthesize their findings. However, one can extract a numberof useful

lessons for improving network operations.
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Table 1 Data on networks evaluated by IDRC
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Viability
External resources are usually required to set up and coordinate networkactivities. In
providing such support, donor agencies should recognize that a long-term funding
commitmentis required. Whateverthe intentions of donor agencies with regard to the

amount and duration of funding, the time period for which funding will be made available
should be stated at the outset. This point was emphasized in half the evaluations. A fairly
long time is needed to plan for the cessation of external support.
Many networks will be unable to maintain themselves financially without being
offered at least some external support. While most networks have been able to attract
external funding, only the technology transfer and information networks had generated
what mayproveto be more sustainablesourcesof financial assistance from participating

organizations, clients and/or governments. As one might expect, these networksdid not
feel an urgent need to anticipate the cessation of donor funding, whereas the research
networkswerevery sensitive to the issue of planningfor the withdrawal of IDRC support

in the future.
Adaptability
An important issue highlighted by the evaluationsis the relationship between network
coordination, control and ownership, and the degree of adaptability and responsiveness
required by the network.Ineffective leadership and/or coordination, when combined with

little or no local sense of ownership,tendsto result in a network that doesnot adapt well
to changing circumstancesandis unresponsiveto the needsof its members. The reverse
is also true. Two evaluationsserveto illustrate this point.
Thefirst concerns the Agricultural Information Bank of Asia (AIBA). Initially there

waspoorleadership within the network, evidencedby ‘insufficient assistance from the
regional centre to the national centres’. There wasalso a feeling on the part of the national

centres that they were not “full and formal partners in policy making’. In other words they
lacked a sense of control or ownership over the network at the local level. These two
factors have led to the “inability of the regional centre to adapt to the ever-changing
situation of the national centres, which have developedfast’.
In contrast, in the case of the Latin American Aquaculture Network (LAAN), “the role

of the regional network coordinator in providing advice to research institutions and
government policy-makers was seen as a majorstrength ofthe regional network’. At the
national level, the Colombian work group took ownership of the agenda and began setting
their own goals. The combination of strong network coordination and strong local

ownership made the members feel thatit provided appropriate information and a basis for
action which suited their needs.
Information exchange
The advent of a network is often a response to the need to improve the exchange and

dissemination ofinformation (Akhtar, 1990). An important implication ofthis is the need
to gear information dissemination to the needs of users, and to make them aware ofthe
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services available. From the evaluation data it appears that, ironically, the information
and technology transfer networks were weak in disseminating internally derived

information. They also appear to have had difficulty recognizing the information and
service needs oftheir end users. This discrepancy requiresfurther study, given thatthese
networkstend to be more user-oriented than research networks, whichdirect their outputs

mainly to other researchersand research institutions. The target groups of information
disseminationin the different types of network are presented in Table2.

Networksalso serve to establish additional links between network membersand other
national, regional or international organizations. These include connections between
researchers who havepreviously had little or no contact with each other, and between

institutions and governmentor non-governmentagencies. TechnonetAsia (TA)has been

particularly successful in establishing links, as noted by the evaluation:
Over the years, TA has developed active cooperation with many international organizations; apart from IDRCits parent, and CIDAits other principal donor, TA has now
cooperation with more than 60 international bodies; this cooperation ranges from simple
information and personnel exchangesto elaborate joint venture projects (Jarmai, 1982).

The technology transfer networks have been the most successful in establishing

contacts between individual researchers, while the research and information networks
seem to have concentrated more on institutional links. Only the research networks seem
to have established links with government agencies and/or universities. Technology
transfer and information networks tended to focus their linkage activities on non-

government organizations. In terms of intra- or inter-regional links, research networks
appear to be more likely than the others to seek to establish relationships with international,
orat least extra-regional, institutions. Thisreflects their characteristic role in transferring
strategic research techniques and approaches to developing countries.

Attention should be paid to the issue of who is to be the ultimate beneficiary of the
network, so that research and extension activities can be geared to the needsof this group.
Thislesson is particularly relevant for information networks which, while providing a

valuable service, do not appear, from evaluation data, to be adequately considering who
will be using their services, and what information needs to be provided. For example, the
evaluation of the IDRC Information Sciences Division (ISD) notes that:
…of the potential user community of researchers, agricultural planners, extension
workers, librarians, and small- and large-scale farmers, the actual user grouphas rarely
included any of the 40,000 small farmers who comprised the main target audience
(Durrant, 1989).

Capacity building
Training, both formal and informal, has been a significant network activity, leading to
increased confidence andabilities in areas such as undertaking research, report writing
and designing projects. Five of the network evaluations considered training to have had
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Table 2 Targets of information dissemination by IDRC-supported networks
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a major impact on the success of the network. However, more attention needsto be paid
to making training appropriate to participants’ needs.

Networks which provide inputs not locally available have strengthened institutional
research capacity, and have led to the establishment of national or regional! institutions
or fora which did not exist prior to the formation of the network. Among the examples of

this are the Agricultural Information Society of Asia, which was created as a result of
AIBA, and the Asian Industrial Extension Officers’ Forum, formed under TA. In another

case the Macro-economic Analysis Program (MAP) led to the revival of the Eastern
Africa Economic Review, which ‘provides a badly needed forum for debating on
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economic policy issuesrelevant to the region, disseminating original research results, and

linking economists in the region’ (Young and Wangwe, 1985). AIBA also made a
significant contribution to the formation of the International Information System for the
Agricultural Sciences and Technology (AGRIS). Through the IDRC-ISD Caribbean
Program, the Jamaican information system has served as a model for the establishment
of similar systems in Barbados and the Dominican Republic. Information systems have
also been established in Chile and Argentina following initiatives taken by the Latin
American Regional Information System on Planning (INFOPLAN). However, the
experience of six of the networks suggests that institutional capacity is sometimes not

strengthened uniformly across the network, and that care must be taken that one
participating institution does not benefit at the expense of others.
Cost-effectiveness
Networking has, in most cases, proved to be a more cost-effective method of delivering
support to national programmes than the alternatives. The evaluation of the Caribbean
Technology Consultation Services (CTCS) compared the cost of delivering network
services with those ofthe United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO),
and found that CTCS costs were 50% lower (Stanley and Elwela, 1988). Likewise, the
evaluators of LAAN costed various research alternatives and found that it was cheaper

to fund a network than to fund individual research projects (Moreau, 1991).

Summaryof Lessons
Networks must evolve in relation to the needs of their members. If they ignore this
cardinalrule they runthe risk of becoming outmoded or dysfunctional. Networks need
to monitor their operations and strategies to ensure continuing relevance and success.

This includes ongoingor periodic assessmentofall networkingactivities, leadership and
coordinationroles, network services, communication among members, dissemination of

information, and adequacy of reporting, monitoring and evaluation procedures.
Assessments in which the networkactively participates tend to have more influence over
subsequent network activities.

Planningfor post-donorviability is an essential part ofnetwork planning. Theliterature
suggests that donor support to a network should be defined from the outset, in terms of
both nature and duration. If the duration of support is not discussed, and the question of
the network’s sustainability following termination of support is not explicitly addressed,
the planningof the network’s activities will be unlikely to take this issue adequately into
accountand the search for alternative sources of funding will be ignored.
By encouraging cooperation amongresearchinstitutions and demonstrating positive
results, networkscan facilitate and encourage political commitmentto a strong national
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programme (Moreau, 1991). National capacity is also strengthened through the
development of a critical mass of national researchers and through access to regional
expertise.
Networks must take greater care in determining who are their beneficiaries and in
gearingtheir services to that group. Too often, network services remain unknownto those
who could benefit most from them.

Conclusions
Monitoring and evaluation are critical to addressing issues related to the everyday

management of networks, the quality of the training and services they offer, and hence
to the general satisfaction of members. However, based ontheliterature reviewed and on
IDRC’s experiences, both approaches have been less than precise in assessing such
factors as network impact at the national level, long-term viability and operational

performance. Anotherarea where weneed to sharpen our evaluationtools and skills is in
assessing therelative efficiency of collaborative research through networks compared
with researchers working independently. With the recent proliferation of research

networks, hard informationonthis issue will be increasingly important both to donors and
to the institutions concerned. Wetherefore offer some suggestions for strengthening the
application of both internal and external evaluations.
Data from internal evaluations are usually timely but tend to be impressionistic or

anecdotal. They are not usually based on rigorous methodsofdata collection, tending
instead to draw onthe perceptionsofthose closely involved in the ongoing operation of
the network.By their very nature, internal evaluationslack a broaderstrategic perspective

and cannotdeal well with sensitive issues. External evaluation, on the other hand, can be
much morerigorousinits data collection methods and can yield quantitative data. The

analysis of these data from an external perspectivecan take strategic considerations and
contextual and external factors into account. Contentious issues can be moreeasily dealt
with by taking a broader perspective. The usual problem with external evaluationis that
some data mustbe collected retrospectively and may therefore be of poor quality.

Wesubmitthat both internal and external evaluationsare useful.In fact, the two should
buttress each other. Monitoring will continue to be part of the day-to-day management
of a network, while external evaluations will continue to be required for accountability

or to documentperformance. Each approachhasstrengths not foundin the other. IDRC
is currently relying more and more on an approach which combinesboth, with internal
evaluation informing external evaluation and vice versa. To make internal evaluation
more effective, more attention should be paid to data collection methods; and more
elements of external evaluations should be subsequently built into network activities.
Both internal and external evaluationscan contribute greatly to levels of awareness and
cooperation among network members.To be effective, both approachesshould be highly
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interactive and should build toward systematic and ongoing review of the daily life of the

network. Results should permit scientists, policy-makers, donors and others to be aware
of emerging problems and to make changes early on rather than wait until problems
becomeingrained. Evaluation results should be regularly disseminated among members

through newsletters or other communications, to expose them to the value of this kind of
exercise and the insights available through it.
The results of evaluations which are participatory in nature are morereadily accepted
and implemented. All those directly involved in the network should have a say in the

design and implementation of evaluations. There should be no monitoring or evaluation
mystique: participants should feel free to design the data collection methods and to
specify the issues appropriate to their concerns and to the nature of their network.
Wherever appropriate, evaluation activities should be integrated in existing data collection, review and reporting mechanisms, and should not impose a significant new burden

on network participants. Ideally, participants will identify with the process and be
prepared both to contributeto it and to benefit from it.
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Support to Networking in Africa and Latin
America: The Role of AGRECOL
Irene Täuber, Almut Hahn and Claudia Heid

Introduction
In this paper we will describe therole of the Centre for Information and Networking for
Ecological Agriculture (AGRECOL)in encouraging networking amongthesustainable
agriculture movements in Africa and Latin America. We should begin by emphasizing

that AGRECOLis not a network itself but a Northern partner of African and Latin
American networks. The role of AGRECOListhat of a catalyst and a bridge, linking the
sustainable agriculture movements of the South with the information and financing
organizationsof the North. Being continuously in contact, we are ableto serve as a partner
in dialogueto both sides, and to support the networksof the South with specific expertise
when needed.Ourtasks are continually redefined by the growth of our partners andtheir
changing needs. As an information and documentation centre in the North, we are
concerned with the regionalization of information services and the documentation and
synthesis of experiences and knowledge.
How did we cometo focus on networking as one of our main activities? Wewillfirst
briefly look back at AGRECOL’s origins and explain how it has come aboutthat we do
now whatweneverplannedto doat the beginning! We wouldstill like to get a clearer
idea of what support services can sensibly be implemented from the North. We are
therefore interested in strengthening our dialogue notonly with partners in the South but
with similar institutions in the North as well.

Evolution of AGRECOL
Origins
In 1982, when the Green Revolution andits so-called benefits were being heavily

promoted,not much was knownaboutexperiencesin environmentally soundagriculture
among people concerned with developmentaid. However, such experiencesdid exist,
and more and more people were looking for environmentally sound solutions to smallscale farming problems. Many of these were lonefighters.
At that time several like-minded individuals from different disciplines working in
development in Germany and Switzerland came together. They decided to form a
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working group and founded the AGRECOL information centre, backed by an advisory
board.
In 1983, the concept of the AGRECOL project was still rather vague. The main
objectives were to:
* Create a centre where informationis collected and retransmitted.
* Collect documents onexisting experiencein sustainable agriculture in the tropics and

sub-tropics.
* Facilitate contacts to improve the exchange of experiences.
The information centre wasto be located in the North.It remainsa fact that a great deal
of information still comes together in the North. In addition, South-North-South communication channelsusually work muchbetter than South-South ones. It is on the whole
easier for Northern institutions to obtain information from universities and agricultural
research centres.
Initial activities

Webegan byseekingto set upa library, at our headquarters in Switzerland, on sustainable
agriculture in the tropics and sub-tropics. Wefelt that specialized information on this
topic wasgreatly needed and would complementthe documentationservices of developmentagencies, universities and others. Thelibrary contains books, magazines, reviews,

anda lot of grey literature—information whichis not available through bookshops, such
as technical leaflets, brochures and training materials. These documents are mostly

compiled by technicians and advisers.
Wealsoset up a data base of expertise by asking people to write downtheir fields of
experience and to give us contactadresses of more people and organizations.
Wethen announced the existence of AGRECOLbyinforming various magazines and
newsletters, asking them to write aboutus.
Questions and answers

In response to their articles about AGRECOL,wereceived manyletters, especially from
interested field workers and colleagues in Southern NGOs. Wethenstarted a questionand-answerservice. We received questionsofa general nature onsustainableagriculture,

as well as very specific technical questions on plant protection, erosion control, seed
conservation, training opportunities, and so on. Books and photocopies of materials
availablein our library weresenton request. Our preferred course of action, however, was
to link these requests for information to resource personsororganizations working in the
sameregion or country as where the question came from.
AGRECOLthusbegan functioningasa turntable,linking information and peoplein a
South-South as well as a South-North context. European developmentvolunteers visited
usas part of their preparationsfor departure,but so also did representatives from Southern
non-governmentorganizations. To both we offered individual consultancy services and

user-friendly documentation.
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Relationships develop

Out of these contacts and visits, deeper partnerships gradually developed. We came to
know people and organizations with goals similar to ours. In dialogue with these partners
and through their feedback, we learned what information is really relevantfor our target
group, and in what form it should be disseminated.

We became convinced that information is most sucessfully exchanged on a local basis.
Local information services would better meet the specific information needs of a region
or country, to which it would be culturally adapted in content as well as in form. Rapid,
low-cost access to tailor-made information would be easier to achieve through local
information centres. So we decided to begin supporting the development of information

services in the South.
In addition, we began to realize that written information is one way, but not the only
noreven the most appropriate way, of spreading knowledgein agriculture. To organizations
in the South, oral communication and practical demonstrations are very often more
important. This results in the need for more pervasive exchanges, involving materials,
visits and meetings as well as written documents, with people working with similar
approaches. These exchanges are bestfacilitated through networks. Supporting networks

therefore became one of our principal activities.
AGRECOLfurther decided to concentrate on restricted geographical areas: Africa,
with an emphasis on West Africa, and Latin America, with an emphasis on the Andean
countries. To get a network going you need intense discussions and detailed involvement
with your partners. Only by getting to know each other well can you create confidence

and start to share tasks in a way that increases effectiveness while saving on resources.
With limited staff, this is only possible if you limit the geographical scope of your
activities.

This strengthened relationship with Southern partners and greater involvement with
networking led to our being invited to assist in the organization of the 1989 conference
of the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM). This was
held forthe first time in a developing country, in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. By raising
funds for scholarships, many NGO partners from developing countries were able to
participate. Numerous initiatives in working together were made as potential partners met

face to facefor the first time.

Supporting Networks
Regional initiatives

Following the IFOAM conference of 1989 we entered a period of reflection. Many ofour
partners had expressed a wish to organize regional meetings which would serve their
needs more specifically than a world conference. They needed to tackle concrete
problemsin their daily work through exchanges on a local basis.
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In Octoberthat same year, 60 people from all over Latin America came together in a
seminar convened by IFOAM in Cochabamba, Bolivia. All the participants, mostly
NGOs, were working on sustainable agriculture and were interested in improving

exchanges through networking. As in Ouagadougou, AGRECOL co-organized this
seminar. At this meetingtheparticipants defined a structure offive Latin American subregional networks supported by supra-regional thematic working groups on subjects such
as information, training, research and marketing (including certification of organic
produce).

At this stage AGRECOL redefined its tasks as follows:
* Facilitate contact between interested persons
¢
*
+
e
e

Takepart in early networkactivities, such as initiating workshops
Provide practical support for preparing and realizing meetings
Link partners with potential donors
Participate in network meetings
Attend to the follow-up of these meetings, where appropriate.

Networks Develop
Africa
We had imagined that out of the 50 West African participants at the Ouagadougou

conference an active working group would develop. We had invited them one evening to
an extra meeting. All of them had expressed the keen desire to stay in contact and to form
a network. One organization in Senegal was asked to be the contact address; everybody

should write to them. But, we were told, in 8 months only two letters from Africans had
arrived. Thus we learned that a network cannot be created by mail, at least notin the oral

culture of Africa.
Discussions with partners led to the idea that the exchange of experiences shouldfirst
takeplace atnational level, and that NGOs, government services and farmers’ associations
should be included.
We had contacts with many people, all of whom said that more exchange was
important. AGRECOLtherefore took an initiative at the IFOAM Conference in August
1990. There we talked with three representatives of Senegalese organizations and

promised support if they wanted to build a networ':. They formed a committee, we gave
them the contact addresses we had. Ontheir return to Senegal they invited more than 100
people to a meeting to launch the network, 35 of whom attended. AGRECOL helped to

find fundsforthis meeting, which was held in June 1991. Finding money for a project
which did not yet exist was difficult. Donors do not like to spend money on discussing

plans when it is not clear what the plans will look like. The organizing committee
therefore reduced the duration ofthis first meeting to 2 days, to make it cheaper and thus
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easier to fund. During these 2 days everyone had an opportunity briefly to present his or

her experience. After much discussion on whether the structure should be formal or
informal, a ‘light’ structure was decided upon, with national coordinators and five

regional coordinators. An inventory of expertise of the new network’s members was
compiled anddistributed.It consisted ofa list of members’ addresses, the experience and

resources they could offer, and the topics on which they were looking for information.
After this promisingstart, difficulties began to surface. Lack offinance and misunder-

standings hampered the organization ofregional meetings. Some coordinators have met,
but one is overloaded with other work, another has gone abroadfortraining, andstill
others haveleft their NGO and have been replaced by new staff who did not attend the
original meeting. The ‘grass roots’ would like to do something,but they await leadership
from ‘above’. There are nowplansto organize a general meeting to discussthe statutes
of the network, to choose the new coordinators and to decide on a working programme.
Otheriniatives have been somewhat more successful. With or without the support of
organizations such as AGRECOLand ILEIA,networksare emerging in many other West
African countries, such as Burkina Faso, Ghana, Benin and Cameroon, to mention but a
few.
Latin America

Since the Cochabamba meeting of 1989, networkingat national level in Latin America
appears to have becomebetter established. AGRECOLis now in close contact with

national networksin Mexico,Peru, Ecuadorand, recently, Colombia. In some cases these
initiatives are supported by a strong grass roots movement. In others, such as Bolivia,
Chile, Paraguay, Argentina and Brazil, people are starting to meet andto discusspossible
ways of cooperating. These national networks are very diverse, varying according to
national conditions and needs. But all of them have a strong focus on information
exchange, training opportunities and advisory services. Participants frequently express
the need for good communication with relevant organizations in the North.
Supra-regional networking depends greatly on the capacities and commitment of
individual sub-regional coordinators. The supra-regional thematic working groups
planned at the Cochabamba meeting have not been successful. However, informationis
flowing well within specific regions and countries, and betweenthese and some Northern

partners.
At the second regional meeting, held in Säo Paulo in November 1992, about 60
participants metfor 4 days. Papers had been prepared in advance on all the topics to be
discussed. Reports were presented from the different regions and from national

networks.There were also reports on workshopson priority issuesfor the movement (such
astraining, information, certification and statutes). The difference between Cochabamba

and Säo Paulo was that, for this second meeting, everybody worked on the basis of her/
his concrete experience and everyday needs. Targets were set more pragmatically.
Programmes had to be designed strictly in accordance with the network’s priorities and
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its ability to implement them. The mixture of about 40% ‘old boys(andgirls)’ and 60%
‘newcomers’ seemed especially beneficial. AGRECOLparticipated in this meeting as a
Northern partner of the network.

Achievements
Whathas been achieved, and how? AGRECOL’s question-and-answer service is an
instrumentfor informal networking.Its effects are difficult to predict: many seeds are
sown, only a few will grow. But we believe that through it more people have come toknow
about the principles and techniques of sustainable agriculture, to implement them,
experimentwith them and improveor adapt them to local conditions. The service is often
the subject of discussion.It is quite time-consuming and we wouldlike to have it more
formally organized, with its own budget. Nevertheless, it is an important service and a
useful tool for keeping in contact with a broader public.

In addition, partners with similar approaches andproblemshavegotto know eachother
and now communicate. As an independent NGOin the North, being neither church nor
governmentnor donor, we have a neutral position and can bring people together who

would not otherwise meet. Our independentstanceis greatly appreciated, and often helps
us play a catalytic role.
Atnational level, a dynamic networking processis now in place. Judging by what we

see, just in a Northern information centre such as AGRECOL,a greatdeal of information
is now being circulated in the South.
We in the North act as a relay station, making a lot of information available to partners

in the South. We are also mediators, a bridge, a turntable for information between South
and North. As the partner of Southern networks dedicated to sustainable agriculture, we
contribute to raising consciousness in the North of the importance of sustainability issues

in developing countries. Through our centre, volunteers have an opportunity to prepare
themselves for their work in the South.
We have published a numberof bibliographies, workshop papers and compilations on
special topics, and hope that these are useful.

Lessons Learned
What can we learn from all this? This section outlines some ofthe lessons.
Networking
First of all networking is attractive only for short periods, that is during a conference!
Potential members of networks can imagine the benefits, such as improved information
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flows, better division of labour, or more training opportunities, butthe efforts needed to
realize those benefits are frequently underestimated round the conference table, only to

seem too daunting oncethe participant returns hometo the more sobering realities of his
or her day-to-day working environment.
Networking always requires inputs: letters have to be written, seminars organized,
contents of a meeting planned. One’s own experience has to be documented ifit is to be

shared. While networks can subsist on goodwill in the short term,in the long run these
inputs are not possible without somefinancial assistance, although the amount need not

be large.
Northern support organizations should not forget to support the follow-up process
required after meetings. Like their Southern counterparts, however, they should recognize
the limits of their capacities and not promise more than they can deliver. For us at
AGRECOL, this meansthat we should limit our geographical focus, at least during the
start-up phase.
We should also concentrate on deepening our understanding of familiar subjects rather
than on broadening our subject matter coverage. In AGRECOL’s case this means

focussing on advising national or regional information and documentation services and
on providing organizational support.
To start a network successfully it is essential to build up confidence andto foster strong

links between potential collaborators. A short workshop—only 2 days due to lack of
funding—wasclearly not enoughin the African context. A committed personor, better,
a group acting as ‘animator’ can, however, stimulate the developmentof a network.
The roles of coordinators and grass roots members must be made quite clear. The
relationship between them should not comeacrossasvertical. Especially in Africa, the
temptation to resort to hierarchical relationships seemsgreat.
Aswell as a desire to collaborate there may be competition between organizations,
although each maybe sincerely committed to sustainable agriculture. This should not be
ignored, but analyzed and handledin a healthy way.

Networkingis an organic process of growth which cannot be determined by blueprints
andlinear planning. We mustbe clear aboutthejustification for a network and aboutits
general aims,butits activities must remain flexible. There mustbe sufficienttimeto get
to know eachother andto gain mutual confidence. Nevertheless, network partners need

to benefit quickly from their efforts to launch a network.
A network consisting not of protagonists solely from the same background(e.g.all
farmers) but integrating different levels (farmers, researchers, consultants, etc) must
define its aims, its methods and its language according to the needs of the weakest
partners. The initial steps in a networking process must be small and not too demanding.
Responsibilities mustbe realistically described and delegated.It is important that every
membertaking on task in the networkrealizes how muchtimeorother resourceswill
be neededto successfully carry outthat task.
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Network members havedifferent backgrounds...

Information and documentation services
Theregionalization of informationservicesis an important step in promoting sustainable
agriculture. Practical information should be locally availableto facilitate quick and easy
access. Local information services are better able to judge the relevance of materials to
users than are international ones. A local or national information centre can also serve to
documentand synthesize experiencesclose to the grass roots level. Such a centrediffers

from a Northern international information centre such as AGRECOL,in that it can keep
its finger on the pulse ofinitiatives and experiencesin the field. This leads easily and

naturally into a networkingrole.
Manyinstitutions have no resources for setting up a documentation centre and for
collecting, processing and disseminating information. They need useful information
materials, training, advice and accessto experiencesin their own andotherregions. This

iswhy AGRECOLsupports localinitiatives in launching information and documentation
services, using its own experiencein setting up an information and networkingcentre as
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a basic resource. In turn, we consult our partners in planning and implementing such

projects, asking them to help select and recommend useful material.
In Latin America we had an experience in supporting the launching of a local
information centre that showed us the limitations of a consultancy based on an informal
relationship instead of an official contract. This information service developed in a way
that was completely alien to our concept and intentions. The service simply does not
function to meet the needs of local organizations and people working on sustainable
agriculture, as it was planned to do. The NGO hosting the service seems not to recognize
the potential advantages of sharing. Instead,it sees information management as another
way of controlling resources and increasing its power. It does little to support the
independent developmentofthe service, keepingit small andintrospective, and hindering

its networking activities.
This experience taughtusthat an informal consultancycan be fruitful only if both sides
share the same conceptandintentions. Next time, more discussions beforehand,better
monitoring and a clearer definition of the project and its tasks will be needed.
Evaluation
Evaluationis vital to maintain the health andrelevance of network activities in a rapidly
changing world. Our owninternal evaluation, carried out in 1991 with the assistance of

an external consultant, proved extremely useful. It involvedregular, intense discussions
with our project committee. Wealso sent a questionnaire to our partners in Africa and
Latin America. Other useful monitoring and evaluationtools include detailed annual and
monthly planning meetings, daysofretreat by the team for special subjects and decisions,
visits and discussions with our partners in Africa and Latin America, and professional

exchanges with Northern partners.
Address

Irene Tauber, Claudia Heid and Almut Hahn, AGRECOL, c/o Okozentrum, Langenbruck,
CH 4438 Switzerland.
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Supporting Regional Networks:
The Experiences of ILEIA
Wim Hiemstra and Carine Alders
Introduction
A survey conducted in 1981-82 among Dutch development workers confirmed the need
among field-based development organizations for information on agricultural development
in situations where farmers have little or no access to commercial inputs such as chemical

fertilizers, pesticides and machines. A decade later, many farmers still have limited
access to such inputs, while awareness of the disadvantages of using chemical inputs is
growing. The survey revealed that many fragmented activities related to low-externalinput and sustainable agriculture were conducted at grass roots level, with little or no
systematic guidance from established research and training institutions. Nor was this
multitude of experiences being well documented, as conventional publications focused
mainly on conventional, high-input approaches. In an effort to remedy this situation the
Information Center on Low-external-input Agriculture (ILEIA) was created with the aim
of establishing a modest documentation unit, an information service and a quarterly
newsletter. The project was funded by the Dutch Ministry of Development Cooperation.
The objectives of ILEIA are:
e To collect information on low-external-inputagriculture.
* To disseminate this information, mainly to field workers working with small farmers.

* To make developmentagencies (researchers, educators and policy makers) aware of
low-external-input approaches to agricultural development and to promote the
dissemination of such approaches.
To reflect the growing concern over the sustainability of agriculture and the links
between sustainability and the low use of external inputs, it was decided soon after

foundation to change the nameof the centre, which becamethe Information Centre for

Low-external-input and Sustainable Agriculture. (The original acronym was, however,
retained, because ofits familiarity.)

The Network Develops
A globalstart

This information exchange networkstarted out with considerable emphasison the centre
as the collector and disseminator. Tools for exchanging information included the
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quarterly JLEJA Newsletter and a modest question-and-answer service, both fed by a
documentation unit. Workshopswerea third tool for gathering, analyzing and disseminating information. ILEIA staff asked people to write down their experiencesin articles

for the newsletter and to search for and send in information to be documented in the
library. Without special efforts from ILEIA’s side, the number of subscribers to the

newsletter grew rapidly. Although the main target groupis still field development
workers, manytrainers, researchers,policy-makers and othersinterested in low-externalinput agriculture have been addedto the mailing list. This means that our sources of

information have also grown in numberanddiversity, since the newsletter is also the
means by which weask people to contribute their experiences.
During the early phasesof the project, the global perspective brought both advantages
and disadvantages. Aslimited information was available,it had to be gathered on global
scale to get the network going. Pioneers in low-external-input agriculture felt that reading
about experiences from around the world was encouraging and inspiring. On the other
hand,such agricultureis, by its very nature, location-specific, so there were(andstill are)
articles in the newsletter that were not relevantfor certain readers, because their specific
farming system was different.

The numberof readers of theLEIA Newsletter has continued to grow rapidly in recent
years (Table 1). The newsletter has thus proved a highly effective tool for building the
ILEIA network.It is a means of contact, it invites people tojoin and participate. Adopting

a thematic approach,it spontaneously triggered new networks with each issue.
Table 1 Growth in readership of the ILEIA Newsletter, 1988-93

Readership

31/12/88

01/06/91

31/12/92

01/06/93

Total

2500

4412

5666

6800

Developing

1820

3316

4189

5500

countries

Newsletter as a networking tool
The ILEIA Newsletter has always been our main networking tool. The extent to which it
triggers horizontal communication (readers contacting each other) was one of the

questions asked in the readers’ survey conducted in 1992. It was found that the main
readership groups are field workers (25%), trainers (25%) and researchers (27%).

Governmentand non-governmentorganizations (NGOs) appeared to be about equally
represented. Articles in the newsletter described experiences from manydifferent points
of view, including that of the farmer as well as those oftrainers and researchers. The
newsletter is thusa passive link between these different groups of readers and writers. The
samepassive networkinglink is established between readers from the North (14%) and
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South (87%). Some attention is given to experiences in the North to keep readers from

the South abreast of developments.
The language used in the newsletter aims primarily at middle-levelfield workers. This
seemed to be no problem for other target groups. Most respondents (84%)judged the level
to be appropriate.

Half the respondents judged the newsletter to be useful in facilitating networking.
Trainers were somewhat more positive than were field workers and researchers. The

ILEIA Newsletteris often shared with other people. The readers’ survey showed that 93%
of subscribers share their newsletter with at least one other person (Table 2).
Table 2 Number of other people sharing the copy of the ILEIA Newsletter received by the
respondent

Number of other people

% of respondents

0

6.5

1-5

48.1

5-10

25.4

10+

19.9

The newsletter also functionsas an information broker. Morethanhalf the respondents

had asked for further information on at least one of the publications mentioned or
reviewed in the newsletter. More than 18% of them hadasked for references, publications
or further information five or more timesin 1 year (Table 3). To facilitate direct contact,

ILEIA alwayspublishes addresses of authors and publishers wheneverpossible.
With regard to the exchangeof information on low-external-inputagriculture, 80% of
respondentssaid that ILEIA had beeninstrumental in this, although the answers varied
from ‘a little’ to ‘absolutely’. The ways in which ILEIA hasbeen ofuse also differ. Some

respondents talked about the strengtheningof their ideas, or of the obvious new flow of
information represented by the newsletter. Others pointedto the translationofarticles into
Spanish or other languages. Translation is a common meansoffurther disseminating
information in the newsletter. In its newsletter Nouvelles de Pronat, the NGO
Environnement et Développement du Tiers Monde (ENDA)regularly translates LEIA
Newsletter articles into French. The Brazilian organization Assessoria e Servigos a
Projetos em Agricultural Alternativa (AS-PTA)translates LEIA Newsletter articles into
Portugueseforits newsletter TA em Periddicos. Translationsinto Hindi, Oriya, Tamil and
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Table 3 Numberof requestsfor further information arising from the JLEIA Newsletter
Number of requests per year

% of respondents

0

26.3

1-5

55.3

5-10

13,2

10+

5.2

Thai havealso been reported. A social forestry newsletter in India publishes information
drawn from the JLEIA Newsletter and reprocessedto suit the needsofits readership. All
information published in the [LEIA Newsletteris free of copyright restrictions and readers
are encouraged to make as many photocopies as they need. ‘Photocopyability’ is a
criterion used in designing the layout of the newsletter.
Attempts at regionalization
As more and more people becomeinterested in low-external-input and sustainable
agriculture, more relevant information becomes available and moresite-specific questions
are asked. The number of subscribers to the ILEIA network has now grown to such an

extentthat a global register ofmembersis no longer feasible. In 1993 we therefore intend
to publish the register by continent. This issue made us reconsider ILEIA’s role. We
decided that besides functioning as a global network ILEIA should support local and
regionalinformation networks, allowing moreintensive,site-specific exchangesofideas
and information.
Our policy has been to respond to individual requests for assistance in establishing
regional newsletters and documentation centres, rather than to take such initiatives
ourselves. But how bestto stimulate and support regional networking? Whereto start?
Several tools and approaches were developed andtried out:
* In 1990, through a questionnaire sent to all subscribers, we had made a survey of
regional NGOsand individuals with an interest in sustainable agriculture,including their
goals and activities. This information was sorted by country and published in a Register
(a special issue of the LEIA Newsletter, namely vol. 6 No. 4).

+ ILEIAstaff have actively supportedlocalinitiatives in launching networksbyassisting
in the organization of founding workshops and by supplying seed moneyfor surveys of
potential membersand the writing of project proposals for submission to donors.
* A small libraries programme was started as a result of the AGRECOL/ILEIAbibliography Towards Sustainable Agriculture, published in May 1988. Readers of the ILEJA
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Newsletter intending to start a small local library could order their selection of books to
a maximum value of Dfl. 1000 per request. A total of 140 requests were received. ILEIA
sought and found funds for delivering the books. After reviewing this whole exercise
within the European Network for Low-external-input and Sustainable Agriculture
(EULEISA) (a network of European support organizations), a second phase of the small

libraries programmeis being prepared. In future, organizationsthat have received a small
library may be approached to cooperate in a regional network.
¢ ILEIA has also attempted to stimulate regional networks by asking members to
function as regional contact persons. The idea was explained in a newsletter article and
people were asked to react. These people should be willing to exchangeinformation, for
example by writing articles onfield experiences with low-external-input and sustainable
agriculture in their region and/or network. ILEIA would facilitate this exchange of

information. Contacts with 30 persons from 20 different countries were established.
Mailings were sent round, consisting of contributions from the regional contactpersons.
In January 1991, ILEIA evaluated this experiment. It turned out that exchange on this

more personal basis is very useful, but very time-consuming as well. We could notfree
enough time to make this method of exchanging ideas and experiences a success. We
decided not to continue this method of networking and to concentrate instead on

supporting initiatives from the regions on a broader institutionalbasis.
Support to regional networking
Several activities in support of regional networking were identified:
¢ Strengthening regional facilities for documenting, publishing and disseminating
relevant experiences. This is accomplished through such activities as establishing or
supporting existing nationalor regional libraries and/or documentation centres devoted
to low-external-input and sustainable agriculture, establishing or supporting regional
newsletters on low-external-input and sustainable agriculture, and recording relevant
field experiences through written case descriptions and visual productions.
¢ Strengthening regional cooperation and exchangeof information through support to
regionalinitiatives. This includes the organization of regional seminars on low-externalinput and sustainable agriculture, assessing the status of relevant agricultural practices in

the agro-ecological zone(s) of a region and formulating programmesfor their further
development, and legitimizing low-external-input and sustainable agriculture approaches
amongregionalfield staff and national and international policy-makers.

¢ Strengthening South-South cooperation and South-South and South-North exchanges
of information.Activities here include supporting the establishmentof networks,linking
networkswithin and betweenregionsas well as networksfrom different languageareas,
pooling human resources for mutual support activities through the exchangeof staff

(South-South and South-North) and by facilitating South-South consultancies and
training events, and the publication ofreports of activities and experiences,eitherin the
ILEIA Newsletter orin the different regional newsletters.
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Supporters work together
In Europe, ILEIA participates in a network of like-minded organizations, including the
Swiss-based Centre for Information and Networking for Ecological Agriculture
(AGRECOL) (see Tauber et al, p.249). These organizations meet twice a year to
exchange experiences, inform each otheroftheir activities and discuss commonaction.
For instance, a commonthesaurus on low-external-input and sustainable agiculture has

been developed to make our documentation systems compatible. A database on training
opportunities is now being developed,together with an inventory of donors interested in
supporting regional activities. The costs of this European network are metbyits
participants. Secretarial tasks such as writing the minutes of meetingsrotate informally.
Oftenparticipants contact each otheron topics that maynotinterest the whole network.

Regional Networks Emerge
At the request of organizationsin India, the Philippines, Benin, Sri Lanka and Ghana,
ILEIAstaff membersvisited these countries between 1989 and 1992. Various networking
activities developed, in which weplayed different roles. In 1990 we evaluated our
experiences, with the aim of assessing progress and drawing out the majorlessons. The
comments below represent our own assessment, and may not completely reflect the
opinionsof our regionalpartners.
The Philippines
In the Philippines, ILEIA tookpart in a workshop organized bythe International Institute
ofRural Reconstruction (IIRR) andthe Agriculture, Man and Ecology (AME) programme,
to which formerparticipants in AME’s courseswere invited. Participants at the workshop
decided to set up an association of professionals committed to low-external-input and
sustainable agriculture and to review the options for creating a national network/

information centre. A steering committee was formedto facilitate cooperation and a
person was contracted, with financial assistance from ILEIA, to compile a register of
interested people andinstitutions. An initial survey of experiences and expertise yielded

an unexpectedly high response and revealed a great numberofactivities and documents.
The steering committee organized a second workshop,this timeinviting other interested
people. The outcome of this workshop was the formation of a committee to prepare a

proposal for a 4-year programme and the formation of an editorial committee for a
newsletter.
The networking process was positively influenced bythe fact that AME alumni from
the Philippines had a commonbackground(the AME courses)andbythe availability of

funds for creating a register, the second workshop, andthefirst issue of the newsletter.
However, someconstraints were also encountered. There wasuncertainty regarding the
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need for yet another national level organization. NGOs engaged in protracted discussions
on the most desirable level (national or regional) and focusof the network. The complex
infrastructure in a country of many islands did not make matters easier. Although no

formal network came out of this initiative, the register proved valuable for those
interested in low-external-input and sustainable agriculture in the Philippines.
Recently, the initiative was takento start a network on calcareous soils. ILEIA made
seed money available to organize a first get-together.
India

Three organizations (a local NGO called Kudumbam, the AME project in Pondicherry,
and an existing social forestry network in Tamil Nadu) initiated a network on lowexternal-input and sustainable agriculture in Tamil Nadu State (see Quintal and

Ghandimathi, p.177). Two workshopswereheld in 1990. ILEIAstaff took part in the
second workshop, on networking. Some 30 NGOsdecided to institutionalize the
network, start a newsletter and establish a documentation centre. A funding proposal was
formulated andfunding was granted by the Dutch co-financing organization, Humanistisch
Instituut voor Ontwikkelingssamenwerkung (HIVOS).
The start-up of this network was positively influenced by thefact that a network on
social forestry already existed. Articles on regionalization in the ILEIA Newsletter
promptedtheinitiators of this network to contact ILEIA for support. We responded by
making seed money available for two workshopsand a newsletter and by participating

in the second workshop.A slow decision-makingprocess onthe part of the donor slowed
downthestart of the network, however.
In 1990 ILEIA was asked by the nascent Gorakhpur networkin Utar PradeshState to
support thetranslation ofILEIA Newsletter articles into Hindi. ILEIA agreed to look for
donors forthis task, and senta representativeto visit the network to help preparea project
proposal. The proposal included the production of a local language newsletter and the
organization of several local workshops. Funding was granted by another Dutch cofinancing organization, the Netherlands Organization for International Development

Cooperation (NOVIB). A list of several hundred potential subscribers was compiled as
an informalregister.
In this case the ILEIA Newslettertriggered the establishment of a new local network.
Having an ILEIA representative available in India to discuss ideas contributed greatly to
the process. ILEIA made seed money availableforthefirst year of the 3-year proposal.
Ghana
When the agricultural coordinator of the Ghana National Catholic Secretariat attended a
workshop of the Northern Ghanaian Association of Church Development Projects, he
was inspired to start a network for the southern part of the country. This idea was
introduced to an Oecumenical Committee, which formed the nucleus from which the
network was developed. All kindsof different parties were invited to join, and the group
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immediately appointed an ad hoc committee to prepare the ground for establishing the
network.

The costs of travel and logistical support for this ad hoc committee were met through
seed money provided in the form of a loan from ILEIA. This enabled the committee to

formulate a provisional statement ofintent and to visit potential members to discuss the
need for a network andthe details of its establishment. This seed money also enabled the
committee to seek funds from donors for organizing a workshop at which the structure,

objectives, activities and membership of the network would be determined. After the
workshop, the ad hoc committee handed over its responsibilities to a democratically

elected Executive Committee and the network was officially launched.
Personal links between ILEIA staff and Ghanaian counterparts facilitated ILEIA’s
support to this network. The provision of seed money appears to have been critical. The
network now has 34 members anda secretariatto take care ofits daily affairs. It has
organized study tours in West Africa, and conducted training courses in low-external-

input andsustainableagriculture andparticipatory technology development. Its members
are enthusiastic advocates of the further developmentof these approaches by national
organizations.
Sri Lanka
Theinitiative for a network emerged in 1990 andthe conceptisstill at a very early stage.

Contact with ILEIA wasestablished by a regional partner through meetings of the
International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM). Contacts within
Sri Lanka were madethroughthe newsletter and through ILEIA’s regional contact person
programme. An ILEIA staff membervisited the country in late 1990 to explore the
possibility of networking. The commitmentoffield organizationsto the idea of building
a network seemed to be limited. Since then no further steps have been taken by ILEIA.

South Pacific
A proposed network in the South Pacific Region also failed to materialize. One ofthe

reasons could havebeen thatthe initiative camefrom university-based expatriates and did
not appear to have broad-based support from national professionals. Another problem
was difficult communication within the region because ofits great distances. Moreover,
nobody from ILEIA was close by, or had working experience in the region. We therefore
lacked a good understanding ofthe situation, the organizations and the people concerned.
Benin

Having received theregister of ILEIA Newsletter readers, a reader in Benin contacted
other readers in the country to gaugetheir interest in a national network. The response was
positive. A committee was formed and received seed money from ILEIAfor further

preparations. These included several workshops,field trips and the developmentof a
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project proposal. In 1992 the Réseau de Développement d’Agriculture Durable (REDAD)
was established. The Interkerkelijke Organisatie voor Ontwikkelingssamenwerking

(ICCO), a third Dutch co-financing organization, has granted funds for a 3-year
programme that includes activities such as publishing anewsletter (Nouvelles de Redad),
achieving formal recognition, forming an information centre, providing assistance to
farmers’ organizations, and organizing general meetings and thematic seminars.

Lessons Learnt
Past efforts at regionalization

Several conclusions can be drawn from these attempts to encourage regional networks:
e Seed money is vital if a network is formally to come into being.

¢ Support at the international level requires a good understandingofthe local situation,
the institutions and the people. Both personal contacts and financial support appear

necessary.
° Face-to-face contact between membersis essential when the network is seeking to

emerge. The geographical area covered by a network should be such that informal and/
or formal meetingsare possible fairly frequently. This leads to more emphasis on small-

scale sub-nationalrather than national, regional or international networks, depending,of
course, on the size of the country and its communications infrastructure. Networks

emerge most strongly when the initiative for starting them comes from grass roots
organizations. Other organizations should be invited to join on the basis of their
complementarity with these grass roots organizations. National and regional networks
maystart to emerge more strongly once sub-national networks are in place.

e It seems importantthatat the early stages the idea of launching a network should be
shared by several people rather than just one person or organization.
¢ The process of establishing a network takes time—rather more than 1 year. The

bottlenecks are communication up and downtheinstitutional hierarchy, the workload of
the people involved in the initiative and the time needed by donors to process project
proposals.
+ To prevent overlap and the duplication of efforts, it is important to inform partners

within the European networkofsupport organizationsat an early stage ofplansto support
an emerging network.

ILEIA doesnotaim to be in the front line of support to emerging networksall over the
world. It seesits role rather as a promoterofthe idea, as a developerof the methodology
to be followed andas a source of information for those who wantto start a network. We

should gather and disseminate information on howto establish networks. Wealso see a
role for ourselves in developinga better understanding of networking—howit works and
what it can add to developmentefforts. For this reason, a workshoponthis subject was
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organized in 1992 in the Philippines, together with the International Institute of Rural
Reconstruction (IIRR) and World Neighbors (see Haverkort et al, p.3, and the /LEIA
Newsletter 8 (2)).
Looking ahead: Whatis ideal support?
Supporting regional networkinginitiatives has been trial-and-error experience. We
have learnt manylessonsbutstill face dilemmas. Fundamental characteristics of lowexternal-inputandsustainable agriculture includeits diversity, complexity, site-specificity
and long-term nature. Consequently, the requirements of support differ greatly from
place to place, which meansthatthereis no blueprintfor supporting regionalactivities.

The conceptof a region varies too—from a group of countriesto just part of one country.
Below, wediscuss someof the issues we have encountered in our efforts.
Thefirst issue is the role to be played by ILEIAasthe ‘network centre’. Thus far our
role has been limited to the backseat one of facilitating the formulation of needs,
stimulating regional cooperation and supporting the formulation of work programmes
and project proposals. ILEIA hasacted as mediatorin requesting funds. This has meant
that regionalization has sometimes occurred more slowly than expected. However, when

our role becomes morepushy,the fledgling network runstherisk of collapsing due to the
limited motivation of members. Regional activities are therefore carried outonly at the
request ofregional partners. It is unclear what our role should be once networksare
established. This is an importantissuefor discussion at regional meetings, especially with

individual network members. Should a minimalist approachin the use of Northern-based
experts be pursued? What more can be done to enhance South-South cooperation? There
still seemsto be scope for ILEIAto perform arole as go-between, building bridges among

organizations and networks. One disadvantage of assuming a backseat role is that
competition among NGOsand others may prevent the emergenceof a network. In some
cases ILEIA’s assistance has been requested precisely because of this competition.
Anotherissueis the concentration of energy andattention: should network support be
broadened or deepened?Atfield level, competition for donor funds can sometimes make

it difficult for organizations to cooperate. In these circumstances, should ILEIA put more
emphasis on support to a specific group, enabling matters to move aheadrelatively
quickly, or seek to build contacts between groups, which may slow downtherate of
progress in the short term? To what extent can we remain neutral in these situations?
On whattarget groups should our networkingefforts focus and whatarethe implications?
Are weplacing sufficient emphasis on field-level networks? From a practical point of
view, focusing on networks at the farmers’ level will reduce language andtravel
problems, since the network’s boundarieswill tend to be more local. Is ILEIA in a position

to link different kinds of network, or should we more explicitly opt for grass roots
networksand acceptthe associated social, political and economic implications? Related
to this questionis the issue of whether ILEIA should be moreinvolved in lobbying in the
North to support changesin policies towards the South.
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How to complementglobal and local newsletters? Somereaders feel that the JLEJA
Newsletter is becomingtoo abstract, containing too much jargon on LEISA (should we
drop the acronym?)and not enoughon practical, technical matters. Others suggestthat

the time seemsto havepassed for the JLEIA Newsletter to offer practical advice on,say,
composting. Overthe years, the newsletter hasshifted its emphasis away from technical

aspects to concentrate on ways of working with farmers to develop low-external-input
technologies, and on socio-economicand political (policy) issues. Is this a right move?
Oneofthe aimsof ILEIAis to support local or regional informationcentres orlibraries
devoted to low-external-input and sustainable agriculture. A wealth of relevantinformation is now available (far more than 10 years ago), and the challenge is to make this

accessible to field workers in often remote areas of developing countries. At national
level this suggests a series of small information centres, each specializing in the
agriculture of its own agro-ecological zone andculture (or region). Such centres could
include documents on relevant local practices and methods anda list of the names and

addressesof local resource persons, as well as a broader range of newsletters and other
literature. On thebasis ofexperience so far we suggest that these centresshould be located
within networks with a serious commitmentto the promotion of low-external-input and
sustainable agriculture through regional newsletters, research, training initiatives and
other activities.It is also important to help organizationshosting such centresin practical

library management: how to set up a library, how to manage information, how to find
sources of relevant materials, how to classify documents.
Another question is how bestto support the documentation offield experiencesof lowexternal-inputand sustainable agriculture. We feel thatinstead of supplying organizations
with books from the North, the emphasis should rather be on helping people in the South
to document and publish farmers’ knowledge and practices. How can ILEIA best support
the generation of this type of information? Thereis a great need for publications, but they
must be adapted to local circumstances and made accessible to farmers. What kind of

information should be supported if the vast majority of farmers cannot read or write?
Should we place more emphasis on audio-visual communications?

Should ILEIA become involved in policy issues? Policy options for sustainable
development are currently under discussion at manyfora, for example within the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) and at the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations at the international level, and at
many national conferences. To what extent should ILEIA be active at such fora? Do we
have a mandate from our partners to act on their behalf, or are there more appropriate
organizations to be involved in this dialogue?
In particular, should ILEIA become involved in the debate about the pricing and
marketing of organic produce? Some arguethat the market is the most appropriate and

decentralized mechanism for decision-making on these matters. How best to reward
farmers for the investment of their labour in low-external-input agriculture? Is it feasible

to consider premium pricesfor organic produce in a developing country setting? Or will
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the higherprices of food produced in this way makeit available only to an elite? Perhaps
ILEIA can learn from the experiences of IFOAM in relationto this issue.
Lastly, we needto consider whatis the appropriate future institutional arrangementfor
supporting networks devoted to low-external-input and sustainable agriculture in the
South. Whatis true for its newsletter mayalso be true for ILEIA as a whole. Maybe the
main thrust of activities is now in the South and ILEIAas an information centre based in
the Netherlands should simply fade out. On the other hand,if it this were to happen it
might hamperthe exchange ofinformation between North and South and make accessto
policy-makers, donors and researchers in the North more difficult.

Conclusion
Thereis great scope for regional networking in developing countries, and also great need

for continuing support to the foundation and operation of such networks.
ILEIA is only one partner in the business of providing support to the networking

process. We are aware thatthere should be room for diversity and individual approaches.
We are notinterested in building ILEIA networksin the South, branded with the ILEIA
trademark.In addition, the aim of ILEIAis notto build newstructures which duplicate
or evenfrustrate local (in)formalstructures, butrather to strengthen existing institutions
in the South.

Address
Wim Hiemstra and Carine Alders, ILEIA, P.O. Box 64, 3830 AB Leusden, Netherlands.
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Networking as a Development Activity:
The Arid Lands Information Network
Olivia Graham
Introduction
Development projects depend on a large body of development workers who are responsible for their actual implementation. These workers are the vital link between the
decision-makers and the beneficiary communities, and on their competence dependsthe
good use of millions of pounds worth of development aid. They, in turn, depend on good

information in orderto replicate good practice and avoid bad practice. But their access
to this information is limited by several factors: they often have fairly low levels of formal
education; they often do not read or write a European language to the level required by
most developmentliterature; when they receive written information, it is often so jargon-

laden and heavy thatit is, in practice, inaccessible to them;they are often not considered
when invitations to conferences and workshops are being handed out.
Development projects are failing, or being less efficient than they could be, simply
because lessons that have been learned in one place are not being taught elsewhere. This
is the context of the work of the Arid Lands Information Network (ALIN).

The Development of ALIN
Origins

ALIN was the direct result of a workshop held by Oxfam in Cotonou, Benin in 1987. The
workshop was on arid lands management, and the participants were 65 Oxfam staff and
partners(those whose projects werefunded by Oxfam) from 12 countries in the West and
East African Sahel. At the end of a week’s intensive discussions on the problems

encountered acrossthe region, some ofthe participants expressed the view that the main
usefulness of the meeting had been the opportunity to meet others doing similar work and
to share experiences. The bridging of the divide between those working in anglophone

and francophone Africa was felt to be especially important. Oxfam was asked to find
some means of enabling this communication to continue.
The Cotonou workshop highlighted the reasonsforthe information vacuum, and ALIN

was established to redress this situation by giving a voice to project workers and
establishing a network of well informed and well motivated development workers.

Linking with Farmers
Two coordinators and an administrator were recruited, based in Oxford, and left to see

what could be done. It thus cannot be claimed that ALIN was originally the initiative of
the field workers, except that a vague mandate was given to it at Cotonou.
Atthe beginning of ALIN’slife, both coordinators travelled extensively in East and
WestAfrica to find out whether the potential membership had been correctly described
and whatsorts of information and contact were appropriate to it. On these trips, many
people expressed an interestin joining the network and were duly registered as members.
The original 65 Cotonou participants, who represented the core membership, quickly
grew to over 600.

The original two coordinators, although both British, had attended the Cotonou
workshop and had worked for a numberof years in East and West Africa. They were
therefore well aware ofthe problem ofaccessto information experienced by project-level
developmentworkers, and of the feelings of isolation and powerlessnessthat can arise

when decisions are made elsewhere and the people at the bottom of the development
hierarchyare left to implement them.
ALIN thussetoutto:

e Identify the sort of information project-based development workers need.
e Develop ways ofpresenting this information that would render it most accessible to
project workers.
e Provide project workers with ways in which they can raise issues, shareexperiencesand
concerns and learn from others’ mistakes and setbacks.

Five years later, the ALIN Secretariat, consisting of three coordinators and three
support staff, is based in Dakar and the network has more than 1200 members.It operates
equally in French and English. From a recent external evaluation, the verdict of the
membershipis that belonging to ALIN is a positive and helpful adjunct to their work and
that very few other networksor sources of information are reaching or even attempting
to reach them.
In the near future, the project will be seeking the status of an independent NGO and

seeking to diversify its funding by approaching other donors,although it is likely that
Oxfam will continue to support it.
Network or mailinglist?
Nearly 2 years into the project, the ALIN staff decided that the question of whether ALIN

was a network or a mailing list ought to be tested. The difference lies in whether the
membersare active generators of information who can thenbe assisted in sharingit, or
passivereceiversof free information without anyinterest in making aneffort to share it.

A questionnaire wassent to each memberwhich theyhadtofill in and return in orderto
continue their membership. The response was surprisingly high: 46% sent back completed
questionnaires before the deadline, and since then many more have beenreceived. This
indication of interest and commitment by the membership gave much encouragementto
the secretariat.
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Muchrecruitmentto the network is done by word of mouth, and ALIN has a policy of
insistingthatthe individual write a letter to the ALIN office to request membership. ALIN

staff have been content tolet the network grow atits own rate and gain its own momentum

rather than do ‘cold mailings’ or send outpublicity to recruit members. The aim wasto
try to build up an active and committed membershiprather than simply to establisha large
mailing list. Thus it is easy to join the network, as long as a genuine interest is
demonstrated.

Since the survey active participation by members has increased greatly. Their
contributions to the network newsletter have made this a vehicle for the exchange of
information ratherthan its one-way dissemination(see below). In addition, several other
networking activities have developed.

Activities: Load! Fire! Aim!
The developmentof ALIN hasbeena deliberately slow and experimental journey. Robert
Chambers, in his keynote addressat the Cotonou workshop, suggested that it was often
more productive, in developmentwork,to try something out, see what happens and then

modifyit, than to comewith a blueprintandtry to sticktoit. This is the approach of ALIN,
whose staff have always seen themselves asfacilitators of networking rather than
providersofservices. At the beginning,in the absenceofany clues about how to proceed,
the coordinators decided to initiate a numberof activities in order to test the type of

information needed, the best wayof delivering it, and the uses to whichit could be put.
Magazine
Baobab magazineis produced three times year.It is edited by the ALIN staff but written
mainly by network members, who use it as a platform for communication and debate. The

secretariat has a policy of minimal editing of members’ contributions. This is for the very
importantreason that a group who lack confidence in the importance of what they have

to say and in their ability to say it ‘correctly’ may quickly become discouraged if they find
their contributions being overhauled in order to make them publishable. Sometimes an
articleis ghost-written by an ALIN staff member(if the language ofthe original was very
unclear); sometimes a staff member writes on the basis of conversations with ALIN
members. Occasionally a ‘translation’ and/or synthesis of a useful but incomprehensible
(to mostof us!) report is done by a staff memberfor the magazine. Thereisa real challenge
in presenting information accessibly to a group with lowlevels ofliteracy, but in such a

waythatit will not patronize the highly literate. The style of the magazineis light and
lively, with much use ofphotos and cartoons, A4 format, large typeface andfairly tough

paper.It is published in both English and French.
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Over the years Baobab has changed slightly in style, but more so in authorship. The
initial style was highly glossy, with large clear layout and much use of colour. The

intention was to make it as attractiveas possible to a group who were notused to reading
publications. Whilethe layoutis still clear and uncomplicated, some ofthe glossiness has

gone, and the moneyhas goneinstead into morecartoons andillustrations.

The changein authorship has been much moredramatic.In thefirst issue, 83% of the

articles were written by Europeans; in the ninth, 81% ofthe articles were written by
Africans.
Exchangevisits
At the beginning, having little experience to draw on, the ALIN staff tried several
different sorts of exchangevisits. Individuals were funded to make fact-finding trips on
specific subjects; developmentworkers took the farmers they were workingwith tovisit
agricultural projects; project staff went to visit others working on similar projects;

development workers took community leaders to see whathad been achievedelsewhere.
Visits were funded within countries, between countries and across the anglophonefrancophone divide. Mistakes were made (one group simply disappeared with the
money!), and undoubtedly some development tourism was funded. However, ALIN

membersare almost unanimouslyenthusiastic aboutthese visits andare often heardto say

that meetingis better than writing.
Exchangevisits are seen by the ALIN staff as a wayto start a processofreflection, and
not an endin themselves. Reports of exchangevisits are published in Baobabifpossible,
andstaff try to follow upthevisit later and encourage both visitors and visited to reflect
on its impact.
Oneparticularly interesting andusefulvisit involved four project workers from Kenya
(two men and two women), whosetoffto find out how the Malian experience with cereal
bankscould help them in tackling food security problemsin Kenya. They spent 3 weeks
travelling aroundthe country, visiting different climatic zones anddifferent groups who

had relevant experience. Ontheir return they wrote an excellent report, which has been

widelycirculated, and had opportunities to share their new knowledgein several different
fora. One of them calculated that she could coverthe costs ofthe trip within less than a
year by increasing the effectiveness andprofitability of an existing stores programme.
Theexperience gained by the ALIN staff over 5 years andthe 40 or so exchangevisits

funded has been analyzed and muchclearerguidelines are now applied to the selection

ofparticipants, the definition of objectives, preparation for the visits and follow-up after
them. For example, it has beenfound that a visiting group shouldideally have a minimum
of two people and a maximumofsix; that exchangingprofiles of participants with host
projects is a useful preparation; and that everyone mustbe clear about the objectives of
the visit beforeit takesplace(this is not as simpleasit sounds!). Participants are expected

to work out how they will share what they have learnt with colleagues and fellow
development workers in their area, and how they will write about it for other ALIN
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members. They are also expected to make somefinancial contribution to the visit if they
are ableto, or else their organization/projectis asked to co-fundit.
Workshopsand seminars
Small-scale workshops and seminars around specific themes, organized by network

members, are funded by ALIN.Likevisits, these are seen very muchasthestart of a
processofreflection and discussionrather than as an end in themselves. ALIN staff do
not organize andinvite, but they encourage and support members to doit for themselves.
Meetingstendto be kept very simple, with low organizational costs. Often the funding
required is no more than the cost of food, the agenda is not pre-set but agreed by the
participants at the beginning, and no per diemsare paid. Transport problems are often
solved by the participants.
Last year, for example, ALIN supported a small workshop at which 20 people got
togetherto discussthe problemsofgrain mills. It lasted 3 days, cost very little, and proved

an excellent opportunity for practical discussion. No per diems were paid, and the
participants sat undera tree ratherthan in a stuffy meeting room. The agenda was set on
the first day, and in this relaxed atmosphere everyone felt free to speak. However, the
widereffect of the workshop waslimited because of the poor quality of the report which
was produced.
The problem of reporting of workshops has not been solved. ALIN has tried several
methods—askingthe participants to provide a report (what comesoutis usually a bald

accountof the process withoutany ofthe interesting discussion); asking a journalist to
attend and writeit up (the journalist’s view of whatis interesting may not be the same as
an ALIN member’s); asking a participantto write an article (what comes out may be too
descriptive and not analytical enough). So far, ALIN staff have resisted attending the
workshops themselves, feeling that to do so would take the responsibility for the
workshop awayfrom the initiators and the participants. However, in the end this may be
the best way of getting feedback.
Video

A 90-minute video (with an accompanying book) in English and French has been
produced on soil and water conservation. It covers six projects in Kenya, Mali and
Burkina Faso andlooksat the reasons for their successes. These are then presented in
terms of general developmentprinciples, such as participation, motivation, building on

whatis known, and soon.Thevideo is designed to provoke thought and debate rather than
to prescribe solutions.It is best used in workshopsas a training tool for project workers.
It has been well received in all the countries where it has been introduced, and most
feedbackindicates that people find ita useful tool. ALIN has been urged to produce more
videos,but is unable to undertakethis at the moment. The reasonis that the amountof time

and labour required for the first video was seriously underestimated. Even though a
professional companywashiredto dothe filming, the complexity of making a film in two
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language versions and three countries, filming in both wet and dry seasons, posed serious

logistical difficulties.
Booklets
DevelopmentProjects in Arid Landsis anew series of booklets on specific topics. Among
the topics already covered are cereal banks, para-vet projects, credit and savings, and

growingtrees. These booklets comeoutthree times a year with Baobab and are sentfree
to ALIN members. Thestyleis similar to that ofBaobab,with the emphasis onattractive
and easy presentation using lots of pictures.
AIDS
The ALIN Secretariat sees AIDS as being a developmentissue of such importancethat

it has decidednotto wait until it is raised by the membership.A seriesofarticles on the
subject will be published over the course of a year. The articles will provide basic
information to network members on aspects of the disease and the epidemic, enabling
them to take action if they should need to do so. These will be supplemented by a
discussion pack and funding for small meetings, workshops and exchangevisits where
appropriate.
Meeting members
The ALIN coordinators place great importance onactually spending time with network
members,to talk abouttheir work, understand their concerns and problemsandhelp them

to communicate their expertise. For this reason they spend time and moneytravelling to
the projects of network members. This personal contactis costly, but without it the gap
betweensecretariat and membership could quickly becomeuncrossable.It is extremely

usefulin soliciting articles forBaobab,sitting with people and helping them to write down
whatthey know andwishto share with others. Thevisits are also useful for discussing

funding requests and workplans, andforputting people in touch with others doing similar
work.
Directory of members
The Directory of ALIN Members is produced once a year and is a powerful tool for

stimulating andassisting spontaneous networking between members.Great care has been
taken to makeit user-friendly, and each member’s nameand addressare followed by a
short paragraph describing his or her work and interests, rather than a string of

incomprehensibly coded keywords. At the back is a further classification by activity,
country and name,enabling, for example, someonein Burkina Fasointerestedin cereal
banks to find out quickly whoelse in their country has the sameinterest. Up-to-date
informationforthe directory is solicited every year from the members whowish to remain
part of the network.
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Issues
Where are the women?

The current membership of ALIN is 82% male and 18% female. Whether or not this
reflects the actual proportion of women working in development at the project levelis

uncertain—statistics do not exist. But in orderto raise the profile of women and gender
issues,itis certainly desirable that the percentage of womenincrease. The percentage of

articles written by women in Baobab is much lower—just under 10%. Of the women
authors, very few have been project workers.
This concern with the proportion of women in ALIN is not cosmetic, but vital. If
project-level development workersare isolated, the women amongthem are far moreso.
Theyarelikely to be the least well informed,trained, regarded and resourced members

of this already low-statusgroup. They probably haveless confidencein their judgement,
knowledge andability to communicate outsidetheir immediate workarea (although they

maybe powerful personalities within it). If development work doesnotseek to alter the
existing relationship between men and women,thenit cannottruly be called development. Andin this, these womenarethe key.
Butthe reality is that they are very hard to reach. They have one very major constraint
on their professional development—time. Working women, with domestic and family

responsibilities, simply do not have the same amountof time available as mento attend
meetings, workshops and training sessions, to write articles, to think about their

experience and needs.If they do appear at workshops, onecan be surethat getting there
has been a majororganizational and logistical hurdle (they have had to make alternative

arrangements for the running of the household, domestic chores and childcare, and to
appease husbandsand other male membersofthe family who feel they have acall on their
time).

How can webetter involve women in ALIN activities from which they and their work,
as well as the rest of the network, will benefit?
Thefirst step is to encourage them to join the network. Most of the women members
of ALIN have joined because they have seen someoneelse’s copy of Baobab and have
liked it, or they have met someone(e.g. Oxfam programmestaff) who has encouraged
them to write and request membership. More effort can be made to increase the use of
these two channels ofrecruitment. Existing membersare encouraged to share their copy
of Baobab, especially with women. Certain key members who worka lot with women,

for example, women’s programmeofficers in non-government organizations (NGOs),
are asked to carry copies of Baobab with them andto recruit womenontheir tours.

Thefact that many women workingin developmentare notliterate in English or French
can be a hurdle. But we have examples in Senegal of women who cannot read a word of

French and who receive Baobab and get it translated out loud to them by a literate
colleague in the village.
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Once we have women members, the next problem is to encourage them to share their
experience. This is more complicated. They will certainly not have much spare time in
which to think and write. They maylack confidencethat they have anything worth saying,
or the ability to say it. Much encouragementis needed, and there may be several false

starts, requiring sensitive handling by the ALIN Secretariatstaff. Several exchanges of
letters may be required after initial contact during a visit.
However, three times as many women as men have participated in exchange visits
funded by ALIN,and the mostsuccessfulof these have been where womenhavetravelled
together. An example was a group of 12 Burkinabé women whospent 2 weeksvisiting
credit and savings programmesin Togo and Benin. They were a mixed groupofproject
animators and membersofeight savings and credit cooperatives. A couple of them took

their babies with them. Thevisit was well prepared in advance andtheyall travelled by
road in a minibus. They wereenthusiastic about what they had learned,and ontheir return
proposed to run a series of workshops for their cooperatives, to share their experience.

Relationship between membersandsecretariat
The keyto this issue is best thought of by considering the actual and desirable shape of

the network: does it most resemblea spider’s web or a bicycle wheel?
This questionisa critical one for analyzing therole ofthe secretariat. It may be at the
hubof the network, serving as the point through which most information mustpass in
order to reach other network members(through a magazine, newsletter or correspondence). In this role it can be very dictatorial about network activities, and entrenchitself
to such an extent that the network would collapse if the secretariat were to cease
functioning. Or the secretariat may be one point, vaguely at the centre, of a web of

networking activity which as often bypassesit as touchesit. In this role, a substantial
amount of spontaneous contact between members would probably be maintained ifit

were to cease functioning.
Mostnetworksstart off as bicycle wheels. Someneverhavethe intention of becoming

anythingelse. In the case of ALIN,we hope that weare gradually moving towardsbeing
a spider’s web, while recognizing that, for the time being at any rate, the nature of our
membership will necessitate the continuation of the secretariat in certain functions. A
recent questionnaire sent out to ALIN members showedthat one in four members had
contacted, or been contacted by, another memberas a result of an article in Baobab. This
wasan encouragingly high proportion, and feedbackreceived so far indicatesthatit is far
higher now that the first Directory of Membershas been published.

This type of spontaneous‘horizontal’ networkingis difficult to monitor. ALIN has
opted for an annual questionnaire which membersare requiredtofill in and return as a
condition ofcontinued membership. The questionnaire asks them how muchcontactthey
have had with other members and whether any concrete action cameout of this contact

or out of reading ALIN publications. This provides an importantindicatorof the impact
of the network.
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Therole ofthe secretariat has changed over ALIN’slifetime.At the outsetthe staff had
a certain understanding of the communication problem between network members, and
initiated Baobab magazineas a response to this. Since then, ‘ownership’ of the magazine
has passed to a great extentinto the hands of the members themselvesthrough the themes
they define as important and the material they contribute. However, since manyof the

membersare very unconfidentoftheir literary skills, the secretariat retains an important
role in encouraging peopleto write and in working closely with them in a sympathetic and
non-judgemental mannerto get the best out of whatthey have to say. Someofthis work
is done when staff members travel and meet network members, some is done by
correspondence.It is the work of a sympathetic editor and midwife, andis especially
important whenthe contributor is a woman.
Thesecretariatstaff also havea roleto play in helping memberswhowanttoparticipate
in exchangevisitsto clarify their objectives, to put together a fundable proposal with a
realistic budget and to reflect on what they have learnt on their return. Thus when a
proposalis received whichis unclear and badly written, there may be a lengthy exchange
ofletters betweenthe secretariat and the proposer. A proposal is never rejected before

every attempt has been made to help the proposerto improveit.
A recent evaluation of ALIN suggested that one wayto shift the focus of networking

away from thesecretariat would be to encourage the formation of country groups which
could actas local foci for networking activity. This has now beentried and several
experimental country groupsare in existence. There are manyquestions to be answered
as to the precise purpose of these groups. Thesecretariat is keen to encourage them to
move awayfrom the idea of meeting as members of ALIN andto seek anidentity as likeminded people committed to networking andsharing informationfor better development.
Therole ofthe secretariatin this processis that of catalyst—in essencenodifferent from

the role of any developmentagentin helping a community to take responsibility forits

own developmentandrealize its own potential. The secretariat provides a small amount

of funding for these groups, which maygradually take on role of coordination of ALIN-

funded activities, screening of proposals and channelling of funds.

Is ALINsustainable?
Forthe foreseeable future,it is unlikely that ALIN would continueto be active without

its secretariat. As already suggested,this has much to do with the nature of the target
group. Development workers are a relatively disadvantaged group, without much
confidenceorinfluence. Theywill needfairly constant encouragementif they are to grow
and developin their professional lives.

This does not meanthatthe secretariat is not working towards a diminishing role for

itself. By making other organizations (governmentagencies, donors) and project managers
more awareofthe need for better support to developmentworkers and of the usefulness

of training and information sharing, ALIN seesa reducedroleforitself in the future in

funding exchangevisits and workshops. But most ALIN members, unlike those of
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networksbasedin the North, cannot afford to pay a membership fee which would cover.
the costs of running the secretariat and fundingits various activities. For this, continued
external funding is the only solution. However, ALIN should be seen as a long-term

training and support initiative,ratherthan a fixed-term piece ofdevelopmentfunding, and
the issue of financial sustainability is less important than the question of whether the
networking activities encouraged by ALIN are sustained.
In the long term, what ALIN staff are working towards is not greater growth in terms
of size or geographical spread—abigger club—butgreatercontrol by the members over
the processof networking.In this sense, ‘belonging’ to ALIN doesnot have any meaning.
Itis simply a stepping stone which can be used by a presently neglected but very important
section of the development communityto gain greater confidence and control overtheir
ownlives and work.
Address
Olivia Graham, Arid Lands Information Network,Casier Postal 3, Dakar-Fann,Senegal.
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Global networks
AGRECOL. Networking andInformation Centrefor Sustainable Agriculture in the Third

World, c/o Ökozentrum, SchwengistraBe 12, CH-4438 Langenbruck, Switzerland.
Founded in 1983 and financed by German and Swiss government and non-government

organizations, AGRECOL collects and disseminatesprinted and audiovisual materials
on ecological smallholder farming, maintains a database on relevant projects and

resource persons, advisesself-help rural development groups, supports information and
communication centres in the South, and operates a question-and-answer service by

correspondence as well as a visitors’ service in Langenbrück.It collaborates mainly with
partners in Africa and the Andean regions of South America. On behalf of its African

partners, AGRECOL is presently coordinating publication and distribution ofAcacia, a
newsletter on sustainable agriculture in Africa, in both French and English.
Associated Country Women of the World, 50, Warwick Square, London SW1V 2AJ,
England.
Association ofFarming Systems ResearchandExtension. Secretary, Dr. T. Finan, Bureau

of Applied Research in Anthropology, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721, USA.
This international society promotes the development and dissemination of methods for

and results of participatory on-farm systems research and extension. Such research,
through theparticipation of both women and men farmers, encourages the development
and adoption of improved and appropriate technologies and management strategies to
meet the socio-economic andnutritional needs of farm families, fostersthe efficient and
sustainable use of natural resources, and contributes to meeting global requirements for
food and fibre. Members are agricultural researchers, extension agents, development
practitioners, project administrators, government planners, and donor agency
representatives from more than 60 countries.
Developing Countries Farm Radio Network (DCFRN), 40 Dundas Street West, Box 12,

Suite 227B, Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSG 2C2. This network producesradio scripts
intendedfor over 100 developing countries, as well as anumberofinternational networks.

Subjects are sustainable agriculture, health and nutrition, womenin farming, environment—all with a practical focus. All of the scripts are available free, in English, French
or Spanish. DCFRN also issues a biannual newsletter called Voices. DCFRN welcomes
all requests for information.

Forests, Trees and People Programme (FTPP), IRDC, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SUAS), Box 7005, S-750 07 Uppsala, Sweden. This network is designed
to share information in support of efforts by rural people to best utilize their natural
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resources, especially trees and forests. It is part of the global Forests, Trees and People
Programme (FTPP), which is coordinated by the Community Forestry Unit of the FAO,
Rome, Italy. The network is run as a collaborative effort between the International Rural

Development Centre (IRDC) at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in
Uppsala, Sweden, SILV A in Paris, France and regionalfacilitators in Asia, Latin America
and Africa. The FTPP issues the quarterly Forests, Trees and People Newsletter,

available in English, French and Spanish, free of charge to interested institutions or
individuals working in community forestry and related rural development activities. In
addition, over 40 other publicationsrelated to this theme are available. There are regional
contact points, a list of which is available at IRDC.
Genetic Resources Action International (GRAIN), Jonqueras 16-6-D, E-08003 Barcelona, Spain. This is a non-government, non-profit organization, which works to promote
a better international order for genetic resources, based on grass roots approaches to
genetic resources management, with a special focus on the contributions and needs of
small-scale farmers in developing countries.
German Appropriate Technology Exchange (GATE), Sustainable Agriculture Division,

c/o GTZ, Postfach 5180, D-6236 Eschborn, Germany. Founded in 1978, GATE is a
special division of the German government-owned Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit (Germany Agency for Technical Cooperation, GTZ). ISAT (Information and Advisory Service on Appropriate Technology) is a section of GATE which
collects and disseminates information on technology appropriate to the needs of developing countries. In thefield of sustainable agriculture, ISAT offers a free information

service, runs a documentation unit, publishes books, cooperates with non-government
organizationsin the South, and gives free technical consultancy to projects. Information
about sustainable agriculture is also included in the quarterly Gate bulletin on appropriate
technology.
Information Centre for Low-External-Input and Sustainable Agriculture (ILEIA),

Kastanjelaan 5, P.O. Box 64, NL 3830 AB Leusden, Netherlands. Founded in 1982 and

financed by the Netherlands Ministry of Development Cooperation, ILEIA documents
field-level experiences in LEISA andparticipatory technology development (PTD). It
publishes the quarterly JLEJA Newsletter to mobilize and share experiences worldwide

in LEISA development, as well as books such as the ILEIA Readings in Sustainable
Agriculture (together with Intermediate Technology Publications) and Farmingfor the
future: An introduction to low-external- input and sustainable agriculture (together with

Macmillan). ILEIA promotes networking among the more than 7000 individuals and
groups who receive and contribute to the newsletter, supports the establishment of

regional LEISA networks, and organizes workshops on key themes, such as PTD and
criteria for assessing LEISA techniques.
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InternationalAlliance for Sustainable Agriculture (IASA), Newman Center, University

of Minnesota, 1701 University Avenue SE, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55414, USA. IASA
is a not-for-profit organization, founded in 1983 to realize sustainable agriculture on a
worldwide scale. It encourages networking through its newsletter, Manna. It has also
published a directory, a resource guide and other works of interest, in English.

International Ecological Agriculture Network (IEAN). Ms. Sue Milner, 139 Rue de
Hospice Communal, B-1170 Brussels, Belgium. As this book appears, this global

network is still in its planning phase. The network aimsto bring currently marginalized
ecological agriculture into the mainstream and will complement the work of the

numerous existing farmers’ groups, networks and organizations working on agricultural
development worldwide. Essentially, the IEAN will play a catalytic role in supporting,

facilitating and enhancing the capacities and activities of existing networks. Network
participants will include farmers’ organizations, women’s groups, NGOs, existing
networksand policy-makers, governmentand donoragencyrepresentatives and research
scientists.

International Federation of Organic Agricultural Movements (IFOAM), General
Secretariat, c/o Okozentrum Imsbach, D-6695 Tholey-Theley, Germany. Founded in
1972, IFOAM coordinates a network of movements around the world which promote
organic farming. Its major activities involve exchanging knowledgeandideas, informing
the public, representing the organic movements in international forums, holding an

international scientific conference every 2 years, and setting and revising international
standardsfor the production, processing and trade of organic products. Members include

associations of producers, processors, traders and consultants, as well as institutions
involved in research, training and information. IFOAM now has almost 500 full member
organizations in more than 75 countries. In addition to its Internal Letter, IFOAM
publishes the quarterly Ecology and Farming, in English with Spanish and French

abstracts. Governed by a biennial General Assembly and world Board of directors,
IFOAM is now decentralizingits organizational structure to better meet the needs ofits
member in each continent.
International Federation of Women in Agriculture. Secretary General, Dr. C. Prasad,
Krishi Anusandham Bhavan, Pusa, New Delhi 110 012,India.
International Institute ofRural Reconstruction (IIRR), Silang, Cavite 4118, Philippines.
This international NGO hassix partner national rural reconstruction movements in
various countries of the world. The IIRR becameinvolved with sustainable agriculture
in 1984. It publishes regular newsletters, and the journal Rural Reconstruction Review,
as well as practically oriented documents, in English, on issues such as regenerative
agriculture, agroforestry, upland agriculture, low-external-inputrice farming, and bio-
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intensive gardening. Various training courses, on a national, regional and international
level, are organized on IIRR’s campusin the Philippines, on subjects such as agricultural

extension,rural developmentand sustainablelivelihoods.
Nitrogen Fixation by Tropical Agricultural Legumes (NifTAL). B. Ben Bohlool, College
of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources, Dept of AgronomyandSocial Science,
University of Hawai, 1000 Holomua Avenue, Paia, Hawai 96779, USA. The network’s
goal is to reduce the dependenceofsmall farmers on costly nitrogen fertilizers. NifTAL
seeks to reinforce research on biological nitrogen fixation in developing countries by
filling gaps not covered by international and regional research centres.
Overseas Development Institute (ODI), Regent’s College, Inner Circle, Regent’s Park,
London NW1 4NS, United Kingdom. ODI runs four networking programmes: the
Agricultural Research and Extension Network (AgREN), the Irrigation Management
Network (IMN), the Pastoral Development Network (PDN) and the Social Forestry
Network (SFN). Communication takes place through mailings (twice a year), each

including three to five substantive network papers, accompanied by a newsletter. Each
networkis openprincipally to practitioners, policy-makers and, in some cases, academics
within the subject area of the network. Members are expectedto send in papersor notes

on their experiences.
Pesticide Action Network (PAN). PAN lobbies for better control of and information on
the use of dangerous pesticides and tries to stimulate the use of biological control
methods. The network has no global secretariat, but consists of numerous regional and
national networks. Some examples are: PAN Indonesia, Riza V. Tjahjadi, Jl. Persada
Raya 1, 12870 Jakarta, Indonesia; PAN Europe, 23 Beehive Place, Brixton, SW9 7QR
London, United Kingdom; PAN North America, P.O. Box 610, San Francisco, CA
94101, USA.For more information write to PAN Germany, GausstraBe 17, D-22765

Hamburg, Germany.
Rodale Institute, 611 Siegfriedale Road, P.O. Box 323, Kutztown, PA 19530, USA.The

Rodale Institute is anon-profit educational and research organization. Theinstitute works
closely with farmers, scientists and extension agents to develop sustainable farming
methods. The organization is active in worldwide networking to build up self-reliance
through regenerative agriculture. Rodale organizes numerouscourses on themesrelated

to sustainability. Rodale publishes a bimonthly newsletter, International Ag-Sieve: A
Sifting ofNews about Regenerative Agriculture, and also various other worksofinterest.

Rodale Senegal (B.P. A 237, Thiès, Senegal) publishes a French version: ‘Entre Nous:
Bulletin d'Echange d'Informations sur l'Agriculture Régénératrice’. The Senegalese
branch also operates a question-and-answerservice.
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Sustainable AgricultureNetwork (SANE). M.A. Altieri, 1050 San Pablo Avenue, Albany,
CA 94706, USA. Atthe initiative ofCLADES, a proposal has been made to form a global

network on sustainableagriculture, linking NGOs, universities, international and national
research centres, FAO and other organizations concerned with food production and the

environment and which undertaketraining, on-farm research and information exchange

at the international, regional and local levels. An inventory of potential members has yet
to be made.

World Neighbors, 4127 NW 122 Street, Oklahoma City, OK 73120-8869, USA. World
Neighbors was established in 1951 as a non-profit organization with a general mandate
to eliminate hunger, disease and poverty in Asia, Africa and Latin America.Ittries to

reach these goals through strengthening the capacity of marginalized communities to
meet their basic needs. Programme priorities are food production, community-based

health, family planning, water and sanitation, environmental conservation and small
business. People’s participation in these programmesis of paramountimportance. World

Neighbors produces quality learning materials, practical in nature, and offers these

througha catalogue whichis available on request. There is a biannual newsletter, World
Neighborsin Action, whichis published forfield staff, in English, French and Spanish.

Africa
Agroforestry Research Networks for Africa (AFRENA). R.B. Scott, ICRAF, P.O. Box
30677, Nairobi, Kenya. The networks focus on multi-purpose trees for such uses as
fuelwood, fodder, soil improvement,soil protection and shade. Aimsareto diagnose land
use problemsand designagroforestry technologies to overcomethese problems, develop
such technologies through research,select suitable tree species and arrange training

sessions.

Alley Farming Network for Tropical Africa (AFNETA), c/o IITA, Oyo Road, P.M.B.
5320, Ibadan, Nigeria. This network,established in 1989, aims to develop sustainable
cropping systemsbased onalley farming and general agroforestry principles for various
agro-ecological zones in sub-Saharan Africa. The network also aims to reduce
environmental destruction by improvingthe efficiency andstability of land use under
smallholderfarming systems. The network implementsactivitiesin the area ofinformation
exchange,training and collaborative research. AFNETApublishes an English language
newsletter called Afnetan.
AnimalTraction NetworkforEast and Southern Africa (ATNESA). TimothyE. Simalenga,
Chairperson, Dept of Agricultural Engineering, Sokoine University of Agriculture, P.O.

Box 3003, Morogoro, Tanzania. This regional network helpsnational networks to get
organized and collects and collates information on organizations and individuals involved
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in animal tractionin all countries of the region. This information is disseminated through
mailing lists. A directory of people and resources is also compiled, enabling members
from nearby countries to recruit each other for local consultancies. Workshops are

organized and proceedings published.
Arid Lands Information Network (ALIN), C.P. 3, Dakar-Fann, Senegal. Development

field staff can benefit tremendously from sharing their experiences and ideas. But
networkactivities very often tend to reach only the moreseniorstaff of both government
and non-governmentorganizations. Information very rarely gets to the workersat the
grassroots, andtheir voice is seldom heard.Established in 1988, ALIN triesto facilitate

networking at this grass roots level. It issues a newsletter called Baobab and also
publishes other documents. In addition, ALIN has supported the organizationofregional
workshops.
Association of Church Agricultural Projects (ACDEP), P.O. Box 42, Tamale, N/R
Ghana. ACDEPis a network of 24 church-basedagricultural extensionstations located

in northern Ghana. The networkaims to foster cooperation among its members,and to
coordinate effective delivery ofcommonservices, suchas training, information, agricultural
inputs, etc. It stimulates the exchange of experiences with other regional networks and
tries to provide a commonvoiceonagricultural and rural developmentissuesaffecting
the rural poor. The network runsan agricultural information centre, an inputs supply

project and a family health advisor project. The network meets three times a year to
discuss problemsandissuesofinterest. Each meeting is preceded by a theme workshop.
CIMMYT Eastern and Southern Africa Economics Program (CIMMYTIESA), P.O. Box

25171, Nairobi, Kenya. The programme’s main purpose is to promote and build capacity
in systems-based on-farm research techniques among national research and training
institutions in Eastern and Southern Africa.

EcumenicalAssociationfor SustainableAgriculture andRuralDevelopment (ECASARD).
Mr. Isaac K. Darko (Secretary), P.O. Box 138, Legon, Accra, Ghana. ECASARD is a
network of 22 church-based and 12 non-church-based private voluntary organizations

that are all engaged in promoting agricultural developmentin southern Ghana. Seminars
and meetings of regional representatives are organized, and a training programmehas

beenstarted. Sub-committees have beenset up to make recommendationsforestablishing
a newsletter, indigenous seed collection, collection of informationon indigenousveterinary practices and greater participation of womenin the network.
Federation ofNGOsfor the Environmentin Cameroon (FONGEC), c/o CIPCRE, B.P.
1256, Bafoussam, Cameroon. This network began operating in August 1991 as a forum
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for coordination of the activities of existing environmental NGOs in Cameroon. An
inventory of organizationsis being made.
Forum on Sustainable Agriculture (FONSAG), Private Bag 136 Bontleng, Gaborone,
Botswana. This network organizes workshops, farmers’ meetings andtraining events to

exchange experiences. The network has an extension working group and publishes the
FONSAG Newsletter.
Natural FarmingNetwork, c/o Zimbabwe Women’s Bureau, 43 Hillside Road, Cranborne,

Harare, Zimbabwe. The Natural Farming Network is an informalcoalition ofNGOs and
Government of Zimbabwe agencies which are collaborating to arrest the impact of

environmental degradation on agriculture. The network aimsto create greater awareness
of the need for organic agriculture and to support NGOsat grassrootlevel in implementing organic agriculture practices. One ofthe most successful activities of the network is

the organization of farmer exchangevisits.
Pastoral and Environmental Network in the Horn ofAfrica, Panther House, Room 201,
West Block, 38 Mount Pleasant, London WC1X OAP,United Kingdom.
Réseau Sénégalais d’ Agriculture Durable (RESAD). Mr. Cheikh Drame, B.P. 412, Thiés,
Senegal.
Réseau Développement Agriculture Durable (REDAD). Pascal Badjagou (Président),
B.P. 04-0670, Cotonou, Benin. This national network consists of farmers, scientists,

governmentorganizations and NGOs.The network’s objectivesareto link these different

kindsof people who canplaya part in strengtheninglocal initiatives for the development
of sustainable agriculture; to exchange experiences; to create an information bank on
innovations; and to establish contact with international organizations, so as to benefit

from the experiences of other countries. The network publishes a newsletter called
Nouvelles du REDAD.
West Africa Animal Traction Network (WAATN). Adama Faye, Département Systémes,

ISRA,B.P. 3120, Dakar, Senegal. Workshops are amongthe main,visible activities of
this open and informal network,bringing togethera multidisciplinary group ofparticipants
to exchange information. Over 140 papers have been published. There is no formal
network newsletter, but documents are exchanged freely among members.
West African Farming Systems Research Network (WAFSRN), c/o IITA, P.M.B. 5320,

Ibadan, Nigeria. The long-term objective of this network is to facilitate the design and
implementation of a coordinated regional farming systems research programme. This
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objective is achieved through making inventories, training, improving the flow of
information through the publication of newsletters, and organizing workshops.

Asia
Alternative Agriculture Network (AAN), c/o RRAFA(Rural Reconstruction Alumni and

Friends Association), 67 Sukhumvit Soi 55, Soi Thonglore, Bangkok 10110, Thailand.
This national informal network consists of over 30 NGOs, exchanging experiences in

alternative agriculture. The network supports its members with training courses and
research studies. It also seeks to raise public awareness of the need for alternative
agriculture and to lobbyat policy level.
Asian Rice Farming Systems Network (ARFSN). Dr Virgilio R. Carangal, Rice Farming

Systems Program, IRRI, P.O. Box 933, Manila, Philippines. On 30 networksitesall over
Asia, on-farm research is carried out on topics such as cropping patterns, livestock

integration, rice-fish farming and varietal testing of upland crops.
Asia-Pacific Natural Agriculture Network (APNAN), 1/4 Saint Louis 2, South Sathorn
Road, Bangkok 10120, Thailand. This network of researchers was formedto study the
role of effective micro-organisms in natural farming. The objective is to conduct
comparable research in each participating country and to present the results in the

network’s own newsletter as well as in scientific journals. The network also creates
training opportunities for its members and organizes conferences.
Asia Soil Conservation Network (ASOCON), P.O. Box 133 JKWB, Jakarta 10270,

Indonesia. An inter-country network for programmesdealing with the problems of
sustainable and environmentally sound landuse at the smallholder level. The network has
membersfrom South-EastAsia, including China and Papua New Guinea. ASOCONruns
an information service. A data base on soil and water conservation issues is planned.
ASOCONpublishes a 4-monthly English language newsletter called Contour.
Gorakhpur Environmental Action Group (GEAG), 224 Purdilpur, M.G. College Road,
P.O. Box 60, Gorakhpur 273 001, U.P. India. This group, consisting mainly ofresearchers

and teachers concerned with sustainable agriculture, publishes a Hindi newsletter called
Vasundhara. The mailing list has more than 200 readers and the groupis trying to

establish a small information centre.
Honeybee. Anil Gupta, Centre for Management in Agriculture, Indian Institute of
Management, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad 380 015,India. This initiative aimsto establish an
international knowledge base on indigenous innovations developed by peasants and
artisans. The knowledge is fed back to the farmers by meansof a newsletter called
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Honeybee, which appears in six regional editions (Hindi, Gujarati, Oriya, Tamil,
Kannada and Dzongkha).

Konsorsium Pengembangan Dataran Tinggi Nusa Tenggara (The Consortium for the
Development of the Nusa Tenggara Highlands), Jl. Makmur 16, Cipaganti, Bandung
40161, Indonesia. A network of NGOs and other organizations promoting sustainable
agriculture in the highlands of eastern Indonesia. The central activity is a series of joint
staff training events on relevantsubjects. The network publishesa newsletter in Bahasa
Indonesian.
Lanka Organic Agriculture Network (LOAM), c/o Ranjith de Silva, Gami Seva Sevana,
Office Junction, Galaha, Sri Lanka. This network was launched at the end of 1992

following a meeting of over 200 individuals and organizations. Besides farmers/
producers, the meeting was attended by representatives from trade organizations as well

as processers and exporters. LOAM hopes to improve collaboration and coordination
among various organizations promoting organic agriculture in Sri Lanka. Improved
marketing of organically grown products will be high on the new network’s agenda,
including the issue ofcertification.

LEISA Network, Thangameena House, Ezhil Nagar, Keeranur 622 502, Pudukkottai
District, Tamil Nadu, India. This Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry regional network consists

of about 60 NGOs and some150 farmers. The network organizes courses, workshops and
an on-farm trials programme. Mostfarmers are experimenting with LEISA technology

and informal seed exchangetakesplace. Local informal farmerdiscussion groups evolve
to discuss experiments. The network newsletter is called Pasunthalir.
Malaysian Organic Farming Network (MOFAN), c/o CETDEM,P.O. Box 382, 46740

Petaling Jaya, Malaysia.

Paguyuban Tani Hari Pangan Sedunia (World Food Day Farmers’ Movement of

Indonesia), Pasoran Ganjuran, P.O. Box 115, Banjul 55702, Yogyakarta,Indonesia. This

farmers’ organization focuses on the production as well as on the consumption side of
sustainable agriculture. It organizestraining events, workshops, campaigns and exchange
visits.
Sibol ng Agham at Teknolohiya (SIBAT), P.O. Box 375, Central Post Office, Manila,
Philippines. This network wasestablished to revive and promotesustainable agriculture
in the Philippines. The goal is to promote socio-economic development through grass
roots initiatives. The network supports communityinitiatives in rebuilding sustainable
farming systemsin rural areas, through extension,training, information dissemination
and community development projects. Besides other, occasional publications, two

periodicals are published: the quarterly SIBAT Newsletter and the bi-annual SIBOL
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Journal, both in English. SIBAT runs a regional question-and-answer service. The
information centre can be visited.
Southeast Asia Sustainable Agriculture Network (SEASAN), c/o RRAFA (Rural Recon-

struction Alumni and Friends Association), 67 Sukhumvit Soi 55, Soi Thonglore,
Bangkok 10110, Thailand. This regional network (the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Lao PDR, Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar) is a forum for the exchange of
experiences on sustainable agriculture. SEASAN seeks to influence action and policy
towards sustainable development and to use participatory approaches. Activities of the
network are: workshops, exchange visits, newsletters, documentation and development
and dissemination of appropriate education material, practical training and action
research.
Southeast Asian Universities Agro-ecosystem Network (SUAN), Terd Charoenwatana,
Khon Kaen University, Khon Kaen, Thailand. The network focuses on interdisciplinary

human ecology research having direct relevanceto policy-makingfor the development
and management of renewable natural resources in tropical Asia.
Sustainable Agriculture Forum (Wahana Pertanian Lestari), Jl. Urip Yudomoto 108,

Yogyakarta, Indonesia. This network of NGOs working in the agricultural sector was
established to raise awareness ofthe dangers of heavy use of chemical agricultural inputs
and to organize training in alternative agricultural systems.
Users’ Perspective with Agricultural Research and Development (UPWARD), P.O. Box
933, Manila, Philippines. UPWARDis a network ofresearchers dedicated to redirecting
agricultural research and developmenttowards users, with distinct focuson marginalized,
resource-poor households. UPWARDfocuseson the production andutilization of root
crops. The network advocates a broad vision of food systems rather than looking at
individual productionfactors, and supports researchin the areas of production systems,

genetic resources and marketing, processing andconsumption.It has organized conferences
and workshopsat regionallevel, at which research findings were presented anddiscussed.

UPWARD also sponsors several training programmes, following a train-the-trainers
philosophy, publishes a newsletterin English, called Notesfrom the Field, and operates
a library.
Women in Rice Farming Systems Network, c/o IRRI, P.O. Box 933, 1009 Manila,
Philippines.

Latin America
Agroecologia Universidad Cochabamba (AGRUCO), Fac. de Agronomia, Casilla 3392,
Cochabamba, Bolivia. Launched in 1985, AGRUCOis a project of the Universidad
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Mayor de San Simon. Its main objectiveis to support education and trainingrelated to
ecological agriculture and indigenous knowledge within Bolivian institutions. Participatory research in Andean communities is the framework for AGRUCO’s training and

education activities. Facilitation andrevitalization of indigenous knowledge of Andean
farmers constitutes a new approach for AGRUCO.It issuesa series of papers in Spanish,
Serie Tecnica, and a free newsletter called Agroecologia y Saber Campesino.It also
organizes an annualinternational training course for university professors. AGRUCO
operates an informationcentre, containing some 3000 documents on rural development,

ecological agriculture and indigenous knowledge.
Andean Council ofEcological Management (CAME),Jr. Arequipa 128, Pufio, Peru. This
networkconsists of seven NGOswhichare seeking to improve their individual work by
together developingtheir practical knowledge andskills, organizingtraining and advisory
services for their members. They are also seekingto influence policy-makersand public

opinion.
Brazilian Agroforestry Network (REBRAF), Caixa Postal 70060, Ipanema, 22422-970
Rio de Janeiro RJ, Brazil. This network, established in 1988, promotes agroforestry
alternatives to deforestation and degradation. REBRAF producesvarious documents on
agroforestry, among which a quarterly technical newsletter, REBRAF: Rede Brasileira
Agroflorestal. It provides specialized training courses involving field work and helps
implementspecific agroforestry-based developmentprojects for low-incomerural and
forest dwellers’ communities.
Grupo Asociado Talpuy (Talpuy Association), Apartado 222, Huancayo,Peru. Talpuy

wasestablished in the early 1980s to conduct research on thetraditional practices used
by farmers and to facilitate communication among farmers. This association issues a
journal in Spanish, called Minka, every 4 months, witha distinct focus on Andean culture

andidentity but also with muchattentiontotraditional sustainable agriculture. Minka has
been the vehicle for the building up the network.
Latin American Consortium on Agroecology and Development (CLADES), Casilla 97,

Correo 9, Santiago,Chile. This network of 12 Latin American NGOswas foundedin 1989
to promote research, training and information exchange on eclogical agriculture and
sustainable rural developmentin the region. The main objective is to strengthen the
technical capabilities of NGO personnelso that these can promote ecologically sound, as
well as culturally acceptable and economically viable, production alternatives for small-

scale farmers. CLADESpublishes a biannualjournal, Agroecologia y Desarollo, which
features articles and information about projects, book reviews, and analyses of

contemporary rural issues.
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Movimiento Campesino a Campesino, Apartado 4526, Managua, Nicaragua. Within this
network, Nicaraguan peasant experimenters organize locally and nationally around peer

training, food production and sustainable agriculture. Exchange visits play an important
role.
Programa de Agroecologica y Desarrallo Rural (PRADER, Agroecology and Rural
Development Programme),c/o SEMTA,Casilla 20410, La Paz, Bolivia. A network of 14

institutions founded in 1988.
Red de Agricultura Ecologica(RAE),c/oIDMA,Apartado Postal 110384, Lima 11, Peru.

This national network on ecological agriculture consists of 50 members, nearly all NGOs.
The network’s activities are: coordinating members’ programmes, human resource
development,provision and exchangeofinformation and influencing public opinion. The

network runs a library service, organizes workshops and training and produces an
information bulletin.

North America
Sustainable Farming Association (SFA) of Minnesota, P.O. Box 53, Lewiston, MN
55952, USA. This is a farmer-run educational organization dedicated to facilitating
farmer-to-farmer information sharing on ecologically and economically sound farming
practices. It issues a statewide newsletter called Corner Post.
Midwest Sustainable Agriculture Working Group (SAWG), 110 Maryland Avenue NE,
Box 76, Washington D.C. 20002, USA.A network of non-profit farm, food, environmen-

tal, religious andrural organizations that advocates public policies supporting the long-

term sustainability of agriculture, the conservation of natural resources and the welfare
of rural communities. SAWG also works to strengthenits participating organizations
through grass roots training and development programmes. The group meets quarterly.
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Throughout the tropics, a growing number of individuals and groups are
developing Low-External-Input and Sustainable Agriculture (LEISA)
technologies, as well as participatory methods of extending them. Many of these
innovative people are joining forces to exchange information and co-operate
more closely, in order to learn from each other and create a more favourable
policy climate for LEISA. This book presents experiences of different forms of
networking to promote LEISA, focused on linkages among and between farmers,
development fieldworkers and researchers.

ISBN 1 85339 210 3

The Information Centre for Low-External-Input and Sustainable Agriculture
(ILEIA), established by the ETC Foundation in 1982 and funded by the Dutch
Ministry of Development Co-operation, promotes people-centred and
ecologically sound approaches to agricultural development. It documents
relevant experiences, publishes a quarterly journal and bibliographies, hosts
international workshops, and supports regional networks in developing
countries.
The Intermediate Technology Development Group was
founded by the late Dr E.F. Schumacher. Intermediate
Technology enables poor people in the Third World to

develop and use technologies and methods which give
them more control overtheir lives and which contribute to
the long-term development of their communities.
Intermediate Technology Publicationsis the publishing arm of
the Intermediate Technology Development Group and is based at 103/105
Southampton Row, London WC1B 4HH, UK.

